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Some teachers and some schools have always
found ways to instill the highest standards of
literacy in all their students, especially the
children of the poor and minorities. But can
entire districts or states do it? What kinds of
policy are likely to bring about the necessary
changes? These are the kinds of questions
Rexford Brown and his fellow investigatorE
ask in this first major study of the effects of
the 1980s' school refonn policies.
Arguing that it is not enough to demand
competence in the simple basic skills. Brown
recommends creating thoughtful learning
environments for adults and children that
develop the ability to think critically and creatively, to solve problems. exercise judgment.
and to learn new skills.
In examples taken from visits to classrooms
across North Americafrom the backroads
of the rural South to unadnmed native
American schools, to urban buildings in tl-e
industrial northeast and finally to an Ontario
school districtBrown shows the ways in
which national, state, and local politics either
encourage or discourage efforts to develop
these thoughtful learning environments. He
recommends creating policy frameworks that
encourage conversation, stimulate inquiry.
and foster trust and collaboration, and he
suggests raising our expectations for all
students. especially the poor a-id minorities.
and building curriculums that begin with
students' interests and concerns.
(continued on back nap)
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Preface
Years ago in this country, people were considered literate if they
could sign tiieir names. As times changed, ideas about what constituted a satisfactory level of literacy also changed, and always upward. Mere ability to sign one's name gave way to the ability to
write at a certain level of sophistication, higher for rach succeeding
generation. Mere ability to read gave way to increasingly demanding reading in a wide range of fields, and for a wide range of purposes. As our school system grew, being literate became equated
with having completed a certain number of years of school. As our
economic system grew and changed, school credentials played an
increasingly important role in screening and selecting people for
jobs. The number of years of schooling a person completed began
to be wrrelated with potential earnings. The s" Ikes involved in
attaining the right kind or degree of literacy and the right level of
education rose steadily.
The system charged with determining what the stakes would
be for any individual, what life opportunities any of us might enjoy,
grew haphazardly throughout this century and ac hieved its mature
form only twenty-five years ago. Only then was it ready to be the

instrument of mass educationtrue mass educationthat its proponents had long promised it would become, and it was immediately clear that public expectations and economic and social
changes were rendering it obsolete.
xi

xli
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During the 1970s, critics charged that too many Americans
were "functionally" illiteratethat is, not totally illiterate, but not
literate enough to function productively and happily. Doubts were
also expressed about whether a high school diploma still said anything about the literacy of graduates. Stories of high school graduates who could neither read nor write abounded; reading, writing,
and mathematics test-score declines were chronicled year after year,
with more and more public hand-wringing. Almost every state legislature passed laws requiring evidence of minimal competency for
grade promotion and graduation. Almost every district developed
school-improvement plans based on a burgeoning research industry
that was devoted to the study of "effective" schools.
The 1980s brought new alarms about literacy in the United
States, most dramatically expressed in the National Commission on
Excellence in Education's A Nation at Risk (1983). This report was
the Reagan administration's call for major improvements in education as a matter of national survi-al in an increasingly competitive global economy. Throughout the decade, a broader and deeper
notion of literacy emerged from dozens of books and blue-ribbon
reports and the words of nationally prominent speakers. The stakes
involved in this more robust kind of literacy grew higher than ever,
both for the individual and for the country as a whole. The decade
ended with an unprecedented summit meeting of the nation's governors and the president of the United States, who issued a call for
radical reform and total restructuring of the educational system.

The new literacy that requires such massive change goes
beyond mere reading and writing ability, beyond the so-called basics, and beyond the current requirements for a high school diploma.
It now includes capacities once demanded only of a privileged,
college-bound elite: to think critically and creatively, solve prob-

lems, exercise judgment, and learn new skills and knowledge
throughout a lifetime. What at the beginning of the twentieth century was a high standard for a few has apparently become, in the
minds of a good many powerful people, a desideratum for all.
Background of the Book

This book is about that new, higher literacy and about whether
current efforts to reform and restructure the educational system are
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likely to foster such literacy in all students. The book is based on
a series of case studies undertaken in 1987-1988 with the generous
support of the John D. and Catherine T Macikt thur Foundation.
The literacy my colleagues at the Education Commission of the
States and I have been investigating is one that goes beyond basic
skills and includes enhanced abilities to think critically and creatively; to reason carefully; to inquire systematically into any important matter; to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate information and
arguments; and to communicate effectively to a variety of audiences
in a variety of forms. We have come to call it a literacy of thoughtfulness, since it involves both the exercise of thought and a certain
amount of caring about other thinkers in past and present commit.

nities. A major question that underlies our study is whether the
unprecedented amount of educational policy activity of the last decade is leading (or is likely to lead) to this literacy of thoughtfulness.
To what &wee, we wondered as we began the rase studies on which
this book is based, are various kinds of policy serving as positive
forces for thoughtfulness. and to what degree are they discouraging
it?

To find the right way to ask that complicated question, and
perhaps even to suggest some answers, we interviewed experts
around the country, conducted focus groups with parents and various other people interested in education, reviewed all available
rewarch and relevant policy material, interviewed state and local

administrators and policymakers, and then visited schools and
classrooms (mostly for grades 3, 6, 8. and I ) where thinking and
problem-solving activities were supposed to be a major part of the
curriculum. All told, we gathered 650 hours of interviews and observations in the case studies, about two-thirds of it based on talkiRg
with teachers and visiting their classes.
We wanted to get a good sense of the status of those policies
and programs purported to be conducive to thoughtfulness (as we

have defined the term). We also wanted to learn what kinds of
barriers confronted pec pie who were trying to be thoughtful or were
trying to develop programs that would involve far more students in
activities likely to develop critical and creative thinking and
problem-solving skills.

joining me in the interviewing and the observing of class-
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rooms were Jane Armstrong of the Education Commission of the
States; Alan Davis, now at the University of Colorado; Patty FlakusMosqueda of the Education Commission of the States; Anthony

Petrosky of the University of Pittsburgh; Sam Stringfield, now at

Johns Hopkins University's Cet -ar for Research on Effective
Schooling for Disadvantaged Students; and Rona Wilensky, an independent education researcher who lives in Boulder, Colorado.
During the interviews, we explained the purpose of our research and how we intended to use the results. Our intent was to
learn what people believe about students' capacities to think critically, solve problems, and become active, engaged learners. We
tried to get a sense of how adults in schools and school systems
interact, communicate, and model thoughtfulness for students. We
inquired into the history of, and the intentions behind, reforms in
the district and the state; and we probed for beliefs about relationships between policy and practice. Our interviews were conducted
informally, without tape recorders, in interviewees' offices and in
classrooms. We transcribed the interviews shortly after conducting
them, relying on our notes and memories and often checking with
interviewees to see if we had captured their remarks correctly. I have
made every effort to present remarks accurately and in the spirit in
which they were made.
In our classroom observations, we looked for nine general
indicators of climates conduc ive to a literacy of thoughtfulness:
I.

2.

3.

The p, v.sical classroom environment. Are reference materials
and laboratory equipment available? Is the environment richly
textured, with much to look at and touch, including samples
of students' work? Are students encouraged to move around to
gather information or to work in various groups? Are there
frequent interruptionsby the public address system, for example? Is the classroom overly noisy?
Interaction between and among students and teacher. Is most
of the talk "teacher talk"? How many students participate in
discussion? Do students address one another? Does the teacher
allow sufficient time for students to respond to questions? Does
the teacher appear to be a learner?
Questioning strategies. Do teacher or students ask open-ended
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questions or questions that call for analysis, synthes:s, interpre-

tation, or evaluation? Do questions drive students toward

6.

deeper understanding or comprehension of the material, or is
the focus on factual recall? Does the teacher encourage students
to ask questions?
Amount of facilitation and probing. Are students encouraged
to clarify or expand on their ideas? Does the teacher translate
or transform concepts verbally or graphically to enable cliffaem students to grasp th ? Does the teacher provide conceptual bridges to help students move from their present
understandings to new understandings?
Discussion elements. During discussions, do students provide
supporting evidence or reasons for their comments or opinions? Do teacher or students synthesize or summarize during
the discussion? Is sufficient time allowed for good discussion?
Do teacher or students critique the discussion?
Nonverbal indicators of engagement. Are students alert and

7.

engaged? If so, how many?
Courtesy and sensitivity. Do teacher and students listen care-

4.

5.

fully, use polite speech, and acknowledge and support one
anothers' ideas? Do they acknowledge and accept conflicting

8.

9.

points of view? Are there signs of humor and good will? Does
the teacher praise students for their responses or help lead them
from incorrect to correct perceptions?
Amount of reflection OT self-regulation. Do teac her or students
talk about thinking or reflect on the quality of individual or
group thinking? Are students able to describe their thinking or
problem-solving strategies? If students take notes, what do they
intend to do with them?
Risk-taking environment. Is the focus entirely on answering
correctly, or are muhiple perspectives accepted? Is there a
general acceptance of a healthy amount of uncertainty or ambiguity? Do students explore or brainstorm? Are students encouraged to make mistakes and learn from them?
We trained ourselves to be sensitive to these indicators. After

observing classrooms, we often asked the teachers why they had
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conducted their classes as they had, listening particularly for reasons related directly or indirectly to policy.
After studying many potential sites for case studies, we chose
seven for intensive scrutiny. All seven serve substantial populations
of poor and minority students, but each is addressing, via different
polides and practices, thc issue of achieving a higher level of literacy for all students.

Overview of the Contents

The results of our study are presented largely in narrative form,
since narrative preserves the contexts without which findings are
often barren and easy to misunderstand. Time after time in our
studies, we found that we had to move from the particulars of daily
experience in schools to lofty abstractions and generalizations about

school reform, and then back again. The truth, however, lies at
neither extreme; rather, it is in the going back and forth, in all our
listening and all our efforts to make sense of what we saw and heard.
The story begins in the Deep South, where the major comprehensive school-reform policy initiatives of the 1980s began. The
challenge to offer a much higher level of literacy to a much broader
range of students is particularly poignant in many southe7n states
because their leaders keenly feel the pinch of international economic competition but are caught up in the economic, social, political, and racial history that complicates and slows the responses
they can make.
The story that unfolds in the first two chapters focuses on
rural America, where teachers are educating children to leave their
communities rather than remain and enrich them. It is aiso a story
of minorities and their struggles to be both a part of and independent of a system that has long excluded them. To say that the nation
needs higher literacy for all students is to say that it must do something it has not yet been very successful at doing: educating minority and poor students to their ful.lest potential.

The third chapter finds us on an Indian reservation. The
focus is again on rural education and on a racial minority, but the
story expands to address mismatches between the languagr and culture of sc hooting and the languages and cultures of a growing pro-
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portion of students. On the reservatica, we find a school system
that, with some help from new state policies, is finding ways to
build on the language and culture that students bring to the classroom; the colonial model of education is on the wane.
Chapter Four moves the story into an urban setting. We de-

scribe the conflicts and contradictions in a troubled but typical
school district, where the policy environment is not conducive to a
literacy of thoughtfulness, despite a plethora of good ideas, good
intentions, and good programs.

Chapter Five departs from the narrative somewhat to
broaden the notion of what a policy environment is and to describe
the contributions of a governor, a legislature, a state school board,
and a district court judge.
Chapter Six describes a school district in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where many of the problems described in earlier chapters
have been addressed in positive ways. Pittsburgh illustrates what

can be done to begin the kind of community conversation that
undergirds a literacy of thoughtfulness. But Pittsburgh's schools
also clearly reveal a fundamental conflict between contending be-

liefs about learning and literacy. This conflict, if not somehow
resolved, will limit how deeply reforms can penetrate contemporary
urban systems.
The next chapter describes the school distict where, in all our
travels, we found the most advanced form of a literacy of thought-

fulness: Toronto, Ontario. How both local and provincial policy
created and now sustain that literacy is the focus of the chapter that
ends the narrative. Chapter Eight sums up our findings from all the
schools, districts, states, and Canadian provinces we visited.
Although the chapters, like essays, can be read separately,
they do refer to one another in various ways, and they do constitute
a developing story. In the first five chapters, I have disguised names
and places, both because I told the subjects that I would and because
the situations described are intended to represent widespread conditions. Much more could be said in each chapter about the schools

and districts in question, but I have tried to focus on themes that
illustrate important problems or breakthroughs in creating more
thoughtful policies and learning environments.
This book is for people who are interested in school reform
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and in the role that ublic policy can play in bringing it about. I
have tried to steer clear of jargon except when presenting particular

examples of the language of schooling; that language, as I argue
throughout this book, is part of the problem. A literacy of thoughtfulness cannot blossom for students unless it is practiced by adults.
Practicing involves paying close attention to language and to the
thought embedded in it.
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CHAPTER ONE

Back to Basics

in the Rural South
Coming into the state, Sam Stringfidd and I drive through seemingly endless swampland until we reach higher ground with sandy
soil and long-needled pines. Heading toward the state capital,
there's not much to see but woods. It is an outdoorsman's paradise
in these parts. not much changed from its original frontier condition. We haven't reached the great plantations yet.
As we drive along, Sam describes this Deep South state as a
place that is in competition with the third world . . . and losing. For
most of the state's histo17, economic development has meant attracting business and industry with the promise of low-skilled, lowpaid, nonunionized labor. But, however low the wages in the state.
they are far higher than %ages in Mexico or Puerto Rico or Korea.
Sam works at the Northwest Regional Educational Labora-

tory. He has been visiting places like Japan and China and is
troubled by the implications for Americans of a rapidly growing
global economy. An intense, bearded man who talks quietly. he
emphasizes his points with fierce eye contact, even while he is
driving.
"There are three categories of wuntries," he tells me. "First,
there are those that are developing a cutting-edge economy and will
invent the new technologies and machines. They're followed by the
cloners. the imitators, the people who, because of exceptionally low
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labor costs and because of information and expertise transfer, can
quickly imitate what the cutting-edge economy creates and car. r °duce it at a much lower cost. Behind these two, locked right now
in neck-and-neck competition, come the endangered economies.
Their labor isn't cheap enough to compete with the cloners, nor is
it educated enough to compete with the cutting-edgers. They're
living on borrowed time."
He gestures at the countryside around us.
"This state is like one of those bottom countries," he says.
"In fact, much of the South is like that: living on borrowed time."
He has a point, This state is among those with the lowest per
capita incomes, lowest employment rates, and lowest literacy rates.
The largest source of income in the state is welfare payments. The
state was among the last to make education compulsory and has the
largest proportion among the states of adults with less than eighthgrade education. It has been having trouble attracting high-tech,
cutting-edge industries and has been losing low-wage work to foreign competitors.
What do you do to catch up with the res, of the country, and
with much of the industrial world, in a state whose primary economic virtue has been, for two hundred years, cheap labor? What
do you do when much of the talent has left, and what remains is
woefully dependent or undervalued, and you do not have a tradition
of developing talent? The answers, according to the state's current
leaders, lie in massive educational reform and in "basic, drastic
change," as one leader puts it.
That's why Sam and I have come here in the spring of 1988.
This state, near the bottom in so many other things, was among the
first in the nation to pass comprehensive school-reform legislation
(which it did in 1982). We want to see if the reforms are having the
desired effects. Many more fortunate states have followed this state's
example, impelled by the same economic fears. We want to see if
the school-reform policies these states have ly-en pushing will actually lead to what many business and political leaders aw calling
for: a much higher level of literacy for a much broader range of
studentsa literacy that includes a better ability to think critically,
solve problems, make judgments, and tackle complex challenges
creatively.

Back to Basics in the Rural South
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Sam and I leave the main road and drive into the sticks. Sam,
who says he is still struggling with the contradictions of his south-

ern upbringing, is impressed by the disappearance of so many
sharecroppers' shacks in the past twenty-five years, since his family
last drove through this part of the world.
"They used to be everywhere," he sayy. "I'll never forget
them."
We still see a few, and we see off the road, back in the woods,
the chimneys where burnt-down shack once stood.
"That one over there was the kind they used to call a 'sh )tgun," " Sam says. He points to a long, narrow, abandoned tin-roofed
shack with fallen porches front and back. "They called it that because a 'good old boy' could fire a shotgun through the front door,
and the shot would come right out the back door."
We pass a number of small, neat brick homes and churches,

clustered together in tiny communities of blacks who probably
work in the capital city, twenty miles away. Here and there we come
across modest farms with modest, freshly painted wooden houses
and white wooden fences. We turn down a dirt road into the woods
and pass several well-kept mobile homes with little white wire fences around scruffy yards. Some black families are walking down the
road to a small bungalow that serves as a church. After a while, the
road ends ai a couple of plywood-and-tarpaper shacks pert hed on
the edge of a garbage dump. Colorful laundry flutters on clotheslines above the garbage, where black children chase one another in
play. The ,nodest farms, the neat brick houses, and the well-kept
mobile homes testify to a changing South. But the garbage dump.
the shacks, and the chimneys are reminders that this was the seedbed
of much that has troubled the American conscience and shaped life
for people far beyond this place.

What brings us to this state needs a little more explanation.
For some years now, a growing number of governors, business leaders, futurists, economists, and educators have been worrying aloud

about America's competitiveness in world markets. They are
alarmed that, in a few short years, the United States has become a
debtor nation, importing more than it exports. They are concerned
about the consequences of foreign manufacturers' capturing larger
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and larger proportions of markets once dominated by American
companies.

It may be that the United States has been enjoying an artificially high level of economic success since the end of World War
11, and it may have been inevitable that other countries would even-

tually challenge us, whatever we did to improve our productive
capacity; many complex factors undoubtedly have contributed to
our current situation. But attention has focused increasingly on
productivity, not on technology, as the source of our woes and the
key to any American comeback. "Human resources," as they are
calledpeople, in plain languageare what v, ill make us competitive or not (see, for example, Berryman, 1987a; Schlefer, 1989; Zu-

boff, 1988). Accordingly, policymakers and businesspeople have
taken great interest in schools, where "human resources" are most
self-consciously developed. The nation has been undergoing a
school-reform "movement" for most of the 1980s, and the movement shows no signs of letting up.
At first, the call was for "basic skills." The term means different things to different people, but what all definitions entail is
something like the good old "three R's": basic reading, writing, and
arithmetic skillsa focus on fundamentals, not on frills. Throughout the 1980s, however, a growing chorus of people has been expanding the definition of ba.sic and calling for more sophisticated
achievements. A group of businesspeople I met with in Denver.
Colorado, represented this point of view spontaneously. When I
asked them what kinds of things they thought about when they were
hiring, firing, and promoting people, the first word someone mentioned was creativity. Then someone else mentioned flexibilit As
we moved around the table, people added problem-solving ability,
skill in dealing with customers, adaptability to change, ability to
work with others, wxxi attitudes toward work, and willingness to
learn. Although someone eventually mentioned basic skills, it became immediately clear that no one wanted to hire a person who
had no more than basic skills. What they wanted were employees
who could think, workers who could make independent judgments,
people who did not have to be told everything all the time.
Most of these businesspeople worked in the service sector, not
in manufacturing. It is easy to see why service workers should have
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to be good communicators, able to do a lot of paperwork and deal
effectively with unanticipated problems. Service jobs are peopleintensive, The otily edge you really have over your competitor is
better peoplepeople who are more competent, easier for customers
to talk with, more considerate.
What surprised me, however, was that some manufacturing
people are just as interested as service people are in having more
thoughtful employees. A good example comes right out of the De Pp
South; the textile mills. Tom Bailey, of Columbia University's National Center on Education and Employment, has been visiting
mills, observing the work, and talking to workers and managers
about their jobs. What he finds is that the global market has been
forcing textile mills to stop making the long runs they used to make
and to make many shorter runs now, of different materials and
patterns. The business involves much more customization thaa it
used to; it entails filling more small orders and doing less bulk
production. As a consequence, mass-production techniques are giving way to "flexible production" techniquesmore shifts, more
equipment changes, more sophisticated machinesand these techniques have altered the workplace. It is more dynamic, less routine.
more complex, and more unpredictable. That kind of environment
requires a different kind of worker than the assembly line does. It
requires someone who can think quickly, be flexible, and work well
with others to retool and solve problems. Some of the new machines
are mysteries to most of us; it takes a special kind of imagination
to figure out what is going on inside. Thus, "brainless" assemblyline jobs in the textile industry and others are increasingly giving
way to jobs that require some thought.
A third work-force reality behind the call for workers with
higher literacy is the centrality of information in any business
service, mitt mfacturing, or even agricultural. Everyone has become
dependent on information and its attendant computer technologies.
Acquiring information, sifting tiirough it, synthesizing, analyzing,
interpreting, evaluating, communicating it to different audiences
for different purposes, using it to planthese kinds of thinking
and action consume large and crucial proportions of everyone's re-

sources. The "information age" has become the "information
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glut." and employers need people who can sort the wheat from the
chaff.

In the early 1980s, state governments responded to the call for
a mote skillful work force with an unprecedented outburst of policy

actions. carried out through governors, special blue-ribbon task
forces of business, educational, and political leaders, and state
boards of education and their legislatures (Pipho, 1983, 1984; Edu(ation Commission of the States, 1987a, 1987b). They are still very
much occupied with administering all the reforms. The question is
whether these reforms (or any reforms that come from state political

and business leaders, for that matter) lead to a much higher level
of literacy for a broader range of students.

On a surmy Monday morning, we walk from our hotel to the
offices of the state department of education, passing the state capitol

on the way. High atop the capitol dome, the American and state
flags flutter in the breeze. The state superintendent of education.
Jim Harris (names have been changed throughout this chapter), is
a distinguished looking white-haired northerner who came to the
state a few year; ago and has not yet picked up a drawl. When we
ask what brought him down to the Deep South from a pretty gtxxi
job and the promise of retirement in a few years. he says. "It was
the t hallenge. This is probably one of the most powerful superintendent ies in the nation. If you want to make a difference, which
I do, then this is a good position to be in. Things had gotten pretty
easy for me up north, too. I needed something tough. And I was
getting awfully tired of winter."

Harris outlines the central elements of the state's

1982

education-reform act. The act reorganized the state department of
education, eliminating a number of curriculum specialists. It required the appointment of a nine-member state board of education
and a state superintendent. It aimed to establish a statewide kindergarten program (the state had no kindergarten requirement) and
I ailed for plac ing assistant teachers in the first, second, and third
grades, to lower the pupil-to-adult ratio and improve reading. It
called for assurances that students would have mastered one level of
course work before becoming eligible for promotion to the next. It

created compulsory school attendance and suggested dropout-

1;
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prevention programs. It establisht..d statewide achievement testing
in grades 3, 5, 8, and 11. It called for new requirements in teachers'

and administrators' certification (which would include allowing
people to become teachers without going through the usual programs), establishing a commission to oversee the process. h demanded better preparation of teachers and administrators and mlled
for on-the-job performance evaluation. It also called for massive inservice staff development and instituted performance-based accred-

itation (I'm not sure what that is). It required an "instructional
management" system (a series of tests, given every nine weeks, to tell

teachers exactly how students are doing on certain state-mandated
objectives) and established an executive-management institute. It

raised high school graduation requirements and called for state
mathematics and science scholarships and for a state-funded residential school focusing on science and mathematics. It ordered studies of ideas for reorganization of schools and school districts and
authorized higher salaries for teachers. Finally, it established a
schedule for implementing these reforms by 1990.
The story of how such a comprehensive package of recommendations was put together, placed on the legislative agenda, and
passed in spite of vigorous political opposition would constitute a
book in itself. There are still many places in the South where it is

politically smart to castigate opponents for being educatedor,
worse yet, for having been educated in the North. The governor who

eventually championed this reform package learned that the hard
way, when he first ran for governor on an education platform and
lost. He made it to the statehouse only when he downplayed his
interest in the schools. The current governor's interest in education
is well known, as is the fact that he has an advanced degree from a
northern university; two-thirds of the white voters in the state voted
against him in the last election. Educational reform is controversial
here, and many of its political advocates have had to take risks with
their constituents to move it ahead. Politicians who have done this
successfully have had black voters' support more often than not.
Thus have the civil rights and voter-registration drives of the 1960s
paved the way for the school reforms of the 1980s.

Jim Harris is acutely aware of the "top-down nature of the
reforms, and he is not the least bit apologetic about it.
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"Reform may not have begun at the grass roots in this state,"
he says, "but that's where it's really going to take place. This state
believes in mandates. It's a southern tradition to hate government
and yet to place all responsibility for getting things done in the
hands of a few politicians."
He reminds me of something a southern friend once said:
that southerners idealize local control so much because they've
never practiced it.

"It may be somewhat paternalistic," Harris says, "but it's
how you get things done here. There's too much at stake, in terms
of the state's economic development, for us to rely just on the locals
to move ahead. Too often in the past, local control meant the autonomy to operate poor, mediocre, or discriminatory schools."

Harris tells us that a great many teachers and curriculum
people from around the state have been involved from the start in
designing all the changes that are required by the reform act.
"We have to use local people in order to do all of this, because the state simply doesn't have the manpower to do it by itself.
So in that respect, the top-downness of the reforms is deceptive. The
state can say what it wants, but it only knows what to say because
local school jwople tell it, and it c an only catty out the policies if
local people help it.

'I know the teachers union wasn't happy when we started
the waiher testing," he «mtinues. "I know some people will tell
you the' basic-skills test and the literacy test and the currie ulum
guides and all were foisted upon them by bureaucrats, even though
lots of wachers were involved in developing all of those things.
"But let me tell you this." he says. his Lice wloring and his
eyes hardening as if he's had this argument many times. "The system just wasn't working. We have had a lot of very bad schools. A
lot of kids have been getting shora hanged. When that stops, when
all of our schools are at least providing the fundamentals, the minimum kids need to have a c hance, then no one will be happier than
I will to turn over more power for them to keep improving any way
they want."

In our travels. Harris will not be the only policymaker
will talk to who i., a little hot under the collar about accusations
of the state's heavy-handedness. It is a common criticism, espet ially
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among teachers' unions and professional organizations, that the
reform movement in every state has been dictated from the top down

by politicians who have too little regard for or understanding of
local control and school realities. This is a traditional American
disagreement. stemming more from differences of principle than
from differences of fact, Bill Chance, an education policy analyst
who looked closely at reform in soven states, says that in every state

there was much mi re local and ptofessional involvement in the
reforms than was commonly known (Chance, 1986). But if you have
not participated in the planning or carrying out of reforms that are

going to affect your livelihood, or if you are naturally suspicious
of government's actions in a sphere long associated with local control, you may understandably be skeptical about such reports. Har-

ris is right, however, about where the policy ideas that upset
educators come from: other educators. Not being experts in many
things, policymakers depend on professionals in various fields to
help them figure out what will help and how to make it happen.
Criticisms of educational policies often arise, not because' policymakers have not consulted teachers or administrators or researchers.
but because they have consulted the wrong ones.
We ask Harris about the state's interest in a literm y that goes
beyond the basics and the minimum competencies, to include problem solving, inquiry, and various higher-order thinking skills (or
HOTS, as they are often called).

"Weil, down here, HOTS means 'hold our top soil,'

he

says, laughing. "But, seriously, we are interested in thinking skills,
and the state board is talking a lot about that issue. The problem
is that we have to have first things first. People have been criticizing
our basic-skills tests because they emphasize minimum competencies and don't pay heed to higher-order thinking skills. That's a fair
criticism, but you have to remember that the testing program here
was designed pre( isely to measure those minimum competencies.
because it was evident that many students were not achieving even
that very low level of performance. In order to acquire higher-order
thinking skills, it is first necessary to acquire the bask skills."
These weir assertions we were to hear many times, and they
have several levels of meaning. Politically, they rest on an assumption of the state's (+ligation to assure ( it izens that certain minimal
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standards are being maintained. Educational standards, in this
sense, are analogous to hygiene standards for restamantsfor
example, that there will be no rats in restaurant kitchens. The idea
is to protect the public interest at some basic level (assuming, to
pursue our example, that many restaurants will go much farther
than the minimum standards, more because of self-interest than
because of the government). Thus, to assert the priority of basic
skills over more sophisticated aspects of education is first of all to
say that this, constitutionally, is where the state's responsibility to
the public interest most clearly lies. Practically speaking, minimum
standards are the easiest ones on which to get widespread agreement, and they are usually the easiest to measure and enforce, and
so they are very appealing to policymakers in all matters of public
interest, not just in education.
To say that basic skills come first is also to say that it would
be politically foolish to start reform somewhere else. Reform is a
matter of building coalitions. You start with the simplest ideas that
are likely to muster the broadest support. When you have accomplished something at that level, you move on to the next level. In
Harris's state, it certainly would have been impossible to start anywhere else.

Harris's statementthat students cannot acquire higherorder thinking skills until they have learned basic skillsis more
political than educational. The fact is that children can practice
various kinds of thinking and problem solving at any age, regardless of whether they have mastered the basics. Unfortunately, how-

ever. this educational reality has had to yield to political reality
here, in order to get anything done at all.
Before leaving the state department of education, we talk to
Mary Aims, the state's curriculum coordinator. Aims is a
determined-boking woman who thinks her job is as much "to get
out of the way" of interesting developments as to spread the word
on the state's curriculum guidelines and on how to meet them in
the classroom. She is very excited about the' kindergarten program
developed to meet the reform act's requirement. Because it is brandnew, she believes, it is based on the best available knowledge about
how children learn and about what they need developmentally.
"Right here in this supposedly backwater state,- she drawls,
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"we may have the most advanced kindergarten program in
America."
It is based on Montessori principles and whole-language approaches to learn:ng, she tells us (Kahn, 1990; Goodman, 1986). The
Montessori philosophy emphasizes hands-on learning experiences

that begin with the child's basic interests, rather than with the
teacher's. Montessori children take responsibility for their own
learning, make choices, and exercise their minds more fully than

children tend to do in traditional classrooms. The whole-language
philosophy emphasizes active, thoughtful learning and immerses
the child in rich reading. writing, listening, and speaking
experiences.

"This has been a revolution in the state," Aims says. "And

it may work itself up the ladder, into the first grade, then the second,
and so on."

Is this a conscious strategy, I wonderto talk about minimum basic skills politically, all the while sneaking a more robust
literacy into the early grades? Or is the reform package just a grab
bag, parts of which are very different and even at odds with one
another? The people who designed the kindergarten program, it
turns out, have a strategy very different from the state's. While the
state tries to reform schooling by imposing new mandates, the kindergarten people aim to reform schooling from within. They envision children so empowered by their early education experiences
that they will not tolerate minimum-focused instruction in the later
grades. This is an interesting idea. Which side will winthe basicskills curriculum, or the kids who have already gone beyond it at
an early age' and will not settle for the old routine?
Aims believes that the schools in this state will be very different ten years from now: more exploratory, less textbook-oriented,
more interesting. At the same time, the state has had to issue three
hundred emergency certificates in special education to teachers with
no background in that area at all, and it clearly faces a challenge
in training its current corps of teachers,
"The only thing we don't have," Mary says, "is money. But
we're going to give it everything we've got. with every dime we t an

get our hands on."
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Sam and I have been joined by Anthony (Tony) Petrosky, a
poet and professor at the University of Pittsburgh. We leave the
capital and set out for Southland County, believed to have some of
the best rural schools in the state. After twenty or thirty miles of
rolling countryside, the land begins to flatten out as far as you can
see: plantation country. Field after field of plowed-under cotton
rolls by. More sharecroppers' huts and shacks are in evidence, although sharecropping itself disappeared when the big cotton ma-

chines came in after World War II. With the disappearance of
sharecropping began the mass migration of uneducated rural blacks
to northern cities like Chicago and Detroit. It has been argued (Lemann, 198fi) that they brought with them a history of dependency
and abuse, whicll has kept them as exploitable in the city as they

were on the ph ntation; the "permanent underclass" of northern
cities began here among the descendants of slaves.

At the county seat, we catch up with Bobby Johnson, who
has been superintendent of Southland County's schools for twenty
years. He is an elected superintendent, serving out his last four-year

term. About half the superintendents in the state are elected and
tend to stay in office for a long time. In rural areas. school districts
can be major employers. Superintendents control contracts in many

areasfood service, construction, and bus driving, for example.
They are powerful people.
Southland County School District is kmg and narrow, cov-

ering almost sixty miles and including 2,500 students in pockets
around the plantations. Almost all the students are black children.
Public schools in rural areas tend to be black schools; white children attend private "academies" in old buildings, church basements, and private homes scattered across the county. The city
schools are integrated (although they almost always have white ma-

jorities), but out where the black population is the majority, successful efforts at integration are rare.

The economy is shifting in the plantation country. People
who left years ago to go north have been trickling back. The catfish

industry has been a shot in the arm for the region, although it is
not altogether predictable. The area also has a manufacturing plant
for health-care equipment, a fastener plant, some auto-trim industries, a manufacturer of parts for lawn mowers, a giant grocery
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chain, and other businesses (generally small ones) that offer a range
of openings, from minimum-wage levels up to management. Most
of these businesses came here because this was a right-to-work state,
and it had cheap labor. People are trying to develop some unions
in the catfish industry and in the health-care-equipment plant, and
this effort is causing serious concern: if there are unions, it is believed, industry will go away. Rural life in the South. as elsewhere,
is a constant struggle to hold on to people and businesses that seem
always on the verge of leaving.
Bobby Johnson is a white-haired, very pleasant white man
who presides over a school district attended almost entirely by black
students. He has a tolerant, long-term view of education in the state
and believes that Southland County has been more or less ahead of
the state for some time. He also believes that the reform act of 1982
has had a powerful effect on his schools, and he tells us that expectations about children's being able to learn have changed in positive
ways. He says many teachers, who did not really believe that all kids
could learn, have had to see it to believe it. He sees the teachers in
this district as very much in need of techniques for doing something
besides drill and practice, and he would like to see them challenge

kids to think more and become better questioners. The state's
teacher test, he believes, helped "raise consciousness" and got his
teachers thinking about what is important. Johnson strikes all of
us as a conscientious, fair-minded, dedicated superintendent.
It's late in the day and we are tired, but we talk for a while
with his energetic assistant, Julia Driver, who is in charge of curriculum and instruction, staff development, testing, and "anything
else that needs doin'." Rural districts are usually short-handed, and
it is clear that Southland County is lucky to have such a resourceful
person. Driver is a white woman who was brought up on a plan-

tation and decided to go to graduate school only after she had
brought up her children. She has just received a Ph.D. from the
nearby state university and is well versed in all the lingo about
reform. She demonstrates her Scantron machine, and she shows us
her computer program for recording children's scores on the tests
that she has created and administers every nine weeks, in keeping
with the state mandate. She feels that many teachers still do not

34
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understand this system and still think of the tests as "Dr. Driver's
tests," not as their own.
"You see, this is really for them, not for us or the state."
Driver says. "They don't quite believe that yet. But the whole idea
is to give them some objectives to focus on and some regular information about how their kids are doing on those objectives. Teachers
made up the objectives for the state, and I made up the questions,
using the guidelines that came with the objectives. But the tests
really belong to them, and the information is supposed to help them
know their students better and be better able to help them."
She adjusts some punch cards that have jammed in the scanning machine and then says, sighing, "Now, if I could only find the
time to do the staff development, I could help them do that.
."
As she talks to us, the machine behind her beeps, repeatedly and
annoyingly, as it processes the 2,500 cards that track each student
in the district on each major objective of the state curriculum being
emphasized during this nine-week period.
To understand what is going on in American education today, you have to know about objectives. The word is used to denote
bits of knowledge or skills that students are supposed to acquire and
that they will demonstrate as a consequence of their instruction. An
objective is something you aim to achieve ("My objective was the
top of the mountain"), but the word also suggests that whatever you
are trying to achieve is an object of some kindthat is, it is somehow tangible, concrete, and measurable. Use of this term also assumes that knowledge. skills, attitudes, and behaviors are certain
.

.

kinds of objects, which can be understood arrd described in the same
ways in which physical objects can be understood and described. To
believe, for instance, that world history can be described in terms of

a number of specific instructional units, you have to believe that
world history is like a large object, composed of many smaller objects that in turn are composed of even smaller ones, itny one of
which can be removed and studied by itself.
Almost all American schools describe curri,:ula and instruction in terms of goals (broad aims), objectives, subobjectives, and

subsubobjectives. When people propose new courses of study or
new programs. they explain the goals and objectives and how it will
be proved that they have been achieved. When people make up tests,
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they tie them to various objectives. When teachers plan lessons, they
lay out the objectives to be achieved. When teachers are evaluated,
they are judged according to their ability to achieve certain objectives. When state departments of education carry out legislative

orders to establish and maintain minimum levels of competency,
they do so in terms of measurable objectives. Exhibit 1.1 shows some
of the sixth-grade objectives that Julia Driver was keeping track of
with her instructional management system.

School people around the country have different ways of
writing objectives, but these are typical. Julia Driver's guidelines
are typical, too, in that they provide instructional advice (usually
to look at the teacher's manual) and testing specifications that spell
out exactly how to measure the achievement of the objective. For
example, consider this sample item, testing a passage's main idea:

Jack woke up early, with excitement. He had to take
the jack-o-lantern to school for the party. Mother had

made cupcakes, with orange-and-black icing. The
class had made witches, bats, and ghosts to decorate
the rootn. Everyone was going to have fun!

What is the main idea?
Jack was a good boy who liked school,
2. Jack was happy and helpful.
3 Jack's class was to have a Halloween party.
1.

Through such objectives, state policy is turned into action; through
such measures is the quality of education assessed, progress gauged,
and instruction fine-tuned.

The next morning, Tony Petrosky, Sam Stringfield. and I
begin to visit schools. The fnst teacher I talk with is Ms. Wilson.
a sixth-grade sot ial studies teacher at Southland Elementary School.
She tells me that the reform act has been very helpful to her. She
has her students dramatizing and acting out parts of the Constitution because, through state-encouraged staff training, she has become aware that different students learn things in different ways.
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Exhibit 1.1. Learning Objectives for Grade 6.

Reading
Identify selected written abbreviations and symbols
Identify the change in meaning of given words when affixes are added
Use a dictionary to define a word
Recognize selected written words (taken from the vcx-abulary list for basic
skills)
Given a paragraph, select the implied main idea
Identify supporting details
Identify a paraphrased statement
Determine appropriateness and accuracy of information
Distinguish between fiction and nonfiction
Mathematics
Divide up to a threv-digit number by a two-digit number, with and without remainders
Simplify proper fractions
Multiply a whole number and a proper fracticm
Solve a two-step word problem invoking whole numbers
Language Arts
Recognize misspelkil words horn a given list 44 woids
Define sUnite
Define metaphor
Recognize plot
Summarize plot
Given a sentence, identify the correct loon of a singular or plural noun
Selec t the correct form of an adjective or an adverb to complete .1 semen( e

Sek a complete sentence horn a wt of alternatives
Social Studies

On a rnap, locate Canada, the United States, Mexico, Cential America, the
West Indies, and South America
Identify the definition of cac h of the following terms: %thrT1115, delta, hay,
island, peninsula

Given a definition, identify import, export, du balm-, dictatorship
Identify the U.S. Constitution as the highest law in the I 'nited States
Identify the Declaration of Independent c

"Not everyow can kat n through reading." she says. "Some
children need to see what's going on and hear about it."
She has taken a writing workshop. where she learned how to
get her students to write more and how to respond to their papers.
"1 did not like being tested," she said, referring to the statemandated competent y test. "I thought it was an insult and felt that
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I was already doing the right thing. But I guess I did learn from it
you know, what to call some of the things I was doing."
She believes that kids don't particularly like to read. She tells
me that the PTA is active, the parents are behind the teachers and
suppor? them, and that, because they live in a rural area, a lot of
parents are pushing for better education.
I also visit Ms. Burden, a third-grade teacher. She has a dry,
authoritarian approach to teaching and walks back and forth in
front of the class, clasping a teachers guide to her chest, now and
then eyeing it as she goes along. She is hard to understand: she
seems to have a minor speech impediment. Moreover, because this

is a classroom with a divider drawn across it. you can hear the
children next door chanting multiplication tables. But the children
in Ms. Burden's classroom clearly know what she wants. She has
posted today's lesson objectives on the wall. Every desk has a dictionary and an open textbook. The pupils are reading, with apparent enthusiasm, a story about the Great Houdini. One student reads
aloud, and then the teac her calls on other children to state the main
idea. The children are always right on the money, or close.
Ms. Burden asks, "What do you notice about Houdini and
Boudini?" The students make some guesses, and finally one says.
"The words sound alike." and she says, "Yes, they rhyme." She says.
"Someone who does tricks is a ." and the students all chime in
at once: "Magician." When she gives directions, she says, "1)0 you
have any questions?" The class replies in unison. "No, ma'am."
Her instruction is dictated by the teac hers' guide. To the extent that
it asks questions based on students' use of higher-ordet skills, she'
uses those questions. But, regardless of the questions Ms. Burden
asks, there is only one answer, and there is no discussion.
She moves on to teaching the wncepe of sequence. She asks
the c hildren. "What do you do when you get up in the morning?"
They seem confused. 'They look at their books for an answer.
.

.

"No." she says. "What do you do when you get up in the
morning?"
A c bild describes his routine: he washes his face, puts on his

clothes, eats his bieakfast. She uses this recital to introduce the
concept of putting things in order. She gives the t lass a handout
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called "Putting Things in Order," reproduced from the same textbook series that contains the Houdini story.
The children begin to work in their seats, and Ms. Burden
and I chat for a while. She says that she likes the state curriculum,
but that it doesn't cover everything and she has to do "lots of research." She points with pride to a thinking-skills book that she is
studying. When Julia Driver comes in, Ms. Burden compliments
her for having told her that it was unnecessary to read all the directions to the children; what Ms. Burden does now instead is be
sure that the children read the directions themselves and ask her
questions if they don't know what words mean.
"It saved me a lot of time," she says. "It's made my job a lot
easier."
I visit Marie Miller, an energetic teacher who is also covering

sequence because it is on the state curriculum. The children have
been given a handout about why the bear has a stumpy tail, and the
sentences of the story have been scrambled. The children have to put

them in order. A child goes up to the board and puts down the
number in the sequence that cme of the sentences should have, and
Ms. Miller asks the class, "Who agrees?" Most do. One girl does not.
and Ms. Miller asks her where she would put that sentence. The girl
replies. and Ms. Miller says, "That's wrong." She moves on and asks
someone else to go up to the board. Again, there is some disagreement about what sentence order the child suggests. and Ms. Millet

calls for a vote. The majority disagree with this child, and Ms.
Miller says he's wrong. On it goessometimes disagreement, but
never discussion of why an answer is right or wrong.
"If you don't have this order." Ms. Miller says, "( hange it on
your paper to get it right."

Then she has a girl read the senwiwes aloud in the proper
order, but there has been no discussion of alternative sequences, and
it

is not clear whether anyone knows why a particular sentence

should be first, second, third, or fourth. The sentences all have key
transition words and markers, like so and then and but and once.

upon a time, and there could easily be some discussion of thew
markers and of how they help us determine the way in which things
are ordered, but there is no sat h discussion.
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The next lesson is the same. Instead of a narrative, however,
it consists of directions for making a hot fudge sundae.
"Here are some sentences," Ms. Miller says. "They are not in
the right. . . ." The class replies, "Order." She asks them to take
down the sentences, rearrange them at their desks, and then draw

the sundae. Because she does not make it clear that the sundae
should be drawn to match the words in the sentences, there is some
confusion later on. Ms. Miller moves around the classroom. As the
children raise their hands, she inspects their sentence order and
makes sure that they have left enough room to make their drawings.
When the sentence order is wrong, she either says, "It's wrong" and
changes it or says, "It's wrong, you'd better change it." Students
keep moving the sentenm around until they get the sequence right.
but there is no discussion of why any particular order is better than
any other, nor is there any discussion of the wrench thrown into the

worksa sentence that begins with "finally" but is not the final
sentence.
As I chat with Ms. Miller, she says that she believes the state
objectives have been very helpful to her.
"We know where we're going, and mastery is very impor-

tant,- she says. She believes the children are doing well. -given their
background." Unlike Ms. Wilson, she believes that parents do not
pay much attention to their children. She is very supportive of the
state-mandated instructional management training, and she appre-

dates the training she had on "assertive discipline," a means of
controlling students' behavior. She thinks that the mastery testing
is helpful, and she goes back after she gets the test results from Julia
Driver, reteaching until the students have mastered the skills. She
believes that she is learning a lot from the reforms and that they are
making her a better teacher.
Between observations. I talk to William Watkins, a science
teacher. He is currently having his children build a model of a
vokano. Mr. Watkins grew up on a farm in this area and had to
milk cows in the morning before going to school. He would like
to take children on field trips, but it is difficult because the school
district does not carry enough insurance. From a scientific standpoint the catfish industry has very interesting machinery, but he
cannot take the children to the processing plants because of the
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children to the planinsurance problem. Nevertheless, he has taken

but no
etarium at the nearby university, lie has textbooks

of his own
supplements or workbooks, and he has to make the most
science. Mr. Watkins is very supportive of

equipment in teaching
the reform act.

"I feel monitored, I feel watched,- he says, "but that just
I like that
means I have to be competent, I have to plan a lot.
pressure."
He thinks the teacher testing has been helpful. In his opinlearned is that the
ion, the most important thing the teachers have
lower-ability groups can learn the same things as the higher-ability
gtoups
I visit with Ms. Ferris, a third-grade teiwher who has five
has been
years' experience. She, too. believes that staff development
teaching
in
very helpful, and she feels that she learned more about
her first year of teaching here than in her entire college experience.
and has found
She has observed other teachers during her breaks
and
that activity helpful. She truly believes that all kids can learn
Last year, at the
thinks that most parents have been supportive.
found it a movprincipal's suggestion, she visited kids' homes and
does not believe that
ing experience that helped her as a teacher. She
children have to read first and only then learn how to think; she
thinks you can do the reading and thinking at the same time. She
know exactly what to
is grateful for the nine-week tests. "Now we
do and what to drill into these kids," she says.
When I observe ht.r class, she is transformed from a somewhat nervous young woman into an authoritative and vigorous
Tubman. She leaves a
tea( her. She is readie aloud about Harriet
word out now and then, and the students, who have been reading
along with her, call out the missing word. When she has finished,
she asks questions froia the teachers' guide.
"Do you think Miss Tubman was brave?" she asks.
they say.
"Yrs.
'What does it mean to say Harriet Tubman was 'the Moses

of her people?

A half-doren students have never heard of Moses.
Tubman lived today. she' sa s. "Would

-Suppose Harriet
bet life be diffetent?"
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A child replies, "Everything done changed, and it ain't no
slavery any more."

She asks another child, "If you had lived then, would you
have been a slaver
The child says no, she would not have been.
She turns the discussion to Martin Luther King. She asks the

children, "What da you already know?" The kids appear not to

know how to answer questions about their opinions ane real
knowledge. They thumb through the text, and they give her parroted answers about Martin Luther King. Even when she tells them
to close their books, they give her received wisdom, not answers
based on their own experience.

"Raise your hand if you think Martin Luther King was
brave," she says.

They all raise their hands. The questions she takes from the
guide lead her from the main idea to factual questions to questions
about sequence. But again, when she gets to infere. ial questions
("Why did blacks think the boycott would work?"), there is no real
discussion, and she seems displeased with some of the answers she
gets. She is good at driving the students back to the text again and
again, and she is good at making them rely on their memories, but
neither she nor the class seems to know what to do win
tittle
to move away from the information that is directly in front ,:

With ten minutes to go, Ms. Ferris shifts to science. and
teaches a very delightful lesson about the c lasses of animals. She has
taught them about mammals. reptiles, amphibians, and so on, and

she creates fictitious animalsthe snufflaphagos, for example, and
the puffaspifflus. She asks them, "If it's a mammal, what do y,
know about it?" And the children reply, "It has hair," or "Its bab.
are born alive," and so on. The children, charmed by the names that
she makes up for these creatures, show that they have a good sense
of the definitions for the classes of animals.
Ms. Ferris does try to push beyond facts and immediate recall,
to get students to think, because the teachers' guide encourages her

to do so. When a student says something that sounds like a pat
answer, she says, "What did that mean?" or "He wanted freedom
from what?" But without their texts, the childten are uncertain
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about what to say; and, much to her obvious consternation, she
cannot get discussions going.

The problem is that she is stuck in a recitation format. To
recite is, literally, to cite again ("to repeat," the dictionary says.
"from memory"). The teacher is in charge during a recitation, and

everybody understands that the idea is to show the teacher what you
have learned. As Cazden (1988) points out, during a recitation the
teacher exercises total control over the right to speak, tends to ask

tends to
questions to which students already know the answers,

move fast, and tends not to show any tentativeness or doubt. These
conditionsplus the fact that people are in rows, not face to face
impossible, and yet
make thoughtful discussion and inquiry next to
show that such
our observations (as well as a good deal of research)
tOflt.; ns dominate in classrooms across the country (for example.is
see Guodlad, 1984: Slier. 1981; D. K. Cohen, 1988). So pervasive
this recitative way of talking that it seems natural, and its limitations are invisible to the people caught up in it. They try to get a
discussion going. without realizing that a discussion would violate
all the unspoken rules of discourse to which they are habituated.
place-. and reThey get frustrated, decide discussions cannot take

main stuck in recitation.
Tony Petrosky's notes record a typical recitaticm dialogue
that took phu e at Southland County Junior High St hoot:
What kinds of books are on the bat k wall ?
s rt MN' T:

Periodic als.

77, .4(111-

No. Cox, whin kind of books air on the

back wall?
r:

Fiction.

11.mi/tic

What else. Mishit?

s Tr

Riographks.

71-..4tHER:

If 1 wanted to know where George- Wash-

ington was born, can
encyclopedia?
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c:1.44s.s:

[in unit,on! Yes.

Hi IT many encyclopedias can you think

TEACHER:

of?
CLASS:

[in unison] World Book. Book of Knowledge.

TEACHER:

Dictionary. You all know what a diction-

ary is, right?
CLAW

[in unison] Yes.

T E 4CIILW

Give me five things you use a dictionary

for.
CLASS:

[silence)

TEACHER:

Write that down. Look it up for tomor-

row. Give me examples of special subject dictionaries.
STI 'PEN T:

Bible. Sports.

Tb.amt.R:

Atlas is next. What is an atlas, cannon?

srt PEN T.

Maps.

And on it goes. We are all familiar with this kind of discourse, and we would probably all agree that there should bc
certain amount of it in the classroom: memorization is important,
and drill is helpful for learning certain kinds of things. But if this
is the primary way you talk, opportunities for thoughtful exchange,
extended inquiry into substantive matters, and collaborative undo takings are all going to be rather rare.
I meet next with Ms. Green. She is leading a class on sentence
parts. The objective for the day is written on the blackboard: The
student will identify subject and predates [sic] in sentences. She has
pat some sentences on the board and asks students to go up and
circle the subject and the verb and to describe the subject, the verb,
and the predicate in each sentence. One child seems to get stuck at
the board. "I can see that you are thinking," Ms. Green says.
She has written sonic of the words on the board in scrambled

order, to allow for mor,' than one correct sentence. As in all the

4.1
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other classes, children seem eager to go to the board and participate.
Now and then, when a child has found one order for a sentence, Ms.

Green asks, "How can we turn this sentence around, so it doesn't
need a question mark?" She has the students write their own sentences and then read them, telling the class what is the subject and
what is the predicate. One boy creates a compound complex sentence, and Ms. Green does not deal well with the fact that there is
a subject and a verb in both parts of the sentence; she hasn't counted
on that. She tries to correct him, but he is not sure why his response
is wrong, because he has found a subject and a verb, only in the
wrong parts of the sentence. We chat while the children work in
their seats, and Ms. Green tells me that the state competency test will
be given in two weeks. She likes the mandated curriculum and says

it helps her know what she's doing. She also likes the opportunity
to use the nine-week test to confirm her own judgments. She likes
mastery testing, too, because it makes her think critically. Like
about half the other teachers, Ms. Green feels that there is practically no parental involvement. She points out that the majority of
the students in the district do not have telephones, and she can't just
call up the parents.
After the students have finished their work, she moves to a
unit on American history, about the right to worship. She asks if
the British law about going to church was fair, and one child says
yes. Ms. Green disagrees, but there is no real discussion. "Why did
the pilgrims come over?" she asks, and on the class goes, a class
filled with the great-grandchildren of slaves, the grandchildren of
sharecroppers, discussing the questions of rights in terms of freedom of religion in 1688.
Ms. Green refers students to earlier chapters for answers to
questions about rights, and she does seem to give each child a certain amount of time to answer a question before inviting another
child to come in and help out. She also shows some reflection in
front of the students. At one point, she says, "What is being violated
here?" There is silence. Then she catches herself and says, "Maybe
you don't know what I mean by 'violated.' Let me think about this."
After a moment, she rephrases the question, and then, when she has
done it, she explains what the word violated means. Thinking
aloud and (-hanging her mind in front of the students is a good way
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for her to break out of the language of
recitation. Overall,
Ms. Green's approach leaves me with the impression however,
that many
opportunities for learning have been overlooked.
I visit another third grade. The teacher,
Ms. Pierce, is authoritative and dynamic, and, like all the
rest, she is running a recitation
with a drill sergeant's firmness. The
recitation is on food groups,
and it's well done. Ms. Pierce has laid
out some menus and is asking
the students to critique them in terms of
the number of servings and
the number of food groups represented.
Having done that, she invites the students

to create and draw their
children in all the other classes I visited, own meals. Like the
these children seem to

prefer recitation to open-ended, think-for-yourself
ties. They are tuned in to looking for the right kinds of activianswer, filling in
the blank. They get confused by other
types of questions. Even
when asked for their opinions, they
scan the textbook and look at
the blackboard. They look for the
answer outside themselves. The
teat:hers seem as frustrated as the students
do, but nobody knows
quite what the problem is or what to do about it.
In another building, Tony Petrosky has
been watching a
teacher break out of the recitation formula.
Here are excerpts from
his notes:
Mrs.

G.. an eighth-grade teacher, presents math

through writing and problem solving. She is also the
assistant principal of the elementary school, a onestory green cinderblock building that looks like
the
government housing surrounding it. Everything in
the schoolthe books, the overhead projector, the
electric typewriters, the podiums, the flash cards, the

desks avd file cabinetsis worn and
gray, like the vast
winter fields that encompass these tiny communities.

But Mrs. G. brings an enthusiasm and a set of high
expectations to her students that seem to physically
push against the grayness. She's black, a veteran
teacher in the district, and all but three of
her students
receive fret- lunches. She describes her
students as average kids. The lesson for the day is a review of computational skills, in preparation for one of the bask-
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skills tests. She arranges her twenty-one students into
desks into
four groups, and they quickly cluster their
the blackcircles. Mrs. G. writes the figure $9,980 on
board, along with a set isf directions for using computational skills on the figure by making up stories to
explain how each of the groups would use the money.
The groups must also use separate sheets of paper to
in their
show the computational operations discussed

stories. They have thirty minutes to do this. The
in particular,
groups work well together. I watch two
times. The
and every student gets to speak at least four
group leaders appear skilled in asking questions
Mrs. G. and
about the computations and the stories.
to
her student teachers walk around from group
comments.
group, answering questions and making

After a number of false starts and revisions, the groups
leaders read
I observed came up with stories that the
aloud to the class. Here is the first one:

The Fortune from the Wheel

FourRore seven years ago the Fabulous Freebirds played the Wheel of Fortune. Fabulous Frankie
$5,600, and Magnifiwon $2,480, Terrific Jerry won
Iota, of
cent Marvin won $1,900, which gave us a
back tto
$9,980. We bought three plane tickets to come
of Blaine that
the state]. We bought the old ghost town
the
cost us $50 and left us with $9,930. Then we sold
fortune to $11,960,
town for $2,030, which added our
and then we bought three limos for $3,000 apiece.
fortune for
when multiplied by three that hit our
$9.000, whidi kft us with $2,960. With some of the
clothes to wear
money we had left, we bought us some
that added up to $2,040, after that we bought three
plane tickets to go back home where our daddy was.
three limos for
We had only $10 left so we sold our
$9,970, plus our $10, we had $9.980 again.
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I don't want to make any claims for this piece
of writing, other than to say that it gets its job done
in a coherent narrative that the kids had fun putting
together. Nevertheless, it stands as an example of an
approach to math review that does not rely on recitation and that does allow students an opportunity to
solve a problem through collaborative work, in a discussion whose end products are the discussion itself
and practice in computation and writing. Mrs. G. has
told the class that these are to be first drafts and will
be edited tomorrow. She has also shifted some of the
responsibility for classroom work and management to
her students. Apart from the groups, which she uses
frequently, she has a "Look What You Missed in
Math" bulletin board. There are three large envelopes
on the board, one for each of the past three days, and
each one contains a student's narrative, which explains what happened in class that day so that students who have missed the class can read the report
and complete the work. There is a different reportet
every day; each row of five students is responsible for
a week's reporting and for making sure that the re-

ports are done on time. Mrs. G. says that she has

shifted from being a recitation-oriented teat-her to being a "math-writing" teacher because of her participation in a writing-across-the-curriculum project at a
nearby state university. She feels supported and appreciawd by her principal and does workshops for other
teat-hers whenever she tan. She thinks it will take a
long time to get her kind of teaching implanted in the
district, since there is so little time or money available
for staff development.
By and large, near the end of our day of visits. I am impressed
by the energy of the children and the number of volunteers. Hands
are always up. and students are always volunteering, whether they

have the answers or not. They are quite attentiveand they are
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experts at recitation, just as their teachers are. I'm impressed by the

mutual respect, too, and by the students' admiration of their
teachers. But I've seen heavy reliance on teachers' guides. The
teachers, although they say they have learned much in recent years,

are cautious. They follow directions literally, seldom venturing
beyond the letter and into the spirit of instructions. Questions that
deal with inference and analysis, like others that are potentially very
interesting and may lead to insights, appear briefly, are given very

short shrift, and disappear as quickly as they arise. It is clear that
the children can do far more than they are being asked to do, but
few teachers know how to ask them for more.
I go on to chat with Ms. Barnes, the elementary school pri,--

cipal, who has been a very kind and helpful guide. Like so many
of the teachers here, she has local roots. Her office is also the photo-

copying center, and so people wander in and out as we talk. Ms.
Barnes says that the state-mandated teacher competency test has
helped the teachers, and she believes they have discovered that doing
the things they will be tested on makes the test easy. She also says

that reform has focused the teachers, made for consistency, and
prompted them all to talk to one another and move along together.
She feels that state-sponsored executive management training has
helped her as an administrator. She knows now what to look for
when she goes into the classroom and evaluates her teachers.

She is proud of her kindergarten. Because Southland Hementary was a pilot school for kindergarten, it is far ahead of kindergartens elsewhere in the state. Some elements of kindergarten
instruction, as its proponents had hoped, have spread to the higher
grades, in particular the "learning center" focus, which is a way of
giving students more responsibility for their own hands-on learning. More and more first-, second-, and third-grade teachers are
setting up learning centers of their own. Studies have shown that
over the last nine years the kindergarten has made a major difference: test st (nes air highel , and children who have gone through the
program have low dropout rates.
When I ask Ms. Barnes what her priorities are. she says her
first priority is reading. Reading skills are not what they should be,

and she wants to bring every child at least up to grade level. Her
second priority is parental involvement.
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"We don't have much parent support at all," she says. "The
PTA meetings are sparse. The majority of children do not have
telephones, so it is hard to contact their parents."
Last year she sent her teachers out to visit homes, and it was
a revelation for them. This year they do not have the time to do that,
but she thinks it is an important thing to do.
Another high priority is staff development. She wants to get
high expectations even higher. She wants to see enthusiasm for
children. Her reflections on school reform are philosophical and
optimistic.
"We're being asked to do a lot." she says. "But once we get
everything going, it gets easier for us. Once' this state gets people
on the same track, we're going to have better educ-ation for these
children.

"People have been looking at this state for a number of
years," she continues, "and looking down at it. I think one of these
days, someone's going to say, 'Let's do what they did.' "
Ms. Barnes has no illusions, but she tells me that she has seen

things happen over the last twenty years that she thought she'd
never see; her becoming the principal of a public school is one of
them.

What we have seen in Southland County, and in similat
rural sc hoot distric ts in similar states, is poignant. On the one hand.

policymakers and business leaders sense that something drastic
must be done to raise the literacy of the work force, in order to
compete in a new and threatening economic order. On the other
hand, the state has little history of investing financial capital in
such areas, and even less history of upper-class whites investing in
the futures of lower-class and blac k citilens. Clear and heartening
signs of progress are everywhere, but the magnitude of the task is
daunting.
Teat her after teadier has told us how discoulaging it is to
"educate the kids to leave their homes." The rural population dwindles as the rural economy withers and the quality of life declines.
Recent studies show that rural students fare even worse than innercity youth on many major indicators of stress (Helge, 1990). They
have higher levels of substanc e abuse, depressior and criminal ac -
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tivity. A higher proportion have been abused. Help for them is
farther away and harder to get. Evidence of a payoff for staying in
school is harder for them to find.

Also poignant is the distance between what the state has
done, virtually exhausting its available money, and what it has yet
to do. Time and again, we have seen very modest accomplishments
pointed to with pride. "You should have seen it before," people
often said, and we were glad we hadn't.

I'm reluctant to second-guess the approach the state has
taken, People have worked hard to do what they can with what little
they have. Many parts of the system undoubtedly needed repairing
and have been fixed. Many people needed and have received encour-

agement and leadership to improve schooling. The vision of a
higher level of literacy for a broader range of people has been vigorousiy expressed and made politically salient.
I can only observe what this chapter's glimpses of our visits
suggest: that none of the school-reform initiatives, with the possible
exception of establishing the kindergarten, has yet changed the way
students and teachers read, write, talk, and think. In other words,
no reform has penetrated to the heart of the literacy question.
The state has reorganized departments. changed educational
appointments, set up programs, added wrsonnel, lowered various
ratios, created more tests, strengthened compulsory-attendance
laws, improved certification requirements, developed new procedures for performance evaluation, trained people in instructional
management, raised graduation requirements, offered more scholarships, mandated new studies of school organization, and raised
teachers' salaries. States can do these things. But (-an they change
what really mattershow people read, write, talk with each other,
how they discover and wrestle with ideas, how they strengthen,
broaden, and deepen their literacy?
We now leave the wunty seat and head out toward Daviston,
an all-black, virtually separatist town, whose schools post scores
higher than those of any other blauk st hools on the state's tests ot
basic skills and fun( tional literac y.

CHAPTER TWO

Hand-Me-Down
Literacy

Before describing Daviston, let Inc back up and provide more wntext for these case studies. For more than a year before going out to
visit schools. I had been talking with people around the country
about literacy and about how definitions of it are rapidly changing.

The word literacy has certainly been used widely thesc last few

years. We hear about cultural literacy, civic literacy, computer literacy, media literacy, information literacy, and scientific literacy, for

instance. In these contexts, it means much more than the simple
ability to read and write: it seems to mean something i e "to know
a certain amount about"to know a certain amount about one's
culture, for example, or about computers. Usually when we read
about one of these kinds of literacy, there is an accompanying assertion that young people do not know enough about the subject
in question.
But liwracy is ckarly more than knowing, even with these
uses of the term; implicit is the notion that you should be able to

use this knowledge with some degree of proficiency. Knowing about
computers, for instance, is not enough; you should know how to use
computers to do various things. And to get from knowing about
something co Pnowing how to use it. you have to bring something
else into play: you have to be able to think in certain ways. Many
definitions of literacy entail assumptions about the ways in which
SI
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literate people think. To be computer-literate, then, would be to
know about computers, know how to use them in various ways, and
be able to think and solve problems as people typically do when
they work with computers.
With their frequent mention in the press and on television,
these subject-focused literacies have popularized the assumption
that literacy means something more than knowing how to read at
the sixth-grade level (a common definition). At the same time, even
people who have kept their notions of literacy confined to reading
and writing have steadily raised their standards for adequate performance, in and out of school. Literacy research has revealed that the
concept is far more complicated than we used to think it was. Individuals can be literate with respect to some materials, and in some
contexts, but illiterate or only marginally literate with respect to
other materials and contexts. Levels of literacy that were perfectly
adequate for a productive life fifty years ago will no longer suffice

in a world that has become more dependent on information
technologies.

The vast majority of young adults now surpass the literac y
standards of twenty-five years ago, but as many as half of them are
"midlevel" literates. who are not very good at finding information,
adding to it, transforming it into new knowledge. and communicating it to others (Kirsch and Jungeblut, 1986). The definition of
literacy on which that determination rests (the ability to use written
information to function in society. achieve goals, and develop
knowledge and potential) expands the traditional concept of literacy, as a simple decoding process, by making it inseparable from a
number of complicated thinking activities, which take place in «mtexts of personal and social purpose.
In an effort to underst.and what was happening to definitums
of literacy, I asked a number of people with deep experieme in
literacy-related work to come to the Aspen Institute of Humanistic
Studies and talk about it for a few days. Their comments helped
determine the questions we asked and the things we looked for
when we went out to visit sc hools in Southland County and
elsewhere.

Nancy I loffman, of the Hat said Giaduaw St hoof of Edut a-
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tion, said that literacy definitely encompasses more than just the
ability to deal with texts.
"It has to have something to do with thinking and with the
ability to think about thinking, too,- she said. "Literate people
should have ways of knowing when their thinking is not going
well. Their thinking has to be systematic, too, and replicable. They
should be able to define the values that underlie their thinking and
be able to tell you why it is good to think that way and not some
other way."
Hoffman added that a literate thinker must be able to live
simultaneously with relativism and certainty.
"You have to be sure that the way you're thinking is right."
she said. "but also you have to know that not everyone is going to
have the same view."
Bill Chance, a policy analyst who has been studying school
reform, probably spoke for many people when he said that higher
literacy is indistinguishable from higher education. He suggested
that it means the capacity to read arid understand at an advanced
level, to understand the mechanics of grammar and be able to express oneself well in writing, and to understand the critical dimensions of American polity, society, and Western c
M'chael Apple, of the University of Wisconsin, cautione(l

against d 'fining any kind of literacy as simply an individual
capacity.

"Thinking is social,- he said. "It's a dialogue, both with thr
past and with others at the same time. If you teach it as an individual thing. you miss the whole point. A higher liwracy would be one
that was eminently sot ial."
Ric hard del.one, author of Small Futures and umsultant to
the Committee to Support the Philadelphia Public Sc hools, approached the topic by asking what a person who had higher literat y
would br like.
"We're talking about someone who enjoys the workings of
his or her own mind, someone who is able to grapple, with a teasonable degree of tolerance, with ambiguity and indeterminac y.said, "someone who can think critically, someone able to communicate with and also interpret a variety of levels of language and
other symbolic. systems. I'm also looking for people who have at-
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tempted to grapple with great texts, great ideas, great disciplines,
and to master them, in the hope that they are used to make some
sense out of the world, whether they do that collectively or individually, Finally, somehow schools should produce people who learn
how to learn."

Donald Graves, of the University of New Hampshire,
pointed out that literacy is not just something for a child's future;
it is for living now.
"It's too easy to put it into terms of 'someday,' whether you're
in preschool or whether you are an adult," he said. "It's not a skill
for someday. It's a way of being, right now."
Graves said a higher literacy would have to include "problem

finding" as one of its components, and he agreed with others that
it is not an individual thing.
"You can't really acquire it alone, and you can't use it
alone," he said. "It dies if it is not i way of making contributions
to others."
Guile le Nicoleau, who works with illiterate people in many
communities, defined literacy in terms of the tools for participating
in the processes that can reveal and change the umditions of one's
life.

"I thin!: literacy is a kind of action," she said. "It is not of
much value unless it can lead to something that would promote
some kind of c hange for people who are afflicted by conditions over
which they do not feel they have much control."

Man Lipman, founder and director of Philosophy for Children, agreed.
''I think reading and writing are forms of action because they

are forms of inquiry. And all inquiry transforms the situations it
works in. I don't go along with this idea that we first have to learn
to read before we can read to learn. You can be exposed to ideas and

values as you learn to read just as well as you can after you've
supposedly learned.'
Judy Langer, of the Center for the Learning and Teaching
of I .iterature at the State University of New York at Albany, encouraged a broad view of literacy, seeing it as "the ways of thinking that
people use in a literate society." For her, "literacy involves not only

the uses of reading and wi;ting but also many of the reasoning
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behaviors that people often use when they're engaged in reading
and writing, such as interpreting, responding to, building meaning
from or thinking about languageeven when no reading and writing are taking place."
As our conversation went on, it became clear that, for many
of these people, literacy is first of all a process of making meaning
and negotiating it with others. It is not just a set of skills useful for
understanding the works and ideas of previous generations; it is a
way of creating, here and now, the meanings by which individuals
and groups shape their lives and plan their futures. I was reminded
of something that Dennie Wolf had said when I visited her at Harvard earlier in the year: that literacy is not merely the instrument
of recording what we know; it is the grasp of a whole domain of
knowledge and of the values that affirm the goodness of knowing
this or that.
We saw, then, that in our visits to schools we would be looking for a literacy that was imbued with the value of knowing and

that engaged people in making meaning and negotiating it with
others through reading, writing, discussion, and performance. We
began to call this a literacy of thoughtfulness because standard definitions of the word thoughtfulness could be used to convey both
the reasoning and collaborative aspects of literacy, the caring about
and working with others. Some such literacy would be a necessary

(although perhaps not sufficient) basis for any education that
would be likely to produce many more of the types of workers and

citizens so many leaders are calling for in the name of national
survival. We knew, of course, from the work of many who had gone

before us, that we would not find much attention to this newer
literacy in schools, and we knew that this would not be an uncontroversial goal of schooling: quite a few parents do not want young
people to be critical and creative thinkers, collaborative learners and
problem solvers. But we wanted to estimate where on the continuum, ranging from "no thoughtfulness" to "great thoughtfulness."
certain kinds of schools for certain kinds of children were. We also
wanted to know :Imre about how much the current schooling and
school-reform poll( 'es were likely to engender or inhibit a literacy
of thoughtfulness.
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Daviston is in a southern county that, like Southland
County, is among the very poorest in the United States. Founded
by slaves after the Civil War, it was incorporated before the turn of
the century. It has always been a town of black citizens, for black
citizens, run by black citizens. Because the ex-slave who cofounded
the town was highly literate, the town has always had a library and
an interest in offering high-quality education to its children. The
biggest day of the year in Daviston is graduation day at the high
school, when not only mothers and fathers of graduates but also
their grandmothers and grandfathers and aunts and uncles come
back from all over the United States to celebrate.
The average proportion of people with a high school education in this part of the state is about 45 percent; in Daviston, how-

ever, over 80 percent of the parents of children in the local high
school have at least a high school diploma. There is a tradition of
finishing high school, and there is parental pressure to do so. Here,
black children grow up seeing black doctors and lawyers and chemists and certainly teachers, the largest group of pmfessionals in the
town, more than half of whom have master's degrees and many if
not most of whom are themselves Daviston High School graduates.
This no doubt accounts for the fact that the Daviston students had
the second-highest passing rate on the functional literacy exam and
exceeded the state average on the basic-skills assessment.
Daviston appears no more prosperous than the other rural

towns sprinkled around the county. Its professionals live in the
suburbs around the county seat. Main Street is a motley collection
of shabby buildings and broken-down homes. The most attractive
buildings, besides the large Victorian house of one of the town's
founders, are the schools. The school district's offices are in a somewhat dilapidated frame house.
Richard Vann, the superintendent, arrives. We have gotten
off on the wrong foot because of an article about us in the county
newspaper, which did not mention that we are going to visit the
Daviston schools. Vann's pride is hurt, and he is no longer sure he.
wants us to visit. I called him yesterday to apologize, and I arranged
for the newspaper to set up another interview so that there can be
a separate' story on our visit to Daviston. I make a mental note not
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to do newspaper interviews when I'm doing research in a state
whose politics are unfamiliar to me.
I ask Vann and Harold Roberts, one of his assistants, how
they account for the performance of the Daviston schools, given the
economic conditions of their students. They attribute the students'
success to the community.
"Expectations," Vann says. "You're expected to go to school.
You're expected to do well. You're expected to go to college. Sixty
percent of the students go on to college because that's what their
parents have done and that's what's valued."
Everyone I talk to will say more or less the same thing. The

notion that what you expect from children is what you're most
likely to get is one of those commonsense ideas that get lip service
all over the country but, perhaps because it is so commonsensical.

little serious attention. Down here, though, it is not just another
abstraction.

Vann says right away that higher-order thinking skills are
high on his priority list. He feels that his teachers are not trained

to teach these skills and that it will take time. He thinks their
training as undergraduates and graduate students discourages
thinking because it's all lecture and recitation. He himself is working on a doctorate and writing a dissertation on learning styles.
Roberts worries that too much emphasis is being placed on
basic skills. He doesn't want to focus too much on those because
he's worried that such an emphasis will show up later in declining
scores on college-entrance exams. I think he's right.
Vann says he is worried about getting a false sense of super-

iority just because his school is a leader in test scores based on
minimal competencies. He believes that the school.reform act has
been good for the children of this state but not necessarily good for

Daviston, which was already doing many of the things that the
basic-skills assessment focuses on.

We meet with the high school's counselor. He tells us that
97 percent of the children here receive free lunches. Most qualify for
Pell grants, and that's why the schools are able to place 62 percent

of them in postsecondary schools. He says that the community's
high expectations, the school's good staff, and the fact that there is
not much turnover are big contributors to the school's success. Day-
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iston, he points out, already had standards above the state's. A student needs twenty-two units for graduation, to include four years of
English, three of math, three of science, tour of social studies, and
four electives (which will include French or Spanish).
The school-reform act has certainly put a burden of paperwork on the counselor because he does not have a computer. He
tracks all the objectives, as well as all reteaching and retesting for
1,200 students, by hand. Like Vann and Roberts, he believes that
thinking skills are an important priority and need work. The precollege-entrance tests show that students lack reasoning skills, and
he thinks this deficiency needs to be addressed.
Daviston High School looks much better from the outside
than it does inside. As you enter, the first thing you notice is the

trophies, hundreds of them, in a case that takes up most of the
lobby, with more trophies in cases on the adjoining walls. Most of
the trophies seem to have been awarded to the band. The school is
in bad repair. It needs paint, and many things are dirty. Ceiling tiles
are missing. Several large windows are broken and clearly have been
for a long time.
Tony Petrosky and I meet William Meers, a former coach
with twenty-seven years in the system. Like fifty-two other teachers
in the district, he is a Daviston graduate. He took over for Richard
Vann as principal of the high school several years ago. Meers has
not worked any observation plan out for us; he says it's not necessary, because visitors should be able to drop in on any teacher at any
time. As he shows us around he says, "We don't worry about the
halls, the broken windows, the floors. We're here to educate children. That's where we put our money and our time."
Meers takes Tony and me to an eleventh-grade English class.
The teacher, Ms. Bledsoe, is doing a recitation on the uses of this
and that and on other points of usage. She's working on material
that I suppose kids were taught years and years ago; the students
have been given usage rules, which they then illustrate.
Ms. Bledsoe says, "This is to help us improve our written and
oral what?" The class isn't sure, and so she says, "Speech, our
written and oral speech."
The students go up to the board and illustrate' the rules that
they have learned from the book. They are obviously used to writing
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on the board. They are polite about having to do this, even though
it is very boring and remote and abstract. Ms. Bledsoe drills them.
"What does a predicate adjective do?" she asks.
Someone replies. She turns to another student and gets the
same reply. She turns to another. I'm reminded of how much I hated
teaching grammar: it was so clearly uninteresting to my students,
and I didn't know what to do about that.
Anyone who watches a teacher drill teenagers on grammar
and usage will be forced to conclude that it's a monstrous waste of
the students' time and that they tolerate it only because they have
no choice. These students are no different from students anywhere
else, although perhaps they're more polite and more tolerant. (As
Tony said later, "Inner-city kids wouldn't tolerate this. They'd turn
the class into chaos.") Classes like these figure among the most
poignant memories of schooling for many people. You find that out
when you're an English teacher and talk to people at parties. As
soon as they discover that you are an English teacher, they start
stammering and apologizing for their grammar. "I wasn't too good
at that stuff," they tell you, even though they are doctors and lawyers and successful businesspeople. Yet there is no subject to which
they were more exposed than this onerelentlessly, year after year.
This exposure seems to have had the opposite effect from the one
intended. It appears to have created a nation of people insecure and
unknowledgeable about their native languagewhich, by the way,
they had all learned by the age of three. without schools.
Thus it is no surprise to seP a black teacher in an all-black
school meticulously drilling students in the particulars of standard
written English. She knows what kinds of grammar questions are
on the college-entrance examinations. She also knows what kind of
language college professors want to see in student papers, and she
knows what L'I,lect employers want to hear: the dialect of power in
this country, the dialect spoken by television newscasters and presidential candidates. In fact, that is the dialect of Daviston, allowing
for some southern variations. Blacks in other counties say you can
always tell when a black person is from Daviston from the way he
or she talks, which they describe as "edvcated" or "more northern."
When kids come down here from Chicago and Detroit and talk their
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street talk, no ant knows what they're saying. As one student told
me, "That's city !tuff, not black stuff."
Now, in the classroom, a student is struggling with the difference between there and their. Ms. Bledsoe pushes him to use there
in a sentence. He seems unable to, and yet she knowsand all the
other students know, and he knows, and I knowthat of course he
can use the word there in a sentence. Ms. Bledsoe keeps saying.
"You know. I know you know. It's so simple. You use it all the
time," and so on, which is true, of course. She pushes until it's
embarrassing and frustrating for everyone, until he blurts out,
"There goes nothing!" Everybody laughs in relief.
This episode is intemting because it raises the question of
how someone could not know something that he and everyone else
knows he knows and has been taulit at least a hundred times. My
guess is that what the student was struggling with was not the rules
of usage but the rules of classroom discourse: the rules of "teacher
talk" and recitation, the hidden rules of the relationship between
students and teacher. When you have been out of classrooms for a
while and then come in as an observer, you see these things. Questions that purport to be about one thing are really about something
else, often something that can't be discussed or clarified because it's
invisible to everyone involved. Sodal contexts, which heavily govern how we talk to one another, tend to be invisible because everyone is perceiving what is going on from a personal point of view;
only an outsider can see them. Something about the social context
of this exchange about the word there made it difficult for the student to answer: it was not the student's ignorance of the language.
How much of what is interpreted as ignorance is really failure or
unwillingness to play a particular kind of language game, refusal
to enter into a particular kind of social relationship and obey rules
whose presence you can intuit but may not acknowledge? I wonder.
After her grammar class, Ms. Bledsoe has a speech class that
she invites me to sit in on. The students are doing oral presentations. There are no rules, and there doesn't seem to be a context for
their presentations, as far as I can tell. A kid reads, with relatively
no expression, and then there is silence. The next kid reads: unresponsive and bored looks, heads on hands, glazed eyes: "Casey
Jones." Masefield, "Casey at the Bat," Langston Hughes, "Kim,"
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"Chicago," "The Raven," Marc Antony, Juliet, all the usual stuff;
no sense here of the great southern black rhetorical tradition, no
rhy;hms of the great black church leaders and speakers.
These students might as well be in middle-class classrooms
in Des Moines. That's why this school is a high performer in the
state, I decide. Out here, in one of the most impoverished rural areas
of North America, we have this little traditional suburban school,
going through the !notions of what used to pass, in the 1950s, for
a standard college-preparatory program. The faces are all black, and
the vast majority of the students are dirt-poor, and yet they walk the
way suburban kids walk, and they worry about suburban things like
college-entrance exams, and they are as polite and well behaved as
the best of suburban kids.
Good as this school is, especially in comparison with surrounding schools, I can't help wondering how good it could be if
it weren't sleepwalking through this conventional and (to me) inappropriate dream of schooling, nor can I help contrasting what I
see in this class with the idea of a higher literacy. Where is the active
making of meaning? Where is literacy as a kind of socialization?

It strikes me that these students are acquiring a hand-Liedown literacy. Embedded in it are values affirming that it is good
to know these kinds of things, but they are someone else's values.
someone else's affirmations, and they go unacknowledged and unquestioned. Passivity is also embedded in this hand-me-down literacy, as are conformity and notions about the relevance of grammar
and English literature to success. I'm reminded of what the great
black writer Ralph Ellison said many years ago, when he visited my
college: that black intellectuals have essent;ally two choices. The
first is to learn everything that white middle-clips Americans learn,
in which case you hav? to deny so much of yourself and be such a

"good Negro" that you can't criticize the system effectively. 'Fhe
second is to embrace the powerful literacy of black rebellion, in
which case you are an outcast and can't influence the system effectively. The great black writers and intellectuals, Ellison concluded,
all seem to have found yet a third choice, but at great personal cost.
I can't judge what is best for these kids. What I call a sleepwalking education may look very different to southern blacks, who
long ago learned how dangerous it is to do anything panic ularly
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dramatic.

This slow, steady, modest, middle-class college-

preparatory training has served many a student well in these
circumstances. I wonder, though, whether the circumstances have
now changed enough to give a broader and more empowering literacy the chance to unfold. If so, can it unfold in the climate of
reform this state has created?
I talk with Ms. Bledsoe about school reform. She believes that
it has been good and has raised standards across the state. Reforms
are making her work harder now, she says, but things will get better.
She feels the most pressure about trying to prepare her students for

the basic-skills test in April, and she feels a strong responsibility,
too: students have approached her and said, "Make sure we don't
have to take it again." She thinks that she would be teaching more
literature, as she used to do. if it were not for the basic-skills test.
She also worries that the students' college-entrance exam scores may

suffer because she is aiming too low and leaving out important
material.

"The basic-skills test is not a full curriculum." she says.
"There are other more fulfilling things that are just being left out."

Efforts toward staff development have been helpful, she
thinks; but. in general, there has not been much training, and there
is little sharing of ideas. At the monthly deparunental meetings, the

tAk is more substantial than it used to be. but it's talk about the
basic-skills assessment, and conversation across departments is rare.
Ms. Bledsoe believes that the secret of Daviston's success is
very concerned, hardworking teachers and their good relationship
with students.

"For most students, you know their brothers, their sisters,
and their parents, and they're here for a long time. That makes a
difference," she says.
It u'rtainly is different from most city schools, I reflect, whPre
student turnover can be higher than 100 percent per year. Ms. Bledsoe worries that the school needs high test scores, to avoid a merger
or a consolidation that would lead to Daviston's loss of identity.
-This school is the center for the community,- she says. "It's
used for all kiods of functions. If the school goes away, there won't

be a community here anymore. not in spirit."
She intends to work on higher-order thinking skills in the
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future, but it's difficult right now, she says: "I have to make sure
these young people pass the tests and that this school has the
highest scores around." She does what she does, it appears, because
she feels that the students' and the community's future is at stake.
I agree. But which future does she have in mind: the future as it
might have been cautiously imagined twenty years ago, or the future visible today?
Tony and I visit Mr. Bass, who is teaching advanced math.
First he goes over the homework. He is an easygoing, good-looking
guy with a nice, relaxed style. He basically does the work himself
on the board, where he has written the day's objective: "convening
pi fractions to radian." He seems to be doing well until a student
asks him to explain why a sixty-degree angle is pi over three. He
goes back to reviewing fractions, he talks about allusions to pi in
the Bible, but he doesn't answer the question. A couple of students
seem very smart. They could easily handle this question, but instead
of turning it over to them, Mr. Bass tries faking it.
When I talk with him, I find out he's a second-year man and
very nervous about our presence. He is a graduate of Daviston who
went to Memphis and became a chemist. Now he's working on a
doctorate at the university while teaching here. When he gets his
degree, he will pr)bably move on. It is not at all clear that he is a
certified math teacher, or that he has had much training as a teacher of anything else. It occurs to me that he may be doing this to hdp
the school out and make some money, and that it may not have been
his idea to teach advanced math. Teaching chemistry would certainly make more senseif, indeed, he really wants to be a teacher
at all, at least in the traditional mode.
Mr. Bass seems to be the kind of person who relates well to
young people, but he also seems extremely uncomfortable lecturing
to them on topics he is not too sure about or turning the ( lass over
to students who probably know more than he does about certain

things. He could be an ideal adult to have in the building as a

mentor of some kind, or as a chemist who lets kids learn by watching him workbut not as a teacher of the state's chemistry curric-

ulum; that would be a different role. The trouble is that most
schools do not have such positions, and so people lik.e Mr. Bass
either do not get used at all or are asked to do things that they are
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not good at. It is widely believed that a large proportion of teachers

in the average schoolperhaps as many as 20 percent to 50 percentare teaching outside of their fields (National Education Association, 1987).

Between observations, I chat with Mr. Meers, the principal.
He believes that tradition is very important in Daviston. But while
high school graduation remains a big event, he believes that the
younger parents are not as committed to discipline in the schools

as parents were twtmy-five years ago. He also thinks that kids
twenty-five years ago had to work, and now they don't; they don't
have as much responsibility as they used to.
On his desk is a paddle made from a strip of old tire. Mr.
Meers still calls parents, most of whom he knows, and tells them,
"I'm going to paddle your child. Is that all right with you?" Some
parents, he says, have called him up and instructed him to paddle
their children.

Mr. Meets thinks that the school districts will have to be
consolidated sooner or later: the county has six school superintendents, one of whom doesn't even have any schools to look after. If
the districts were consolidated, the county would save at least half
a million dollars. He thinks this the only way for Daviston and
its schools to survive, and he hopes they can find a suitable district
to consolidate withthat is, a district with money. He says that the
state desperately needs a school-finance equity law, and he is thinking that it may be necessary to go to court in order to get one.
Unlike the superintendent and his assistant, the principal
believes that if the school concentrates on the basic-skills and functional literacy exams, wIlege-emrance examination scores will automatically go up. He doesn't think that a stronger emphasis on
basic skills, functional literacy, and remediation will hurt efforts to
develop a higher literacy.
Mr. Meets wants to get all paperwork. including the grading
of papers, out of the classrooms. He's not sure why the collegeentrance exam scores are going down. He thinks the decline may be
due to the parents, or it could be that the kids have lower goals and
less motivation. Across the board, Mr. Meers gives the stale schoolreform act good grades. He thinks the training for executive man-
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agement was helpful, and the competency test made a very noticeable difference in his teachers.
I visit an eighth-grade math class. The teacher is very dapper
and intelligent. He is showing students formulas for finding area
and volume, and he keeps making sure that they understznd what

to do if they're given a formula. I see a lot of boredom, a lot of
staring off; the inefficiency of it all is obvious. One clear consequence of having large classes is that the teacher feels the nerd to
go over things again and again, to make sure that every student is
reached. But many things that take fifty minutes in a large class
could be done in ten minutes in a smaller class. Mass education is
necessarily inefficient because it requires so much repetition and

review. Most people think it is most efficient to educate large
numbers of students at once; but when you sit through classes like
this one, you see clearly that it is an appallingly wasteful approach
and should be used only sparingly. All over the school, we see the

need for trainingnot, as in Southland County, to wean enthusiastic but underprepared teachers from their teachers' guides, but
rather to show articulate, fairly well-prepared teachers how to move
away from basic skills, away from boring, conventional materials
and recitations, and how to draw much more out of themselves and
their students.

During this math class, it dawns on me that the Daviston
schools are surpassing state norms without even trying. They're
living off their history, their wonderful ccnnrnunity faith and spirit.

their racial pride and independence, their parental support, their
teachers who want to come back here and repay the community,
their tow turnover of students, the fact that there are no drug prob
lems here and no gangs. The Daviston teachers and principals can
virtually sleepwalk through a tired pedagogy and an uninspiring
curriculum and get away with it because, poor as they are, they're
blessed with conditions that many an urban superintendent or principal would give his eyeteeth to have behind him. In the cities, there
are money and technology and ways of attracting the best available
teachers, but education flounders because it is so difficult to create

the one indispensable. fundamental thing: a community. I try to
imagine what could be done here if the schools were really crank-
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ing, really adding something to the students' momentum in the
world.

I go to a remedial reading class. It's in a split classroom, with

a partition down the middlebut not all the way down the middle,
and so we can all hear the loud teacher on the other side. I look at
the reader they're using. It has stories followed by "fact" questions
and "thought" questions. It presents ''main idea" questions and

"thinking for yourself" questionsfor example. "Why do you
think people in India can't read?" and "Do you think TV would
help?" It has a section on "reasoning about what you read."
As I examine this book and watch what is happening in the
classroom while the teacher moves from child to child, I cannot

help wondering if all this elaborate reading technology totally
misses the point about the nature of reading. It seems as if clever
adults have backtracked from the experience of reading to some
abstract, linear, sequential model of how it must occur; from that
standpoint, they have blown the reading experience into a million
different bits that somehow get reassembled into textbooks like this

one. Why anyone would ask these questions, or why a teacher
would be doing this or that, are things that are never explained. On
page after page, much is taken for granted, and much is unclear and
unspecific. It is hard thinking just to read through this book, just
to fill in the blanks of the discourse and cogitate about everything
kf: unsaid but lurkirk; between the lines.
I watch the teactrer go through the "thought" questions that
follow a story about a boy in India. Each child reads a question in
sequence and then answers it, usually in one or two words or sentences. There seems to be only one answer to each "thought" question, and there is no impetus to discuss or debate the issues it raises.
Many of the questions are disingenuous: even these so-called slow
learners can see that the questions are not designed to make them
think, but rather to test whether they have the story's facts right.

Tony tells me that a gcxxi contrast to this class is one he
visited at Southland High. Here are some excerpts from his notes:
The state-mandated literacy exam takes a writing sample from students, and this year (1988), the eleventh
graders must pass thc exam if they're going to go on
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to twelfth grade. Last year, 27 percent of the state's
eleventh graders failed the pilot exam; 40 percent of
the state's ulack students failed the writing sample.
This has caused a lot of teachers to drill students on
grammar and usage (which passes for writing instruction in most places), but it has also legitimated Mrs.
S.'s approach to writing instruction, which requires -)

lot of writing. Mrs. S. is a teacher from out of st

who began her teaching in this area at a white
academy, which she didn't like. She says the academies

are "very conservativethey do grammar drills all the
time and have students writing sentences, then paragraphs, then three-paragraph themes in the twelfth
grade."
Mrs. S. conducts her classes as workshops. Students write, work in response gToups to discuss their
writing, read books and write about them, keep jour-

nals, and write to each other about the books they're
reading and the videos they watch. Samples of students' writing cover the walls of her room, and their
portfolios and journals are stacked on shelves along
the windows and the back of the class. During the
classes ; observed, students read to each other from
drafts of the Family History Project papers they have
been working on for the past two weeks. The three

pairs I pay attention to spend all of their time responding to each other's papers, especially to the con-

tent and organization of the work, and when they
finish responding, they begin tc rewrite.
I have read through ten folders of her eleventhgrade students' writing. Each had twenty-six pieces of
writing in it. Thirteen of those were two to eight pages
hmg, with multiple revisions; the rest were one-page
letters, or comments on books and movies. Of the ones

I read, three were far above average and two were
below average (mostly because of surface errors); the

rest were of general quality and would have stood
alongside my own writing students' beginning pa-
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pers. Here's a twelfth grader's paper that Mrs. S. rated
as above average:
The Secret Is Together

My family is very special because we are together no matter what. I cannot say in words the magic
that keeps us together. I can only show it my way.
When my sister was in high school, she was the
star of the basketball team. While exercising at prac-

tice one day, she got sick. It was not any illness that
the coach could figure out. He offered to take her to
the doctor, but she insisted that she was all alright.
She didn't practice that day. When the coach brought
her home that evening, he told my mother what happened. My mother talked to her and found out that she
was pregnant. My sister said that she was scared to tell

anyone. She thought that no one would understand.
I was too young to understand at this time, but everybody else in the family understood. They made her feel

comfortable at all times. They knew that this wasn't
a time for scolding, but a time for understanding and
taring,
Another basketball event happer, d when I was

in ninth grade. I was playing basketball [for the
st hool team]. One day when we were practicing for a
game, I went up for a rebound, came down real hard,
and hurt my right leg. Although I couldn't walk much
on it, the coat-hes and I thought it was just a sprained

knee. Later on we found out it was broken. I didn't
know how to handle it, for this was the first time that
I had ever been injured. I thought that this was the
beginning of a totally boring time. I was wrong. My
mother made stne that I got my medicine and that
would eat my meals. My older brother and the two
youngest of my older sisters would play games with
me. My oldest sister, who lives in Houston. comforted
me the most on the phone. She showed me that having
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')roken leg isn't bad at all. Actually, it was kind of
good. Because of my broken leg, I got more attention
than I usually get.
These two events st.ow that when one person in
my family needs understanding and help, the other
members do not hesitate to be there. That makes my
family special.

This is a decent paper. The narrative pr ..-eeds
smoothly, with some detail, and the paper is almost
error-free,

Here's a paper that Mrs. S. rated as average.
This would be placed either at the low end in general
writing or at the top in bask writing at my university.
Another World

In my children's life I want the best for them.
the way most parents do. I want to pass down good
morale. strong religion, good health. and a strong educational background.
My children are going to be raised totally by my
husband, if there be one, and me. I want to be the one

to teach them right from wrong. Good morals will
always help them when they're down, and once there
to boost them up.
Strong religion is very important for everyone.
I want them to take all there problems to the' Lord in
prayer. Don't let the world crush you when the Lord

is there for you, just keep on praying and fighting
bac k.

I know I want them all to take good care of
there body, don't abuse it. Don't take drugs and
smoke. You can cope without dope.
An education will take them far, esperrially for
a daughter being a woman and black, she'd really have
to have a strong education background. I don't want
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them to play off in school like I did. I want them to
get it the first time.

The only and the most important thing that I
don't want to leave to my children is a violent temper
that runs through my family. Sometimes the violence

would run into problems that must cause no communication between sisters and brothers for years at a
time. I don't want that. I want them to learn to control
their tempers.

Ahhot4 this student is having slight problems controlling her narrative, her writing is coherent

and it has few surface errorsnothing that I would
consider serious (for example, many sentences that
aren't sentences).

The final paper of interest is one that Mrs. S.
rated as below average. It would be a basic-writing
paper at my university,
What Makes My Family Special

To me, I have a very good family. They are
extra special to me because I am the youngest of the
bunch. I guess that's why we are so special, because we

care for one another. Our mother raised us to treat
each other all the same and not cruel.
My family is very religious. We all go to church

together on Sunday and serve God, and if there's
anyone that my family knew and needed some help.
they help.
For instance, the little girl who has cancer and

needs money, our family and the church got money
from the post and sent it to her. We also helped lots
of children at (. hristmas time.

This student is having problems creating a detailed narrative, and some of the sentences run into
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snags and become what my students call "crazy sentences." But the problems aren't very serious; with a
semester in one of our basic-writing courses, this student would most likely move on to general writing.
The point is that Mrs. S. has been able to take
these students, who have had very little writing instruction in their eleven years of school, and in two
years help them to write well enough to place in college composition classes. Only 3 of her 145 students

failed the state functiorI literacy test last year, an
accomplishment for whit... she was rewarded with a
smaller class this year, of 100 students. Mrs. S. tells me
that her greatest fear is that her students will not do
well on the multiple-choice questions on the literacy
exam and she will be compelled to drill them in grammar, like other teachers.

Sam Stringfield, too, had a good experience visiting a thirdgrade class. His notes read as follows:

Mrs. Jones teaches third grade. Her class has twentyfive kids, seated in short rows that are arranged in a
semicircle facing the teacher's desk. The walls are covered with kids' work, including a lot of writing.
The class was going through a spelling/wordpower lesson. Instead of drilling, however, Mrs. Jones
rolled out a piece of heavy paper about three feet wide
and twenty-five feet long. It had big squares on it. Kids
took turns rolling dice and moving stuff around the
squares. As they landed, there were understood rules
that governed which new word they were to make up
a sentence or short story about. The sentences and
stories operationalized the definitions. Part of what
impressed me was that the words were hard for third

gradersfor example, "cooperation." The kids obviously knew and enjoyed the game and put energs,,
and creativity into it for the entire forty-live minutes.
1 was also impressed by the integration of sub-
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jects in the answersfor example, "Level; it was
above sea level." This led to a discussion of sea level
among the kids, most of whom have never seen a sea.
Another word was "evidence." They had a hard time
reading it. She got a group of them to work at sounding it out, and eventually they, not she, got it. Most
were unsure how to generate a sentence using it. Mrs.
Jones then asked, "Which one of our stories used evidence?" Hands shot up. Examples were given. Even-

tually the class generated a definition and some
additional sentences using "evidence."
It wasn't enough in this class to memorize the
spelling awl a definition. The kids were being taught
to sound out hard words, to think through what their
meanings might be, and to generate stories. Once the
kids figured out that "antidote" was a remedy against
poisoning, they couldn't wait to use it in little stories.
Maybe this isn't an example of higher-literacy instruc-

tion, but it seemed to me to create a highly literate
climate for the kids. Evetything was used to make kids
think.
Mrs. Jones said to me, "I'm basic-ally a three R's

person, but I want children to learn how to think, to
cope with the real world, to challenge me. Like yesterday, we were discussing the treaty between Reagan

and Gorbachev. Would the Senate ratify it? I think
they need to think about things like that."
In some classes, a literacy of thoughtfulness is there for students to grasp; I suppose it always has been. But these dribs and
drabs of it do not seem adequate to outweigh experiences, far more
frequent, like the ones I had in my classroom visits.

The southern states, particularly those that were most involved in the plantation economy and culture, have a unique regional history that accounts ir. large measure for their current
economic, social, and educational situation. No one who considers
the concrete, day-to-day realities of slavery can doubt that its effects
on blacks and whites alike were profound enough that many more
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generations will have to pass before they will be expunged. Many
people alive today remember knowing emancipated slaves; thousands more are their children or remember their children. Their
grandchildren and great-grandchildren number in the millions.
The Civil War took place only a little more than one long
lifespan ago. It was a devastating war, whose debilitating effects on

the region lasted for forty years after Appomattox and can still
arouse anger and tears. People talk about the New South, born
between the two world wars, and about the newer South, which
arose from the civil rights struggles of the 1960s, and now about the

latest New South, being forged in bustling southern cities whose
trade delegations fan out across the world. But the Old South is not
dead and gone, and its effects continue to influence our national life
in countless ways.

One consequence of its history is that the South has long
seemed to lag behind the rest of the nation; it started toward modernity much later and with greater burdens. It is true that southern
states have been leading the educational reform movement of the
I980s, but it can also be argued that they have had more to reform,
with more at stake than other regions of the country. One conclusion we reached from our visit to this state is that its school-reform
efforts have helped organize and fcx-us what had been a fairly dis-

organized and unfocused educational system. I can't count the
number of people who said things like "Well, I was really upset
about the reforms in the beginning, but it turned out that the reform
program helped me a lot."
Teachers especially, in spite of the fact that their union forcefully opposed the teacher-testing aspects of the reform, were almost
unanimous in their belief that the objectives have helped them focus,
that the competency exam has given them ideas about what good
teaching entails, and that the inservice training has improved them
as teachers. When I observed some of them, it was clear that they still
needed considerable training to move beyond a dependency on mate-

rials developed by publishers, by the state, or by others who are
undercutting teachers' opportunities to be creative.
People who argue against the reforms because they were imposed in a top-down fashion are missing two essential points: first.
the capacity to bring the reforms about from the bottom up simply
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was not there; and, second, in a peculiar way, change in the South
has always come down from the top. The plantation model of social
and economic organization was about as rigidly hierarchical as any
has been since the Middle Ages; everybody knew his or her place and
deferred to higher authority. Weak state governments went hand in
hand with powerful families and charismatic leaders, who made
decisions for everyone else. In this region, there is a long tradition
of being told what to do; to outsiders, it sounds worse than it is
(Cash, 1941), with this exception: a part of that tradition is whites
telling blacks what to do.
As Jim Harris told us, "No one gave a damn about whether
black teachers were well prepared until their children suddenly had

a black teacher." The South's transition from having a racially
segregated school system is incomplete, especially in rural areas, but

white eiildren do have black teachers now in urban, integrated
schools, and a problem that could once be swept under the rug
the miseducation of black childrencan no longer be ignored.
Thus, pressure for competency testing of teachers and for teachereducation reforms comes partly from contempt for or worry about
black teachers, not all teachers.
Race also enters into school reform in that many of the state's
reform leaders were elected by blacks, who in many parts of the rural
South constitute the majority, both in the public schools and at the

ballot box. Black voters are saying that they want better public
schools, and they often elect white politicians who pledge to see that
they get them. Whites go about improving the schools in the southern tradition of white overseers; by telling black teachers what to do.
We encountered few black educators in eit!ier Southland County or
Daviston who openly objected to this situation, but we might have
heard more candor if we had stayed arouni longer. Everyone seemed
to agree that something had to be done to improve schooling, and

no one cared much whether whites or blacks called the shots, as
long as they led to improvements.
Tony came away from the Deep South studies with the feeling that instruction in the all-black schools we visited is conducted
in a "language of authority." He speculated that it derives from a

history of authoritarian relations between whites and blacks, but
this claim would be difficult to prove. We ll remarked on the
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prevalence of a certain type of black teacher we called the "drill
sergeant" type: firm voice, stern face, strict enforcement of classroom behavior, total confidence in the truth of what he or she is
saying, and an attitude of "You'd better listen to me, or I'm going
to come over there and shake some listening into you." They seemed
deeply caring of their students but hard on them, too: they know
the world will be even harder on them, and they'd better get these
kids toughened up or they'll never make it, they'll give up like too
many before them. When the teacher asks you the "what" question,
you'd better know what, and you don't just say "Yes"you say
"Yes, ma'am" or "Yes, sir."
Blarks have learned the language of authority the hardest
way of allby being at the wrong end of itand many a successful
southern black man will tell you that he achieved his success only
by being tougher than those who were t..ving to keep him down.
Again, whether and to what degree this teaching style derives
from regional and racial history is something we can't reany say.
What interests us is whether this style is so closely bound up with
authority relations and control, and so compatible with mandates,
recitation, and lecture, that it inhibits teachers and students from
carrying on the more open kinds of conversation necessary for developing a literacy of thy ;htfulness.
The visit to Daviston also dramatizes some differences (which
the chapters to come will elaborate) between rural and urban education for blacks. Daviston provides its young people with a concrete context for their lives and their learning; a sense of history,
however bitter; and a sense of community, however endangered by

the steady erosion of the rural way of life. Black children in all-black
schools in all-black rural communities seem to behave differentiy.

as a group, from how black children in city schools behave. The
rural children seem more self-possessed. When we talked about this
with various people, we got different interpretations. For instance.
Jim Moffett, who grew up in the Deep South, has written a great
deal about education and has taught all over the country. He cautioned us about the "natural compliance" of southern children.
"We were bred to be compliant," he said. "taught early on

how to please people and show deference. In some ways, this makes
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an authoritarian kind of education work better than it should. It
presents an illusion of success."
Judy Alnes, director of public relations for Control Data Corporation, said that the students she observed in South Africa were
also compliant and well behaved. Was their behavior a reflection of
some inner peace, or was it an indication that they were well controlled and "knew their place"? Estus Smith, of the Kettering Foundation, grew up near the schools we studied and said he believed
that the students really were more self-possessed than many urban
children and could be so because they knew they were part of coherent, sustaining communities.
The question of how to interpret the learning behavior of the
children we observed is important to us because the kind of literacy
we are looking for is one that empowers students to be creative and
independent thinkers rather than compliant, docile ones. It may be
that thoughtful literacy cannot be fully mobilized without a strong

sense of communitywithout widening circles of meaning.

through which individuals can understand themselves and their
condition and construct coherent, purposeful lives. If rural communities like Daviston are providing the encouragement for such
lives, then at least one of the primary conditions for thoughtful
literacy exists; and if the urban environments of many black children lack that encouragement, then we have a clearer idea of the
,Ilenge that urban educators face: to go beyond the mere technology of education, to build and sustain coherent, vital communities
in and arount: their schools.

The teachers we observed in Southland County will need
considerable help from each other and from outsiders to meet the
challenges that a higher literacy presents. But they know that. They
soak up suggestions like sponges; they want to know more they
want to be better. By contrast, the teachers in Daviston are more
worldly and somewhat better educated, but they seem more compla-

cent. Content to mimic what teachers in northern and suburban
schools do. and sheltered by community conditions that make up
for meáiocre teaching, they seem to lack any zeal to improve. Both
groups of teachers could benefit immeasurably from intensive staff
development centered on developing school and classroom climates

conducive to critical thinking. Both groups could profit from a
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deeper understanding of literacy in Guitele Nicoleau's sense: a
means of grasping and changing one's condition. Unfortunately,

the state has run out of money for staff development. It spent everything on training teachers to deal with the basic-skills objectives
and tests and on helping them manage their classrooms. What little
money remains is earmarked for raises in teachers* salaries (and even
the raises are going to mean a fight with the legislature). Moreover,
while higher salaries may be important in the long run, they will
not change the way teachers teach.
When we left the state, Jim Harris and his assistants were in
a position that seemed to us symboli.: of the situation that many
other states face: they were dealing with media attention from the
U.S. secretary of education's annual ranking, which ranked this
state very low in absolute terms but very high in its rate of improvement. Reporters were calling and asking why the state ranks so low,
what is going to be done about it, a:id why the school-reform act,
after five years, has not brought about more dramatic changes. Our
friends were replying that much lost ground has been made up, that
minimum standards are finally being met, and that now everyone
in the state is at least "on the same page." The state is dosing the
gap. :iveri its poverty and how far behind everyone else it has been,
that is remarkable progress.
At the same time, however, they are painfully aware of the
limits of such reforms, the long road ahead of them, and their dwin-

dling supply of political and financial capital. They know that

minimum standards are not going to be enough and that the state's
attempts to focus people on minimum standards run the risk of
getting people stuck there. They know that if the state tests bask
skills, people will teach basic skills, and they worry that some people will not teach much else. The state board is already talking

about higher-order thinking ski'', but no one knows where the
money could come from to teach teachers how to exercise these
skills themselves, much less pass them on to students. Furthermore,
people in the state department of education are of different minds
about whether this or any other state should be pushing beyond a
commitment to minimum standards.

"States can't make people nice, can't make 'ern love one

another," Harris's assistant told us. "States can't make people good
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and they can't make 'em scholars, either. States make laws, that's all.
That's all they're supposed to do, and it's not a hell of a lot. Most
of the good things we want to get accomplished have to be done by
people all over the place, certainly not by people here in the state

capital. There's nobody here but politicians and bureaucrats, God
love us, and we're just doin' what we know how to do."

Ps, p

,

CHAPTER THREE

Language and Culture
on the Reservation

h's a warm, sunny day. The classroom door is open so that the third

graders can go in and out, gathering material for birds' nests.
Through the open door I can see the brilliant blue sky above a red-

lrange mesa dotted with juniper bushes. I am visiting a public
chool on an Indian reservation. Six students are making nests at
he moment; another half-dozen are sitting and lying on a carpet in
Ole corner, reading Black Beauty. One girl listens raptly as her long,

shiny black hair is slowly combed out by another girl kneeling
behind her. In the opposite corner of the room, six more students
are composing a joint story about volcanoes.
I am watching a group of five boys and a girl in the "sentence

corner." Sentences have been written on construction paper, cut
into "subject" and "predicate" halves, and scattered about the table.

The students' job is to put halves together ir any way that makes
correct sentences, and then to write the sentences down on a piece
of paper. One boy matches The man with aren't hungry. The girl
watches him write it down but shakes her head. Another boy writes
it down, too. A boy matches The duck with laugh el/Pry day. Again,
the girl seems doubtful. but the boys write it down, with no discus-

sion. Someone matches 4 horse with wasn't inside. and they all
write it down. Then A prisoner is paited with see very well. This
is rejected without discussion.
59
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As I puule over the gh;.:p's decision-making process, two
Indian women enter the room. One, very old, goes to a chair in the
"native language" center, greeting no one, while the other, younger

woman gathers four children together for a lesson. The older
woman speaks only the native language and looks at no one in
particular; the younger woman translates what she says. The children need instruction, it seems, both in their native language and
in English. In this part of the reservation, about 78 percent of the
students come from homes in which the native language is spoken.
In more and more homes, the parents speak a functional version of
the native language but are no longer fluent in it and cannot read
it (it has a very short history of being written down). Thus, many
children, perhaps as many as one-third, come to school illiterate in
two languages.
Critical, creative thinking and problem solving in English
require fluency, not just a functional grasp of the language, and so

we have come here to observe efforts to develop a literacy of
thoughtfulness in a bilingual, bicultural environment. The challenge here is to cultivate fluency in English and at the same time
nurture and sustain students' contact with the native language and
the culture it carries. This task is made more difficult by the tribe's
ambivalence about its language and culture.
Some tribal leaders talk of the economy, the kinds of jobs
they must develop on the reservation, and the need for the tribe to
leap from the nineteenth into the twenty-first century. Since there
are so few jobs on the reservation (the unemployment rate officially at 44 percent, but unofficially estimated to be at about 60
percent), these leaders see sc hooling as training for competition in
a white world. Many of them attended Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA) schools, where they were punished for using their native language, even on the playground. Other leaders, from the more remote and conservative parts of the reservation, say that an Indian
who loses his language and culture is no one. The tribe, they say.
must develop economically on its own terms and in its own ways.
not the white world's.
The job of getting these children fluent in English is further
complicated hy the native language itself and by the lack of any
books for teachers to use in understanding how radically different
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it is from English. It sounds somewhat like Chinese: one sound,
uttered in different tones, can take on different meanings. One night
during our visit, a medicine man gives a fifteen-minute invocation
before dinner. I ask a companion what the medicine man has said.
She responds, "He said 'Bless this food.' " I insist he must have said
more. She thinks about it and then says, "Not really."
"We have no words," a native teacher explains when I ask
him about his language.
"Well, you must have words," I reply.
He thinks about it and says no, there really aren't any words
ia the sense in which I am probably using the term.
"It's a descriptive language," he says. "There's no one word

for anything. It all depends on what's going on and what you're
trying to describe. We don't have subjects and objects, direct or indirect. We sort of have verbs, but wf.
have nouns in your sense,
and the relation between them wou'::
'le opposite of what it is
in English, anyway. The same action-, handling something
might have many different verbs, depending on the objects involved
or where it is performed or how the hand is being used. We don't
have a past tense, and we don't have all those perfect tenses. We don't
have auxiliaries. We don't have articles. We don't have prepositions.
We don't have synonyms, to speak of. We don't have pronouns and
gender, in your sense. We don't have sentences, in your sense. We
don't have comparatives and superlatives. Things can happen in our
language that can't happen in yours, strictly speaking. Rocks can
talk, for instance, and it's okay, it makes sense."
There are no books that could tell English teachers what to
expect from speakers of the native language, in terms of understandable confusion and language interference. No courses are offered in

any of the surrounding state universities to teach about the language and how best to build bridges between it and English. This
problem has been known for over a century. A few linguists and
anthropologists have written about it, and famous federally sponsored critiques of Indian education have again and again called it
the central problem in the education of American Indians (see, for
example. Kennedy, 1969). Yet no instructional remedies exist, nor
are there any tests for screening children or for diagnosing specific
strengths or weaknesses in thcit use of their own language or En-
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glish. 'r he English as a Second Language (ESL) tests used around
the reservation were designed for speakers of Spanish. On the basis
of these tests, students are routinely labeled fluent and subjected to
an English-language curriculum that is largely incomprehensible
to them, while their problems in both languages either go undetected or are labeled unremediable by teachers who simply do not
know wh:f to do. No wonder, then, that in a nearby district, a test
of supposedly fluent Audents in grades I, 3, 6, and 9 found that onethird could not use the present perfect tense, 80 percent could not
use the past perfect tense, half could not produce past participles for
verbs like eat, and 40 percent could not pluralize or change tenses.
And in the school I am visiting on this sunny day, the key to the
kind of critical, creative thinking that will lead to academic and
ix( upational success is an old woman who has not yet surrendered
her past
The consequences of the Indians' failure to become fluent in
reading and writing are low test scores and low expectations among
educators and Indians alike. Mr. Williams's eleventh-grade social
studies class i3 typical. Mr. Williams is legendary as the "winningest" football co:a h in t!ge area's history. He's a small white man
from Texas whi, has not lost his drawl even after twenty-two years
on the reservation. When I ask him what has kept him here so long,
he says it's laziness.
"I hate lookin for jobs." he says. "I'm sure not here because
I'm a missionary."
Mr. Williams says his students read at the seventh- or eighthgrade level; nevertheless, he uses a textbook with an eleventh-grade
reading level becaus. he thinks it is the best histor7 text. He says
many of his students do not write in complete sentences, and so he
doesn't assign much w iting.
"These kids nerd a lot of strut lure." he says. "The more You
sir tine things fin them, the more at ease they are. They wouldn't

take well to progremive, do-what-you-want, independent-study
kinds of things. That makes them uneasy. It's an SES Esocioeconomii status} thing. Their parents don't see a lot of value in education. Never did."
I ask hint if he diws anything to help the students imptove
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their reading and writing, and he says no, it would be too much
work and would probably be hopeless.

"These kids have a combination of ignorance and arrogance," he continues. "There's a lot they don't knowand they're
proud of it. They probably hate me because I'm white. They don't
want to learn from a white man,"
As the -,tdents file in, he lowers his voice somewhat but still
talks loud enough for someone to overhear.

"Every teacher here has lowered standards," he says,

"whether they'll admit it or not. We all bend over backwards to get
these kids through. But they don't know much."
I watch Mr. Williams conduct a lecture about county government: lots of facts, names, fimires. The kids write it all down in
notebooks. Steadily, boringly, he Olds through the material, occasionally calling on a student for a one-word answer to a factual
question. Once, he works through a simple calculation about how
much mo: ey a mill levy would rai,;-. The kids do not respond to
his question, and he says. "Come on, you can't be failing all of your
courses!" You can see how he must have been as a football coach.
Mr. Williams's attitude toward his students raises some troubling questions. He believes that most of them can neither read not
write at the high school level, but he carries on as if they could. He
makes no effort to help them; thus, they do poorly, and he lowers
his standards. It is apparently easier to lower standards than to teach
what students need to know in order to do the work.
It occurs to me that lecturing and recitation make a lot of
sense when you are pretty sure your students can't read and write
very well, and you don't feel that it is your job to address those
deficiencies. You identify yourself as a "content" person, not a
"skills" person, and you try to cram some knowledge into them and
then test quickly, before it disappears from their short-term memory
banks. Then you go on to the next lesson and do the same thing.
You give students an oral education.
Before I leave the high school, another teachet gives me a
new reason fot not demanding much of these students.
"For a lot :if these kids," he says, "excellenc e is being a witc h.
I don't feel nil doing a kid a favor by singling him out. In fac I. I've
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never recommended a student for special-program recognition because when you do, their grades go down."
Perhaps white people exaggerate the influence of the more
exotic elements of the culture, such as belief in witches, but some
students did tell me that academic success brings on a decline in
popularity.
"When you do good," one of them said, "kids call you a
schoolboy. Since I got in the academic decathlon program, my
grades have been going downhill." He indicated that he was letting
this happen because he wanted to stay popular.
My colleague Alan Davis has observed classes at the reservation's intermediate school and found the instruction to be much like
that in the high school. The following excerpts are from his notes:

The intermediate school is housed in a building designed in the late 1970s to facilitate team teaching and
flexible grouping. The floors are carpeted, the walls
painted in light, warm colors. There are no hallways.
Instead, each grade occupies a pod, a duster of pentagonal rooms circling a central planning area, like a

section of a honeycomb. There are at least four
teachers for each grade, and their shared planning
room and coordinated planning periods give them
ample opportunity to m rintain communication.
The principal of the intermediate scho'
spends much of his time outside of his office. In the
morning, he drops in and out of classrooms, seeing
that the day is smoothly under way. When teat hers are

absent, he sometimes fills in as a substitute. He is
accomplished in music and crafts and teaches woodworking and pottery part-time. He wants to strengthen the emphasis on fine arts in the curric ulum, and he

reminds teachers of the importance of writing and
basic maill skills. Beyond these curricular priorities.
however, there is no articulated theory of instruction
to gLide and define the process of education in the
school. Teachers report that they are given considerable autonomy to develop their own instructional

ff.
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techniques. What they have come up with largely relies on the use of textbooks and seatwork exercises to
convey knowledge and develop bask skills.
Students are grouped by ability for language-

arts and math instruction. Today, the high-ability
sixth-gradt' language class is learning about irregular
verbs. They sit in rows facing their teacher, a man in
his early thirties, who is standing in front. The walls
are decorated with commercial posters showing football players, the Statue of Liberty, the solar system,
and a list of class rules drawn up by the teacher. Textbooks are taken out, and the teacher reads aloud.

"Some irregular verbs change one vowel to
form the past participle. What is the past participle of
'begin, Adrienne?"
Adrienne looks at her book and doesn t say anything. The teacher continues.
"The past participle is what we use with 'has'
what? Adrienne.and 'had.* He had
"Begun."Okay.He continues.
'Drink' in the past tense is what. Marvin?"
"Drank."
"Okay. And the past partic iple is
"Drunk."
"When we drive home from town, what do we
see on the highway sometimes? Drunks. Yes. But it's
not as bad as it used to be. There's less drinking.The lesson continues through the exercise in
verb forms. Nearly all the students participate in the
recitation, one at a time, proceeding slowly down the
page. When the exercise is completed, the students
write a sentence employing each verb in its partkipi'd
form. As they work, the teacher leaves the room for
several minutes. The students continue to work. some
talking quietly
-When i tatigM in Detroit. it was very differ.

.
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ent," the teacher confides. "There, there was enormous energy. You had to work to keep the lid on.
Here, the students are low-key. If I stand in front of
the class without saying anything, they sense something is wrong, and they immediately become quiet.
If I did that in Detroit, they would ignore me and talk
all the louder."

In an adjacent sixth-grade class, the middleability language-arts students are studying complete
sentences. Their teacher, a Native American woman in

her forties, has explained the difference between a
phrase and a sentence. The students are wori ing in
groups of three, taking a list of phrases and changing
them into complete sentences. They take turns. One
child adds a missing subject or predicate to complete
the sentence. The next reads it aloud, and then all three
agree whether it is correct befon going on to the r xt.
In a sixth-grade math class, middle-ability students are reviewing yesterday's assignment: thirty word
problems from the arithmetic textbook. The problems
involve using multiplication and addition to compute

costsfor example, "If apples cost $.40 each and
oranges cost $.50 each, how much would five apples
and three oranges cost?" The students, seated in traditional rows, compare their answers as the teacher calls
upon one student at a time to read aloud the answer
to a question. After each answer, the teacher asks how

many got it right. About half the class raise their
hands. Some work on assignments from another class.
Some look :troond, seeking distraction.

After all the answers have been given, the
teacher goes back over the problem missed by the largest number of students.
"If movie tickets cost $4.50 for adults and $2.50
for children, what is the cost for twelve adults and five
children to attend the movie?"
He begins by simplifying.
"Say it cost $1.00 for each person in this room
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to go to a movie. How much would we have to pay?
Write it down."
Students stand and count the class. Some watk
around for 3 better view. After a minute, talking begins to build. The teacher walks around and checks
for ans 'ers.
"Now, let's say it costs $1.00 per student, and
$2.00 per adult. How much would it cost?"
Students figure briefly at their seats and then
begin to file up to the teacher to check their answers.
In no time, the teacher is surrounded by students. The
teacher asks them to return to their seats and poses the
original problem from the book. The rest of the period
is spent demonstrating the solution at the board.
These vignettes are not fully representative of instruction at

the intermediate school, but they capture its emphasis. In most
classes, instruction is based on the textbook. The teacher explains
a new skill, and students read about it and then practh:e it in exercises. Assignments occasionally involve creative writing. In
science, the textbook includes activities, and many sixth-grade students prepare projects to enter in the science fair. Overall, teachers

report that these latter activities constitute a small proportion of
class time by comparis:m with seatwork exercises On basic skills.
No consciously aiticulated philosophy or vision of education
motivates instruction in the intermediate school. Teachers speak of
their autonomy and describe their principal as supportive, but they
do not describe any particular set of goals or beliefs underlying their
approach except to identify areas of emphas;s: "We emphasize basic
language skills." some sixth-grade teachers report.

'Thinking is not a central goal in the intermediate school.
Children do spend time learn;ng how to solve applied math problems, btu most teachers do not tell us about any efforts to develop
critical or analytical thinking, en«mrage the expression of ideas.
teach the tools of investigation and inquiry, or have children reflect
on what th-y have read or done, nor do we observe any fruits of such
efforts in cla..srooms or students' products.
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What goes on in the reservation's schools is also going on in

schools across the nation; but is this the right curriculum, and is
this the right kind of teaching, for children whose language and
culture are so radically different from mainstream language and
culture? At first glance, the situation appears logical. If people from
other cultures want to cash in on the opportunities available to
people in the mainstream culture, they should have the same instruction that mainstreamers have. They should read the same
books, study the same grammar, work on the same worksheets,
listen to the same lectures. After all, if it works for white middleclass children, it should work for anyone else.
The problem is that here, as in many other parts of America,
it doesn't work very well. At least one-third of the students never
graduate from high school. Their scores on nationally standardized
achievement tests are usually in the lowest quartile. Ninth graders
on the reservation are estimated to be about three years behind ninth
graders elsewhere in the state, and twelfth graders are estimated to
be five years behind. The reason dropouts most often give for kaving school is that they find it boring. Of all Native Americans who
begin higher education of some kind, only 2 percent finish. Tribal
education officials bemoan the fact that the lack of language proficiency interferes with students' ability to think, reason, and solve
problems; yet, by and large, pfople here keep plugging away at the

same kind of schooling, year after year. Instead of blaming this
approach itself, they point to the many reasons why it doesn't wmk:
schools have been widely available on or near the reservation only
since 1950; 80 percent of the people on the reservation are on some
kind of welfare: alcoholism is a serious problem across the reservation, as is feed alcohol syndrome, which seriously limits learning
ability (Dorris, 1989); many parents do not know how to help their
children adjust to schooling; some students have to travel fifty miles
by bus to get to school; teachers are hard to get and harder to keep.
With so many plausible exc uses for low performance. why question
the current approadr?

Nevertheless, with schooling so alien to their ways. the
wonder is that these c hildren learn anything at all. A number of
Indians told me they thought they were "right-brain" people fort ed
into "left-brain" Mstitutions. They meant it in a loose. metaphor-
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ical way: a right-brain person is more holistic, more spatially and
artistically oriented, while a left-brain person is more analytical,
more linear as a thinker. Some research seems to confirm this view
of Indians, but other research casts doubts on it (Rhodes, 1988).
More to the point are observations about the ways in which children

in the tribe learn naturally, before and outside school. Robert
Rhodes, a researcher at the University of Northern Arizona, has
studied natural learning in southwestern tribes. He finds many contrasts with formal schooling.
"To begin with," he told me, "these kids naturally have a lot

more responsibility at home than they are given in the typical
school. They take care of brothers and sisters. They take care of
herds, often for days at a time, and at very early ages. They take care

of animals. They learn in contexts that make them responsible for
their learning. But at school they are not given any responsibility."
The children on the reservation learn naturally from each
other, Rhodes said. They observe adults and then go off and practice
alone. When they feel they have a good start on the skill, they show
a friend and then a group of friends, who work together on the skill.
Only when a "hild has achieved a degree of mastery does he show
an adult. The adult usually just observes quietly and approvingly
or perhaps performs the skill himself, without comment. A child's
natural learning is self-initiated and involves adults only at certain
times and in certain ways. The contrast with formal schooling is
sharp. Particularly important, Rhodes believes, is the aspect of performance. Indian children do no naturally perform on t ue, in public and at an adult's bidding.
"Indians take a long time observing a situation and thinking
about it," Rhodes said. "Sometimes they seem to cogitate forever

before acting. The trial-and-error approach to problem solving
makes no sense on the reservation. If you're a long way from home
with the herd, and the' weather is looking bad, and you're running
out of food, you have to decide the tight thing to do the first time.
There's little margin for error."
Schooling is not set up for long cogitation or delaying -

tion. It means action first, and then improving the action. This
seems unnatural to Indian children.
These Indians language and religion assume that everything
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is connected to everything else in some way. They learn naturally
when they have a complete picture in mind of where they are going,
what the outcome will be, and why they are doing whatever they
are dc.rig. They are purposeful. For them, as for many other children, schooling larks coherence, wholeness, and purpose. Teachers
themselves generally don't know why they are giving a p:-.rticular

lesson at a particular time. Everything has been broken into so
many small parts and steps that the larger goals or purposes are
obscure at best.

"Teachers often encourage action without understanding,"
Rhodes said, "so that students can then learn from their errors. But
a lot of Indian children want to know whai the ultimate outcome
will be before they even start."

Indian culture is far mom oriented to people and relationships than to products and things. An environment in which talking and working with your friends is seen as cheating, or in which
you ar? expected to shame your friends by showing off knowledge
or skills they don't possess, just doesn't make sense. Rhodes said.

"The Native American student has to hear and understand
a teacher's question in English, sometimes translate that to his own
language, determine what the question really means and Low it
relates to his reality, develop an answer, sometimes translate that
into English, and finally determine if it is appropriate to volunteer
that answer out loud to the teacher or if the volunteering of the
answer will make him less than a team member. All of this takes
about forty-five to ninety seconds. Teachers are very reluctant to
wait longer than five or eight seconds. The result is that there is
little interchange between student and teachers in the classroom,
where the teaching style is one of presenting inaterial and trying to
discuss it through questioning.
"Native Americans prefer to let things happen, where Anglos
like to make things happen."
This attitude, often coupled with distrust of white people.
language insecurity, and boredom, creates the so-called passivity
and apathy that frustrated white teachers often attribute to Native
Americans.

It could be objected that many children, not just Native
Americans, learn differe ly in natural environments from the is-ay
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they do in school, and the contrast does not seem to hold them back
Moreover, some would argue that schooling is closer to the kind of
experience most young people will face as adultsdoing what they

are told, whether they like it or notand so they may as well get
used to it. rtgardless of whether is it "natural." The only reply to
such objections is simply to point out that this kind of schooling
is inefficient and ineffective, does not work for a large number of
students, and does not really prepare them to be productive, happy
adults. As one superintendent likes to say, "If your horse is dead,
for God's sake, dismount!" What can we lose by trying something
more attuned to the students' experience, when it is so obvious that
cunent practice doesn't work?
This thought led some educators on the reservation to begin
a project, centered in thc primary school, that is transforming the
school district and may one day transform educat 3n across the
reservation. The nine stated goals of the primary school reflect a
strong effort to attune curriculum and instruction to students' natural learning styles, language, cultural experiences, and everyday
realities:

To implement an integrated, holistic approach to

learning. and to develop programs that reflect
2.

and enhance real-life interests and experience
'to implement development of essential skills as

they benefit learning, and to strive for national

3.

4.

grade-level academic achievement as an essential
part of the total growth of every child
To develop within each child good physical and
mental health, as a major interest in helping each
student establish a positive self-concept and positive social attitudes and practices. thereby allowing each student to adapt readily to his or her own
group, society, and culture
To implement a curriculum sensitive to the fact

that the majority of students are Native Ameri-

cans whose language, cultural practices, and
value systems are indispensable elements of their

personal development, and to have the curricu-
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lum reflect programs that will strengthen stu5.

dents' opportunities for growth and development
in their culture
To provide for the special needs of all children.
accelerated or remedial, so that instruction will
reflect a broad general education, geared to help
each child gain the most from his or her abilities,

regardless of racial or ethnic background, language proficiency, or any handicapping condition
6.

To implement hands-on, cooperative learning
opportunities and direct students' participation
in their own education, so that they can be
successf

7.

To promote the concept that the entite community has a stake in the education of all students,
that any educational program must be a cooper-

ative program, and that parents must havt. a
unique interest in the educational program and
8.

will always be welcome at our schods
TO develop strong networks for communication
and staff development, which will facilitate the
staff's unity of purpose, enhance the working en-

Oro iment, and promote honest input into and
ownership of the program
9.

To promote national standards in our educational system, by meeting accreditation requirements as an ir.tegral part of the sc hool's
educational goals

'Ffie project's statement of purpc)tit', after iu knowledging the gap
between actual and desired levels of litcracy, cites attempts to solve
the problem with various standardized instruments and goes on to
say, '''I'he goal of education is not swring well on standardized tests:
it is literacy.- With the principal's strong encouragement, supportive guidf tines from the state, and skillful use of federal funds for
trainint; and development, the teachers in the primary school drew
on a long tradition of instruction, caned the language experience
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approach, to create a new curriculum arvi an environment suitable

for offering it. They developed statements of principle like the
following:
Learning does not come from one source, nor is it best
learned from behind a desk, hands folded, feet flat on
the floor, and eyes front. Before children enter school,

they learned language actively, bv intet: ling 'with
their environment. 'They used 1?4, ta.,e ritirp(
to get things done. As educattrs.
liust go ba k to
the roots of lettrning, to us, alp, Jar to p, things
done. We mint merge our t.!,-!..ic aal s use of Oil+ k'
ing with the rcal world. Wh,
in school mtP.,.

not insult our children's Rim
their past and encourage futt.re le. riing.

,

The classroom should be compatible w th th
natural envitonment, a place where awn. ,s
language production, beginning with au..
ional
and the expressive, moving outward to explore and
expand the boundaries of the environment.

We should teach students not only how to read bin
also) how to love- to lead.

We should emphasize writing. Writing helps students
to think; it provides an organization for their

thoughts, and it helps them to find out what they
know. Children know muc h; we should help them
discover this fat t.

We should look fot was s w whic h we can continue to
integi ate sc ieme and mic lal studies into the language

arts and not separate learning into little c ompartments which c annul overlap,

We can use the c hildren's natural abilities to talk
about their personal experiences as a foundation for
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moving outward into the more abstract processes of
reading and writing.
The classroom tasks and activities must be structured
in a meaningful and interrelated manner. The classroom environment must be exciting and, perhaps, not
always predictable. Much as in the real world, children must be given opportunities for exploring their

environmentmeasuring, sampling, and using the
language as a means of ordering what they see and
hear.

When students teach other students, they all benefit.
There is direct improvement in self-concept, attitude
toward school, and learning. We should take our direction from the teacher in the one-room schoolhouse
and let students teach each other.
As educators, we must realize that mistakes are to he
accepted as opportunities for learning.

Children need to see adults read and write, and they
need to see that adults t an be excited about what they
communicate.
These and many other statements were backed up by a thorough review of the research on learning and literacy. The principal
and his teachers developed a philosophy, an empiri(al base to support it, and a process for keeping it alive with constant discussion,
debate, and experimentation. T.() see what it looked like. let's return
to Alan Davis's field notes:

The building in whit h the primary st hool is housed
is old and distinctly lacking in structural features like
carpeting or movable walls that contemporary schools
use to t reate a warm informality. Inside the old brit k
exterior, one walks on cracked linoleum floors down
long, plastered hallways with self-contained class-
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rooms leading off on e'ther side. But the austerity of
the building itself is more than offset by its decor. The
walls of the hallways are covered with student artwork
and writing, especially writing, ranging from a few
barely legible lines of a kindergartener's journal to a
third grader's illustrated story. Brightly colored signs
welcome the visitor and remind everyone of the im-

portance of writing. The main office opens to the
front hall over an open counter, so that anyone passing by can look in or speak to the secretary without
having to open a door.
The principal is seldom in the office. He strides
along the hallways with a walkie-talkie on his belt, io
link him with the office, greeting each ch;u.i he passes
by name, slapping palms, giving "high fives," offering words of encouragement: "Carla! I read your story
about the deer. Good job! Give me five!" He drops
into a classroom and participates in a lesson about the
solar system. He presides over a weekly assembly in
which dozens of children recrive special leuognition
for attendance and academic contributions. He is a
highly visible presence and a source of energy and
direction for teac hers and students. He has been prin-

cipal of this school for eight years. The vision and
educational philosophy that have guided the developmem of the school have emerged collectively, but it is
the principal's leadership that has provided the support and continuity to bring about the distinct charar ter of the primary sd ool.

Many of the assumptimis that underlie the

principal's beliefs about education are reminiscent of
John Dewey and the progressive movement. The activities that take place in school should he meaningful
in themselves, he says. Worksheets, drills, and other
practice exerc ises are to be avoided except when students fully at upt the ends these materials are intendee
to serve. Children should beat lively involved in karning, and the process of learning should be inherently
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engaging to them. The role of the teachers is not to
transmit knowledge directly but to provide a supportive environment and to gnide student activity. Curriculum should not be deCned through fixed programs
of interaction between students and teachers (nil particular content. Instead, the teachers should determine

where particular students arewhat their interests
are, what they are ready to do nextand select materials and strategies accordingly, given certain estab-

lished goals. Chief among these goals should be
fluency in communication of all forms, but especially
in writing.
The development of student writing has been a

central goal at the primary school since 1980. The
principal and several staff members cite works by
Donald Graves and other specialists in the teaching of

writing to children in explaining their approach.
Writing instruction should begin in kindergarten and
should be coincident with instruction in reading, not
subsequent or secondary to reat ng. Children should
begin by writing their own oral language, using "invented" phonetic spelling. Reading, writing, listen-

ing, and speaking should be integrated into all
instruction, not taught as distinct, separate skills. Basal reading texts should not be relied upon.
Instead, students should select their Own books
to read, and they should read what they and other
students have written. Student writing should be respected as meaningful communication, not as practice
exercises. The mechanics of writing should be valued
as important to clarifying and supporting the message
but should always be subordinate to the message itself.

Visits to various classrooms at the primary
school leave no doubt that the philosophy of active
learning and the focus on communication, especially
writing, have had an unmistakable impact on instruction. In a kindergarten class, children are discussing
personal experiences that will become topics for jour-
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nal writing. It is late in March, and their teacher explains that most of these students are now able to encode their words phonetically, with enough
consistency to be able to read them back later. The
children sit on the floor in groups of three and take
turns telling anecdotes. They know that later each will

tell the class something that someone else said, an
expectation designed to encourage careful listening.

The storytelling is animated, but voices are
low.

"We were driving to town in our truck," one
five-year-old girl is telling the two boys in her group.

"There was a dead bull beside the road. One of its
horns was broken off. We don't know what happened
to it."
Other stories are told in turn, usually involving

a trip to town. Then the full group of twenty-four
listens as each child summarizes something told by a
member of his or her small group. The written products of previous activities such as this one are every-

where: posted on the walls of the class, in the hall
outside, in individual student folders. Some cannot be
made out by an unfamiliar reader. But they more typically consist of three to five sentences, written mostly
in consonants: "My nam is Ruth I love my mmy I love
my ddy r dog hd 6 pps."
In a second-grade class, children are sitting in
clusters around tables while the teacher moves from
child to child. This is part of a "writing workshop,"
a sequence of activities culminating in a revised final
draft on individually selected topics. Today, students

have about an hour to write initial drafts. Of the
twenty-two students in the class, about eight appear to

be writing or thinking about their writing at any
given time. Some of the others talk quietly, some walk

to the bookshelf, some look around the room. One
reads aloud what he has written, for my benefit: "Me
and my father and my brother went out and shot a deer

0
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with bo-and-air-o. My father clend it. Then my
mother cooked deer met and we at it for supr. It was
rely good."
There is a leisurely and relaxed atmosphere in
the class. From time to time, students who have been
walking around sit down and begin to write, while
others stop writing and converse with another child.
The teacher, a young, informally dressed man with a
beard and longish brown hair, walks about the class,
talking with students who are writing or who come to
him with questions. He ignores the students who are
talking with each other or moving about the room.

Efficient use of time is not a priority in this class;
student enjoyment and valuing of writing is.
The twenty-six students in a third-grade class-

room are clustered about five tables. Nearly every
available space is covered with student work: paintings of people, eight-foot-long landscape murals on
butcher paper, displays of large rocks, and more. The
teacher, a bearded man in his early thirties, is leading
a lesson on the circulatory system. The children have
written first-person narratives about the blood and are
taking turns leading them aloud.
"I am the blood," reads a child. "I run through
the body. I go everywhere."
At the board, the teacher draws a human figure
and a heart.
"Where does the blood go from here?" he asks.
"Everywhere!" answer several children at once.
"What are some of the 'everywheres' it goes to?"

Hands rise, but the teacher does not call on
individuals. Instead, children begin calling out
answers with animation.
"It goes to the lungs! The arms! The legs! The
feet!"

"What are the lungs like?" the teacher asks.
"Balloons!"
Now the teacher tells the children that he wants
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them to form teams, to make life-size illustrations of
the circulatory system. At each table, one child lies
down on a sheet of butcher paper while the others

trace the outline of his or her body. The children
quickly designate a model in each group and begin to
draw.

The principal of the primary school, Bob Zigmund, is a
Polish-American who came to the reservation as a practice teacher

from an eastern college and wound up marrying an Indian and
settling down here. He's a restless, intense man, always on the
prowl, and he revrals a broad grasp of the research that supports
what he is doing. I ask him what is wrong with ordinary reading
instruction.
"Well, for starters." he says, "kids don't do much reading in
ordinary reading instruction. Research shows they spend about 70
percent of their time doing seatwork on skill sheets and in workbooks. Most of the rest of the time is spent reading isolated words
and sentences. Only about two to five minutts of every day really
involve engaged reading. So ordinary reading instruction doesn't
get the job done."
"Didn't I see some basal readers in a couple of classrooms?"
I ask.

"Where?" he demands, as if he were going to rush to the

classrooms and yank the books out immediately. Then he smiles.
"Well," he says, "we still have some around, I guess. But
don't encourage them, and I don't think they're used. Research
shows that basals put far too much emphasis on isolated aspects of
language and so-called subskills that don't really exist except in the
minds of textbook designers. They're badly written, the sequencing
of skills is absolutely arbitrary, the questions they ask aren't about
the material kids read, they don't involve kids' higher-order thinking skills, they don't relate at all to my kids` experience, they cost
too much, and they don't work. Other than that, I suppose they're
all right.
"Look," he continues, "if you want kids to read and write
and think, the evidence is overwhelming: aim at their higher mental
processes. not their lower ones. Let them initiate their learning
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activities for their own purposes. Put them in a language environment where all the aspects of language are used, the way they are
in real life. Make them read and write and think and talk to each
other all the time. Give them good coaching and corrective feedback
right when they need it, and surround them with adults who read
and write and think and talk to each other all the time. There's no
big mystery about this. That's what works."
On the wall behind him is a statement of what he says are
rPsearch-based principles that everyone in the school should be
Aserving:
Children want to be good.
Children like to play.
Children like to be silly.
Children want to be respected for what they know.
Children want to grow up.
Children want to be noticed for their accomplishments.
Children want answers to their questions.
Children want someone to listen to them.
Childre want to teach others what they know.
Children want to do things by themselves.
Children are aware of differences among themselves.
Children want to talk about their families.
Children 'ike to be entertained.
Children like to touch, taste, feel, and be active.

Underneath each principle is a paragraph explaining the implications for the child and for the teacher. Bob Zigmund has things like
this all over the place.
He takes me quickly through the curriculum that he and his
teachers have (It ..eloped, and he shows how every activity breeds
literacy, fluency, and thoughtfulness. The writing curriculum emphasizes that writing is a process of making meaning, in which the
teacher guides the student to discover his ot her own ideas and
language; this process develops from continuous interaction among
writing, imagining, and thinking. Students have to write daily on
topics of personal interest. The !. have to brainstorm wgether, edit
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others' papers, revise what they write, publish their writing, and
enter it in contests.

The curriculum for reading and literature focuses on the

need for children to create meaning as they read. Instruction guides

students in recalling, interpreting, and aitically understanding
what they read. The teacher must model an interest in reading and
revealing the thought processes used in evaluating and interpreting
works of literzture. Students must select their own books and read
every day. They must be read to by others and share their reading
with others. They have to predict, inquire into, and solve problems
by reading, and they have to evaluate what they read.
The curriculum for speech and drama offers students opportunities to expand their previous experiences with imitation, role
playing, pantomiming, and conversation. It is integrated into all
areas and includes storytelling and speaking over the intercom to
the entire school.

The curriculum also uses integrated thematic units, the
teaching of which involves teachers and students in exploring,
creating, and growing more interested in and knowledgeable abLut
particular subjects. Thematic teaching is intended to instill the idea
that schools are places to learn interesting things.
The so.ial studies curriculum empha.iizes the child's active
role as an inquirer into the social environment. rhinking, observing, listening, reading, interpreting, applying information, analyz-

ing, synthesizing, and evaluating are deemed as ;-- num as
specific knowledge and skills. Students have to investigate the family, the community, acid society at large. They have to become familiar with their culture, kinship affiliations, and history, as well
as with larger historical events and other cultures.
The mathematics program, with an emphasis on creating,
understanding, and manipulating patterns, concepts, and numbers,
uses examples from sports (storekeeping, tecord keeping, statistics,

win-loss records, player information, and predi-tions) to bring
math more fully into students' experience. The focus is on active in-

volvement of math in real-life situations. Every student in the
school has been assigned a number. Whenever he or she interacts
with another student (or group of students), mathematical problems
suggest themselves. How do the numbers add up? Do the individual
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numbers share any roots? Can they be divided into one another? Are
they whole numbers?

The science curriculum uses children's intuition, imagination, language, and critical thinking to help them learn scientific
methods and concepts. Investigation and thinking skills are the
heart of the science curriculum, but literature, art, drama, music,
mathematics, social studies, physical activity, and attitudes are also
used to approach the study of science.

Music and art permeate the curriculum. The emphasis in
music is on exploring sound and relating music to the other arts.
The focus in art is on shaping experience through a visual medium
and on relating art to thinking. Observing, analyzing, synthesizing,
evaluating, interpreting, comparing, and imagining ave considered
fundamental to painting, drawing, and working with clay or other
media.

Again and again, the child's experience is stressed as the
starting point, with emphasis on making connections, using the
mind fully, avoiding step-by-step learning, and using reading and
writing and mathematics, not for their own sake but in the process
of learning what children need to learn, The teachers developed the

curriculum through workshops, summer institutes, and committees. Zigmund has established committees on writing, art, science,
math, social studies, drama and speech, parents -runseling, social
events, budget, and textbooks. One of the teachers, Patty Muller, has
inspired and coordinated schoolwide curriculum development.
Zigmund has also squeezed every conceivable penny out of
the many federal programs available to reservation schools and to
public schools with high concentrations of children receiving welfare. The teachers write grant proposals and travel to conferences
around the state. Zigmund takes advantage of every kind of technical assistance that the state offers. His substantive expertise lies in
teaching writing and getting kids to share and publish their work;
Patty Muller and a half-dozen other tenhers supply the rest of the

subitantive knowledge, but the school clearly reflects Zigmund's
virion. It moves on his energy and enthusiasm and cleverness at
finding money. The dynamic teachirs are people he attracted and
hired. The school's reputation was built and is protected by aim.
His stamp is on everything.
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But Bob Zigmund has been helped mightily by state policy.
State guidelines for reading and writing support not only writing
across the curriculum but also reading as an activity to be valued
for its own sake, rather than as a set of skills to be acquired. The
state university's school of education is a hotbed of whole-language
instruction. It produces teachers who are excited about a curriculum
like Bob's and know how to make it work. Surrounded by a district
more traditional and conservative than he is, Zigmund has been able
to justify his departure from the norm by appealing to the spirit,

if not always the letter, of the state's guidelines and curriculum
experts' recommendations.
And he needs to justify his program: teachers in the reserva-

tion's other schools are skeptical. Alan Davis's observations are
salient:

To explain the persisting differences between the
primary and the intermediate schools, it is as revealing
to examine the role of a shared social and intellectual
culture within each school as it is to examine the policies that influence them. These cultures involve a set

of beliefs and expectations about education and the
roles of educators.

At the outset, the two schools are very much
aware of each other, but very rarely do individuals
from one visit the other. The impressions of the inter-

mediate teachers rewarding the primary school are
largely negative. One teacher visited her nephev:>
third-grade class last year.
"He had no basal reader! Just library bool.
wonder he can't read," she said.
A sixth-grade teacher concurred.

No

"The approach they use at the primary school
is probably good preparation for the high-ability kids.
But for the low-ability kids, it lacks structure. They
come here without having learned the rules of English. They may understand math concepts, but they
haven't learned their computation facts."

The fourth-grade teachers differ broadly in
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their views of the primary program. One, a woman
who has taught in the intermediate school for several
years, is highly critical.
"I've noticed a real lowering of achievement
since the primary adopted its approach, especially in
the coherence of writing. The students like to write,
that's true. They'll write tons. But there is no snucture
to it, no organization. Their writing isn't precise or
complete. It's anything that comes to mind, regardless."

Another fourth-grade teacher, who works with
low-achieving ctudents in language arts, had a similar
view.

"I support

the approach at the primary

school," she said. "But I don't see much progress. I'm
working on the students' writing, trying to get them
to write complete sentences. They don't seem to teach
them that."
An exception was the one fourth-grade teacher
who considers herself philosophically aligned with
the primary school. A young mother in her second
year of teaching, she was trained under a nationally
known professor of reading, who supported the use of
literature and trade books over basal texts, a focus on
reading as the interpretation of meaning rather than
as a set of skills, and an emphasis on the integration

of reading and writing throughout the curriculum.
She discussed these ideas win the principal of the
intermediate school and founo that he supported her
ir. her effort to implement them in her classroom.
However, she found little support from the other
teachers in the school, and she turned to associations
with the primary school teachers for support. These
associations have become a central group identification for her. She names particular teachers outside the
primary school who "share the philosophy." The suggestion is one of membership in an elite group. In the
view of this teacher, who teaches the highest-
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achieving students, the preparation of entering fourth
graders has been excellent.
"The kids coming in from the primary this year
were really well prepared," she said. "Their oral reading is weak, but their comprehension is very good.
Their math skills were much better than previously.
Several came in knowing how to multiply, and some
can even divide."
If the majority of intermediate school teachers
are critical of what they perceive as a lack of disciplined attention to basic skills at the primary school,

the majority of primary school teachers share an
equally strong conviction that their approach is both
better and widely misunderstood. The development of
a shared approach to curriculum and instruction that
is viewed with suspicion by many outside the school
has created a strong group identification on the part
of most primary teachers.
Instruction is a regular topic of conversation
among teachers at the primary school. Some of the
communication is planned. Faculty meetings are discussion sessions focused on instruction. While we visited the school, discussion centered on issues of a5ility
grouping and retention. The session was voluntary
but widely attended and sparked with impassioned debate. A teacher on special assignment as a curriculum
specialist facilitates these sessions and provides staff
with background readings. Teachers also hold their
own periodic writing workshops, and several articles
about the school, written by teachers and by the prin.
cipal, have been published in journals. In addition,
staff members have organized a consortium of reservation educators interested in whole-language instruction, which meets Thursday evenings.
As the distinctive reputation of the school has

spread, the philosophy of its teachers has become
more homogeneous. Several teachers, recently hired
from out of state, had heard about the school in grad-
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uate school. They applied to teach in the school because they were excited about the opportunity to implement iv:5 humanistic instructional approach and
because the prospect of teaching Native American
children appealed to their liberal idealism. The principal is allowed a direct hand in staff selection. When
vacancies occur, he can generally select from a pool of

applicants who understand the instructional philosophy of the school and are excited about implementing it.
As a group, in the sociological sense, the fac-ulty of the primary school displays two classic characteristics of a cause or movement: a hierarchy within
the group, reflecting, in part, belief and loyalty to the

cause: and a tendency to stereotype alternative approaches and reject out of hand all practices associated
with them. Uses of basal readers and other textbooks,

lecture, practice exercises, and multiple-choice tests
are rejected practicespractices that many primary
teachers believe result in student alienation and passivity and should be shunned as a matter of principle.
Several Native American teachers and a few
whites in the school remain unconverted and continue

to use basal readers and worksheets. Other staff
members described these teachers as resisting change
or slow to acquire good practices, and were not en,..ouraged to visit their classes.

Questions about skill acquisitien and monitoring individual progress sometimes triggered defensive
responses. For example, questions to a kindergarten
teacher rewarding phonics instruction were revealing:

"How do children in this class learn the sound
the letter T makes?"
"You wait until a child wants to write a word
that includes that sound. Then you take that opportunity to teach that child the sound associated with the
letter."
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"Wouldn't you ever teach the whole class a lesson about a consonant sound?"
"What do you want me to do? Give them piles
and piles of worksheets?"
I asked a first-grade teacher what information
he keeps to monitor student progress.

"Oh, I used to keep ail sorts of records in the
last school I taught in," he answered. "But we don't
do that here."
In fact, some teachers did administer informal
reading inventories and maintain records, but many
perceived that sort of formal monitoring to be at odds
with the spirit of the school.
Because the teachers of the primary school have

a strong exclusive group identification, united by a
shared belief system, they don't influence the intermediate school or learn from it ally more than Catholics
learn new religious practices from their Baptist neighbors. Primary school teachers tend to dismiss the in-

struction at the intermediate school as more of the
"same old textbook, drill, and practice." Intermediate
school teachers bristle at what they perceive as smug-

ness on the part of primary teachers. Virtually no
teacher from either school has visited classes in the
other building.

Nine months after our initial visit, things are changing fast
on the reservation. At the school board's request, Alan Davis is
working with the other schools in Bob Zigmund's district to help
make them more like the primary school. Alan has found other
whole-language schools on the reservation that claim to be even
farther ahead than Zigmund's.
The tribal council ha3 declared that schools all across the
reservation must improve dramatically. It has just sponsored a yearlong discussion of education, involving hundreds of people from
the tribe and the various state and federal education agencies that
serve it. Now the discussion is culminating in a summit meeting at
the tribal headquarters. Group after group makes its recommenda-
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tions. Speakers move in and out of the native language. Tribal
leaders who seem wooden when they speak English are dramatically

transformed into charismatic orators when C.zy move into their
own tongue, even though they have spoken English most of their
lives. Medicine men periodically give their extended, rhythmic
blessings. Grandmothers with impassive faces and spectacular jewelry fan themselves in the crowded hall.
Many of the recommendations are traditional. As in Daviston,
progress here means creating schools like the ones that white people
havc in their suburbs. The news has not reached many people here
that even those suburban schools are under pressure to change. Many
of the recommendations call for stronger central control and nrc

bureaucracies, to ensure that things get done uniformly: the trit.
should create a nonpartisan governing board, a special bilingual
bicultural department, a new financing authority, and reservation
wide goals and standards for students and teachers alike.
But, as one participant puts it, some of the recommendations

promise "a new dawn." There is widespread agreement that the
traditional curriculum is not appropriate. It does not foster Indian
values, does not support the cuhare. and has been watered down too

much. Education must rest on the tribe's philosophy, not on the
white world's. A young woman presents models of education based
On corn and on all that corn means to the tribe mythically, spiritually. and economically. She speaks of a curriculum woven like a
basket. She says the tribe needs a currkulum that includes the four
directions: the east, where the sun rises and where sound beliefs and
values begin; the south, where the sun shines on OUT industry and
our practical concerns; the west, where, in the evening, we attend
to our social relationships, our family and community members;
and the north, whence we derive our respect for nature.
"We believe in the full life," she says, "the whole life, the
integrated life. That is what our children should believe in, too."
On the evening before the end of the summit, a medicine
man asks to have the last word. He is dignified-looking in his baggy
sportscoat and open-ntcked shirt. Instead of a tie, he wears a magnifk-ent beaded necklace. Moving in and out of his native language,
he tells us that he is one of only thirteen medicine men left. He
deplores this situation and regrets that his people know so little
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about their language and culture. He says that he has been in both
worlds. He knows how the majority culture thinks. First he was an
electrical engineer, far away from the reservation, and then he was
a lawyer. After that, he was a policeman on the reservation and a
lawyer who interacted frequently with %her, Anglo lawyers.
"I know how to think and learn in the other way," he said,
"but then one day my grandfather asked me to follow him and take
his place as a medicine man. There I was, where I wanted to be,
doing what I wanted to do, a success in both worlds. I laughed."
But his grandfather prevailed, he tells us. And he studied for
twelve years.

"This was the hardest study I have ever done," he says
harder than law school, harder than electrical engineering, harder
than police work. "Every word, every rhythm has to be perfect. The
chants must be perfect every time. And you have to learn it all by
memory. But you can't learn the words and the rhythms and get
them perfect unless you know the legends. They don't make sense
without the stories.
-Too many of you don't know the stories," he continues.
"You can't know certain things without them. I've done the chants
for many years now. And I've seen results. Results you can't widerstand or explain with Western medicine. Hearing comes back. Sight
is restored. We may know something that other people don't know.
The chants get results. I can't explain it to you. But the most important thing is that you have to know the stories, the legends, in
order for the words and the rhythms to make sense, in order for you
to know your lang,'Ige and your culture."
As both illustration and chastisemAlt, he launches into a
long, apparently obscure legend, stopping periodkally to ask questions and rebuke the audience for not knowing the answers. The
point of the story seems to be that the legends say in their own way
what secular science says in its own way, but the two are not equivalent. To know something in one context is not the same as knowing it in another.
His story goes on and on, sometimes in English and sometimes in his native language. People listen respectfully but not
raptly. Just when you think you know where he's going, he goes
somewhere else. He never returns to his points about context and
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learning and education. His story seems to
its nwn point. It is
about twins, one crippled, the other blind. The blind one carries the
crippled one, who in turn guides their progress as they travel from
world to world on a quest for signs to reveal tile meaning of their
lives and end their wandering.
This medicine man is chastising his people for losing touch
with Olat he believed was a higher literacy: an inheritance of stories
and legends that give meaning to ordinary language and daily life.
The twins in the legend are on an endless quest for signs. In conjuring them up, the met. _me man remin.,:b us that literacy's oldest,
deepest roots are anchored in spiritual quests for significance. Literacy's most profound function is to help connect the individual
with larger and larger circles of reference, which ultimately come
to constitute the meaning of his or her life.
Our goals in modern schooling are far more modest. Perhaps
that is one of our problems. Having a very limited, secular, utilitarian view of literacyas a means to employment, for instancewe
have invented a kind of teaching that cuts literacy off at the roots,
diminishing both its appeal and its capacity to empower. By focusing on literacy as a practical, technical matter, we have reduced
it. After years and years of mechanical training in what is called
reading, students in literature classes are uninterested in the stories
and legends of their ilwn cultures; they sense no connection between
reading and the things they care most deeply about. After years and
years of mechanical training in what is called writing, they emerge

from school unwilling to write, doubtful that they have anything
to write about.
Something about the way we teach literacy is betraying the

very spirit of literacy: the power to make meaning. We saw that
power working at the reservation's primary school. The trick is
simply to put children in charge of their own literacy, in charge of
writing and telling and reading their own stories for their own
purposes. Let them feel the power of it firsthand. Guide their)
through the broadening of their circles, the intersections of their
circles with other people's circles, people old and young, modern
and ancient. Let them weave themselves into the tapestry of their
culture, and show them now and then that they have done so. Make
them reflect sometimes on how what they have said and written
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matches or conflicts with what others have said and written, in their
own culture and in others. Show them that, all on their own, they
have entered into a great conversation.

The teachers at the primary school are using the wholelanguage approach to literacy because they think it closely matches
the learning habits and terdencies of Indian children. They also
think it is better for all naung people, bilingual and bicultural or
not, because it reunites reading and writing (which have drifted
apart in our schooling, for no apparent reason) and attaches both
to the purposeful iaking of meaning. They have integrated various
kinds of critical and creative thinking into the whole-language curriculum and prefer to teach such thinking specifically. They believe
that thoughtfulness is inevitably a by-product of a richly textured
and dynamic active-learning environment anchored in writing and
reading. They have been encouraged by some (not all) elements of
the new state policy and by various flexibly interpreted federal policies affecting Indian and bilingual students. They are proving that
an entire school can reorganize and transform itself in ways that
bring about a much higher level of literacy for a much larger proportion of students. We do not know what will happen as these
students progress through the later grades, but we have reason to be
hopeful.

CHAPTER FOUR

,v

An Urban District:
One Foot on the Gas,
The Other on the Brakes

It's 6:30 A.M., and I am crammed into a horseshoe-shaped restaurant
booth with three assistant superintendents and the director of plan-

ning and research for the North Urban Public Schools (NUPS).
Next to me is Paul Baca, the assistant superintendent for high
schools, a nattily dressed, gregarious man credited with turning
around one of the worst high schools in this urban district of 56,000
students. He is the highest-ranking Hispanic in the district and is

rumored to be in line for the superintendency, if the embattled
superintendent steps down or is fired.
Next to Paul Baca is Natalie Wilson, assistant superintendent for elementary schools. A prim white woman, who came to this
district three years ago with the current superintendent, she looks

at Paul while he makes pleasant small talk, but she seems to be
somewhere else and never smiles. Next to het, playing with his
coffee spoon, is John Orwell, a somewhat longish-haired, goodlooking white man in his late thirties, who came to this district only
a few years ago, with a reputation as an innovator and creative force.
He is assistant superintendent for middle schools. On my right is
Bill Washington. a taciturn black man in his mid fifties, who has

been with the district all his working life. He speaks softly and

'
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slowly, as if wanting to ch ,se his words carefully and not be overheard. He is director of planning and research and has set this
meeting up for me, so that I can tell these people about my request
to do some research in the district.
As we wait for the superintendent, John Peck, to join us, it
is clear that no one wants to talk abou: anything substantive. When
Peck arrives and squeezes himself into the booth, there is a measurable increase in tension. Baca abruptly stops talking and does not
make eye contact with Peck. I can't tell if the others are ill at ease
because of Baca's and Peck's strained relationship or because they
are also not on good terms with one another or with the superintendent. Maybe they know something the superintendent doesn't
know.
Peck is a large, heavy-set white man in his late iorties. He has

a boyish face and a myopic squint that gives him a perpetually
puzzled expression. He speaks softly and articulately, although he
sounds tired. His battles with the school board have been in the
papers all week, and everyone has been wondering if or when the
ax will fall. He came to this district three years ago, on a four-tothree vote of the board, and has never won over the board members
who voted against him in the first place. The black and Hispanic
minority communities have both been critical of him from the beginning, arguing that only a minority superintendent can lead the
once proud but now troubled district out of its doldrums.
The NIA'S student body is about 36 percent white, 25 percent
black, 35 percent Hispanic, and 4 percent Asian and Native Amer-

ican. A couple of decades ago, it was mostly white. The district
draws on a very highly educated citizenry. 1.ts black population has

one of the highest mean levels of educational attainment in the
country, and its relatively young Anglo population ranks among
the top five most highly educated. Even in a recession, the community seems affluent. It has no slums, no barrios, no ghettos. Bac I:
in the 1960s, its public school system was believed to be one of the
better urban districts in the country. In the early 1970s, the courts
found the school board guilty of de jure segregation and ordered
busing for racial balance. Anglo families started moving out of the
district, and the school board began what became years and years
of bitter fighting: member against member, antibusing majority
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against prointegration minority, and board against the court. No
one knows whz the achievement differences between ethnic groups
were when the struggle against desegregation began, but today they
are huge. By and large, black high school students' average rank on
nationally standardized tests is in the 30th percentile; Hispanic students' average is in the 33rd percentile; and Anglo stqdents' average
is in the 66th percentile. On some tests, the black/white gap is more
thars 40 points. Two-thirds of the Hispanic students drop out; of
.ho stay until graduation, 60 percent are in the bottom half
c,ie. classes. About half the blacks drop out before graduation.

The statistics describing its educational and economic resources suggest that NUPS should have a much better school system
than it has. The business community is dismayed and frustrated. No

one can figure out how the system fell so far, or why the muchpublicized efforts to improve it have had so little effect. Alter three
stormy years, Superintendent Peck has brought about no dramatic

changes, although he has begun to publish test scores by ethnic
group, to establish some baselines against which to measure future.
progress.

As I describe my hopes for the research project, everyon,.
listens attentively. Paul Baca is the first to ask a question.
"When you do this research, what's in it for us? How can you
help us?"
I explain that I expect to provide the participating principals
and teachers with some insights into the barriers that often hinder
instruction in thinking and problem solving. I also offer to do some
inservice training and share with them whatever strategies, ideas,
and programs we find anywhere else in the country that seem effective in developing greater thoughtfulness.
"How are you going to cover all of the schools?" Baca asks.

I say that I'm going to study and directly help only a few
grades and a few schools, not the entire district. I see immediately
that this was the wrong thing to say. They look at one another and
shake their heads.
Baca frowns.

"It won't work," he says. "You can't help some schools but
not others. Noses will get all out of joint. Someone's going to say
'Why does he help your school but not mine?'
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Everyone nods in agreement.
We work out a deal whereby any research data that may help
particular teachers or schools will be wade available to all te-achers

and schools. At 7:30, we unstuff ourselves from the booth, and I
realize that no one has ordered anything to eat.
Urban school districts are huge organi.ations about which it
is very hard to generalize safely. Almost any type of program you
can think of is probably going on somewhere in the district, if on!y
as pilot project intended to convey the impression that the district
is up-to-date. Even the worst school districts in America have a few

outstanding teachers and schools. The question is, how do you
make these exceptions the rule? How do you create districts with
uniformly excellent schools and uniformly high standards and
make them uniformly appealing to a highly pluralistic student
body?

We have come to NUPS because it is like most other large
urban districts. It is under great pressure from the community to
improve its services dramatically. Its leaders talk about "bottomup" changes, brought about by individual teachers and schools as
they see the need and opportunity for such changes. At the same
time, however. NUPS is a highly centralized and hierarchical organization. Its leaders may be trying to encourage natural, bottom-up
innovation, but (hey have creawd a jx)licy environment in whi( h
such change is unlikely to challenge the status quo. The "storyline"
for North Urban Public Schools does not feature classrooms: it
features policymakers, administrators, and bureaucrats of various
kinds who are creating, through their discourse and interactions, a
corporate culture, a climate that is at best neutral and at worst
hostile to thoughtfulness of any kind.
Many large urban school districts would be on the Fortune
500 list of major corporations if they were in the private sector. Even
MIPS, tiny in comparison to New York's or Chicago's school dis-

tricts, operates on a $300 million budget and maintains its own
pension fund, in excess of $400 million. Consider it a $700 million

operation, then, but one governed by ordinary citizens who are
chosen in elections for which only 8 percent of the eligible voters
typically turn out, and who have never before in their lives had
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responsibility for such a colossal sum of money. Managing the logistics of an organization this size can eat up endless amounts of
time and energy, if you let it, There is always something wrong with
the air conditioning somewhere, or with the heat somewhere else;
asbestos may be poisoning children, or the buses may be unsafe.

"That's what we spend most of our time on," one school
board member tells me. She is a thoughtful woman, a former
teacher, who felt that the board needed a more liberal voice and was
surprised to have won a seat. But meetings are consumed by logis-

tics and by infrastructure and management issues, not by educational issues, she finds. There are schedules to deal with, buses and
busing problems ("Did you know that we have to pick up and
deliver some of our students at their doors?"), safety and insurance
problems ("Do you know what's happening to insurance rates for
schools?"), pension-fund investments ("There is no accountability
for how we investdid you know that?").
"We have procurement, personnel, and custodial services."
she says, "all of which have huge budgets and can throw up roadblocks to anything you want to do, and all of which are run by
people who don't know anything about business. We have laborunion contracts, lawsuits, and bond issues to worry about, not to
mention the judge, the deseg guidelines, and all of the studies and
paperwork we have to do to constantly prove that we're in compliance (with court-ordered desegregation guidelines]."
The sheer load of noneducational issues that have to be addressed is made more burdensome by lxx)r management and data
collection.
"We don't really know whether what is in the budget is really
there or not," another board member says. "Every year we allocate
$300,000 for legal expenses, and every year we spend $800,000. Money that goes into one account gets used in another. Salary money
gets used for bus leases or supplies, and supply money gets used for
salaries. I don't even know the right questions to ask when I see the
budget, because I don't know what it really means."
The district's computerized information system is partly to
blame. The personnel accounting system is on one computer system, and the payroll is on another, incompatible one. Budget print-

outs can tell you the total number of jobs in the district, but they
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cannot tell you how many are vacant and how many have been
recently filled. Some of the district's hardware is new, but there is
no appropriate software to go with it; most of its hardware and
software is antiquated, but an upgrade would cost millions.
Some people wonder if such systemic issues have completely
overwhelmed and smothered educational issues, and whether even
the systemic issues have been managed effectively. Perhaps NUPS
would inspire greater confidence if it were better managed. Certainly, a sense of pride in its management would create a different

working environment and deeper respect for its policies among
employees.

When Tony Petrosky and I talk with Paul Baca a few days
after the breakfast meeting, he exp.-esses disdain for his life as a
professional administrator at the central office.
"I'd rather be back in a school," he says. "I'd go back in a
minute. Here, it's a life of quiet suffocation. People get into their
own things and lose sight of what it's all about. No one takes any
risks. If I could, I'd make a rule that no one could be a central
administrator for more than three years. Then they have to go back
and teach. And no one should make more money just because
they're down here [in the central office]. That's backwards. Teachers
should get the most money, not administrators."
We are sitting with him in his tidy office, next to the superintendent's. Last night, Superintendent Peck told the school board
that he is going to step down, ending weeks of speculation about
his fate. Baca seems ebullient, but he does not want to talk much
about his rivars demise.
"I'll tell you this," he says in response to a question about
how to deal with a school board as factious and intrusive as this one
appears to be. "I wouldn't try to deal with them as a group. You
have to go to them one at a time and find out what each one really
cares about. Then you find a way to get something horn each one's
agenda into your overall program. That's the only way. One at a
time. Listening carefully. It can be done."
Peck, he implies, kept going to the school board with his
own agenda, not theirs. Peck was too much of an educator and not
enough of a politician.
John Orwell's approach is closer ,o Peck's.
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"The biggest problem facing this district," he tells us on the
same day we interview Baca, "is a lack of philosophical consensus."
If Orwell had his way, he would push for consensus througnout the community.
"The biggest schism we've got is between those who favor

centrally determined objectives that should be imposed on all
teachers and those, like myself, who think the district needs consensus on some broad goals that each school can then turn into specific

objectives and programs, as they see fit," he says. "This school
board is writing objectives. That's not their job. But they don't trust
teachers. So they're going to write objectives and then test the hell
out of kids, to make sure the objectives are being taught. All the
research and all my experience when I was a superintendent tell me
that this is a dangerous and wastefdl way to go."
Orwell was superintendent of a small suburban district before coming here to take charge of the middle schools. He believes

in going to the community to get its views, bringing in the best
researchers in the country to advise on the best pr ictices, developing

consensus, and then empowering teachers and principals to work
out the details. One of the first things he did up m coming to this
district was to organize a number of community discussions about
schooling, but the school board paid little attention to the results.
Paul Baca, long a battler for Hispanic rights and recognition
in an Anglo community, doesn't seem to believe that consensus is
achievable with this sc hoot board, or even with this community.

The trick is to find ways of moving ahead in the absence of
consensus.
"You take people one at a time," he tells us, "giving with one
hand and taking with another. Everything you take away from them
you replace with something better."

He is far less interested than Orwell is in talking about the
substance of school improvement; he is far more interested in talking about power relationships and political tactics.
Although they disagree strongly about political strategy in a
divided community, Baca and Orwell are united in the belief that
people in individual schools should have more power to make ed-

ucational and workplace decisions. In this commitment to sitebased management, however, they are out of sync with the majority
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of the school board's members. Ignoring the results of Orwell's
community meetings about the future direction of the schools,
board members are busy creating detailed learning objectives and a
tight accountability system of tests to drive instruction in every
grade. Despite intense criticism from teachers, the accountability
approach is defended by many in the communitl including the
black president of the school board, who believes that "research has
shown that this approach addresses the needs of black children and
reduces the achievement gap between blacks and whites." He is not
specific about the nature of this research, saying only that this was
established in New York City.
Natalie Wilson tells us ihat she keeps herself largely out of
these debates.
"I'm just in charge of the day-to-day issues of elementary
schools, not curriculum and instruction. Most of my time is spent
with issues of personnel evaluation, scheduling, and those kinds of
things."
She takes a very practical approach to her job.

"The public is interested in basic skills." she says. "So we
emphasize basic skills. Higher-order skills have to compete with
basic skills. Higher-order skills are hard to test. If we don't have tests
for them, we won't be likely to teach them. I'd personally like to see

more thinking instruction and problem solving going on, but it
will have to be valued more than it is now for that to happen."
Wilson r. ies to put the schisms among senior administrators
and board members in a positive light.
"We all agree on our commitment to kids," she says. "Our
disagreements center largely on perceptions of professionalism. Do
you assume that staff is competent? If you do. then you allow discretion and use training and site-based management to improve
quality. You let change percolate from the bottom up. If you don't
trust staff, you try to set up fail-safe systems. Personally, I think a
supportive philosophy works better than the `gotcha' environment
we have now, but I don't run the district. I just try to do my job."
If the mistrust is as widespread as these senior administrators
tell us. I wonder how far any kind of thinking program could go
in this district.
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Shnrtly after his resignation, Superintendent Peck and I take
a ride in his sports car.
"How do you focus a district like this?" I ask him.
"Well, you really can't," he says. "It's a hopeless proposition.
When people try to run something like this from the top, they
strangle the system in paper, bureaucracy, and meetings. About all
you can do is provide vision and step aside and let people carry it

out,"
"What was your vision?"
He squints into the sun as he pulls out to pass a slow-moving
vehicle.

"I guess it's an 'outcom:s' vision," he says, "a curricular
vision. I wanted to see lots more going on than bask skills, and of
course I wanted to get rid of the achievement gap. But I had to start
where the district was. We had to deal with the basic skills and had
to develop the competency test first, so we could earn the right to
do other, better things."
He passes some more cars.
"You know, we had to publish those test scores of ethnic
groups, in order to know where we were starting from," he goes on.
"That was incredibly hard to do. You don't know how hard I had

to fight for that. The problem with the current system is that it
focuses on processes, not results. We don't know or can't agree
about results, so we mandate all kinds of processes: teach this or
that, spend X number of hours doing this or that, follow this or that
process, and document it all the way along. We regulate so much
of the doing, but that doesn't seem to alter the results very much,
so we regulate it more and more, always assuming that teaching and

following various procedures are the same things as learning
which they're not. I guess what I've tried to do is get people to think
about results instead of processes all the time."
We chive along quietly for a while.

"When we get to the results side of things, though," Peck
says, "we seem stuck on test scores as the best measures of results,
which they are not. So we've teamed up two bad proxies for achieve-

mentprocesses and test scoresand they drive each other, while
the real action happens elsewhere, and for other reasons. Process
regulations, which have no hearing on achievement, are pushed to
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drive up test scores, which have no relation to learning, either. And,

to top the irony, we don't even know that there is much of a
relationship between the processes and the test results! It's like most
of what we can do is out on the margins, not where the action is."
Peck seems relaxed and happy that he's not superintendent
anymore. I ask him about his relationship with the school board:
"When did it go sour?"
"The second night I was here," he says.

The board president, who had voted against hiring him,
called him up at home to tell him what he was supposed to do about
various administrative problems.

"I thanked her for her advice," he says, smiling, "and said
I'd talk things over with the staff and we'd make some decisions. She
blew up. She said she wasn't giving advice. She was telling me what

had to be done. I told her I'd look into it. She yelled at me-screamed at me over the phone. So I hung up on her. I guess that's
when things started to go sour."
He &hut kles and pulls out to pass yet another car.

it strikes me after a while that NUPS is like a person traumatized by a great tragedy. The district seems to have turned in on
itself, going over and over the tragedy, reliving it again and again,
so obsessed that it has only very recently been able to put the tragedy
behind it and begin to move toward a not mat life. The tragedy in
this case was that the district's leaders w:re found guilty of operating a segregated school system. They argued that segregation had
happened accidentally, through the choices that people had made
about where they wanted to live. But the court ruled that the segregation was a direct consequence of the school board's policies on
such things as zoning, staff assignments, and pupil assignments.
For the next decade, people who ran for the school board did
so on one issue: whether they were for or against busing. Board
meetings focused almost entirely on 0:: desegregation plans worked
out by various judges and national experts, the problems people
were having implementing them and the progress of the board's
latest effort to overturn the decis. on or some aspect of it. Nothing
happened fast enough for activists in the minority communities,
but everything was happening too fast for opponents of the deseg-
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regation effort. Desegregation became the principalalmost the
onlyeducational policy concern of the community and the district, pushing concerns about curriculum and teaching to the margins, or quashing them entirely unless they had a racial angle. The
school board developed the habit of being reactive and the tradition
of being fractious. It became incapable of either exerting or accepting leadership.

With this sad history and its consequences in mind, Rona
Wilensky and 1 start out to visit the schools where we have been told

we can see thoughtfulness in action. We drive to an intermediate
school (grades 4, 5, and 6) in an area of the city that is largely black
and relatively poor: 80 percent of the students are minorities from

what an administrator has referred to as "the lower quartile, both
economically and academically." Nevertheless, Natalie Wilson has
said that we will find some good instruction here in thinking, problem solving, and creativity. As we wait in the office to meet with the
principal, M. Dione, I notice a prominent sign at the desk:
Office Responsibilities
1.

9.
3.

4.

Follow adult directions the first time given.
Keep hands and feet and objects to yourself.
Wait quietly at the counter until office personnel
can help you.
Chairs are for adults!

Mr. Dione, a pleasant-looking white-haired, blue-eyed man
dressed in a dapper pinstripe suit, comes out to greet us warmly. As
we sit down in his small office, I notice a large, computer-generated
sign over his desk: WE CAN AND WE WILL ACHIEVE'. To the right of his

desk is a collection of ceramic clowns; otherwise, his office contains
very little. Dione has been in the system for thirty-three years. He
came to this school two years ago and may retire at the end of the
year although he is not certain.
He tells !is about the "High Achievement" classroom we are

to visit, ahich he describes as "heterogeneous": it involves nine
highly gifted students, bused in from around the city, and forty-one
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"regular" kids who represent, he believes, the full range of achievement. He tells us that now, in only the second year of the program,
he is seeing an effect on the kids, whose interest in school has clearly

risen. He believes that the latest test scores may well indicate an
increase in achievement, but he's not sure.
I ask him what he would do if the test scores did not show
increased achievement, and he says he would give the program more
time and more room.
"The teachtrs aren't particularly well trained in this yet," he
says. "I think they need more time, more inservice, and so on, to get

good at this. I would give them more time before I would draw
conclusions from the test."
The district uses the Iowa Test of Bask Skills, a nationally
normed, standardized test, along with its own objectives-based test.
He tells us that he thinks the High Achievement classroom
has had a spillover effect on the rest of the schtiol. Other teachers
have come to see what is happening.
"Some teachers, of course, are tied up in the system's lockstep reading curriculum," he says, "but others have started to ask
questions about the High Achievement classroom and have gone

and looked at it, and I think they are taking ideas back to their
classrooms."
As we talk, I get the impression that Mt. Dione is relatively
free of concern about the central office. When I ask him about this.
he confirms it.

"No matter what goes on up there, with a school board, or
a superintendent, or whatever," he says, shaking his head, "we'll
keep things going down here. I think I speak for all the other
principals, too. No matter what they do up there, we'll keep the
schools running. We'll keep this dang district going, no matter
what."
Dione is clearly as excited about the Assertive Discipline

Program implemented at the school as he is about the High
Achievement classroom. He can't resist telling us about it. Apparently, this school has had a reputation for years as a place where
there are many fights and where few students are interested in education. Last year, a teacher who had heard about the Assertive
Discipline Program in another district came to him and wondered
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if Mr. Dione would be interested in trying it in this school. He put
the suggestion to the staff, and there was some interest. Someone
came out and did an inserviee training on the concept, and Diane
believes that it has total:y changed the atmosphere of the school.
Indeed, as we walk around, we see signs everywhere, indicating
students' responsibilities in every conceivable circumstance.
"I've got some teachers who've been here for nine and thirtern years," Dione tells us, "and they say this is the biggest change
they've ever seen. I had a teacher who was going to be leaving. But
she decided, after we began this program and she saw the results,
that she would stay."
Apparently, establishing the Assertive Discipline Program
involved getting the entitc staff to state for the students, in writing,
what their responsibilities are, to hold them to those responsibilitin, and to enforce the program diligently. There was no particular
magic to it; it was just a matter of getting all the teachers to agree
to these steps, and the program seems to have improved the situation. There have been very few fights, by comparison to what there
used to be. Students move quietly through the halls, Mr. Diane says
(indeed, the school is very quiet), and everyone believes that an
atmosphere conducive to learning has finally been established. (See
Hill, 1990, for a broader perspective on assertive discipline.)
When we ask Mt. Diane what policy-related matters make it
difficult for him to maintain learning as the center of his school's
agenda and to improve achievement, he says immediately that his
greatest frustration is his inability to hire and fire his own teachers.
"No other job I can think of in this country is so frustrating
as this one, where you're the boss, but you're not able to hire or fire
your employees," he says. "Fifteen out of my twenty-seven teachers
here are on probation far various reasons. But if I really wanted to

turn the school around, I would need to be able to get my own
people."
Mr. Diane takes us up to the High Achievement classroom,
where we meet Marion Walden and Seamy Bruster. It's hard to tell,
with all the coming and going, but it appears that about fifteen to
twenty students are minorities, and the remaining thirty or so are
Anglos.

Ms. Walden greets us and begins to c hat with us as children
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move around, talking and working in various groups. She has
frosted hair, dramatically swept to one side, and long, dangly black
earrings.
"You know, I really don't see myself as a traditional teacher,"

she says, "I'm really more of a facilitator. I do very little direct
teaching."
A student interrupts to as:c her where to find more construction paper. A girl ! is made cat's wi.iskers out of straws and glued
them under her nose; she wants to know if they look okay.
"I learn so much from the kids," Ms. Walden goes on. "So
many teachers see it the other way around, that they've got all the
knowledge. But I sure don't see it that way."
As if to illustrate a point, she extends her har.d to the groups
of students doing different projects. Some of them are building a
balsa-wood structure that will have to be subjected to a weight test
in the "Odyssey of the Mind" contest, coming up this weekend.
Four boys seem deeply engaged in a discussion about the merits of
a new idea that one of them has sketched on a piece of paper. Some
students are making costumes, others are rehearsing for various
skits, and many are coming and going so regularly that it is hard
to tell who belongs here and who does not. In the next room, we
are told, some students are practicing brainstorming; across the
hall, others are studying Renaissance painting.

Ms. Walden constantly speaks of her students as being
"gifted." The principal has not told us that this is a gifted-andtalented program; maybe he figured we knew. I'm a little disappointed because I'm looking for programs for heterogeneous
groups.
After a few minutes, Walden wanders off with some students,
and so I sit down with Beamy Bruster, who seems more down-toearth. Ms. Bruster is a heavyset, "drill sergeant" kind of teacher, one
you would not expet t to find in this kind of setting. She is wearing
brown polyester pants and a green shirt, not tucked in.
"This is so scary for me!" she says.
"What do you mean?" I ask.
"Well," she says, "I've been a sixth-grade teacher for years,
and I'm the kind of teadier that likes things organizednow it's
time for social studies, now it's time for science, and so on. That's
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how I've always taught, so this business of having no regular lessons and so little order really worries me. I worry about whether or
not we're factually oriented enough."
A couple of kids come up and ask her for some materials that
they need. She sends them off with a key and turns back to me.

"But then I look at their projects, and I realize that they're
learning all kinds of factual things in order to do these projects. And

1 do believe that we should start with kids' interests. It seems to
make a big difference. So I know they're learning, and I like bring
a resource person, rather than always being a 'this is it' kind of
teacher. But it's hard. I worry about it a lot."
I ask her about reading and about how, when kids are wnstantly doing projects, she can tell whether they're reading much.
"It's obvious, from the projects. whether kids have read a
book," she responds.
And it seems to her that they're reading all the time. They've
started a "great books" program here, and she enjoys it and thinks
that the kids are good readers by and large, even when they come
in.

"You have to let them discover. You know, I've really learned
a lot horn this. The more they discover. the more power they feel,
and the more self-confident they get. And the more power they feel,
and the more self-confident they get, the more they learn."
As my discussions with these teachers and students proceed.

this group of kids appears less and less heterogeneous. The two
teachers tell me that all fifty children have been drawn from the top
.05 percent of the students; these teachers are not dealing with any
young people who are poorly prepared or at high risk for failure.
Ms. Walden gives me a chronic le of her history in the distric I.
She was %'ery surprised that someone "as low on the totem pole" as
herself was given this job. The district says that High Ac hievement
teachers are "experienced master teac hers" who have received "intensive training." but she was just a substitute tea( her, with a personality that another principal (not Mr. Dione) thought would be
suitable to the more chaotic High Achievement c lassroom environment. Ms. Walden was given five days of inservice training a. id says
she reads everything she c an get her hands on. In addition. Donald
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Davis, the school's official teacher of gifted children, has been very
helpful to her.
I ask her if only so-called gifted kids can do the kinds of
things that she is doing with these kidsthings that involve the
students far more in decisions about their work, that involve analysis and problem solving and much more active learning than most
students experience. She says she imagines that all kids can do these

"But 1 don't think all teachers can," she adds. "That's the
problem. Nri the kids, but teachers. Most teachers can't operate this
way."

As I talk to the kids, I don't see that they have much in
common at all. The range of differences seems as broad as it is in
any other classroom. These students do, however, seem to like doing

school-type work more than other kids do, and they seem more
competitive than most. This is like noticing that the match between
what the football coach wants to do and what his players want to
doplay footballis particularly close. Gifted and talented kids
represent that small group of students who are intellectually engaged and competitive, just as athletes represent that small group
of students who are athletically engaged and competitive. What
distinguishes these kids from others is their interest in the game of
schooling, a game defined in intellectual terms. These kids will at
least get a shot at thinking and problem solving, because it is assumed that they like that sort of thing. It is not assumed that most
kids like intellectual work, and so most kids ate given something
else to do, something that turns out to be boring because it does not
tap what interests them.
Rona Wilensky and 1 eat burritos with Donald Davis, Ms.
Walden, Ms. Bruster, and an art teacher from a private school who
works with them once a week. Rona and I get the general impression that they work well as a team. Nevertheless, they say that the
"spillover" into regular classes, which the principal has talked
about, is not mcurring. They feel that teachers in the rest of the
school are not very happy about what they are doing. Ms. Bruster
says that other teachers believe the High Achievement classroom has
"robbed the school of all its good intellect and left them with the
dregs."
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Mr. Davis tells us that what the High Achievement classroom
is doing is "on the cutting edge of school reform. Look at what the

program features," he says, reading from a brochure; "High-level
thinking; interrelationships between and among bodies of knowledge, using content areas that offer appropriate challenge; integration of intellectual, social, and emotional domains; self-directed

learning; and independent study assignments.' Isn't that what
vhool ceform and restructuring are supposed to be about?"
But he says that other teachers do not visit his or the High
Achievement classes. Not many of them have asked for information
about how to do what these teachers are doing, nor does the principal encourage visits. More than any of the other teachers, Davis
believes that what is happening in "gifted" education could happen
throughout the schhol, and he is intensely interested in seeing some
such diffusion of active learning take place.
At the moment, though, "neither the incentives not the leadership you'd need exist in this school."
As we listen to these teachers, we realize that, while they
would welcome other teachers who came to them, it does not occur
to them to make any special effort to go out to the other teachers
and spread the word more actively about what they are doing. And,
when you think about it, it seems that the ideology and packaging
of "gifted" programs are at odds with any notion that all children

could benefit from the kinds of experienu.s offered in the High
Achievement classroom. The most knowledgeable people in the
field, like Donald Davis, understand that what they are doing can
benefit all children. On the next level down, however, are people
who believe, for their own reasons, in giftednesssomething that,
by definition, only a few children can have. They have come to
believe that the techniques developed to deal with these gifts are
unique. Ironically. school districts have put themselves in a bind by
advertising their "gifted" classrooms as places where (to quote the
High Achievement brochure) "an integrated curriculum approac h
is used . . and higher-level thinking skills are emphasized thtough.

out the curriculum." If Mr. Davis and Ms. Walden are rightthat
all students can benefit from this kind of instructionand if it is
extended to all students, what will be so special about the "giftedprograms? Keeping such programs spec ial turns out to be particu-

IP.
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larly important in urban districts that are trying to hold on to
middle-class white families. Could it be, Rona and I wonder, that
the district's policies about gifted-and-talented programs work to
limit the number of such programs and to inhibit the spread of their
curriculum and instruction to mainstream classes?
After seeing the High Achievement classroom, 1 go to visit
the district's gifted-and-talented (G&T) coordinator, Pat Ashton.
She is a middle-aged woman whose dark hair is pulled tightly into
a bun. She seems either very tired or depressed. We sit in a darkening

office, in a remote district outpost where coordinators, librarians,
curriculum specialists, and staff developers are housed.
"We've gotten too far away from academics in this district,"
she tells me. "There's way too much emphasis on basic skills and
facts and stuff that's easy to teach and test. It's unbelievable what's
happened over the last ten to fifteen years."
"How did this happen?" I ask.
"I don't know," she says. "Kids don't like academics, I guess.
And a lot of teachers don't, either. I put my daughter into a G&T
program because she was so bored by the ordinary classroom, and
I got tired of all the put-downs of intellect in her school."
Once her daughter was in G&T, Pat took an interest in the
field and gravitated toward it professionally.
"It's a frustrating area, though," she says sadly. "High burnout rate, lots of hassles."
"For instance?"
"Well, you're always battling with someoneregular
teachers, policymakers, pushy parents. Regular teachers view G&T
as a frill course, or some kind of inequity. Some see it as a put-down
of their own ability to meet the needs of their kids. They don't see
how you could do any better than they do. Policymakers don't understand what it's all about. They think it's elitist. They either hate
it or love it because it's elitist. And bureaucrats hate it because they

hate to make exceptions; exceptions always screw up the system.
We're always screwing up schedules, see? Bus sc hedules, building
schedules, class schedules, counselors' schedules. Those are all supposed to come first. We were supposed to participate in the Shakespeare Festival last fall. But we had to back out because we couldn't
get buses to take the kids over to the mall. I had a bunch of kids
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in the "mathletics" competition. The bus supervisor said he
couldn't give me buses at the time I needed them. I drove the kids
over myselfwhich is against district rules, you know. If I had had
an accident, I wouldn't be covered by district insurance. It's 'Catch22.' You're allowed to get the kids places, but you're not allowed
to get the kids places."
She says all of this without emotion, in a monotone. This is
just how things are.
"And try to get kids out of classes when testing is going on
and it's going on all the time," she cominues. "And if you give up
and stay in the building, you have to pay the custodian $28 an hour
to sit and wait for your meeting to end. So they get you one way
or another. You're a captive of the building, really; a captive of the
schedules. So a lot of things you might think of to do with bright
kidsthings in the community, things in different environments or

placesforget it!"
These kinds of problems turn out to militate against integrating students into activities like the "Odyssey of the Mind," too.

Minority students live in one part of town, Anglos in the other.
Rules about when and where school buses can run make it impossible fot integrated teams to practice, unless a teacher is willing to
violate school policy by driving the students to their far-flung
homes.

I ask Pat Ashton about the pogrom's polky decisions and
get another earful. She has just had a meeting with administrators
this morning, about adopting the Philosophy for Children program, a high-quality course of readings and discussions that has
been adopted in over five thousand classrooms around the world.
"You should have been there," she says. "It was classic 'I'lw
assistant superintendents, the subje( t area coordinators, a couple of
currii ilium people, and me. We've been studying this fot months.
First question: 'Won't we get sued by some fundamentalists for this

kind of thing?' Next questionfrom Natalie Wilson, 'How does
this fit into our basal-reader program?' Of course, all of the c unit
people wanted the program in their area ot not at all. Where
do you put a philosophy course? We don't have a place foi it. It's
not on the map. Then somebody says we shouldn't affiliate with the

university on thisthat's one of the tequitements of the pogrom,
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that you have to coordinate with a philosopher in a university. 'Isn't
that elitist?' somebody says. This is what I mean about put-downs,
see. These people think philosophers are bad people or something.
They don't see what they might have to do with education."
"So what finally happened?" I ask.

"They tabled it. They voted to study all the other possible

thinking-skills programs commercially available and then decide."
Saying this, she finally allows herself the slightest smile.

Fletcher Middle School is a large. 1950s-style school nestled
in a very comfortable, affluent neighborhood. It has the reputation
and characteristics and even the look of a suburban school, but its

population is about 55 percent minority and includes a good
number of bilingual students. Its student body falls into two classes:
studems from wealthy homes in the area, and students from very
poor homes who are bused in. I am greeted by Dr. Holmes, the
principal, who turns me over quickly to the assistant principal. She
tells me that Rona and I are to spend the day with an eighth-grade
team, and she takes me to the room of Ms. Francis, a mathematics
teacher, who greets me nonchalantly. She wears no makeup and is
dressed in something close to a house dress, with shoes that are ( lose
to slippers. She has just taken the "Math Counts" team to a firstplace win in the metropolitan area and to seventh place in the state.
This period is her "Math Counts" period, a sort of enrichmentstudy hall period devoted to special kinds of activities for students.
She explains that the kids have been letting off steam since return-

ing from the competition, and she's been letting them do other
things; they have earned then stripes.
She plays a videotape called The Man Who Loved Numbers.
about a mathematician named Ramanujan. I find the tape interest-

ing, but of the sixteen students there, it appears that only half a
dozen or so agree with me. Many of the others talk quietly to each
other or do various other kinds of work. The classroom is spare in
its decoration, with the exception of posters featuring animals that

seem sympathetic to the perspective of students. I realize that I see
these in schools all over the countrypictures of shar-peis or basset
hounds, with statements like "Hang on, Baby, Friday's coming,"
and so on.
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As the videotape goes on, kids come into and leave the room,

and Ms. Francis works with an individual student or two at her
desk. When the tape is over, there is some mumbling but no structured discussion at all. Ms. Francis passes out a diagram on graph
paper and says, "What do you think that is?" Then she quietly
walks among the students as, one by one, they take guesses. Again,
it is not very structured; but, sooner or later, several kids figure out
that it is a way of showing the Pythagorean theorem. Ms. Francis
mentions casually that there are 370 ways to illustrate the Pythagorean theorem, and then tells the students to take the drawing home
and think about it.
Class ends, and we go off with Ms. Francis to the teachers'
lounge, where we're joined by Anne Hopkins, the social studies
teacher on the team. She has just been working on a newspaper,
wtiuen and produced by students, for the fifth and sixth graders,
who will be coming next week for their orientation. (The sixth
grade will be joining the seventh and eighth next year, to complete
the middle school.)
"They're going to get it translated into Spanish." she says.
Rona asks if students will do the translation. The teacher
seems surprised by this idea and says there simply isn't time to have
students do the translation.

We talk a little about the transition from a junior high
school to a middle school. and the teachers seem to be satisfied with
how it has gone. They like teams, and they think the parents' conferences are enhanced when parents can talk to several teachers at
once. These teachers have had only a three-day inservice training.
however, to prepare them for the middle se hool. There arc. inservices

coming up On how to do interdisciplinary units and on wholelanoage instruction. Meanwhile, it appears that the teachers have
had to figure things out for themselves.
They say they have not been able to do much in the way of
interdisciplinary teaching, simply because they are so intent on preparing their own subjects and because schedules make it very difficult to coordinate. Now and then, a science-and-math -thing- can
be done, or one in English and social studies, but the teachers have

never attempted a four-person theme approach to anything, and
they find it unlikely that they ever will. They know that the middle
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school is supposed to be oriented toward the developmental needs
of children and to be less academic than a junior high, and they
know that high school teachers prefer the old academic orientation.
They themselves seem more like junior high teachers than
middle school teachersmore interested in their subjects and in
preparing students for the academic trials ahead of them. Certainly,
Ms. Francis sees herself as a mathematics teacher, and a good one,
not as a child-development specialist. She feeis that she has to teach
algebra, and because algebra does not blend in with other subjects,
she finds it hard to be interdisciplinary. Timing is also an importarn constraint on being interdisciplinary.
Ms. Hopkins thinks that the district's competency objectives
in American history constrain her efforts to be interdisciplinary and
to develop the kinds of thematic units she might like to do. As she
speaks, it's not clear to whom or what she is referring when she talks
about the district curriculum. She seems to be talking about some
vague somebody, somewhere downtownsomebody who has imposed these objectives in the past and will now be changing the
curriculum, so that next year it will not cover the entire span of
American history. Why this person may have changed it, how it
may have been changednone of this seems clear.
As we talk with the teachers about tracking (or ability grouping) in the school, something that middle schools are philosophically disinclined to do. they all mention the social pressure among
black children not to succeed. Ms. Francis s..ys that many times she
has seen talented black students leave her mathematics coursesnot
because they couldn't do the work, but because they were losing
their friends, and they needed to be with their friends and be popular. Everyone shares a similar story.
Ms. Francis says that she operates on a mastery system and
believes that students should have multiple opportunities to get it
right. Students may not know something on the day you schedule
the test, hut they may be able to come back later and understand.
She lets anyone into her algebra class who wants to be there.
Kids who have not been recommended have still been successful.
She says she has lots of faith that kids can learn, and they know she
won't give up on them. They know she will provide them with help
if they are willing to do the work. The ones who don't make it are
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ones who are not willing to work. She teaches the class in a way that

doesn't assume prealgebra skills, in order to admit those who
haven't been prepped in seventh grade. She also works with and
stays in touch with parents, so that they know what's going on.
Ms. Francis organizes her classes into a high-ability group
and other, heterogeneous groups. She won't have a low-ability
group. The algebra group and the pre-algebra group can't be together, because they are learning different things, but she doesn't
separate the slow ones from the prealgebra group. If she did, they
wouldn't see other students doing their homework, a:,d there would
be no peers to help them.
According to Ms. Francis, it is a waste of time to kwus on
bask skills. Students should be allowed to use calculators when they
are taking standardized tests. The focus on basic skills detracts from
the thinking aspects of math. All in all, there should be less arithmetic. Unfortunately, there are no good books written for that type
of math, and the teacher who wants to do it has to create all the
materials herself. That puts too great a burden on the teacher.
We are joined by Dianne Bruner, the English teacher, an.I
Mitch Brant. the science teacher. Thme is some disc ussion of class
size. which will be going up to thirty at thirty-five students next
year. The teachers feel that, although the district has lowered pupilto-teacher ratios in the elementary schools, the ratios have been
raised in the middle schools. As I visit the c lasses, however. I seldom
see more than twenty to twenty-four kids in a room, and so I wonder
if this fear of hut. Jasstooms is really justified.
We talk a bit about what the teachers mean by the term high
as applied to general classes. The social studies teacher says that a
"high" American history class would use a better book. The' one
she's using now has only three pages on the Civil War. She needs
a better one to teach a "high" class. To earn an A in her class, it
is not sufficient just to do the regular assignments; you must also
do extra-credit preojects. These projects call for more thinking skills.
In the past, there were lots of students doing the projects, but this
year there is only one, a girl embroidering a map. This teacher's
attitude seems to he that the way classes go depends on the luck of
the draw: she does not see her responsibility as interesting students
in special projec ts. One specia' -Assignment this year was to consider
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the question "What if Lincoln hadn't died?" and the effect he might
have had on Reconsuuction. When I ask why all the students
weren't asked to do this, the teacher looked as if it had never oc"1
curred to her to ask them. She thought for a minute and said,
want them to do the basic assignments first."
The science teacher suggests that high means extra credit,
more complicated laboratory work, and different texts that provoke
more thought. He already uses a standardized test to select students
for what he considers his "high" science class. He also says that he
grades "high" students differently, by a different standard. He feels
that the transition to being a middle school has diminished the
emphasis on academics. Teachers are expected to cover a tremendous amount of material, because of the district's minimumcompetency exam, as well as meeting lots of other needs. This

teacher finds himself huirying through the book, so that he can
familiarize students with the vocabulary they will need for the
exam. Since the exam asks for factual recall, he feels that he has to
drill students on that, and that slower students will not get the
basics by being taught higher-level skills.
For Ms. Francis, what high means is very obvious. It refers
to algebra students and others whose math is clearly beyond the
usual level for middle school.
As we talk, we learn that the English teat her has been taking
and that she is ext ited
a course in critical thiaking and questioning,
about it. A couple of other teat hers in the room have also been

taking it and are equally excited. One shows me a book she is
reading tm the "junior great books." This critical-thinking initia-

tive seems to have been started by teachers and encouraged by John

Orwell: it is based on the instrumental enrichment approach of
Reuven Feuerstein. One man at this school has apparently had a
good deal of training in it. and other teachers have seen the results.
Thus, by word of mouth. this approach is spreading in this school.
There is no official policy, but people clearly feel that John Orwell
is supportive.
Ms. Bruner. the Eng!ish teacher, is just coming bat k to work
after having raised her children. She doesn't know what she should
expect het students to know, and she doesn't know how to find out.
When she left teaching, there had been lay readers, who helped
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grade compositions. Now there are none, and their absence affects

what she does. As an eighth-grade teacher, she feels obliged to
correct every mistake her students make, but that takes time, and she
can't assign as many papers as she would like to. She would prefer

to provide opportunities for students just to write about their
thoughts. She thinks they would benefit more, but she can't reconcile this idea with her belief that she should correct every mistake.
arid she thinks the parents will be upset if she does not.
I go to her English class and watch her work with twentyone students. She has them read segments of a story. At frequent
intervals, she asks them what's going on, what the character might

be thinking, what the character's motives might be. what might
happen, and so on. The format is basically recitation, although she
is trying to do some questioning along the lines of what she has
been learning in the course on critical thinking and inquiry.
"Can you rephrase that?" she asks some students when they
give answers or read passages. "How would you compare his attitude here to his attitude at the beginning of the story? Have you ever
seen an example of someone doing this in your life?"
She has said in the teachers' lounge that she's trying hard not
to answer her own questions. But I can see that she still has that
tendency and is still nervous about waiting very long for a response.
Nevertheless, she conducts a capable, one-at-a-time class discussion
about the text. and I am persuaded that any student who paid attentionand I would say that fift,t-r: chem probably didwould
have deeper comprehension of the story as a consequence of the way
she has made them think ..bout it. She still has not mastered the art
of getting kids to talk with one another or going beyond one-at-atime questions or leo; .g students pursue a particular idea. Because
lire discourse frame is primarily recitation and everything has to go

through her, she cannot expand the discussion as much as she
would like to. At the end of the class, she passes out composition
assignments, to the accompaniment of some moans and groans.
One kids says, "Do we nave to do this?" She says. "Yes." He says.
"But we had a good discussion," as if that should be sufficient.
I go to Ms. Hopkins's sot:ial studies class, where. many of the
students are the' same ones I have just seen in the English class. Ms.
Hopkins begins class with a disc ussion of immigration to the Unit-
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ed States. It is based on their homework assignment and on readings
in their textbook. Suddenly a kid says, "That's just like Japan," and
the teacher is somewhat startled, unprepared for a discussion of the
relationship between immigration at the end of the nineteenth century and immigration today. Nevertheless, a discussion about Japan

begins to flower as various students rpeak up on what they know

about Japan; perhaps they also saw the series on Japan that I

watched on television the other night. But they seem quite knowledgeable, and very soon they are talking about Japanese educl,tion.
Ms. Hopkins clearly has an opportunity for an interesting
discussion about parallels between the past and the present, as well
as about education, if she wants to depart from the lesson plan for
a moment, because there is a lot of animation in the room, and most
of the kids seem to have heard something about education in Japan.
I see her struggling with this temptation, sensing the possibilities,
but she quickly decides that she cannot let the discussion go in this
direction. She kills it with some "know it all" generalizations that
quell the students' energy and dampen their en'!susiasm, The
teacher begins to move on, but the discussion about Japan has
stirred the kids up. and when she mentions a show about immigration that was on television last week, it only gets them going again.
This time, however, several also remember a recently broadcast interview with Charles Manson.

"We're not talking about Charles Manson," sr e

s:.ys.

"Haven't gotten there yet." The implication is that she wants to talk
about the past before she talks about the present.
She then introduces a filmstrip called Visions from "Irnerica.

It is a very saccharine, almost jingoistic production about poot

immigrants who come to this land, have a hard time at Ellis Island.
have hard times finding work, but are happy together. Papa win
Mama works, the children sell bread. Papa gets a plan. He say...
money and starts his own store, then sends his chiiciren to sdux)l;
and now the stow is in the hands of the narrator, and the general

feeling is that everything has gone according to the Amerkan

Dream. As the narrator looks back on this wonderful experience, it
seems to him that his family's poverty, not to mention the discrimina:;oe, and the injustice they faced, were good for them because it
made them work harder. There is no discussion of this filmstrip. I
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suspect that a good many eighth graders see it as somewhat unrealistic, but 1'11 never know.

Ms. Hopkins turns now to a political cartoon in the textbook. It shows rkh people keeping immigrants out of the country,
but behind the rich people are the shadows of their own immigrant
forebears, all of them poor and carrying little sacks and bags, as if
no wealthy person has ever come to this country. She does get a
good discussion going about the meaning of the cartoon, despite
her desire for specific answers to her questions. ("That's what I was
looking for!" she often says.)
Meanwhile, Rona Wilensky is observing Ms. Francis again
as she works with prealgebra students of mixed ability. Here are
Rona's notes:
'The room is pretty stark. The chairs face forward. The
walls are mostly empty. The board has some information on the week's program.
Get out your homework, pass it up. You'll need
a ruler. Help yourself.
Look at what I'm handing out. You'll have five
minutes to study it and write down your observations
on a separate sheet or on the back. You must write :t
down:
Observe relationship.s.
Explore it.
Ilse your ruler.
I will ask everybody.
Look at areas of figure.s.
What kinds of figures?
Count squares.
Be precise.
Think of other ways to measure than with a ruler.
Cornpare things. Which sides are longer? What's the same?
You're a detective, you can do it.
Keep looking.

If you don't look, you can't find it.
You may use a calculator, of course.
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I don't care about grades. Do you? Yes? Well, then, it counts.
We're going to sharr.

After about ten minutes, she begins the discussion.
She always calls on individual students; she does not
respond to hand-waving. By the end of the class, she
has called on almost everyone to make an observation
or go over familiar ground. She asks questions and
waits for answers. She reformulates questions and
waits. When necessary, she goes back to some earlit.,
easier step and asks another question and waits. When
she tells the class something, it is based on what a
student has said. She accepts all answers. She pushes
for precision. She stays in front of the room. If someone disagrees, she goes back and works it oot. Only at
the end of the period did I sense the need to get on
with it. She doesn't allow students to leap ahead of the
class and shout out the ultimate answer, which is the
formula of the Pythagorean theorem. She tells the student trying to show off. "I want everyone to have a
charue." At the end of the class, she praises them for
a job well done.
Not all the students were engaged. Not all listened as carefully as they might have to each other.
But she was unrelenting in her method of asking questions and waiting for answers. She made students talk
about what they knew and made them make their
answers precise.

She did not use the chalkboard but, instead, an
overhead projector with an erasable screen. This allowed her to face the students all the time.
This was not a class of the best and the brightest. But she made all of them work and pushed all of
them to diswver the relationships for themselves. It is
clear that they have had little experience manipulating and playing with shapes and figures. They have
no intuitive sense of :,pace and objects, and so her
work is that much :larder.
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Her manner isn't warm and engaging. At first,
she seems bored and plain. But she is perhaps the best
teacher I have seen so far and by far the best teacher
I observed in her school.
I return to the teachers' lounge, where a discussion is going
on about the difference between the English class that I observed
and one that Rona observed, which did not go nearly so well, since
the students were "smarter" and could not be focused on the text.
Ms. F. ,er is angry about how the so-called smarter kids, who "are
supposed to be able to do all this thinking stuff better than other
kids," get so wild and creative and opinionated that their discussions are not any fun.
"No one ever listens to anyone else," she says. "They just
keep saying the same thing over and over, and it drives me crazy."
I end the day by going to observe Mr. Marshall, the teacher

of thinking. He is a black man with wire-rim glasses, a bit of a
paunch, and a very casual, relaxed, intelligent approach to kids.
Unlike the other teachers, he introduces Rona and me, asks us to
say a word or two, and gives the students an opportunity to ask us
some questions. The students want to know where we got our degrees and if we know any famous athletes. Mr. Marshall then proceeds to tell them about his trip to New Orleans, where he has been
observing thinking programs.
At first, this seems like a wonderful idea, but he turns it into
a lecture and recitation (about rivers and levees and so on) that is
rather disjointed and unstructured, although it is punctuated with
thinking-type questions: "Why do you suppose they would bury
people above the ground? Why would they name something Canal
Street?" Around the room are signs; IMPul.sIVENEsS sToPs FFF.Cri F
'THINKING MY THINKING

F. II:WM:NES TM QUALITY OF MY FDUCA-

TIoN. The "Success Path" is also posted; it is a twelve-part list of
things that lead to success.
Mr. Marshall does reinforce thinking, and when students get
confused, he asks them to stop for a moment, think about what they
want to say, and try again; but this is not a particularly inspiring
class. Several of the students pay no attention at all and are even
rude when he calls on them. These are Hispanic guys who mumble
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to each other in Spanish and whose manner, dress, and every gesture
dramatize their rebellion.
Rona and I come away from Fletcher Middle School thinking about how profound the changes are that people are trying to
make in schools, and how superficial the attempts are to train people, whether teachers or administrators, to deal with these changes.
Consider the philosophical underpinnings of the middle school, its

dependence on a thorough knowledge of developmental theory.
Now consider that the teachers have had only five days of inservice
training on what a middle school is, with very little follow-up. You
begin to see why there is a widespread feeling in this school district
of having tried all kinds of things that haven't worked. The real
question we ponder as we leave is whether anything has ever really
been tried very thoroughly.
The academic model that made the junior high school popular among the affluent parents clearly remains the model that the
school wants to pursue, regardless of the middle school-oriented
philosophy. It is also obvious that many teachers, who speak articulately about the need to challimge the children of the poor, find
it very difficult to actually do so. They seem not to believe that these
children will ever really catch up or be able to perform as well as
:he middle-class and affluent children do.
I also cannot help noticing how important it is to teachers
to have a "high" class; it is a measure of success and status in the

school. Regardless of what the literature says. and regardless of
policies to the contrary, I suspect that, among teachers, the need for
a hierarchy of studems is as inevitable as the need for a hierarchy
of teachers. Like other groups of people in large, bureaucratic organizations, they create such hierarchies, whether we want them to
or not. Teachers apparently estimate their own quality and esteem
according to how they view the quality and esteem of their students.
11 they cannot distinguish themselves from one another in terms of
real capital (as people in the private sector can), they will distinguish themselves in terms of what symbolic capital they can find.

A year later, I have an opportunity to return to Fletcher.
Things are not going well. As it does every year. the district has
shuffled principals around. In some districts, this is called "the
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dance of the lemons," an annual ritual intended to ensure that good

and bad principals are equitably distributed and shared by all.
Urban school boards generally do not like principals to be in one
place for more than four or five years. They say that this policy
maximizes principals' talents and keeps them from getting into a
rut or burning out. One assignment is apparently perceived to be
about the same as another, which tells you something about the job.
Principals are not consulted about the shuffling. It is as likely that
a bad principal will be moved out, to the staff's delight, as it is that
a great principal will be transferred, to the staff's dismay. Cynics say

the policy is designed to prevent any principal from building a
power base with teachers and parents that might threaten central
control of a school.
In any case, Fletcher's principal has been replaced by a black

woman, who was previously the principal of a largely minority
middle school in a less affluent part of town. The assistant principals have been replaced by a white woman and a Hispanic man
from two other middle schools that are reputed to be doing good
work with minority students.
I go to meet with them one morning, having heard already
that they've been ambushed by a coalition of teachers and parents.
Apparently the teachers, including the social studies teacher whom
Rona and I met last year, have gone to parents in the neighborhood
with worries that the new principal is going to "lower standards"

at Fletcher and really turn it into a middle school. They did this
during the summer, before they had even met the new principal and
her staff.

When I arrive. I see a big new sign in the' hall Opposite the
principal's office: HIGH EXPECTATIONS. HIGH CONTENT. AND HIGH

SI 'PPOR 1. This is the agenda of the new principal. Sarah knight.
The "three highs" have been encouraged by the Edna McConnell
Clark Foundation, in New York, which has been awarding large
grants to improve the quality of education offered to young people
at risk in urban middle schools. Several NUPS middle schools ap-

plied for grants in the spring and had to go through a proposaldevelopment process that involved the entire staff and forced them
to think creatively about their programs.

Research shows that expectations for poor and minority
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children are often lower than they are for other children. Our in-

terviews and observations in this district a year ago certainly
confirmed this finding. We were told that poor students had all
kinds of problems that made them poor students: short attention
spans, poorly developed social skills, fatherless families, bookless
homes, depressing neighborhoods. bad role models, cultural dispositions favoring concreteness, low self-esteem, hostility toward the

majority culture, physical and psychological abuse, emotional
problems stemming from prejudice and racism, to name a few.
These concerns were used to justify a focus on low content: basic
skills, drill, memorization. seatwork, "dumbed down" materials,
and instruction that was at times embarrassingly patronizing and
undemanding. Low expectations lead to impoverished content and
bad teaching, both of which lead to low performance. whic h is then
used to justify the low expectations and content. This is the cycl,
that the Clark Foundation is intent on breaking.
Although none of the NUN schools received grants, Sarah
Knight remains impressed with last spring's proposal process and

how it brought people together. She is enthusiastic about going
through it with her new staff and using the "three highs" as a way
of further solidifying the district's commitment to

middle school

philosophy. But it is this interest in the "three highs" that landed
her in nouble before she even arrived at the school.
I go into the outer office. Ms. Knight has the social studies
teacher and one other teacher in her own office. The door is closed.
but I can hear their raised voices. After twenty minutes. the teachers
leave in something of a huff, and Ms. Knight comes out to greet me.
She is an attractive and very intelligent-looking woman who communicates great warmth and a sense of humor, even when she has
just had an uncomfonable meeting and is under stress. She rounds
up her two assistant principals, and we go to an empty classroom.
where they all throw themselves into chairs and heave great sighs.
One of the assistants. Mary Lansing. is shaking her head and gritting her teeth. She is clearly angry and frazzled. The other, Ed Sandoval, puts his head in his hands. Knight h)oks at them and smiles
ironically.
"We're having a tough day.- she says.
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"Tough day?" Ms. Lansing moans. "We're having a tough
year!"

I ask them to tell me their story. It seems that last night they

met with their accountability committee, a group of parents and
other citizens from the neighborhood. Accountability committees,
established by the state legislature as part of school reform, are
supposed to hold their schools accountable to their communities'
norms and expectations. In this case, the norms and expectations
are opposed to the middle school philosophy and to much that it
stands for.

"The parents said that they want tracking to continue," N.'s

Knight says. "They want 'high' algebra classes, 'high' geom. try
classes, and the semantics classes to go on as always: no watering
down with kids who 'don't belong there.'

"It was unbelievable," Ms. Lansing says. "They'd been
prepped. They knew everything we were going to say, and they
already had an answer for it."

"Some teachers live in the neighborhood," Mr. Sandoval
says, "and they held a meeting in one of their houses two nights ago
with some of the key parents. They wared the hell out of them."
"We would say, 'The researc h says this,' and someone would

stand up and say, 'The research says that!" Ms. Lansing

says.

"Where did parents get hold of this research?"

"They wanted us to drop the bilingual program," Ms.
Knight says. "In fact, they wanted us to drop the whole middle
school model."
Sudoen ly, there is a violent eruption in the hall outside, as
classes change. A girl is shrieking at someone: "You have no right
to treat me like that! You have no right to push me around. I've had
it with you!" The air is suddenly charged with menace, and the
three administrators rush into the hall to calm things down. After
a couple of minutes they return, shaking their heads.
"What an age. Always ready to pop."
They make light of it: people who work with early adolescents get used to outbursts. But I'm still shaken by the tone in the
girl's voice, the primitiveness of her anger and hurt. What is it like
to deal with this so often that you get used to it? What would it be
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like if your children remained early adolescents year after year,
forever?

We return to the subject of the accountability committee's
meeting. The greatest fear of the middle-class parents is that the
junior high school, in the course of becoming a middle school and
accommodating children bused in from poor neighborhoods, will
lower its standards and render middle-class students uncompetitive
when they get to high school. The parents do not trust the school
district.
"They told me that they knew I had been sent here to destroy

the last good school in the system," Ms. Knight says. "And they
weren't going to let me. They said they knew I was sent here to get
rid of the teachers who had made Fletcher a great school. I assume
that meant the teachers who had met with them the night before."
"Teachers were there, too, you know," Ms. Lansing says.
'One of them stml up and said she knew there were a few 'bad'
teachers in the school who were only giving 100 percent, instead of
the 200 percent that she and the rest were giving. She said she and

the others didn't have a spare minute left in their day for more
change. Nothing new could be done without losing something that
shouldn't be lost."
"What did you tell them?" I ask Ms. Knight.
"I tried to just listen and take notes. I've told them all that
I want to know what's happening here before I start new things. I
want to be a listener. But Char leen [the new assistant superintendent for middle schools, who had just replaced John Orwell] told
me I'd better say something, or they'd eat me for loot h. So I told
them I thought we were not meeting the needs of all the children

in the school. I told them we needed to get rid of dull, boring
remedial classes, and we could do this in ways that wouldn't watet
anything down. I told them we need to challenge all students more.
And I told them that the MTPS was committed to middle st hook
and had been moving toward middle schools for eight years. So
then, you know what this parent said?"
She laughs just thinking about it.

-Nobody's ever asked me a question like this. He says.
'What's your role. Ms. Knight? o speak for the board of education,
or to speak for us parents?' I was dumbfounded. I told him the board
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pays my salary, and I want to speak for parents. Wrong answer. Not
good enough."
"What they really want." Ms. Lansing says, "is to withdraw
from the NUPS. They want to be a 'school of choice,' like President
Bush talks about, they said. They want this to be their school, not
the district's."

"One of our parents. near the end of the meetingand he's
probably the most influential one theresaid if we did not back
away from this middle school thing. he was going to take his girls
out and send them to private school," says Ms. Knight. She shakes
her head sadly. "White flight," she says. "Here we go again."
I visit I.vndon Baines Johnson High School, an "alternative
learning center" for students who have dropped or been thrown out

of regular schools. I'm met by the principal. Harold Jackson. a
heavyset. pleasant-faced black man with a warm handshake and
clear eyes. After a while. I notice that he has a prosthetic left arm.
with a hook at the end.
We go into his office, a very homey place, and he asks me to
sit down at a round table.
"I don't know about you." he says. "but I've spent so much
of my life working around a kitchen table that I put one in my office
to work around."
He laughs. There are many books
the offic e and vat ious
signs titONOR YOURSELF WITHIN) on the wall. pictures of him and

his family. names of studentsit's a friendly office.

As long as the door is open. students wander in and out.
While we're talking, for instance, a girl walks in.
"I'm here." she says.
And he says, "Fine, go to your blue t lass.
She walks off, and he turns to inv.
"Now, she hasn't been here for days," he says. "I don't know
where she's been. But, you see, she had to come in and just tell me
she was here, She's telling me something...
Shortly afterward, a boy walks in and asks the principal to
sign something. After the boy leaves, Mr. Jackson says, "Now, did
you notice he's an Oglala Lakota? You notice how he walked into

my office? It was difficult for him. You have to be attentive to
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nuance. You really have to be able to read what they are telling you.
That's why we have the first of our three mottoes: 'Learning must
go on at all times.' "
I ask him about the second motto.

"It's 'Respect. Respect for yourself, and respect for others.'
The third major rule is 'No fighting, no drugs.'"
Mr. Jackson, who has been teaching for twenty-seven years,
believes that good teachers are catalysts and facilitators. Their job
is to be good listeners, to figure out what a particular kid needs at
a particular time and the particular way to give it to him. He thinks
administrators make it very hard for teachers to be creative or innovative. If he had his way, he would turn teachers and students
looseon the city, for instance.
"The city's a classroom," he says. "That's where they can
really lean:
"Is transportation a hassle?"
"It can be. But you can get around that."
In the early days, kids wete brought to school by taxi and by
special buses at special times, and it was difficult. He gets around
all that by just issuing bus passes and telling them to get here when
they can. And this does seem to he how it is: during the morning,

kids wander in who have apparently just gotten up or who have
been gone for a couple of days.
"Administrators have to show creativity," Mr. Jac kson says,
what
"not just ask for it from tea( hers. Administrators have to
needs to be done. They have to make mistakes, tot,. They can't try
to be perfect. But if you warn teac hers to be a certain way, then you
ought to be that way, too."
I ask him whether you can teach an administrati U to be that
way. or whether they're born that way.
"You c an teach 'ern," he says. "I could teat h them. I'm good.
I know how to do it. Of course, they have to It we kids. If they don't

love kids, there's not much you can teach them. Lovin' kids and
being honest with them and with yourselfthat's what it takes."
He takes me down to Mr. Wilson's classroom. Mr. Wilson is

a tall, loose-limbed black man in a sweatsuit who teaches sot ial
studies. There are eight kids in the c lass, and they are doing assign-
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ments that are written on the board: "Read page 155 to 161, write
summary, make up twelve questions with answers."
Mr. Wilson goes out to make a phone call, and I ask the kids
what they like about this school. They tell me that it's much better
than the schools they came from.
"Why?" I ask.

"Well, in the other schools, you didn't get no he p," a kid
says. "Here, if you ask for it, you get help."
Another kid says, "You can sit anywhere you want. They're
not on your case all the time. Teachers here, they'll drive you home,
they'll play ball with you, they help you if you're in trouble."
Most of them claim that they learn more here, nxi.

When he returns, Mr. Wilson describes how the school
works.

"You have to see everything as a lesson. You have to take
whatever opportunity you get in a given day with any kid. You
don't do much lecturing because you goua see where each kid is.
It's more like tutoring ninety-two kids than anything else, and being a parent to them, as well. There's so many things each of these
kids faces. So many problems they have, not just one. And then, this
is a [grade] 7-through-12 school. We've got, in any classroom, kids

across the whole range of classes. So what you're dealing with is
kids with a whole bunch of problemsand on any given day, you
don't know which one's the big oneall mixed together with kids
who ai f. at different stages of development, different ages, different
levels of knowledge. And most of them need a hell of a lot more
attention than othel kids do.

"You need to understand where each kid is," he continues.
"and deal with where he is right now. Like, a kid'll wander in, like
that kid just did, and I haven't seen him for a couple of days. Okay,
he's late. I'll get around to talking to him about being late. But right
now, I want him to get to work, so I'm not going to hassle him with
that. Later on, when the time's right. I'll talk to him about being
late, and I'll tell him, he goes to some job. and they're not going
to let him keep it if he shows up late. He's just going to have to
learn that. But right now, the vibes I get is he needs to sit down.
and he needs to start workin'. and I don't need to hassle him with
this punctuality thing.
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"Everything's a lesson," he goes on. "You gotta be on your
toes and look for all these opportunities. A kid's talkin' dirty, you
say, 'Hey, let's bring your mother in here, a bunch of your mothers,
all of you guys, and you talk dirty around your mothers.' And then
they'll say, 'Well, I don't wanna talk dirty around my mother.' And
you say, 'Why not?' And then you say, 'So if you don't want to talk
dirty around your mother, how come you'll talk dirty around these
young women?' Everything's a lesson. Maybe today you can't give
'em a math lesson. But maybe there's a more important lesson.
"You gotta think about the alternative. If a kid is here today.
then he's not home breakin' into my house, you know what I mean?
He's not out on the street. So maybe I don't get him to learn a math
lesson today, but I kept him out of your house. And maybe he got
some strokes here that he didn't get someplace else. Or he learned
something about being a man. These are the little things you're
lookin' for all the time. And if you pay attention to them, then you
also see the places where you can get some learning in. too."
Just then a punk kid comes in. His head is shaved except for
a red swatch in the front, which falls down over his eyes. He's
wearing a cut-up black T-shirt, jeans, a blac k coat, and assorted
punk jewelry.
"Hey, how'd it go?" Mr. Wilson says.
"Cool," the kid says. "It was neat."
"Well, I want you to write that up for me. Hear?"
"Yeah, yeah, I'll write it up."
Mr. Wilson tells me the kid's been gone for a couple of weeks,
to an antinuclear demonstration in Nevada. To get credit for the
"global reach passage," he will write his experience up and present
it to Wilson. The passages. which represent the curriculum here, ate
introspection. practical skills, career experience, odyssey, global

reach, vision. and logical inquiry. Every student at the Johnson
alternative learning center has to work through those passages to
get a dipknna. The passages sUrss problem solving, reasoning abilities, creative thinking, and use of chance.
Students have to prove to a passage committee of teachers
and peers that they can deal with interpersonal awareness and
growth: that they've acquired a skill that they once depended on
others for: that they've developed a marketable skill that could lead
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to sustained employment; that they've been on an intellectual, spiritual, or physical quest; that they've done an independent project,
of almost any nature, that demonstrates some form of creation; that
they've been involved in a social-research analysis project (that's the

global reach passage); and that they can demonstrate and apply
principles of logical inquiry. If they can do that through journals,
dasswork, portfolios, and being grilled by a passage committee,
then they get a diploma. There is no grading or testing, but there
is a lot of tutoring and support.
Students are also asked to keep journals about what goes on
in their lives. They meet in their "family groups" at the beginning
of each day and discuss issues. Mr. Wilson believes in capitalizing
on every opportunity to have a discussion and trying to make the
discussion a learning discussion for everybody, whether it's about
foreign affairs or Madonna.
The atmosphere here is certainly more relaxed than in the
usual school. A radio is playing in the classroom. Kids wander in
and out with cans of pop, eating candy and chewing gum. They
obviously have a good deal of the latitude that they were denied in
ordinary schools.
I go to another classroom and watt h two English teachers try
to work on writing with half a doien recale itrant young men. They
all hate to write, and so the two English teachers are trying to get
them to think in terms of symbols and how to order them to tell a
story. They try to get the boys to lie down on the floor and imagine

that they are cave men, but most of the- boys won't do it. The
teachets do at least get them to c lose their eyes and start thinking
about what a cave man might .:ant to draw on the wall.
Several of these guys look like they are probably pretty good
at graffiti, but they can't quite get into this cave-man-drawing-onthe-wall thing. For some time, a certain amount of resistance is
mounted by the boys against one of the teachers, while the other
slowly circulates around the room, rubbing nee ks, patting, looking
over shoulders, whispering to a student.
"Are. you all right today? You look a little tired."
"Yeah, I'm okay," the kid says. "I'm just a little tired."
They manage to get the boys out into the. hall and drawing
on a large piece of p-per. But it's slow, it's irritating; they're resis-
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taut. As Mr. Jackson said earlier, the word these kids have lward
most in their lives is no, and so it is the word they use most. They
all say no to almost everything at first.

So this is teaching in the teeth of "no." This is teaching
people who say, "I don't want to do anything. I don't want to do
this. I can't do this," day in and day out. It is easy to see why all
these young men were thrown out of regular classrooms. Nevertheless, very slowly, they start doing just a little bit of what the teachers
would like them to do.
A boy joins them. His mother has come to school with him.

She sits up against a locker, watching him draw, now and then
telling him what he hasn't done right, or yelling at the little child
she has brought along.
In the midst of this. Mr. Jackson comes along and says to me,

-Hey, come on down to the office. There's a disciplinary thing
going on. You might be interested in it."
This morning. he made a P.A. announcement that no hats,
scarves, or headbands would be allowed in the school because of an

incident that took place two days ago. when a number of gang
members were found inside the school and in cars outside. Anything

that smacks of gangs will be taken away. The principal has also
banned portable tape players because they're always being stolen.
I go to his office, and he explains that the three young men
and one young woman seated around the table are on strike, and
they have rebelled against his ruling on hats. Flv has impounded
their hats, and they have gone on strike and demanded a "sounding
board," which is the school's court of law.

I sit with the students as they outline the reasons for their
grievance. One is a scrawny white kid with a heavy-metal T-shirt
and long, greasy blond bait. Another, a blat k kid. has long dreadkx ks. The girl seems to have a permanent scowl. She slotu hes in
her chair, arms crossed. The third boy is a seedy-looking blond with

a tattoo on his bicep. They argue that the principal's ruling is
unfair and unjustified.
"It's an overreaction, man." says the. black kid. "It was an
isolated incident. We're not in any gangs. Those kids didn't go to
this school. He's out of line."
They tell me that hats are part of their -identities.-
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"He's denying us the right of self-expression," says the kid
with the tattoo.
They decide to ask a kid named Tony to represent them at
the "sounding board" tomorrow. The principal calls Tony to the
office, and he agrees to be their advocate. He's a good-looking,
extremely articulate, fast-thinking black kid who is clearly an immediate and instinctive leader. He quickly negotiates for the release
of the students' impounded hats, pending the hearing on the issue,

and agrees that they should not wear them until the issue

is

resolved.

The principal tells the students they can have their hats back
but asks them to leave the school if they are still on strike and not
to return until the court session tomorrow. They take their hats and
leave.

Soon one of them, the one in the heavy-metal T-shirt,
returns.
"I want you to know, Mr. Jackson, that I believe in the cause.
I believe in everything the kids were saying, and I am on strike in
my heart. But you know that if I leave this building, my probation
officer will have me in court, so I'm staying. But I really believe in
the strike."
Mr. Jackson says that he understands. After the kid leaves, he

says, "That took a lot of guts." Jackson explains that, to the students, he often seems to be a barbarian. He does this on purpose,
he says. It's a way of getting them to think and learn about democracy and authority.
It is often said in urban districts that the students face so
many difficulties that academic instruction is pointless. The best
you can do is try to give them esteem, food, shelter, even love. if you
canand a diploma, so that at least they have a chance to get a job

where they might get further training and education. No one who
visits urban schools can deny that many students have difficulties
or that many, especially the older ones, are not interested in schooling as we currently conduct it. Maybe they would be interested in
some other kind of learning experience: maybe not. Maybe they are
wrestling with things far more important at this point in their lives
than academics. Certainly, they are more capable of doing interesting academic work than they or their teachers realize.
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But for many of them, that issue was decided long ago. They
will tolerate school and do what they have to do to squeak through.

If they stay at it, they will throw their mortarboards as high as
anyone else at graduation. They will be justifiably proud of their
accomplishments. But they will be the entry-level laborers that
everyone complains about, the ones who do not read or write very
well or think critically or creatively about ideas.

It happens that I am in town for the twentieth anniversary
of the filing of the suit that led to court-ordered integration of the
North Urban Public Schools. I go to a meeting to commemorate the
occasion. Many of the people who were instrumental in the case are
there, including the family whose name the case bears. It is like a

class reunion of sorts. People greet one another with hugs and
laughter about how they have aged, changed their hairstyles, put on
weight. A historian from one of the local universities reviews the

events that led up to the filing. He praises the school board that
reigned in the 1960s, many of whose members are present. He notes
that in 1964, twenty-five years ago, the board passed its first policy

statement declaring the intention to integrate the schools. He
sketches the events leading up to the election of the district's first
black board member, a humble but absolutely resolute woman, who
rises, at his urging, to warm, sustained applause. It was she who,
in the midst of the turmoil surrounding the assassination of Dr.
Martin Luther King, introduced the resolutions that began implementation of voluntary, comprehensive desegregation. Thus began
a period of intense struggle and strife. In the largest board election
in the district's history, the majority supporters ot.- integration were
replaced by opponents, who immediately resri:ided the integration
resolutions. Ten days after they did so, the suit was filed. Now,
twenty years later, after countless hearings and trials all the way up
to the Supreme Court and back, the case is not over, and litigation
continues.
The acting superintendent (he replaced John Peck after we
visited the district last year) arrived in the late 1960s. He rises now
to reflect on what those years were like.
"It was like driving with one foot on the accelerator and the

other on the brake," he says. He had been an assistant superinten-
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dent at the time. "We always had to have two plans in our pockets,
one going one way and the other going the other way. We had some

board members and the court telling us to move ahead with all
deliberate speed, and we had a majority on the board telling us to
put on the brakes. Just as would happen if you drove your car that
way, we began to smell something burning."
Buses were bombed. The school board was bombed. Fights
broke out in the schools. Teachers threatened boycotts and went on
strike. Board members testified against one another in court.
"People ask me what it was like," he says, "and, to be honest,
I don't remember much. There was no time to reflect. We went from
one crisis to another. I was tired and beat up. I hardly ever saw my
family. It's all a blur to me."
He left the d strict in the early 1970s. to become superintendent of a less contentious district. But in 1988, after retiring, he was

brought back as Peck's replacement, to help the district find a
longer-term superintendent.
What was it like to leave the district and come back almost
twenty years later?
"I feel like Rip Van Winkle," he says. "I came back and went
into some meetings, and they were the same meetings I had left two
decades ago. It was eerie. When I left, we had 93.000 students, about
75 percent of them Anglos. Today. we have 56.000 students, and
only a minority are Anglos. When I left. we were saying that if we
integrated this district, achievement would rise. But it hasn't. Poor
kids performed in the bottom quartile then, and they perform in the

bottom quartile now. When I left, we were trying to get rid of
'racially identifiable' schools. We haven't done it. Our schools are
more 'racially identifiable' than ever, and we no longer have enough
whites in the city to change the balance, regardless of how much we
try to bus them around. The definition of an integrated school when
I left was 50 percent Anglo. The court has lowered it to 40 percent,

and even that won't work anymorenot in this city, and not in any
major city in this country.
"Today I say, `So what?' So what if most of the kids in the
school are poor or black or Hispanic? What are you going to do
about it? Then, we were saying that racially identifiable schools
were inherently unequal. We were saying, in effect, that a poor kid
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or a black kid could not learn unless he was sitting next to an Anglo
kid. Well, we don't have enough Anglo kids to go around. Are we
saying we can't educate those kids, then? Do any of us really believe
anymore that we can't provide quality education to poor kids and
minority kids unless there are Anglo kids in the classroom?
"I'll tell you what," he says. "If we believe that, we'd better
get out of the business. Can kids learn if they're not sitting next to
an Anglo? You bet they can. And they'd better, too, or it's all over.
That's all I've got to say. They'd better, or it's all over."
The meeting ends with everyone agreeing that it would be

nice to end the litigation. The attorney for the plaintiffs these
twenty years says he would like it to end, and it should have ended

long ago, but he doubts it will end any time soon. He is worried
about resegregation of the schools if the court releases the school
board. The attorney for the schools says he would like the case to
end soon, too, but he doesn't know when that will be.
The superintendent's analogy about the accelerator and the
brake is apt. For twenty years, the district has been like a crowded
car jerking back and forth along the highway, various people wrestling for the steering wheel, someone's foot always on the gas. someone else's on the brake. The tar has not gone very far.
We visited many more schools in this district than I have
mentioned. In most of them, a few teachers were challenging young
people to use their minds more fully, to think about things more
deeply. There were even entire schoolselementary schools, anywaydevoted, like the school on the reservation, to a promising

form of whole-language instruction. We found a computer

"magnet" program in one high school that may be the most sophisticated in the country, and we visited a Montessori school that was
clearly head-and-shoulders above the district's ordinary schools in
its effectiveness. I could tell you about these outstanding teachers,
programs, and schools, but that would obscure the huge, overriding
point I want to make about this district and the many districts like
it around the country: they do not provide the climate in which a
literacy of thoughtfulness for all students is likely to thrive and
spread; quite the contrary. Programs conducive to thoughtful, active learning are at the margins. Whole language-oriented schools
are fighting upstream against heavy resistance. The Monwssori
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school is under constant attack because it is perceived as too expen-

sive. The computer "magnet" program prevails because it has
strong support and legitimation from outside the school system.

We spoke with teatners and administrators in the high
school that everyone said was improving the fastest, and we looked
at a newly completed attitude survey of all 160 staff members. They
said they were a caring, high-quality group of professionals. They
said they had a good college-prep program, good counseling, and
a good principal. They said they were good at "enforcing the rules."
But they worried that they were spending too much time on the kids

who don't care, and too little on the ones who do. They said the
curriculum is not relevant to many young people, is too fragmented, and should not be controlled centrally. They said not
enough parents care. Communication among themselves and between them and the community is poor.

The primary barriers they perceived to real improvement
were "district politics" and "centralized decision making." They
saw few incentives or opportunities to do anything new or different.

The three most often repeated refrains were "We're powerless,"
"Central administration controls us," and "It's society's fault, not
ours." The staff was split down the middle on the goals of schoolkg: half said they knew what they were, half said they dion't. The
majority questioned whether the school was really organized the
right way to get the job done. One-quarter of them said conflict was
dealt with openly, one-quarter said it definitely was not, and half

weren't sure. Only one-third said openness and straightforward
communication were rewarded. In this school, in this district, in
this community, there is one foot on the gas. one on the brake.
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CHAPTER FIVE

The Politics
of Literacy

The North Urban Public Schools are struggling because the community and a long succession of school leaders have been unable to
deal constructively with racial fear and mistrust. Some a iministrators told us that the district had been successful because it had "kept
the lid on" racial tensions for two decades. Success in urban school
districts is often defined as the avoidance of large-scale violence. It
is easy to imagine the kind of working environment such an attitudP
creates. Think of what it would be like to work in a company whos..
managers define success as the absence of an angry mob of customers sacking the store and assaulting the employees. Maybe the rearn
son so few urban districts have produced inspiring visions of the
future is that they have such dark visions abrmt what might have
happened if they had relaxed their guard.

The Courts and Policy

What we can call judicial policy is at the center of the NUPS dilemma, in a number of ways. To begin with, of course, the district
was found guilty of having cleated a segregated school system, as
a matter of policy. When one incumbent school board would create
a policy in favor of integrating the schools, another would rescind
the policy. Judicial intervention in the district was an effort to
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change the di:.!rict's policy and make it commensurate with national policy respecting civil rights and constitutional guarantees.
The court retains its jurisdiction over the matter beci.!.ise it is not
yet convinced that the school board will support a policy guaranteeing that there will be no "racially identifiable" schools in the
district. Moreover, the court recognizes that the state has passed a
law expressly forbidding busing for the purpose of achieving racial
balance. If the court withdraws from the case, school board
members will be obliged to obey state policy, which requires them

to dismantle the integration plan so laboriously established and
protected by the court for two decades. Here, federal policy is in
direct conflict with state and district policy.
The circuit judges who have overseen the desegregation case
have made it clear that they are not educational policymakers. Nevertheless, the case has profoundedly affected education in the district. Equity policy has influenced what people have talked about,

as well as what they have been afraid to talk about. It has determined which stuuents sit next to whom in class, with whom they
go to school, and whether the, go to public or private schools.
Teachers and administrators have spent entire careers working under court order. Fighting the court has cost the district untold millions of dollars, which could have been spent doing something else.
Equity rules and regulations have proliferated, and a bureaucracy
has emerged to see that they are known and enforced.

In certain respects, this is just to say that equity policy has
influenced edur ational institutions, just as it has influenced all
other American public and private institutions over the last halfcentury. Some institutions and people have responded more creatively and constructively than others, but all have had to adjust.
What is more to the point here is how a change in national policy
on equali:y of opportunity has affected the chances that a literacy
of thoughtfulness will spread through certain kinds of school systems as fast as the need for it was spreading in the world around
the schools.

Equit policy affects the discourse, the conversation, in the
school district t7 point we will return to later), and it has an impact
on the policies that shape curricula, instruction, and assessment.
These are the policies that teachers see affecting their classroom
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behavior most directly, and all teachers have been powerfully influenced by a concept that lies at the heart of equity policy and many
a desegregation effort: compensatory education. As the term implies, compensatory education is designed to make up for things

that some childrenparticularly poor minority childrendo not

have, but which the curriculum and structure of schooling assume
are common to all students. In the 1960s and the 1970s, the list of
these social and educational deficiencies was very long. According
to a considerable body of research, poor students were thought to
lack the drive and motivation of middle-class students. They were
not believed to be "learning-oriented." They were believed to be less
able to use standard English to represent and express ideas and
feelings; they had been found to speak a restricted kind of language,
with less detail than middle-class students' language and fewer complex constructions. Thus, to the extent that language sophistication
is a precondition for conceptualizing, they were believed to be poor
conceptualizers and problem solvers. All of these researc', findings
influenced the kinds of programs that people developed to deal with
inner-city poor and minority children, often in response to court
orders (see, for example, Gordon and Wilkerson, 1966).
Research has also suggested that poor children are more com-

fortable with concrete frames of reference than with abstraction.
They are apparently better at concrete, short tasks than abstract.
long ones. They are said to depend more on real-life ...xperience than
on symbolic experience in developing ideas, more on street talk
than on standard English. They do not appear to be patient listeners

in the ways needed for su«-ess in school. They are not good at
ddaying gratification. They see little reason to pursue knowkdge
for its own sake. They have low self-esteem. Many of them are angry

and do not trust mainstream people. These research findings also
led directly to a spate of programs and materials designed tu umpensate for such deficiencies.

Three points about the assumptions undergirding compensatory education are especially important. First, the research overwhelmingly concentrates on the weaknesses of poor children; very
little research has been done on their strengths. Second. these weaknesses are deficiencies in terms of the :raditional organization and
content of schooling. Very little thought has been given to the idea
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of changing schooling to accommodate new kinds of students; all
the effort has gone to changing the students so that they will fit into
the schools. In essence, what compensatory education tries to do is
make poor children into middle-class children in their experiences,
attitudes, values, and performance. Third, the underlying assumptions about poor students' motivation, language, and conceptual
development have militated against offering them a literacy of
thoughtfulness and have favored a low-level, atomized, concrete,
basic-skills curriculum The language of that curriculum has been

so simplified that it is both boring and artificial. It has been
stripped of richness and context and made fundamentally meaningless, which is to say unabsorbable by normal people, except through
memorization, whose effects last only for a few hours or days.
Although the courts certainly did not invent this curriculum,
they have played a powerful role in reinforcing it and locking it into
place. In the case of NITS, compensatory education is specifically
endorsed by the court as part of its remedy. Moreover, since compensatory education calls for frequent testing. and since its success
can be gauged only by standardized tests, the court's monitoring of
the district has institutionalized an assessment technology that goes
hand in hand with the basic-skills curt iculum for poor minority
children. The more poor and minority children a district has had,
the more this curriculum has spread. Although it began as a curriculum for a few students. in many urban districts it became the

curriculum for the majority. Whole schools qualified for federal
funds for disadvantaged students and adopted the compensatory
assumptions, curriculum, and teaching technology that went along
with the money.
The policy of compensating for the weaknesses of students
with respect to schools, rather than for the weaknesses of schools
with respect to students, is backed by research and has often been
supported by court orders. It has had a powerful dampening influ-

ence on the environment for literacy in the North Urban Public
Schools. But it need not have had this effect, because it has also
stimulated some innovations that still hold promise. Compensatory
education brought a number of extra staff, aides, volunteers, ar
specialists into the schools. It encouraged experiments in team
teaching, heterogeneous grouping, and nongraded programs where
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students work at their own pace, regardless of grade level. Transitional classes for transient students sprang up, as did individualized
learning that engaged students more actively and concretely in their
education. Teachers experimented with merging two or three class
periods, in order to get one long, more intense class period, and
schools experimented with ways to lower the teacher-to-pupil ratio
and create longer-term ties between teachers and their students.
All of these innovations took place in various ways in the
North Urban Public Schools over twenty years. Unfortunately, they

took place on the marginsone or two teachers here, one or two
there, a school in one part of town for a couple of years, a school
in another part of town for another couple of years, until key personnel left or were transferred. We visited an elementary school
principal who had begun a whole-language program for disadvantaged students (like the one we visited on the reservation). She was
so impressed with the results that she adopted the program for the
entire school, but she told us that this had meant a fight all the way
against the district and its basic-skills curriculum and testing program. She had to spend an enormous amount of her time running
interference and dodging attacks from the central administration.
Thus it appears that some aspects of the compensatory philosophy have led to innovations conducive to a literacy of thoughtfulness, while others have discouraged such literacy. The latter
aspects sprang from research about the language development of
poor children: their preference for the concrete over the abstract, and
their apparent deficiencies in concept formation and problem solving. This research could be interpreted as supporting a rich symbolic medium for poor children, as well as extra experience with
thinking, making meaning, and solving problems; ironically, however, its practical application turned out to support just the opposite. Most disadvantaged children were presented with impoverished
language environments and virtually no opportunities to think,
write, discuss, make meaning, or solve problems. Somehow, the
belief that poor children could not understand the elaborated and
abstract language of traditional schooling led to the creation of
reading programs and materials that denied them any exposure to
such language, for their own good. The technology of mass education was already good at breaking knowledge and skills into thou-
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sands of little standardized, decontextualized pieces, which could be

taught and tested one at a time. In this setting, noble beliefs and
good intentions seem to have been miscarried. Poor children, arriving at school truly in need of enrichment, received in enrichment
programs a poverty of langtrIge experience, made even more profound by the fact that their own language experience and resources
were totally discounted. There are good reasons for believing that
such early experience, dominated by so-called compensatory language, sets students up for failure in the middle grades, the point
where real-world language, which is more complex and abstract,
becomes the lingua franca of academic work. Having always been
sheltered from it, poor students suddenly find themselves left in the
dark. Compensatory reading and basic-skills programs have proved

more powerful and central to the curriculum than have the more
liberating innovations also spawned by the compensatory philosophy and its research base. Thus, the possibility that compensatory
education can stimulate a literacy of thoughtfulness has been expressed so far only on the margins. not at the core of the system. The
courts, ironically, in their efforts to help these students, have reinforced a curriculum and a medium of instruction that only keeps
them behind.

Fairness and Policy

After talking with a number of people around the disnict, we saw
that the dominant idea of fairness in the NUPS is the notion that
everyone deserves an opportunity to meet the same standard. It is
like setting a high-jump bar at five feet and giving everyone an
equal chance to clear it. If some do not, you can still say that they
had the same opportunity as everyone else, and so the contest was
fair. Standardized tests operate in this way. Everyone is given the

same questions, in the same circumstances, and with the same

amount of time to answer. The curriculum for kindergarten
through grade 8 is standardized to ensure that all students are exposed to the same objectives. Resources are allocated in this way,
too. Every school receives a standard amount of money per full-time
student of a particular kind. In the same way, minority students are
allocated across schools, and eac
hoot has a standard percentage
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of them. The state constitution under which the NUPS operates
says that education must be "uniform." The teachers' contract
specifies numerous ways in which all teachers must be treated the
same. State and local bureaucrats see to it that key procedures are
uniformly applied and followed. Objectivity is scrupulously
pursued throughout the district, to ensure against bias of any kind.
This model of fairness has been useful in spotting, m, oring, and sometimes ameliorating the differential treatment oh. ,./er-

formance of minorities, but it has some drawbacks. When this
model is applied to learning, the principal problem is that we know
from the start that a considerable number of people will not be able

to make the high jump. Human talents and motivation being as
diverse as they are, some people will just never be able to get over
the bar, no matter how hard they try. They're too short, they do not
have enough spring in their legs, they cannot see any point in doing
this, they are afraidthere are countless reasons. To these people,
the contest is clearly unfair. What is the point of an equal opportunity to do something that you cannot or do not want to do?

This model of fairness also tends toward certain kinds of
corruption. If we want to see success, we tend not to set the bar very

high to begin with. When students still fail to clear it, we either
lower it more or put them into a different game entirely, a remedial
game in which subskills tend to become goals in themselves, unrelated to the original goal of getting over the bar. The subtlest form
of corruption that this model breeds is belief in the illusion that decisions are being made objectively (meaning scientifically or mathematically) and are therefore fairer than they would otherwise be.
In these circumstances, what would thc NUPS have to lose
if it experimented more aggressively wit.1 new metaphors of fair-

ness? Mortimer Adler, in an informal conversation at the Aspen
Institute of Humanistic Studies in June 1989, suggested two different metaphors: fairness as each individual being filled to capacity .
and fairness as each individual absorbing all that he or she can
absorb. Each has different implications for how schooling might be
conducted.
"The first metaphor is of people as containers," Adler said.
He was speaking with a group of community leaders interested in

helping the North Urban Public Schools. "With respect to auv
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particular piece of knowledge or particular skill, I might have a
pint capacity, for any number of reasons, while you might have a
quart capacity, and someone else has a gallon. Maybe we're talking
about calculus or some subcomponent of calculus, or maybe it's
throwing a football, or whatever. We have different capacities because we're different people, with different endowments and interests at some particular time in our lives. Now, in this model, what
is fair is that all of us should be filled to capacity. If I've only got
a pint-sized capacity for calculus, it should be filled to the brim, but
so should the fellow with the gallon capacity be filled to the brim.
We both get as much calculus as we can take. It's not fair to say that
only gallon-sized people should take calculus, and it's not fair to
expect me, with my pint-sized capacity, to know what the gallon
fellow knows. What's fair is fullness. We all should be full. And we
should be full of the best, full of cream. It shouldn't be cream for
some of us, and skim milk for others."
Does this model support the practice of tracking in schools
"dumbing down" books for the slow readers, and placing students
in vocational programs because they are not "college material"?
"No," Adler said. "That's a different matter altogether. What
this model suggests is that all students should receive the same
curriculum, not a different one, but it should be tailored to their
situations. Each of us should take calculus up to our capacity, if we
believe that calculus is necessary for the good fe."
Moreover, capacity is an individual matter; for each individ-

ual, it is specific to particular skills and subskills. No group of
thirty students could possibly share one profile of capacities enough
to justify giving them the same wurse of instruction. In his schoolreform tract, Adler wrote, 'The best education for the best .s the best
education for all" (Adler, 1982i.

What would schools be like if they adopted this model of
fairness? First of all, we would have to know people's capacities for
all kinds of things much more accurately than we do now. Diagnosis of individual strengths and weaknesses would be much more
lphisticated than it is today.
"That's a problem," Adler said at Aspen. "You'd want to be
sure that you had gauged a student's capacities cone( tly. You don't

want them underestimating their abilities. We don't really know
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right now how to gauge capacities accurately. But, of course, we
don't know what their high-jumping capacities are, either, in the
first model. And we never really Find out. Maybe the students who
make it over the bar could have made it over a much higher one.
We'll never know."
The difference is that in the first model it is every student
against the bar and against every other student; in the second, it is
every student against his or her own capacity. The power of the
fullness approach to fairness is that it forces us to pay much more
attention to each student's capacities and judgments abut whether
he or she is full.
Adler's second metaphor for fairness imagines "that each student is a sponge of a certain size, when it comes to a particular skill
or set of skills. Then fairness means immersing your students in a
sufficient amount of liquid to ensure that each [sponge] fills itself
up automatically."
Whereas the container metaphor depends on knowing each
child's capacity and ensuring that a teacher fills it, the sponge metaphor places responsibility for fullness on the student; the educator's job is to make sure that there are enough learning
opportunities for all sponges to absorb as much as they can naturally. The student is a more active learner in the second model, and
the teacher is more of a broker between student and a rich learning
medium. Fairness means providing a learning medium so rich and
appropriate that all sponges naturally fill themselves up.
Like the container metaphor, this one also assumes a good
deal of knowledge about students' interests and capacities, knowledge that we currently do not gather. The sponge metaphor, moreover, requires us to know how to create environments where

students of all kinds and backgrounds will tend inevitably to be
natural, active learners. Like other models of fairness, this one undoubtedly has its typical corruptions, too. Teachers can assume too

easily that learning is "natural" and not put enough effort into
teaching students how to learn. They can pride themselves on having done enough if they merely provide the medium but do not help
students learn how to take greatest advantage of it.
The Montessori school that we visited in the North Urban
Public School District struck me as coming closest to the sponge
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metaphor. The Montessori classroom is Ach with learning oppor-

tunities, and children are allowed to follow their interests and
actively engage the environment; teachers see to it that each student

is absorbed in learning, and they reinforce learning strategically
throughout the day. This Montessori school faces difficult dilemmas, however, because it is in a district where the "equal opportunity" model of fairness predominates. Accordingly, the Montessori
school's administrators are constantly battling central administrators over the fact that their costs exceed the average cost per school.
Montessori administrators have been told that this discrepancy is
unfair to the other schools, and they have been kept from seeking
grant money to dot iment their success and pursue even more ad-.Penturous learning opportunities.
With this model of fairness, we say we have been fair if we
can prove that all students have had the same opportunity to meet
a certain standard. In the model based on the container metaphor,
we say we have been fair if we can prove that each student is filled
to capacity. In the model based on the sponge metaphor. we say we
have been fair if we can prove that we have provided a medium ric

and deep enough for all students to actively and naturally absorb
whatever they need. Each model requires a different kind of knowledge about students and learning environments, as well as different
kinds of testing and accountability.
Each model of fairness also says something different about

who is responsible for students' learning or failure to learn. The
first model focuses on one standard; if a student does not attain it,
the failure is presumed to be his or her fault. The semnd model
focuses on capacity; if a student is not full, the educator is presumed
to be at fault for not knowing enough about the student's capacity

and how to tailor the subject to it. The third model focuses on
environments for learning; if a student does not learn, it is presumably the educators' fault for not providing a rich or inviting enough
medium. None of the models of fairness is free of the possible cot-

ruptions that could make it seem unfair, Thetefore, it may make
some sense to use all three rnodds in evaluating the fairness of an
educational system in the most robust way.
Here, however, we face a fundamental choice fraught with
political and economic dangers: the choice between treating differ-
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ent people the same and treating different people differently. The
high-jump, "equal opportunity" model of fairnessthe prevailing

model in American schooling todayis based on the notion that
different people should be treated the same and subjected to the
same standards. No one questions the importance of that principle
in the spheres of law and politics. In education, however, the standardstranslated into school courses, objectives, hours of instruction, and degreestend to be those that so-called successful people
have created, and to which they ascribe their succe5s. (Whether
meeting those standards has anything to do with success is another
matter; what seems to count is L. - belief that they do.) This is not
the same as treating everyone equally under tho law.
From a social perspective, treating different people the same
is legally required, politically wise, and even economically efficient,
but it is not educationally sound. It doesn't square with the realities
of learning. From an educational perspective, treating different people differently is sound practice, but it is politically and economically difficult, not to mention illegal under some court-ordered
desegregation guidelines. Ott, history with respect to treating different people differently is too sordid to justify much trust that we
know how to do it fairly, either in the social world or in our schools.
What we see in large urban districts like the NITS is a mishmash of efforts to treat different people either the same or differently, according to varying schools of thought about what is fair.
On the one hand, administrators try to treat everyone the same in
school assignments, per-pupil cost allocations, and exposure to the
same curricula, tests, and promotion and graduation requirements.
On the other hand, administrators have !lowed to certain group
differences by creating special programs for poor students, gifted
students, handicapped students, and so on. Teachers subject entire
classrooms to the same curriculum, at the same pace, with the same
tests, but good teachers also know full well that their students have
widely differing capacities and interests, and such teachers struggle
to attend to these differences. The institution of schooling is committed to one notion of fairness, instrumentalized throughout; the
practice of helping students learn requires commitment to other
notions of fairness, politically and economically at odds with the
institution's notions (see Maclntyre, 1981, pp. 174-189. for a helpful
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discussion of practices). The institution is answerable to the real-

ities of the law, as the law embodies principles of fairness;
practitionersteachersare answerable to the realities of human
learning.
Public schooling, precisely because it is a public responsibility, will always involve a conflict between the laws of the land
(which create the institution) and the laws of learning (which are

the core of the practice that the institution houses). The conflict
may be clear or unclear, healthy or unhealthy, productive or unproductive. In many school districts, it is unclear, unhealthy, and unproductive. By focusing on children's legal rights to a "thorough
and uniform" education, districts have overstressed the importance
of the institutional aspects of schooling. They have created such
enormous amounts of bureaucracy, paperwork, and testing to ensure uniformity that they have directly (through mandates, rules,
and regulations) and indirectly (through the ensuing climate) circumscribed and distorted the very practice that they have been try-

ing to promote. Central to a healthy tension between institution
and practice is leaders' realization that the tension is there to begin
with, cannot ultimately be resolved, and constandy needs to be understood and negotiated.
Differing values and differing notions of fairness can coexist
in a healthy relationship, so long as they are openly acknowledged
and subject to continuing inquiry. The fact of the matter is that
learning is a highly individualistic phenomenon that cannot be
fully standardized, cannot be made uniform. The harder we try to
make learning uniform, the less learning takes place; but the more
we try to individualize learning, the less fair and practical our efforts seem. Perhaps the best way to deal with this situation educationally is to take the direction that Tinder (1980, p. 70) suggests:
"The very meaning of equality is best put in terms of community.
To enjoy equality is not just to occupy the sa ne social and economic level as everyone else, although that may be part of it. It is
to be addressed and listened to in matters of the greatest moment.
I am not accorded dignity by someone who feeds tne but does not
care what I think. Even animals may be given food and shelter; tin
decisive signs of respect are serious listening and speaking. The
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dignity of a person consists in the right fully to participate in the
search for truth."
Tinder defines community as inquiry itself: "Only cooperation in the most serious human concernsand this means above all
in the exploration of beingcalls forth a community," he writes
(p. 31). "Our one serious responsibility is that of understanding the
truth as fully as possible and in that way becoming ourselves. We
form a community only by being united in the acceptance of that
responsibility." He does not insist that there can only be community, once we have found the truth; he says that community "lies
in sharing the truth, and if this is so it must be inherent in the very
process of searching for the truth" (my emphasis).

Neither fairness nor community, then, need be defined in
terms of social unity and uniformity; the terms can be jointly defined in relation to a particular sort of inquiry, a search for the
truth, in which everyone participates with equal respect. The solution to the dilemma posed by the existence of different notions of
fairness, and by the tension between institutions' and practitioners'
roles and values, is not to try to resolve things one way or the other;
it is to become more truly a community of learners, to inquire into
the most serious human concerns, and, in doing so, to create, for

whatever fleeting moments we can, a community. That is what
great teachers do; that is what great principals and superintendents

do; that is what a literacy of thoughtfulness is all about. As an
expression of democratic community, an unfettered literacy is both
the end toward which education strives and the means by which it
moves there.

The Governor and
Executive educational policy includes what the governor says and
does and what the people who report to the governor do and say
with respect to education. Governors are elected by all the people
in the state. They command media attention and can powerfully
influence wha, people in the state talk about. They can propose
budgets, veto legislation, and run state agencies, including the department of education, and they can do these things in ways that
either support or discourage reform efforts. They can also establish
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highly visible blue-ribbon task forces, publish their own reports,
give awards, run grant programs, commission special studies,
mobilize the business community, marshal resources, and do a
number of formal and informal, substantive and symbolic things
that encourage others to move in the same direction. When a governor gets a bee in his bonnet about something, knows how to use
the office effectively, and can stay in office long enough, he or she
can bring about lasting change. Anyone who watched Bill Riley
and his wife stump around South Carolina for school reformor
Bob Graham in Florida or Bill Clinton in Arkansascan testify to
the power of a governor to call attention to issues and make things
happen.
As the North Urban Public Schools fight their battles and
struggles to move ahead. I spend some time with the new governor,
who is trying to decide what he wants to do in education. Like most
other governors, he has visited the Far East and is concerned about
his state's role in the international economy. Economic development is one of his highest priorities. Again and again since he was
elected, he has linked the state's economic future to the quality of
its educational system.
I join the governor and a team of aides he has assembled to

help him work up short- and long-term plans for his educational
initiatives. We sit casually around a table in his office in the state
capitol, eating sandwiches for dinner. Outside, ominous clouds
have brought on a premature darkness, and we see lightning advancing upon the city from the west. Everyone else in the capitol
has gone home. The governor has had a tiring day. He has called
the legislature back into session to deal with a transportation bill,
and negotiations on the' bill have been tough. He's a Democrat, and
the legislature is predominantly Republican. His popularity is
high, but some key legislators are refusing to go along with his
proposals.
"Well get there," he says with a sigh, referring to the. nego-

tiations, "but it's like pulling teeth. Anyway, we're here to talk
about education, not roads. And I want you to notice that I have
four people on my staff devoted to education. I don't have any
devoted to roads. None for prisons, either. Four people is four times
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as much as I have for any other subject. That's how important this
is.

1.

The governor is a man of medium height and stocky build.
whose face is hard to read. He talks slowly, measuring his words.
He's not a great public speaker, but he has been in government for
many years, and he knows how to get his points across powerfully
in small groups. While he is talking, you can't imagine anyone
he hasn't fininterrupting him. Even when he pauses, you know
ished thinking yet.
His aides have put together some ideas about the kind of
educational vision he should articulate and the kinds of initiatives
he should push that may lead to significant changes in education.
The governor does not appear to have read the briefing papers
ahead of time. He scans them quickly as his chief of staff makes a
few preliminary remarks about the agenda.
"Let me tell you what I think my vision is." the governor
says when the chief of staff has finished. "I've been thinking :1 lot
about this. Let me see if I can say it.He pulls a small tape recorder out of his pocket and sets it
on the table in front of him. Then he leans back in his chair and
begins to talk, slowly, looking at the ceiling and out the window
and, now and then, at one of us.
"There are four ot e things that I think ale important,"
he says. "Let me start with the most practical point of view, the
most politically urgent aspect of this thing: the economic- angle.
We've got to raise skill levels in kids a whole lot. The most immediate challenge is to get our kids near the top. internationally, especially in science and math. It's a productivity thing. Our kids just
aren't wmpetitive, which means our workers won't be competitive.
We've got to really turn that around. We need much higher expectations for everyone. And we've got to push the top up. Our best
kids have to get even better. And all kids are going to have to learn
how to think and how to solve problems and how to he creative.
Like somebody said, we've got to outsmart the rest of the world. I
believe that.
He chews on his sandwk h for a few moments, thinking.
"But not all our kids are going to need that high-le% el suienc

and math," he continues. "The majority won't need it. There won't
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be high-tech jobs for everyone, and you don't push everyone toward

that abstract stuff. Just the ones who like it and have talent in it.
You do a better job of motivating them, and you give them lots of
success experiences. And you get out of their way. You don't hold
them back by making them stay with everyone else. If they're ready
for more, you give them more, regardless of what grade they're in
or how old they are. We can't afford this lockstep stuff. We have to
turn talented kids loose.

"So that's number one, I'd say, in terms of immediacy and
the politics of this thing. You have to take care of the economic and
productivity issues, and that means asking lots more of the system
and really raising expectations and pushing the top up."
The lightning is much closer now, and it has started to rain.
The clouds look like tornado clouds. We're all just sitting there in
the safety of the governor's office, taking notes and listening while
he thinks out loud.
"Number two is something I put even higher value on than
the economic imperative," he says. "If the first one is the most
immediate, this is the most fun. It has to do with the human thirst

for knowledge, the joy of learning and things like curiosity. Our
schools should cultivate that thirst, that joy, that curiosity."
Now he starts to get animated and looks at us as he talks.
"I mean, there's so much to know out there. The world is so
interesting! The words that come to mind are exploration, adventure, diversity, stretching the envelope. Kids should be asking 'What
is there to know? What talents do I have to develop?' I mean, I'm
learning all the time. I love learning! It's one of the great pleasures
of life. How can kids get bored? It's not human nature to be bored
or uninterested in knowing things. If a school doesn't cultivate that
love of learning and that desire to express what you know and to
grow, what is it doing?"
His excitement about the adventure of learning reminds him
of a time when he was in Indonesia, living with peasants. He tells

us about how the illiterate peasants in this village delighted in
learning the simplest things from one another. Each night, they
would take turns describing objects and experiences. The point of
the conversation was to see things as others saw them, to learn even
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about familiar things and experiences, because there was such pleasure in doing so,
"Number three means the most to me," the governor goes on,

after his story about Indonesia. "I think it's the most important
outcome of all. We need a system of education that transmits and
enhances values. Things like caring, trustworthiness, accountability. Things that build character. Kids need to know that cooperation
is as important as individual competitiveness. We need to celebrate
diversity and teach tolerance. An education system isn't the only
place where values should be transmitted, but it is certainly one
place, and a key place."

Now the storm is directly over the capitol, and lightning
seems to be striking all around us. The governor has to stop talking
periodically, until the thunder subsides. He continues to describe
his vision.
"Fourth, I'd say that all kids net I an appreciation of history,
of that which has gone before. They need to know what happened,
and what was good and bad, better and worse, about it. And fifth,

they need civicsthe tools of living with order and justice. They
need to know about democratic institutions, and how they work,
and what they as citizens have to do to keep this one working."

He turns back to his sandwich, but we can tell that he has
not finished talking.

"Now, those are things I care about," he begins again.
"You've got to deal with the economic thing, you've got to make
learning a lifelong adventure, you've got to transmit values and
develop character, you've got to teach an appreciation of what has
gone before, and you've got to develop the tools of citizenship."
He gets up and starts walking around the office.
"Now, how much of that could I say?"
"All of it," one of his aides i plies. "It's a great vision. Just
lay it out the way you just did."
The governor is doubtful. He shakes his head.
"I don't know," he says. "I don't know if I can say it all.
politically. The economic thing. yes. That's okay. But look at what
we're talking about here. We've got to get everyone shooting much
higher than they ever have. I mean, we're not talking about little
changes here, we're talking about major changes in the system. So
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what's that going to mean? We've got to define that higher perfor-

mance, especially in science and math, then communications.
That's a big job. Then we're saying we've got to do away with the
lockstep business in educationeveryone going at the same pace.
We're saying whoever can do it, let's turn 'em loose. How do you
do that? What are we talking about here? That's a huge change, and
! haven't any idea how you do it. Do you?"
No one volunteers an answer.
"Then we have to deal with the fact that most people won't
have high-tech jobs. They're going to have service jobs that won't
be all that challenging. Those people are going to need other ways

to use their intelligence and creativity, because they won't need
them on the job. How do you explain that? How do you deal with
that piece?"
Again, no ready ideas.
"We're going to have to blow away the employment practices

of public schools, too," the governor continues. "Tenure's got to
go. For teachers, and for administrators, too. People just won't put
up with it much longer, and you're not going to change the system
unless you can hire and fire like everyone else."
For several years. the legislature has been umsidering bills to

abolish tenure, but they have been turned back by the teachers'
lobby. So far, it's been a Republican issue, but if the Democratic
governor is going to support the abolishment of tenure, the next bill
could well pass.

The governor continues to pace. He talks with incteasing
irritation about educators and people who head educational organizations. I have heard a story from one of his aides, who no longer
works fot him, about the time, shortly after he was elected, when
representatives from all the stioe's major educational organizations

came to his office to tell him what his priorities for education
should be. After they left, the govern()) said simply, "I don't ever
want to see those guys again."
.ronight, as he is carrying on about educators, he comes up
to me and says, "I have a good ear for authenticity. You know what
1 mean? You develop that in politic's. You can hear when people are
authentic and when they're not. Most of the educators I've listened
to don't have it."
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I nod in understanding, if not in total agreement. I am beginning to see the depth of his disenchantment with the system and its
advocates.

He sits down and stretches. People talk a bit about what he
has said and about how such a message can best be conveyed. They
agree that it is strong medicine, but they don't think it's politically
dangerous. The governor has a 75 percent popularity rating. He can
say anything he wants to say, especially since he feels so strongly
about this issue. After a while, he enwrs back into the conversation.
to clarify his vision and get some practical next steps laid out.
"We've got to get other people into the schools, and get kids
out of the schools into the community," he says. "Kids need exposure to lots of models. Lots more people should be going in and out
of schoolsI mean, just to have role models from the community
come into the classroom and talk about their most embarra ing
moments, or their most joyous moments, or their hopes or fears. It
makes a difference. It gives kids people to identify with. It motivates
them. It gets those values in there. What we're trying to figure out
is how to open the system up to outside forces.**
He starts to get animated again.
"What we need to do is get people to see that education is

-,nmunity thing. not just a school thing. I was back in my
-nietown last week. and I saw the potential to open things up all
over the place. For instance, there was this weed-spraying going on
over by the high school. What is weed-spraying about? Well, part
of it is chemistry. You want to teach kids chemistry? Get them to
study what's going on with pestiddes. Take them down to the camera shop. and take them inside. What's going on there? Chemistry.

Take them to the sewage-disposal plantchemistry. Chemisny
isn't just what's going on in the classroom. It's all over the community. This town is so small, they haven't always been able to have
a chemistry teacher at the high school. And it's a farming community, so a lot of kids don't take chemistry. But chemistry has been
going on all around it, and you could get those kids interested in
chemistry if you just showed them that it's all around them. That's
what I mean about education being a community thing.
"Or take another example," he continues, leaning ac ross thy
table and using his hands to emphasize this wint. Johnny says
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he's going to drop out of school. Johnny's classmates and teachers
surround him and say, 'We're not going to let you drop out. If you
drop out, we've failed, not you. You've got to stay because we're all
in this thing together.' How often does that happen? What would
happen if people did that? How do we get them to do that?
"Or how about this," he says. "Every kid should be guaranteed an educational godparentsome adult in the community, who

will be there for mentoring, or whatever. Can we make that
happen?"
People discuss ways of making that happen. The governor
has obviously already thought about this, because pretty soon he
says, "Look. I've got 50,000 people working for me, Right?"
He looks at his chief of staff, who nods in agreement.
"Can I tell them they all have to become educational godpar.ents? Is that something we can do?"
He gets up again and paces back and forth.
"See, people, what I keep thinking about is, what can I make
happen right out of this office? As a staff, I want you to learn what's
in this control room. I mean, think about this as a giant control
room, with all these levers around us. What are the levers? Okay, we
have higher education. That's a state apparatus. Biggest employer in
the state, too. That's a lever. I have the vocational education board.
That's a lever. The community college system. Another lever. The
prison system. Is there some way we can use that? Some angle? We've
got the national guard. You see those guys driving up and down the
freeway every weekend in those army trucks? You know why they're
doing that? Because they don't have any other goddamn thing to do!
So they just drive around. That's another lever in this control room.
Is there some way we can use it? See what I mean? Drug and alcohol
programs. My job-training office."
He goes to a flip chart and begins to draw.
"Look at it this way," he says. `This is the community. Now,

how many things that we control go into this community? Job
training."
He draws an artow.
"Welfare."
Another arrow.
"Community college.-
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Another anow.
"Health."
Another arrow.
"You get the idea. So, now, how do we use all these things,
so they carry the same message? So people keep running into the
same messages when they go here, or here, or here? How do we get
these things working together? That's what I'd like to know. But
that's what we've got to do."
The Legislature and Policy

While the governor was working on his strategy for restructuring
the educational system, the legislature passed a school-reform law
and the state board of education issued new goals for educational
excellence.

I policy is everywhere
The language of legislative an.:
the same. It is a language of administran,.. and law, an instrumental language of getting things done. It speaks of goals and objectives, maximization, implementation, standardization, validity,
accountability, planning, rules, regulations, measurement, and
consistency. It employs words like "shall" and "deems" and such
expressions as "no later than" and "in such form that." The language suggests a particular way of thinking, a particular view of the
world. It is a world in which people and things can be controlled
and measured, in which you can predict events, in which you know
the relations of cause and effect, in which you can hold things
uniform, if you want to, and can apply standards to the social
world, as you might apply mathematical principles to the physical
world. This is an extremely important way of thinking and talking
about the world, but it is not the only way. We do not talk to our
children or our loved ones or our friends in this way: we do not talk
about art in this way, , or about history or literature. We do no !
discover or learn in this way. The language of law, institutions, and
bureaucracies (and its embedded rationality) is different from the
other languages of everyday life (see Habermas, 1984). The language

of legislative educational policy is different from the language of
learning, a fact we will come back to later in this chapter.
That said (and alway's 1...pt in mind), what does the legisla-
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tion establish that mi-,ht have an impact on the North Urban Public Schools? It calls for an analysis of how to maximize the use of
technology for enhancing educational opportunity. It is not clear
exactly what this means, which is both good and bad: good, because
the vagueness leaves plenty of room for the analyzers to define their
territory; bad, because one simply cannot be sure what the legislators hat! in mind. Maybe this point has to do with broadcasting
educational programs to remote parts of the state and has no real
application to the school district.

The law also calls for an analysis of the system, to

see

whether it "addresses the diverse learning nerds of various student
populations." This is a good idea, although it would seem that a
great many people in the state have hmg since concluded that the
system is a failure in this regard, and they do not need another study
to prove it.
The law calls for "financial and other incentives to school
districts to achieve educational excellence," reflecting an effort to
sweeten regulatory policy with incentives policy. Many critics of
educational reform say that schools are overregulated already; what
they need is motivation and rewards, not more regulations. Unfortunately, what this legislation calls for is imentives for raising test
scores on "nationally accepted measures of student achievement."
Given the amount of "teaching to the test" that already goes on in
the district, an incentive to tailor teaching to even mote standard
ed tests is unlikely to help: it most certainly will not lead to more
critical and creative thinking or problem solving, since nationally
standndized tests do not assess these mote complicated skills. Moreover, I can't help wondering about the wisdom of rewarding schools

for raising their graduation rates. Could that be an imentive to
award diplomas, regardless of students' readiness?
A possible answ I to this question is suggested elsewhere in
the law. The law calls 'or improved attendance "through the provision of engaging learning opportunities." This is a considerable
move (slight as it seems) away from typical dropout and attendance
policies, which assume EMI students should be in sc hoot because

they should bc in school. This law is saying that school must be
engaging. Now hat tlw law has been passed, I wondet whether
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students can sue a school on the grounds that it did not engage
them.

Equally positive is the use of the term "learning environment," which 1 have not seen in any previous policy statements,
here or in any other state. The law calls for learning environments
based on high expectations, challenge, and a "staff that is responsive to the individual needs of students." Can one get an injunction.
classrooms that clearly are not environments for
I wonder, agai
learning?
The section of the law that addresses local goals and objectives is heavy on regulation and measurement. It calls for each district to come up with its own way of measuring achievement, but
it also calls, paradoxically, for regulations to ensure that whatever
measurements a district come', up with are capable of being compared, In other words, the districts .-an do whatever they want, as

long as they all do more or less the same thing. Thus is district
linked to district, state norm to national norm. If the links are

wronghead 11, what is linked is also .-rongheaded; the wrong measure for one is the wrong measure for all.
School-reform legislation is like this. Good ideas are mixed
with bad ideas, old ideas lie next to new ideas, a desire for diversity
and local experimentation is contradicted by a desire for uniformity
and standardization. Trust is mixed with mistrust, regulation with
incentives. Goals and objectives abound, but the overriding vi-

sionthe context that could give them meaningis absent. Why

this goal, and not some other? Where will we be if we go in this
direction, and not in some other? Some ideas are too dear; some are
too vague. Some sentiments are liberal and educationally progressive; some are conservative and educationally reactionary. You can
see the "horse trading" and compromises that had to be made as the
bill worked its way through hearings and readings and committee
meetings and cloakroom negotiations, toward its eventual wording
as law.

In obedience to the law, the state board set its goals. The state
graduation rate, which has been constant at around 75 percent for
two decades, will somehow improve by 2 percent per year over the
next six years. The graduation gap between minorities and Anglos
will somehow go away. Edtuational achievement will sonwhow rise
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every year for six years. Schools will define yet again the proficiencies they are aiming to inculcatt year by year. Somehow over the
next six years, ethnic groups will achieve a parity they have not
achieved in two centuries. These are the goals. No one we talked
with believed seriously that they could be met. Everyone had been
working toward such goals throughout their professional carreis,
and no one had seen much progress. Rut maybe this time it would
be different.

Rule Makers, Program Makers, Bureaucrats, and Policy

Besides these duly constituted policymakers, other people powerfully affect policy through their official roles as interpreters and
appliers of policy. These are the rule makersstate department of

education officials, for instance, or central administrators, who
write regulations that are supposed to follow logically from the
policies, and who develop programs that are supposed to carry out
the intentions of policymakers. I say "supposed to" because acts of
interpretation are involved here, and the regulations and programs
developed by rule makers and implementers are often controversial
in how they embody the spirit or follow the letter of a policy. Rules,

regulations, and programsthe derivatives of policyoften touch
people's lives more directly than the polic ies that spawned them.
We are all aware of beautif,,I and noble policies that have been
translated into nonsensical rules, regulations, and programs (there's
many a slip 'twixt the cup and the lip).
Policymakers, rule makers, and program makers create the
raw ingredients for the policy environments in which teachers understand and carry out their jobs. These policy environments are

part of larger symbolic environmentscorporate cultures, if you
willthat establish norms of behavior, motivational climates, and
value systems. Administrators can sweeten or sour the environments

according to their management and leadership philosophies and
styles. Professicnal norms and ideas are also part of the mix: professional groups may have lobbied for certain policies to begin with,
and subje-t matter experts may well play decisive roles in applying
policy to practice.

In the North Urban Public St hools, we found that direct
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links between specific policies and specific instructional behaviors
were hard to find or sustain. Policy environments certainly affect
teachers and administrators, although not always in the ways we
might predict. Policy certainly encourages some kinds of school and
classroom discourse while discouraging other kinds. It rationalizes
the educational systemthat is, it defines what is reasonable, creating structures of consciousness that guide the ways in which people
tend to define problems, talk, and actually think about what they
are doing.
As we observed educators doing various things, we asked

them why they did them that way, and we listened for answers
related to policy. Many teachers said they taught what they did
because it would be on the state or district test. Many said they
taught what they taught because it reflected the curricula they were
to" teach. Many others lectured and conducted recitations: "That's all there is time to do." But in every school we visited,
there were other teachers who paid no attention V ) mandated tests
or curricula and who had their students wc-rking thoughtfully, regardless of time constraints. Across the district, some schools were
very rulebound, while others seemed comparatively free of constraints. We have to conclude that particular policies do not inevitably constrain all teachers, administrators, and schools. in our
opinion, new and insecure teachers and administrators were most
likely to say that they were constrained by particular polities, rules,
or regulations. A number of teachers and administrators also
blamed po!icy for behavior that seemed to us more related to professional training arid experience. More influential than specific
policies or professional habits, however, was a general schoolwide
or districtwide attitude about the binding force of rules and rt% ulations, as well as about the degree to which teachers could be
trusted to interpret and apply the rules according to their own professional judgments about students and learning situations. That

attitude is a function of policy itselfhow it sounds, and what
values it promotesand of the ways in which leaders choose to
interpret and apply policy.
The language of poll( y is mostly what sociologists call in-

strumental rationality. It is a language of getting things done, a
language of things and prot esses and institutions, lt embeds a pre-
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supposition that we live in an objective world, which can be mastered through goal-directed interventions. It is the languaL,e of
science, law, economics, and administration. But practitioners, who
depend on policy-guided institutions for their practice, speak a different language (Habermas, 1984; MacIntyre, 1981; Jackson, 1986).
The language of learning is intersubjective, person to person, not
objective. It has to do with people reaching understanding, which
is fundamentally different from getting things done. To be successful, the practice of teaching requires moral, practical, expressive,
and esthetic modes of rationality. You have to be able to talk about
what may be right or wrong, well formed or distorted, elegant or
ugly; you have to be able to express feelings and biases and let the
person you are learning with express them, too. That's how learning happens. But these ways of thinking, conversing, negotiating
meaning, and collaborating in the search for and creation of knowledge and understanding require legitimation and space where they
can be practiced. To the extent that insaumental ration?' 'ty crowds
out or replace F. a language of learning, a literacy of thoughtfulness
(for adults, as well a5 for students) has no institutional legitimacy.
no way to sustain and reproduce itself, even when people in the
institution say they want a literacy of thoughtfulness. So long as
they are thinking about it instrumentally and not actually prat tic ing it, they are unlikely to achieve it.
Tension between institution and prat tice is inevitable, but in
the North Urban Public Schools, it is an unhealthy tension. Conversation sounds vague and bureaucratic. and intentions are unclear. People seem unable to get to the bottom of anything. Jargon
substitutes for authentic c ommunication, and talk seems systematically distorted and evasive. In the absence of leaders sensitive to the
need to preserve and expand space for a language of learning, polk y
language can shore up such an unhealthy climate.
Educational policy has an institutional force and is expressed
in instrunwrital terms. It influem es what people donot so much
because it tells them what to do as because it establishes norms of
rationality and communication, ways of thinking about things, and
a vocabulary with which to describe and structure institutional experience. It structures (and sometimes overdetermines) the discourse
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it engenders. Leadership requires at least an intuitive grasp of this
situation.
When we left the North Urban Public Schools, we went on
to find leaders who have created the space for a critique and a
dialogue through which people can become aware of the structures
of thought imp "cit in their language. These leaders have created
opportunities for people to explore, in an unthreatening way, the
presuppositions embedded in their own and others' language,
through formal and informal conversations oriented toward reaching understanding, not compliance. These leaders understand that
what needs "restructuring" is not just inside schools or districts; it's
also inside people's heads.

CHAPTER SIX

t4'

When Teachers Talk
It's a warm March afternoon. Looking out the school windows, I
see people in shirtsleeves walking up the hill slowly, enjoying the
first taste of spring. Inside, I am seated in a soft chair, listening to
sixteen teachers who are discussing a passage from Plutaich's Life
of Pericles. The group includes four English teachers, three social
studies teachers, two computer teachers, two special education
teachers, a physics teacher, a Spanish teacher, a health teacher, and
a physical education teacher with a whistle around her neck. The
discussion is being led by John Davis, a teacher trainer for the
Schen ley Teacher Center at Schen ley High School in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.
The teachers are wrestling with a statement that King Philip

..iakes to his son Alexander (one day to become Alexander the
Great). The king is admonishing Alexander for playing his flute.
He says, "Aren't you ashamed to play so well? A king should be able
to enjoy music, he should not be able to play it."

What can this mean? One teacher suggests that it has to do
with menial versus kingly roles.

"He's saying that it's beneath a king to actually work," she
says. "That's for others to do. That's the point of being king."
"Well, maybe," another teacher says, "but I think he's saying
something about the importance of enjoyment. Kings should know
how to enjoy things, appreciate their beauty. And that's more important, more kingly, than actually doing things. Maybe you can't
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enjoy music when you're playing it. You have to be really listening

to it, getting into its form. The person who's playing it is using
some of his mind to play it. The king can use his whole mind to
really appreciate it."
"Is there anything in the text that can support that point of
view?" John Davis asks.
The teacher reads for a bit but does not come up with anything, Another teacher volunteers an interpretation.
"What about this?" she asks, "Maybe it has to do with Plutarch's earlier point, that with most things we don't feel a desire to
imitate the maker, but with virtue, we do."
"How do you mean?" someone asks.
"Well, maybe music is like virtue. The king is really calling
Alexander's attention to virtue, not music. He's saying that a king
should want to imitate the maker of the music .

"Then that means he should pl?y it," the Spanish teacher
says, "but he is saying not to play it."
The other wacher is wicertain of herself. She gets flustered.
"Yeah, you're right. It doesn't seem to make sense. But it's
something like .t,at. Maybe the maker of the music is different from
the player of the music. I don't know. I just don't know why he
would tell this story here unless it was connec ted to the part about
virtue .
She looks at jolm fot support, but he is impassive' and says
nothing.
"Look at the part about the' sculptor." an English teacher
says. "He says, 'No person looking t the great statue of Jupiter by
the famous sculptor Phidias evei desired to become another Phidias.
For it doesn't follow that if work pleases us by its beauty, the
person who made it deserves our admiration.' But he says that virtue
and nobility aren't like that. They do make us want to imitate the
people who are virtuous and noble."
"I don't agree with him about that part," a social studies
teacher says. "Lot of times when I've seen something beautiful. I've
wished I could have made it. Haven't you?"
The group goes on. The teachers talk about the class system
in Greece. They talk about father-son relationships. Somehow they
.

.

start talking about Spaniards and Japanese people. John keeps
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bringing them back to the text or asking them for supporting reasons for their opinions.
The teachers are learning how to participate in and (Dnduct
a discussion. Some are clearly uncomfortable with the process. They
are self-conscious and tentative. It is hard for them to venture opinions among their peers. Teachers are used to working alma, behind
closed doors.
As they struggle wilt. the meanings of various passages, I'm

struck by the difference between this discussion and so much of
what I have observed in classrooms around the country. Here,
meaning is hard to fix; lots of interpretatirms seem reasonable. People talk for an hour about a short passage and still have disagreements and loose ends to pursue. In classrooms, it is assumed that

passages and stories have only one meaning, and that thirty-five
students get it with one reading and almost no discussion. This

contrast comes up in the debriefing session that follows the
discussion.
John asks the teachers how the discussion felt, and what they
have learned from it. One teacher says, "It shows how we're all so

different." Another says. "It was hard for me not to take what Joe
said personally." Tony Petrosky. who is observing with me. tries to
get them to compare this experience to their classroom experience,
their feelings to their students' feelings.
"I noticed that you had no consensus about the meaning of
several passages. and no consensus about the meaning of the whole
piece," he says. "How do you square that with what you English
teachers do when you ask for the main idea of a passage or a work?'
The English teachers aren't sure what he is driving at. He
tries again.

"You've just had an experience trying to find out what a
short passage means, and you've found lots of meanings and lots of

different interpretations about what is going on. If that's true for
you and for this passage, why isn't it true for your students and the
stuff they're reading?"
"Because," one of the English teachers says. "in the material
they read, there realh i.s only one main idea."
Transfer of what these teachers learned to their classrooms
has some Way to go, bt the idea is that if teachers do not learn and
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practice the principles of discussion, they will never be able to help
their students do it. And it has been decreed from the top, here at
the Schen ley Teacher Center, that there will be more discussion in
the classroom.

"What we're trying to do is enable students to take more
responsibility for their own learning," John tells us after the
teachers leave. "They're going to have to be more active in responding to what they are studying. These discussions teach them how

to deepen their understanding of material, how to listen, how to
respect the opinions of others, how to question, how to think
critically."
That's why we're here; to look at the critical-thinking program in an urban district that has made a major commitment to a
much higher level of literacy for the full range of its students.
"What we want the teachers to learn," John gof on, "is that
they can share the responsibility for learning with their students.

They don't always have to be up there in front, making things
happen. They can sit in the circle, like I just did, and observe their
kids in the process of learning. It's a different role for them and for
the kids."
The district is using the St. John's model of classroom discussion (see Comber. Maisttellis, and Zeiderman, 1985). It is much

like the "great books" approach and the one used by Mortimer
Adler and the Paideia Group, except that it focuses on short excerpts horn classical texts (for example, Aristotle, Plato, kierkegaard) rather than on whole works. The selections are not tied to
the curriculum or to the expertise of individual teachers; in fact,
teachers are trained to lead discussions of unfamiliar material, so
that they will learn how to rely on discussion, not authority, to
conduct their classes.
I ask John how typical the. teachers we just watched are, and
what the effects of the discussion training have been so far.
"Well, these teachers were pretty green," he says. "The group
hasn't solidified yet. Their listening skills are not great. There's still
a lot of ricocheting going onyou know, one person ricochets off

another, and then another ricochets off him, and they don't stay
focused. So they'll need another eight to ten seminars before they
jell. But just to get them into the notion that they are part of an
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intellectual community is a major goal here, too. A lot of these
teachers have never talked about ideas the way they did today. Not
when they were in school, not in their education -..-Norses, not in
their schools. It's a whole new thing. And it excites them, once they
get over the initial risk of it all. Our studies show that they talk to
each other more after they have been in these seminars. That's the
primary outcome so far. There hasn't been a lot of transfer to the

classroom yet, but they are talking with each other more about
ideas, and that's a big change."
"Are they likely to transfer this to the classroom if the discussions aren't connected to what they're teaching?" I ask.
"We'll see," John says. "They should, eventually, but that is
a bone of contention around here. We know we can't train them in
pure discussion if we keep them within their subject area. So we
have to start out this way. Once it becomes a habit for them and for
their students, it should carry over. Time will tell."
We get out of our comfortable chairs and begin to tour the
facility. The level of comfort of these chairs is in fact one of the most
noticeable differences between this school and any other we have
visited. The room was designed for adults. Schen ley also seems to
be a gomi place to hold seminars on Plutarch: it is filled with Greek

statues, and the school's teams are called the Spartans. nut the
school wasn't always a place that people associated with intellectual
discussion; it was once tough and troubled.

It is in Oakland, close to downtown Pittsburgh and to the
universities. Oakland is ethnically mixedItalian, Greek, Irish,
Polish, and black residentsbut heavily black, and it is relatively
poor in the area that the schoo'. draws on. In 1978, the school population was 99 percent black. In 1981, the Pittsburgh desegregation
plan integrated most schools, including Schen ley, but the school
was slated to be dosed. At the urging of the superintendent, Richard
Wallace, and with a Ford Foundation grant and the hard work of
two hundred volunteer teachers, the school was revamped and reopPned as a teacher-development center and magnet school. About
half the suulents now come from the Oakland neighborhood, and
the other half come from all over Pittsburgh. Gang and safety problems are ,Aone, and school pride is high. Of the approximately one
thousand students, two-thirds are black, and two-thirds are eligible
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for free or reduced-cost lunches. About one quarter of the professional staff of ninety-five are black, includir g the principal.

Schenley offers three high school diplomas: a general diploma, an academic diploma, and a skills-center (vocational education) diploma. It also offers magnet programs in international
studies and high technology and the Center for Advanced Studies,
a state-funded program for gifted students. About 60 percent of the
students are in an acAdemic program (half of them ti the n.-imets),
10 percent are in the skills center, and t.K. i.st ay- 'n toe grik-Tal
program. The general program is twirl/ ph d out all
r iht
school district. on the grounds that it :s not
locusec: ,ir
intense. An interdiscipEnary committ
t acne. s and adr&ri 4trators is looking into wa rs for the vocatft.l
academic rurri. uta
to be combined. The biggest hurdle so fat
nns a. , zh; suit
regulations that make it difficult to iri:Pgra',. ;icademic and vc ational coursework.
As we walk around the school, John Das is tills
in en the
teacher-development aspects of Schenley.
"Besides the discussion training, we're also i lpi:;s teachers
learn and practice more about writing," he says. "We're doing training here on how to integrate artistic and esthetic experiences into
the content areas, and how to get more critical thinking and discussion into the district's arts program. And we're also working on the
Syllabus Examination Project here, which is an effort to develop

tests and curriculum that will get all students using higher-order
thinking skills across the curriculum."
The long-range goal is to have all secondary teachers go

through eight weeks of critical-thinking training. Elementary
teachus go through a similar training at the Brookline Center,
modeled after Schenley. Fundamental io all the programs is. the
principle of learning by doing.
The animating notion of the s henley Teacher Center is that
to infuse critical thinking and generate more active learning among
students and teachers alike, one has to help teachers redefine the
curriculum, instruction, and testing all at once; working in only
one area at a time will not get the job done.
The district uses a turnkey approach to training.
"We began with about sixty-five of the center's staff here
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taking sixty-six hours of inservice in 1985," Davis says. "Then these

people went back to their classes and led discussions while being
watched by their colleagues, who gave them more feedback and finetuning. They continued to develop their discussion skills for the rest

of the year, and then they became our clinicians in 1986. They
helped train, observe, and coach another cadre, which included
teachers from two high schools and three middle schools. These will
then become clinical advisers next year, and so on."
With a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation in New York

(we soon learned that Pittsburgh excels in going after and getting
grants), the Division of Arts Education began a multiyear collaboration with researchers from Harvard University to develop criticalthinking approaches to artistic experience. The program was based
at Schen ley and soon berame a subject of national interest. It has
not only pioneered promising improvement in arts education but
also broadened the scope of the critical-thinking program and led
to the development of new techniques for assessing complicated
performances and productions by students.
The Syllabus Examination Project (SEP) at Schen ley involves having teachers review the existing curriculum in Pittsburgh, to see what can be done to move away from an overemphasis

on students' recalling facts and toward an emphasis on their analyzing major themes and relationships. The long-range goal is to
overhaul the curriculum and, concurrently, create new assessment
tools that get at students' skills in analysis, synthesis, evaluation,
interpretation, questioning, deep reading, and extended writing.
The syllabus for a new SEP course in U.S. history affords a
look at how the project works. Exhibit 6.1 shows the skill objectives
and content objective's of the course, as well as a sample essay ques-

tion. The syllabas also lists fifty-seven key terms that students
should know by the end of the c ourse. Two points about the syllabus ate important. First, it has a focus; it does not try to cover
everything imaginable. Sec ond, it is for all students, not just for
college-bound or gifted students or those in advanced c lasses.
Few school districts in the United States have a facility like
the Schenky Teacher Center, where teachers can go for minisabbaticals, try new teaching stratNies, get feedback from resident "c liniclans," participate in nationally rec-ognized programs, attend group
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Exhibit 6.1. Sy Halms for U.S. History.

Skill Objectives

The student will be able to:
Raise questions about events, situations, ideas, pictures, or artifacts
Infer reasons or causes for and effects of situations or events
Explain or predict from raw data or limited information
Interpret and analyze maps, tables, graphs, cartoons, original documents, and other nonnarrative materials
Compare and contrast events in different parts of the world or different
time periods, or different versions or accounts of the same event or
situation
Evaluate outcomes or consequence's of events in relation to reasons or
causes for the events
Take a pcmition and defend it, with reference to primary or --condary
sourres
Content Objet.4ves

The student ,vill be able to:
Describe the developrrem of the United States, in terms of five main
themes: diplomacy, economy, politics, society, and culture
Recognize the distinctive characteristics of the American colonies and
the reasons for separation from the mother country. 1750-1780
Explain the rationale for establishing the 1:ey political institutions and
traditions of the United States during the period after the Revolution,
1781-1800

Describe the tensions in Amon an soc iety due to changing boundaries
and interests, 1800-1850
Examine the cause's and results of the Civil War and Recemstruc non,
1850-1877

Identify the economic soc ial. political, and c ultural changes in American society, 1877-1917
Evaluate the c:hanged relationship between citizens and the government brought about by the Great Depression during the 1930s
Explain the significance, both tc the United States and to the wol Id. of
the United States' becoming a world power, 194e-present
Review the key social changes that have taken place in American life
and in government domestie policy since 1945
Sample Essay Question
Ttw following is an example' of one tspe of essay quest m found on each
examination.
You will be given excerpts from statements by Woodrow Wilson
and George Norris regarding the U.S. entry into World War I. Read thlse
excerpts, and answer the following question: As part of their arguments.
Wilson and Norm is suggest different reasons for the' U.S. entry into World
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Exhibit 6.1. Syllabus for U.S. History, Cont'd.
War I. Which man do you think was more accurate? Write an essay in
which you (I) describe the reasons suggested by each man and tell how
they differ, and (2) explain why the speech you endorse offers a more accurate description of U.S. reasons for entry. Base your explanations on any
knowledge you may have of historical events that you may be able to use
to provide supporting evidence for your position.

clinics, and participate in "externships" with other schools, businesses, or local colleges and universities. No other district has such
a facility devoted fundamentally to critical thinking and backed by
a strong district pol;ry and strong leaders. It has not come cheaply:
the district has put $12.5 million into teacher development over the
last five years. We leave Schen ley High School for the time being,
eager to know both how the district has evolved to this point and
whether this investment is paying off.
In 1979. the gap in achievement between minority and Anglo
students in Pittsburgh was substantial: 35 percent more white students than black were achieving at or above grade level in reading,

38 percent more white students than black in language, and 28
percent more white students than black in mathematics. By 1984,
that gap had been cut at least in half in all cases. But, according to
Paul I eMahieu, director of research, testing, and evaluation for the
Pittsburgh Board of Public Education, that may be about as much
as the gap can be reduced. We visit LeMahieu at his office in the
dis:Tices labyrinthine central administrative office building.
"You'd expect reforms that are focused on basics and schooleffectiveness research to raise their test scores," he tells us, "espe-

cially among poor minority students and those most in need of
increased attention to basic skills. But, to the degree that those reforms don't pay any attention to multicultural environments or any
of the other environmental influences on achievement, there will be
clear limits to what you can accomplish. Some of the achievement
gap is because schools aren't doing their jobs uell with respect to
minority students. Much of it is a consequence of social and economic conditions."
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LeMahieu is a confident, animated talker, who has obviously
said these things often in the last few years.

"Now, maybe the cultural and economic differences are
things we need to get rid of in students, and maybe they're not," he

continues. "We don't really know that all students have to be a
certain way in order to learn. That attitude is disrespectful of the
members of a multicultural society, and it gets us off the hc.ok of
trying to figure out what each student really needs. So we're trying
to think of new ways to shrink the gap farther, both in terms of
attending more to higher-order skills and providing a better affective and cultural environment for learning. We may have done all
we can do with a basic-skills approach."
LeMahieu attributes the successful narrowing of the black/
white achievement gap to the Monitoring Achievement in Pittsburgh (MAP) program, wherein learning outcomes are clearly de-

fined, instruction focuses on commonly held objectives, and
students' progress is assessed four to six times throughout the school
year. Pittsburgh currently has MAP tests in mathematics, reading,
grammar, composition, critical thinking, and science.

"The MAP tests are designed to give teachers the kind of
diagnostic feedback they need to make sure that each student is
meeting basic objectives," LeMahieu says. "MAP scores aren't published or used to assess teacher progress in any way. They can't be.
There's an irony about diagnostic testing. You can only learn from
errors, from wrong answers, so if you're pushing for high test scores
because there are high stakes involved, you won't learn from them.
So, from our point of view, it's better not to publish those scores.
This is really a teacher diagnostic system.

Pittsburgh's MAP program seems to have allayed the tom
munity's concern over "the basics," according to LeMahieu; now it
is possible to think of the higher literacies. The class discussion
project and SEP "represent MAP taken out to the next generation,"
he says. "We'le trying to redefine the curriculum and decide what's
really important, and streamline it by at least a third, so that there's
some breathing space for higher-order events to occur. That's our
new aim."
SEPs have begun in classes in U.S. history and world cultures
and are being explored and piloted in English, trigonometry, ana-
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lytics, and statistics. This year, the project is also beginning to
explore social studies, algebra, general science, and earth and space
science. Later on, there will be SEPs for American democracy, biology, geometry, chemistry, and physics. This activity represents
nothing less than a total overhaul of the secondary school curriculumrefocusing and upgrading it, blending in more discussion
and writing, and throwing out the trivial.
We ask LeMahieu what he thinks are the major policy barriers to moving in this direction, and he mentions three. First is the
tyranny of the curriculum.
"One of our biggest problems," he says, "is the urge to cover
everything. There's no breathing space- for reflection or discussion,

so the SEP has to reconceive the curriculum around themes and
open up some room for discussion."
He is worried, however, that people are lockstepping their
way through the new SEPs, just as they lockstepped through the old

curriculum, and that the SEP could become as tyrannical as the
other curriculum. He doesn't seem to have any explanation for why
this occurs, and so he doesn't have any ideas about how to stop it.

The second barrier is teacher training. LeMahieu believes
that teachers' behaviors for eliciting discussion need a lot of

shaping.
"We've had to hump heads with all this 'direct instruction'
training a lot," he says, "because that stuff doesn't really apply for
disc ussion."
Direct-instruction training emphasizes classroom management and ways in which teachers can tightly control students' activities. It focuses on the traditional role of the teacher, instead of
the roles that emerge when students take greater responsibility for
their learning (Hunter, 1976).
The third barrier is the testing program.

"If you haven't thought about your testing program, it's
probably in the way." LeMahieu says. Hi.; and the superintendent's
philosophy is that if SEP testing becomes increasingly like European written and oral examinations, it will improve higher-order
skills, and the other kinds of testing will be able !e) be downplayed
or diminated.
The district is trying now to build observational instruments,
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so that discussions can be observed and the quality of discussions
can be gauged. For LeMahieu, the best test, at a minimum, gets out

of the way, encourages discussion, and doesn't pretend to do
everything.
"We've raised the quantity of discourse stupendously in this
district," says LeMahieu, "and we're reasonably confident that, be-

cause of that, the quality has gone up, too. We take the YMCA
approach to discourse: if you throw people in the pool, they swim."

LeMahieu is aware that much of the district's success has
depended on massive teacher training at the Schen ley Teacher Center, which the district is not going to be able to afford forever and
is now scaling down. The plan is to ask each high school to focus

on a particular issue, so that in the future each one will become a
scaled-down Schen ley or Brookline, and teachers will be sent for
training to schools that have developed expertise it particular areas.
We leave Paul LeMahieu and go on to meet with Stanley
Herman, an associate superintendent. Herman is very natty and
looks somewhat like a banker. He greets us warmly, obviously accustomed to welcoming visitors who are favorably disposed to the
district.

"What has happened in Pittsburgh is Dick Wallace," Herman says, referring to the superintendent. "He deserves the credit
for what we've done so far."
Wallace is often spoken of as the best superintendent in the

United States. When word got out that he was a finalist for the
chancellorship of the New York City schools, the teachers' union

and the community came to him and offered him a lifetime
contract.

"Before Dick," Herman says, "the focus was totally on bureaucracy, holding things together. Communication was terrible.
There were at least five or six three-ring binders on standard oper-

ating procedures. When 1 was a principal, in order to write to
another principal, 1 would first have to write to my superior at the
administration building. He would then okay the letter and then
send it to the other principal's superior, who would then initial it
and send it along to the principal. That's how it was."
Wallace immediately changed all that. He wanted to Open up
communication and discussion. in the district and in the commu-
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nity. He asked everyone to take a hard look at what was wrong with
the schools. He did a needs assessment. He took the board on a series
of retreats, and the board members emerged with a set of priorities.
The first one was to :.mprove educational achievement.

"Then Wallace surrounded himself with creative people,"
Herman goes on. "People like Paul LeMahieu, and people who
would not ordinarily work for a school district. They'd work for
him, but they probably wouldn't work for anyone else in the country. A lot of them were short-timers, people he'd bring in to focus
on one problem. He didn't overload people so they had to do so
many things they couldn't do any one of them well. And then he
gave them room to work. He told them what to do, and he trusted
them to do it. When I first came onto his team, I asked him what
he wanted me to do. He said, 'I don't care what you do, as long as
it's something different!' Later, he got more specific."
According to Herman, the MAP program was a necessary
first step in moving the district to where it wanted to gm People had

to get organized around central goals, and the community had to
be put at ease about basic skills. Herman points out that the MAP
objectives were sent home. Parents were asked for help in the MAP

at Home program, which trained six thousand to seven thousand
parents in thirty-hour workshops, even using cable television. Principals were evaluated on what they did with MAP data when they
talked to their teachers about it. Thus, MAP was a fairly intensive
program for the district.
"Our mathematics people now believe that the math MAP
has outlived its utility," Herman tells us, "and the kids have the
basics down. Some people are saying the same thing about the
critical-thinking MAP. It's time to move on. And that's what we're
trying to do with the SEP examinationsgo beyond the basics, to
ensure that our students are really educated."
Getting acceptance from teachers has been a problem, he
thinks, but it's been progressing slowly.
"The magic is in reaching a consensus," he says, "It's not in
the objectives, it's not in the testing. On some issues, it's taken two
years of discussions to get the kind of consensus necessary to make
something work, even in a district that has exemplary relations with
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its teachers. The key is to make it a learning experience for all
teachers. If you don't do that, you don't get anywhere.
"Some board members say, 'Why do we have to keep all this
staff development going?" he goes on. " 'The teachers have master's

degrees, they've 'been trained. Isn't that enough?' But it's not
enough. That continuing development is absolutely key. That's
where you get the learning and the ownership. Without the ownership, nothing is going to happen."

Herman expresses great frustration with state officials in
charge of special funding. The' district has battled year after year
over state rules and regulations about how to do things. Pittsburgh
school officials believe that they know some better ways to do some
things, but state officials have withheld money when those things

have been tried. The state once held up $6.5 million and said it
would have to send the district's "deviant interpretation" of the
regulations to the attorney general and other bureaucrats for a ruling. The money was released when Superintendent Wallace threatened to sue the state.
What challenges lie ahead? According to Herman, the district
needs to tie the discussion program into textbooks and supplement
the texts because they're so poor.
'We don't have much clout," Herman says. "They't: so-king
textbooks for Texas and California, not us. So well have to make
our own stuff."

The teachers will have to get comfortable with using the
discussion model, as well as with developing assessment models and
integrating them into instruction.

"Principals have been difficult to change, as you might expect," he says. "It's going to be a long process. They aren't at all
sure they like this notion of collaborative decision making. It's not
what they were trained to do or deal with. But we'll get there. Dick
[Wallace] is here until he retires, and everybody knows it. They can't
wait him out."
We witness the Wallace style at a principals' meeting the th .t

day. He is a dapper-looking man who, like Herman, resembles a
banker. He sits in a child's chair in a se hool library while currk-ulum staff explain the SEP examination to about forty administrators. The curriculum staff clearly lean on Wallace's silent presence
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as they explain their programs to a largely implacable group. turning often to make eye contact with him and mentioning his name
fre.juently.
Joanne Ersch, the language-arts curriculum developer, begins by saying that the SEP is the next step for MAP, away from
the basics.

"We're trying to revise the entire tenth-grade curriculum,"
she says. "We've brought in cutting-edge consultants."
The principals listen silently. She laughs nervously. They
watch. She explains that SEP curriculum developers are focusing

on Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream. Under the new
proposal, students will view three to five videos of the play, each
offering different interpretations and productions. They will be
asked to compare what they see in the various videos and then write
about the differences. Thirteen teachers and seven hundred students
are currently piloting this approach, she says.
While she explains the plan in detail, she seems increasingly
unnerved by the silence of her audience, and she turns toward Wallace in proportion to her apparent nervousness. When she has finished, a tired-looking principal asks, "How dors th. address the
kids' question about wby they are reading Shakespeare at all?"
"They should know about Shakespeare because so much of
the language they speak, and so many common expressions, can't

really be understood if you don't know about Shakespeare," she
says. "They have to be told that. They have to be shown that, actually. And Shakespeare is part of our culture. If they don't know
him, they won't be able to participate in tin culture. But how much
Shakespeare should they know? We're working on that now."
In any case, she says, the students are doing well on the !ests.

doing more homework, and giving good feedback. Teachers are
keeping logs and debating as they go through this process, and it
looks as if students in the pilot program are enjoying Shakespeare.
The principal does not pursue this topic. Maybe he is speaking for himself. He does not seem to like Shakespeare very much.
Joanne Eresh gives way to Ray McClaine, who tells the principals about the U.S. history SEP and various teachers' concerns: for
example, that there is not enough time to cover the syllabus. He says
that there should be eno-igh time because they've been trying to
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eliminate a third of the curriculum to open up time for writing and
discussion.
"If your teiechers tell you that they didn't have enough time,"
he says. "you tell them to follow the quarterly guidelines, which
will give them a third more time than they have."
Another principal says, "My magnet teachers are complaining that this new SEP course is diluting their special course and will

be undermining the uniqueness of the magnet school, because
everybody will be getting what they're offering, making their program less unique."
McClaine says he thinks that there is plenty of room for the
magnet to do things that the core curriculum will not do.
Now a principal says that there were too many failures on
this quarter's SEP examination; his students are guinea pigs and are
being hurt by this pilot. McClaine says that the teachers may indeed
be writing items that are too difficult; this is always a problem in
raising standards. On the last test, in one school, a group of teachers
decided that a score of 50 percent was passing. The principal nods

his head and seems to feel that this is a fairly good standard.
McClaine says he saw that twenty-seven kids got "zero"didn't
even try, didn't write anything, didn't even guess on the multiplechoice section. He's clearly disturbed by this.
"We cut the failute rate in half this last test." he says. "We't
out front. We don't wam to penalize your students. But aftri all,
we're trying to raise standards."
A principal says, "Our kids are having trouble writitig social
studies essays, because they are writing the way they were aught in
English. Why are we confusing kids so? Why don't we teach them
one way to write, that they can use no matter what their course?"
McClaine isn't sympathic.
Like so many other meetings, this one is superficial. People
just present information. Little time is :eft for asking questions or
answering them or dealing with anything complicated.
The woman running the meeting begins to call it to a dose
and invites Richard Wallace to comment, but he demurs. She makes
some logistical and scheduling announcements. Then, just as she
is about to adjourn. Wallace, as if on second thought. says, "Well,
I do have something to say." He rises from his little chair.
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"I just want to say that the MAP was to ensure that we were
meeting our obligation to teach these children the basics and the
fundamentals, and to give them the tools they need in order to be
educated."
He speaks quietly and makes eye contact with individuals as
he does so.

"But now the SEP is to make sure that they are educated
before they leave us."
He lets that sink in.

"I also want to correct something that Joanne and Ray said
about the curriculum," he says. "They said that the things in the
new curriculum are important to teas h. I want to stress that they're
not important to teach. They're important to learn."
Again he pauses to let the sentencf sink in. Principals who
were almost asleep during the earlier presentations are wide awake
and attentive now.
"This syllabus-examination effort is going to totally change
the currkulum," he goes on quietly. "And I realize that this is going
to call for different ways of transmitting knowledge. 'Teacher talk'
won't accomplish these goals. Kids aren't going to learn this material by just sitting there. They're going to have to get more involved.
We're going to have to get more involved. They're going to have to
write more and discuss more and take charge of their own
learning."
He reminds the principals that this is going to mean culture
shock for them, the teachers, and the students.
"We've had low expectations for minorities in the past," he
says. "We demonstrated with MAP that if you raise the standards,
they can do it. Now we're moving away from skills, and you're
going to see the same thing. If you expect them to do the analysis
and the evaluation and these higher-order things, they'll do that

tooyou'll see."
Although he says this in a quiet way, he conveys great determination. Behind his words is a clear imperative: you will see.

When we visit him, Richard Wallace describes himself as
"relentless, in my quiet way." He says his success is due to a number
of things.

AL.
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"I've been able to tap focIndation money pretty successfully,"
he says, "It's enabled me to free some good people to work full-time
on important pieces of the plan. It's given us time to go about this
thoughtfully, instead of helter-skelter.
"Second, I don't have any serious political problems to deal

with. Look at New York, for instance. The educational problems
in New York will never be solved as long as the political problems
remain as they are now.
"Third, I have a great relationship with the Pittsburgh Federation of Teachers."

Wallace lunches monthly with the leader of the teachers'
union, and the two of them worked out new teacher contracts early

for the last two contract periods. The current one will last until
Wallace's retirement and was signed six months ahead of schedule.

"Fourth," he continues, "I have no relation to city government," he says. "I have fiscal and operational autonomy in the
schools. I control the custodians, for instance. Because of that, I've
inherited a school infrastructure that was in excellent shape: good
school buildings, good maintenance."
Wallace is obviously proud of additions that he has made to
some schools. The architects' drawings hang in his office, evoking
the days when a superintendent's whole career was judged by the
amount of building he did.
"Then I'd say that I was lucky to come at a time when the
details of the desegregation plan had been worked out," Wallace
goes on. "The previous fifteen years had been hard ones. But the
toughest part of it was over, and I didn't have to worry about it. I'm
not saying racism is over, you understand, or that we don't have
black/white issues. We do. I'm seeing some signs of a new wave of
racism coming up, and we're jumping on that. And the effects of
discrimination aren't over for these kids. This isn't something that
just goes away. It's wha: you live with and keep working on. It's
at the center of almost everything we're trying to do here.

"Another thing I'd say is that I run the bureaucracy. It
doesn't run me. After eight years. the bureaucracy still doesn't know
what to do with me. I make sure that the people in the schools make
more money than the people down here. In most cities, the epirnne
of success is to be in this building, not in the school. I don't ,Yant
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that. When I have people here, they're here on temporary assignment. A lot of them are being paid for by other monies. When
they've done a particular job, they go."
Another factor that Wallace brings up is his belief that staff
development is the key to any transformation of a school district.
He points out that the massive staff-development effort that the
district went through$12.5 million in five years, $10 million of it
out of his budgetcreated a common language and developed a
new spirit, without which reform cannot go anywhere.
"You have to believe that people have unlimited capacity to
learn and grow," he says. "You have to have high expectations. And

you have to keep hammering. They may not think they can do
more, but they tan. They always can."
It's the same with students, Wallace believes. One of his heros
is Jerome Bruner, the psychologist who has said time and again that
any child can learn anything (Bruner, 1986). Wallace's background
is in educational psychology.
-Finally. I guess I'd say the needs assessments we did with
the community have been critical. They told us that people don't
want interest in reading to decline as kids get older, the way it does
now. They told us that we had to close that racial achievement gap,
had to get at science and math, had to bring more critical thinking
and questioning into the classroom. So we've had board agreement
about priorities. Whenever I've gone to them and said w needed to

move ahcad on one of these priorities, they've given me what I
needed."

'You mean you've never fought with your board in eight
years?" I ask,
Wallace laughs.

"Oh, we've fought about lots of things," hr says. "But not
our priorities."
What are Wallace's plans for the next five years? He want to
develop the centers of excellence in each high school, and he wants
to restructure the secondary schools so that they have smaller units
and schools within schools. He wants to see more challenging specialty programs, and he wants to establish an agenda that addresses
the whole student, not just the student's mind.
"The dropout rate has gone from :.;5 percent to 22 percent
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and then drifted slowly back up toward 27 percent," he says. "There
is just so much you can do about a dropout rate with cognitive
programs. We've got to give these kids a sense that someone knows
them and cares about them."
To that end, he is heading a task force aimed at a five-year
program on "personalization." We are not surprised to learn, as we
leave his office, that his district will be awarded a $12.5 million
grant to move in this direction.

It happens that Richard (Rick) deLone, one of the Aspen
symposium participants mentioned in Chapter Two, was also doing some case-study work in Pittsburgh for the Education Commission of the States (ECS) arotmd the same time that Tony Petrosky.
Sam Stringfield, and I were doing our interv;ms and observations.

Rick was examining the situation faced by at-risk youth in the
district, with a special focus on Schen ley High School. His observations, presented here, support Richard Wallace's belief that the
district will have to do more to engage the full range of students in
high-quality educational experiences:
Schenley's curric ulum offerings are certainly represen-

tative of the best that the Pittsburgh system has to
offer: stress placed on academks through MAP, quality vocational education, and magnet programs. The
school's CAT !California Achievement Test) scores
(for white and black students) have risen dramatically
over time, which indicates that something good must
be happening there. However, it is not at all clear that
the academic needs of all students are being met. Some
disproportionate . attention
of the staff feel that .
and resources are given to magnet-program students,
when in fact it is the mainstream students who need
them most. Vex ational education teachers who teach
skill-center classes complained that, in spite of MAP,
many of their students were still not academically prepared for the technical courses they must complete.
.

.

While the teachers felt that they had high-quality,
well-equipped programs, and that the work expe-
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rience conneurd with vocational education helped attract and retain students, they also felt that the magnet
programs were siphoning off the best students.
Discussions with the magnet-pmgrams coordinator revealed more evidence that all students, espe-

daily those most likely to be at risk, may not be
benefiting from all Schen ley has to offer. He reported

that even in the magnet programs, there is tracking:
college-bound (international studies and some hightech students) and vocational (students who are completing a high-tech program in the skills centet ). The
former get more academics; the latter, more skills
training. While the magnet programs do not have ad-

missions standards, he reported that some at-risk
ninth graders have trouble wih the course material. So
far this year, ten ninth graders have dropped. "After
all," he said, "this is a scholars' program."
Certain teachers spoke openly of their preference
fm teaching classes in the magnet programs over mainstream classes, referring to mainstream classes as having
students who are "problems" and who lack motivation
and basic skills. (It's important to note that classes in
magnet programs average twenty-two students, while
mainstream classes average thirty-four.)
In our review of Schenley's curricula [Rick de1 .one was accompanied by Bernardine Watson], it ap-

peared that at-risk students may well be slipping
through the tacks academically, especially since so
much attention is kit used on the special progiams. A
t loser look at the social climate at Schenley indicates
the social needs of these students are [probthat .
ably] being overlooLed as well. Discussions with students and teat hers reveal that there is little mingling
between the magnet and mainstream students.
At first glance, this kind of social organization
appears logical, since it is normal fot students to form
their friendships among classmates. At Schenley, how#.ver. social separation based on curriculum track takes
.

.
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on deeper significance. First of all, more than half

4

the students in the school's mag. *t programs are
white, and at least three-fourths of the students in the
mainstream program are black. As a result, social segregation often becomes racial, even though race may
not be the true basis for it.
Second, some teachers report, and with great
concern, a sense of anomie among mainstream students. After all, Schen ley is a special school for special

people. There is lots of attention for the students in
the magnet and gifted programs, but little special attention [is] paid to the mainstream student.
We go now to a discussion of Hobbes's Leviathan, at Rogers
Middle School, a magnet school focusing on the performing arts.
Twenty-three students are sitting in a circle. Everyone reads the
passages, and then the teacher reads them aloud. They include
Hobbes's famous description :A man in a state of nature, where
every man is every other man's enemy, and life is "solitary, poor,
nasty, brutish and short." Several students begin the discussion by
agreeing with parts of the text. It's true, one of them says, that the
differences between people are, as HaSes says, not very great. Discussion quickly ( enters on the line "the weakest man has enough
strength to kill the stro..gest." But is it cheating if someone attacks
someone with a weapon? Soon the students ate swapping stories
about fighting or being beaten up. Girls say things like "That's why
I hate boxing and wrestling," and so on. The students wander away
from Hobbes, into the concerns of early adolescence.
After a while, one girl goes back to the text and says, "It's true

that every man is every man's enemy in a state of nature." For a
moment, it looks as if the students are getting back on track. Lut,
once again, a student begins to talk about Mike Tyson and "Refrigerator" Perry and their respective marital problems. On this rhythm
goes: they wander off for a while, until someone brings them back
to the text. They talk a little about that, and then go off again. Some
of this going off on tangents is good. It may lead them to think, in
the context of their own lives and times, about the points Hobbes
raises. But they would be more likely to make those connections if
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someone pointed them out explicitly. Someone muld say, for instance, "To judge from your comment, it sounds as if you believe
Hobbes means
," or "So what this means to you in your life
is. . ." 13,a the students in this group have not come that far yet
in their discussion skills.
Afterward, we ask the .,,udents what they think of these dis.

cussions. They tell us that discussion is fun, that it cuts across social

lines and has made them friendlier with people. They have been
able to express themselves better, they say, and they have learned
from seeing multiple points of view.

At a teachers' training session after school, we ask the
teachers how the discussion project has gone for them. They tell us
that the students have cony. to like the camaraderie, and that, con-

trary to some predictions, they enjoy talking about obscure and
difficult works.

"They carry the conversations out into the halls." one
teacher tells us, "and into the cafeteria. You can hear them arguing
about philosophy in the lunch lines."
"I think they are better at thinking on their feet now," a math
teacher says.

"Some of them," a librarian adds. "But I wonder what we're
really improving. I think that it's their verbal literacy that's being
improved, but not their reading literacy. They're saying things like

1 think I heard you say this' and stuff, which is good. They're
becoming better active listeners. But I don't see any improvement
in their reading habits."
Students are also sometinws asked to write about the discussions and how they feel during silences, and the teachers say they
seem to like this kind of writing. An English teacher says that she
thinks her students are getting better at backing up what they say
and write, and she attributes this improvement to the discussions.
One teacher, however, wonders whether any higher-order
thinking is really going On.
"Kids are talking a lot about their experiences, but are they
doing any real thinking?" he asks.
John Davis says that researchers are studying the nature of
the discussions. They have been analyzing hours and hours of videotaped discussions but nave not yet «nne up with a good way of
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categorizing comments in terms of the kinds of thinking the comments represent.
The next day, we see two more discussions. One, at Lange ly
High, is of Paul Simon's video "Boy in the Bubble." The students
view the video and read the lyrics, which the teacher has typed Out
for them. The teacher sePms nervous and unsure of herself. She
constantly peppers reluctant students with questions.
"What's in the bubble?"
No response.
"What do you think the bubble represents?"
No response.
"Do the rocks have any symbolism for anybody?"

"I think it's people watching over us all the time," a girl
volunteers shyly. "People watch us."
"What do you mean they watch us?" the teacher asks. But she

leaves little time for the girl to elaborate on her idea. "Are you
saying it's like we're in a glass, and people' are watching us? Like
we're in a bubble?"
Whatever training the teacher may have had in discussion,
she has obviously forgotten it. She has automatically slipped into
a familiar recitation format. This video should be a very good stimulus to discussion, given the amount of time that teenagers spend
looking at videos; but the teacher, much to her own frustration and
everyone else's, seems unable to let the discussion move. Further-

more, she has an agenda, an interpretation that she seems to be
pushing. I get the impression that she sees the "boy in the bubble"
as having something to do with protecting babies: she's trying to
get these girls to think about how important it is to protect their
babies when or if they have any. Personally, I see no connection
between this view and the videotape or the lyrics, but that's not
something that can be debated by me or anyone else, because the
teacher never quite puts i, directly on the table.
Although this teacher has participated in the Schen ley training, she has a long way to go. Maybe this is her first videotape, and

maybe our presence has made her nervous. But there is another
lesson here besides the one about how hard it is to learn to conduct
good discussions. I realize that I have just been assuming that students would lose to talk about a rock video, because' they watch
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them so often: but what this episode tells me is that teenagers are

as inexperienced in looking critically at videos as they are in
looking critically at texts. They don't know how to look critically
at anything. Distancing themselves from an event or an experience,
analyzing its parts and their relationships, and elaborating its various meanings for themselves and othersthese are not things that
many teenagers do naturally, even with events or experiences that
mean a great deal to them. An experience's relevance or interest
means nothing in itself.
We go next to a discussion of a newspaper article, which
criticizes the way the press has made a heroine of a girl who hired
somebody to kill her abusive father. This is a unique discussion
because the fourteen kids are all in special education, and most have
been declared mentally retarded for educational purposes. The
teacher reads the whole article to the kids and then asks, "Who is
the most wrong? The girl? The father? The newspapers? Or the guy
who killed the father?"
One little guy named Charles quickly comes to dominate the
whole class. He has a piercing intelligence and a rapier-like wit, and
he cannot shut up. The teacner's effort to get other kids into the
circle is futile; Charles and another boy, Walter, are basically duking the issues out alone. They even begin to call each other names.
Charles says that if Walter picks on him, he'll kill Walter, who in
reply asks Charles how he liked being in a trash can the other day.
Nevertheless, something very rare is taking place: students in special
education are being treated as if they had minds to use and ideas that

matter. Although they are sparring verbally, they are not actually
fighting, and the conversation interests and engages most of them.
Later, at another teacher inservice at Lange ly, 1 ask the
teachers how the discussion groups have been going. Again, the
teachers are very positive. They feel that the discussions provide an
outlet for the students. Kids gain new perspectives on the teacher
and on each other. They are more sociable. The teachers agree that
the process is slow. Some kids take a long time to come in, and
sometimes it is difficult to see any immediate improvement. The
teachers see the advantage of having kids who are not good at written work excel in discussion and gain new respect among their
peers, and they say they have seen this happen. The teachers also
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think that the discussions have enabled them to see their colleagues
in a different light.
"There just is not enough time in an ordinary day for me to
really get to know my friends, the way you can get to know them
in one of these discussions," one teacher quotes a student as saying,
and she says that it is as true for teachers as it is for students.
An art teacher talks about how discussion builds a sense of
community in the classroom. Another teacher talks about how discussion wipes away barriers between whites and blacks and between
kids at different skill levels. The teachers talk about the iisk that

discussions permit people to take, putting their ideas in front of
others and thinking aloud in front of others. Students have become
somewhat better questioners, some teachers say, even in content;
students will say, "Well, we discussed a point like that some weeks

ago, and our conclusion then was. . . ." One teacher says he's a
better questioner now, too, and another has lengthened the amount
of time he feels he needs before he gets a response.
As we watch more discussions and talk to more teachers, it
becomes clear that the discussions are a positive force in promoting
literate discourse and thoughtfulness among teachers and students.
Although the discussions are not integrated into the curriculum,
and although incentives to integrate them do not seem very strong,
they are still serving an important fdnction by creating the thoughtful environment within which more and more students may well
exert pressure to discuss things. Teachers and students alike say that
their listening skills have improved, and a nor-Aber of students talk
about the strange experience of having their minds changed by what
other students have said.
I drop in on a sixth-grade science class. I am met at the door
by the teacher, a tall, ungainly, sad-faced man wearing unironed

pants and shirt. He begins the class oy saying that he wants to
review briefly what the class did yesterday, because so many kids
were gone. He puts a transparency up on an overhead projector and
explains what a transparency is. Then, in an affectless, deadpan
way, he marches through the workbook questions that are on the
transparency, about dinosaurs and fossils. He asks the kids to tell
a story about how something becomes a fossil. One kid tells a very
lively and interesting story about a saber-toothed tiger. The story
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reveals a good deal about how a tiger could hunt, but no knowledge
at all about how a fossil could be formed.

The kids rattle on about violence, about preying on things
and being preyed on. (Middle schoolers sometimes seem obsessed
with v. fence.) The teacher goes back to the questions on the !Jails
pari
sk i ps over a question about a bug caught in amber, but
a kid catcnes him.
.

"How'd that bug get in the amber?"
l'he teacher puts him off for a bit and then goes bark.
"Think about it," he says. "How could it happen?"
The students figure out that it might have been from sap.
"If it's sap, what time of the year do you suppose that insect
got caught?" the teacher asks.
They figure it was spring or summer.
The teacher, with his deadpan delivery, goes on to tell a story
about a Iran finding a mammoth in Siberia. The story is coniusing.
He says that the mammoth was probably killed in an avalanche, but
then he says that the mammoth had grass in its mouth, indicating
that it must have lived in a tropical climate. Some kids begin to ask
questions, but he says, "Not too many questions. We have to move
On.

When he checks students' answers to various questions, he
says. "How many people have that answer? If you didn't have it, put
it in." There's no discussion of wrong answers. His vocabulary is
poor, and his diction is terrible. The supposedly brief review of
yesterday's lesson consunws the entire period, during which I observe several children doing all their other work from other courses
(one girl seems to be doing very detailed personal graffiti about her
boyfriend). Several kids get up and sharpen their pencils, but when
they return to their desks they don't use them. During the period.
I am hit twice by paper thrown toward the wastebasket next to me.
The teacher breeds no confidence at all in his knowledge of
science or in his teaching ability, nor does he raise any hope that
he will ever be interested in improving himself. He's very "laid
back" and likes to take kids on field trips, but he is clearly manipulated by his students.
obseme a third-grade class at an all-black elementary school
in what has been described as one of the toughest areas of thf. vity.
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A policeman, Officer Sproul (also know as Officer Friendly), is
there to talk to the children about drugs. He passes out various
worksheets and conducts a recitation in which he answers his own
questions.
"Anytime a person that is not sick but takes a drug, that is
what?" he asks. "Drug abuse," he answers. "That penicillin is for
what? Curing. That's gonna cause a whole lot of what? Trouble."
The children like Officer Friendly a lot and give him a boisterous response. After he leaves, their aged, sickly-looking teacher,
a white woman, administers a spelling test. She places great emphasis on following directions and doing things when told to do them.
"Eric," she says, "I've told you not to write your name until
I've shown you how. Have I given you directions? Wait for me.
Barry.. . I do not see numbers, and I don't see folding yet."
Multiplication exercises are done aloud by the entire class,
rhythmically chanting "Three times two equals six, six times four
equals twenty-four." When there' is multiplication with carrying,
the class shouts that out, too: "Put down four, carry the one. Seven
times seven equals forty-nine." It's hard to tell whether everybody
is chanting. Some students' chanting seems tenuous, but their hesitation goes unnoticed in the general din.
These exercises are followed by the assembling of level-eight
readers, while other students do seatwork. The readers are working
from a well-illustrated collection of African and Asian folktales.
"Aren't you glad you passed out of group seven?" the teacher says.
.

Yes, they are.

On the board, sfw writes vocabulary words that v ill figun.
prominently in the story they are going to read. Then she begins
a ritual through which the children go with ease, while I flounder,
trying to figure out what in the world this is all about. The children
clap out the syllables in a word, and then the teacher says, "I'm
looking for a pattern." One child suggests a pattern like "vowelconsonant-vowel." Then the students have to put in accents, consonants, and so on, so that eventually the word on the board looks
like something written in Russian script rather in English. I notice
that the teacher is working directly from the' teachers' guide.
During this exercise, I reflect that a good deal of higher-Grder
thinking may be tre curring on the children's part, just because they
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have to know all this stuff about this particular textbook publisher's
approach to teaching reading. All this mumbo-jumbo, making diacritical marks and learning a mental language about phonics, takes
up time that could otherwise be spent in actual reading.
Eventually, the class moves into the reading. The students
read a page. The teacher asks some questions from the guide, probes
a bit, and moves along.
I move on, too, to a fifth-grade social studies class. The students are studying discovery: famous people who have discovered
new lands in the new world. It is a very active class. The students
are obviously interested in discoverers. The entire lesson is conducted in recitation format: "It was very, very, very, very what? Far."
Taw ice, in a positive way. the teacher encourages students in their
efforts to remember all these explorers' names and where they went:
"That's all right, we've got plenty of time. We'll review and review

aad review, and we'll get it all straightened out." Anothtr of her
questions is "The saddest thing about Columbus was .
what?"
One student asks, "If Columbus named Indians 'Indians,' do
scientists know if they had any real names of their own?" The
.

.

teacher says that is a very good question, and that she isn't sure.
Physically, the class is very active, with kids jumping up and
down, sometimes getting out of their seats with their hands raised,
squirming, squeaking, trying to get the chance to go to the map or
the blackboard and point where a certain explorer went. I sense
opportunities here to talk about black explorers or other black people, and about Indians with respect to exploration, but the emphasis here is on memorization of names and expeditions.

At the end of the week, I visit a huge high school complex
on a hill overlooking other hills covered with row houses. It is a
school of 1,850 kids. The school is divided into two buildings, to
make it a little more manageable. Besides the principal, there seem
to be four deans, two intervention specialists, a head counselor, four
grade-level advisers, and two liaison counselors for all the students
in special programs: a big staff.
The school draws on seven or eight different neighborhoods
and, as a consequence, has an identity problem, given u'at many of
the people in the different neighborhoods do not like people from
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the others. I speak with a teacher reputed to be one of the best in
the school. She's a very severe-looking woman. Her hair is pulled
tightly back in a bun, her eyes are rather startled, her manner seems
highly aggressive and defensive at the same time. She tells me that
she began as a curriculum writer in the SEP and has enjoyed it. It
is clear, however, that she is far more interested in gifted students
and kids who want to be scholars than she is in general students.
She sees the SEP as something that provides innovation for mainline teachers; but for the very creative teacher (and she sees herself
as one), the SEP is consuicti,,e.
She found that when she did the SEP exam in world cultures,
her students were great and she was great, but when she used the
guide for scoring essays, lots of students did badly. She says it broke
her heart. She is not very interested in the discussions. She says that
she is by nature a teacher-centered person. She doesn't like "a lot
of B.S." She travels all the time and shares her adventures with her
students.
I go to her class and watch her give a slide show on het

summer dig in Israel. The presentation is chaotic and virtually
incoherent, but the students love it and write down everything she
says. They learn about a lot more than the ruins. They learn about
Israeli politics and military history and battles, and about anything
else she happens to think of as she randomly associates her way
through the slides iind her experiences. She takes great pride in her
knowledge (two master's degrees) and her experience (twenty-two
summer trips), and she does not fail to point out that the people
with whom she associates have "many, many Ph.D.s."
She introduces every conceivable nuance, detail, thought,
anecdote, or association, with no focus or pattern that I can discern.
I have absolutely no idea why the children write down some of the
things she tells them, but these are "advanced studies" students, and
this is what she feels they want. She may be considered a great
teacher by some students and parents; she is certainly the most eccentric teacher I have ever seen. I cannot tell whether she gets her
students to think or, if she does, what in the vorld they think about.

Pittsburgh has set out to do what no other urban school
district in the United .States has attempted. Richard Wallace has a
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bold vision of an urban educational system that offers all students
the kind of high-quality curriculum and instruction now reserved
for a few. Simply to articulate such a policy and move ahead at all
is to move far ahead of the majority of urban districts in this country. To have gone even farther than thatby training teachers, de-

veloping tests of critical thinking, streamlining, focusitq and
upgrading the curriculum, and measurably improving students'
achievementis all the more remarkable.
But Richard Wallace is no magician, as he would be the first
to admit, and Pittsburgh has a long way to go before his vision
becomes reality on a largr scale. Except for the discussion sessions
(the' importance of which I do not want to minimize), we saw little
in the classrooms that would differentiate them from classrooms
anywhere else, and the discussions, still in the pilot stage, were taking place every other week and were unconnected to the main curriculum. What can be learned from Pittsburgh? To vhat degree is
it a different kind of school district from NUPS and tl e others, and
to what degree is it the same kind, but working better?
This quesfion offers one way of looking at the school-reform
debate of the 1980s. Some reformers have said, in effect, that our
basic model of schooling is fine but is just not working very well.

If it were an internal combustion engine, they would say that it
needs a tuneup or a valve' job or a rebuilt carburetor; to them,
Pittsburgh would represent a smooth-running, relatively highperformance engine. But other reformers wonder whether the model
itself, even cranked up to peak perfcrmance, will ever do the job that
is needed; for them, what is needed may be, as Glasser (1986) suggests, a jet engine. In that case, Pittsburgh will never get where

Richard Wallace wants it to go, unless he is able to keep the old
model running well and simultaneously create a brand-new one
that can eventually take over.
Certainly, a case can be made that Pittsburgh is distinguishable from NITS only by the fact that the things that are broken in
NUPS are not broken in Pittsburgh. NUPS has not had stable or
strong leadership, while Pittsburgh hasin the superintendent, the
school board, the central administration, the unions, and the community. NUPS lacks a coherent agenda for improvement, largely
because it lacks leadership; Pittsburgh, while far more coherent, is
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(to use a word that Tony Petrosky suggests) somewhat schizophren-

ic. NUPS still has not settled its desegregation case, while Piusburgh settled its case before Wallace arrived. Thus, NUP1, has been

under court monitorship, while Pittsburgh has not. NUPS suffers

from chronic mistrust and tension between management and
teachers: Pittsburgh, by comparison, is relatively harmonious.
Partly because of its own troubles an4 partly because of its community's troubles. NUPS has not received much in the way of community support or resources. The Pittsburgh schools, situated in a
corporate-headquarters city and led by a superintendent who knows
how to work wIth the business community, have had generous infusions of private money (somewhere between $50 and $63 million
over the last eight years, by my count) and considerable publicsupport. Bei ause it has had all these blessings. Pittsburgh has been
able to dream, to set its sights on a literacy of thoughtfulness for all
students. Because it has had none of these blessings, NUPS has been
reactive, stuck in the past, and caught in ever-tightening downward
spirals.
Wallace's approach to leadership and management is traditional, not innovative. Working with the community and the board,
lw has established goals and priorities. He has assembled a strong

central staff to see that the goals are carried out. The staff has involved teachers, prim ipals, and outside experts while retaining control over all events and decisions. Task forces and advisory groups
have all been centrally managed. Fund raising has also been centrally managed and turned into a fire art.

Wallace is a master communicator. He has clarified communications within the central administration and opened channels up and down the hierarchy. Some would say that most of the
communication has been downward, but it is c lear that at least some

has been upward. Wallace's communication with the public has
been well orchestrated by a sophistic atrd, centraliird «,mmunic alions apparatus. The superintendent is an old-style 1960s let hnodrat, in the Robert McNamara mold: a believer in data-driven
decision making, planning, careful policy development, key stakeholders' involvement, alignment of goals, systematic implementation, evaluation, and use of feedback to improve the process. MAP,
which was Wallace's brain( hild. is a classic objectives-based testing
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system implemented in a classic top-down way. This is standard
operating procedure; it is what most superintendents have been
trained to do over the last thirty years. Wallace is just better at doing
it than practically anyone else in the country. He is a virtual genius
at it, and he has found conditions for doing it that, if not ideal, are

nevertheless as close to ideal as an urban superintendent is ever
likely to find.
What we began to wonder, however, as we interviewed school
people and observed classes far away from the talented, articulate,

persuasive central staff, was whether this traditional schoolimprovement model was suitable for developing the literacy of
thoughtfulness toward which Wallace is ultimately aiming. The
distance between the vision of the central staff and the reality in the
classrooms gave us pause. Why aren't the classrooms more dynamic? Why, after eight years of critical-thinking training, isn't
there more questioning and inquiry and writing going on? Why do
lecture and recitation still dominate? Why don't the discussions
reshape day-to-day classroom discourse more dramatically? Why
have test scores reached a plateau and even started to decline?
One answer may be that there has not been enough time for
everything to mature, but other explanations also suggest themselves to anyone who has visited a numbet of urban school districts.

Tony Petrosky, who not only worked with us on this project but
has also worked on the development of the critical-thinking tests in
Pittsburgh, suggests that the problem is fundamental incompatibility between the mandated, basic skills-oriented implementation ap-

proach, on the one hand, represented by MAP and "direct
instruction" training, and, on the othet hand, the approach required to create and sustain genuinely thoughtful conversations
along the lines of the St. John's program. In his notes, Tony made
the following observations:

When the MAP project began, it was modeled after
mastery tests on which students must achieve 80 per( ent mastery to move on to other objectives and tests,
anti there was considerable resistance from teachers
who saw it as both a teacher-accountability problem
and an attempt to direct the curriculum by directly
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testing the sets of objectives that were to be taught. But

teachers developed the tests, mimicking well-known
standardized tests, and it came to be ;dentified as a
series of teacher-constructed tests, though the project
began and proceeded by top-down mandate. The MAP
tests are largely multiple-choice. Each item repments
one (of ten to thirty) minimum objectives for a subject,
by grade level. F.ach test has multiple forms, and the
tests are supposedly diagnostic. The test results sent to
teachers, principals, and parents indicate whether or
not a child answered each item correctly and whether
a particular tested objective has been taught.
Teachers reported that the English composition test and the critical-thinking essay had been institutionalized to the point where students are often
given practice on typical exams two or three times a
year before the exams. Then the actual exams are administered, and oiler] this constitutes the only writing
students will do in English or social studies during the
year. Principals are supposed to confer with teachers
once the test results are returned, but in fact the principals we interviewed said they find it difficult to manage the time to speak with teachers. The teachers we
interviewed felt pressured to teach to tLe objectives
(this was one of the goals of the tests), so much of their

time goes into preparing students to take the tests
rather than, as a high school English teacher told us,
into designing a curriculum based on the students'
needs.

There is a strong feeling amr..ig teachers, espe-

cially those elementary sc hool teachers we interviewed, that the curric ulum has bemme the objectives
tested by the MAP tests, although the board adminis-

trators we spoke with contested this perception and
argued that MAP objectives were minimum objectives, and that the curriculum was laid out in scopeand-sequences and in textbooks.
These mixed perceptions seem to signal a set of
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basic inconsistencies having to do with the purposes
and effects of the MAP tests. From the superinten-

dent's perspective, the tests are key tools for the
teachers monitoring of students' basic skills, and they
should not interfere with the curriculum or be used for
teacher accountability. From the principals' perspective, the MAP scores are a certain means of identifying
those teachers whose students are performing well and
those who are performing poorly in basic skills and,
as one high school principal told us. the "teachers in
need of attention." From the teachers' perspective, at
least from those we spoke with, the MAP tests hold

them accountable for teaching basic skills, and the
tests have created curricula that emphasize those skills,
appears to be particularly so for those elementary
teat hers who are responsible for multiple subject areas

and, therefore. multiple M AP tests. One elementary

school principal, voicing strong support for her
teac hers' perceptions, told us. "MAP was supposed to
be one-third of the instructional time. Now it's 90 per-

cent of the time, and the teachers and principals are
es aluated on the MAP results, no matter what anyone
says to the contrary
When the district officially adopted the Made-

leine Hunter instrui tional model, at the superintendent's insistence, and positioned it as the key element
ifi its mandatory staff-development program, it legislated a procedure for teachingand, more impor-

tantly, for thinking about teat hing and learning
that directly supported the emphasis on basic-skill.,
instruc tiim. At the same time, it set the ground for one
of its major poll( v sc himphrenias, hy creating an off ic lal instruc tional model suitable for lecture and recitatiini hut inciimpatible with wink in discussion and

writing The Hunter model used in Pittsburgh places
a high premium on dim t instruction, and so teachers
are encouraged to think of learning in terms of skill
incl ontent mastery. .I'hey are required to follow a
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format for instruction that proceeds in a lockstep sequence, from anticipatory set (an activity to set students' expectations) to stating the objective, then to
direct instruction, checking for understanding, guided
practice, and independent practice (Immework). This
procedure works, as one wacher pointed out, for direct
instruction in addition or subtraction, but it doesn't
fit the classnram discussion model. It doesn't fit well,
either, with the teaching of writing, unless one takes
the position that learning to write MvoIves the mastery of a series of skills defined by grammar, and learn-

ing to write essays or stories involves the gradual
mastery of senteturs. then paragraphs, then whole
'Liken along with aw district's MAP tests, the
Hunter model brings forward a gi im sense of misnust
in teacheis' abilities to teac h nd monitor their students' work. In the ( ontext of a mandate-thiven, topdown system, when. twit het lea( hos nor prim ipals
think they are invcdved in disn it t dec isions on instruc-

ticinal matters. teat bets don't have any c !mice but to
position themselves as implenwmers of programs and
plot mimes. And, altInnigh they zue often the people
icspcmsible ior developing the proglants and. in this
sense, in ight be said to c ontrt )1 the content of sut h

things as the MAP tests. the act on mandate, and
there cli wsn't seem to be much twO-waV ci iminutiit at ion between the administrators who c onc rive the program and the teat het s who develop and then
implement them.

It was in this context that the critical-thinking discussion
projer t was begun. Its goal was to c WM(' enviromnents in whic h
students would think c t it ic ally and c teatively about what they weir

doing and take greater responsibility for then learning. But. as
ony says. "it was imposed in an authinitairan context that presupposed that tem.huts ould not make the same kinds of c HU( al !Turves

within the system.- In other woids. teat hers were being asked to
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empower and trust students in ways that they themselves were not
being empowered or trusted. People in a highly managed system,
which was designed to make them achieve clearly specified and
limited goals, were being asked to reorient their behavior toward
open-ended tasks, critique, and responsibility for making countless
unspecifiable decisions heretofore made by superiors. Thus, the policy environment that was created to meet one set of goals does not
yet seem to support the newer, more robust goals.
Will it ever do so? Pittsburgh is much better off than NUPS.
in a number of important wa}:>: but, simply because it is a more
coherent district, we can see more clearly something that was difficult to see amidst all the confusion of NITS. The tension between
institution and practice, between a rationality of administrative effectiveness and a rationality of learning and excellence, between a
language of getting things done and a language of reaching under-

standing, exists in Pittsburgh, as it dors in North Urban. It is a
tension between two very different ways of thinking, each andiored
in its own school of thought, going back at least to the Enlightenment. Policy, at its best, stems largely from the first tradition; practice, at its best, stems largely from the second.
Richard Wallace's greatest accomplishments so far lie in the

areas of policy. management, and leadership. He has not yet
brought about major changes in practice, but he has introduced
something into the current system that has great trotential to trans-

form practice. if he can couple it with new kinds of jrolicy and
management that support it as well as the old kinds have supported
a basic-skills training agenda. What lw has introduced is a vision

of a much higher level of literacy, for a much broader range of
students, than has been asr;red to in any but a few other tu ban
school distric ts in the United States. To bring that vision into reality, he has asked students, teat hers. and administrators to converse
about fundamental ideas that have transformed the wt aid, and to
help them learn how to do that, he created the Schen ley and Brookline training centers, public spatt' when t. adults tan bet ome the
kinds of ext ited learners they want their students to become.
Can such a conversation be fort ed on jwople frorn the top of

an organiration? Can it be sustained by a traditional system for
testing and accountabilit.:; Can it spread sufficiently to alter the
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traditional culture of urban public schooling, which has swallowed
up so many similar efforts in the past? Can Richard Wallace institutionalize it to the point where it survives his retirement? Can other

school districts, larger and more troubled, follow the Pittsburgh
model? Should they? These are the questions we are asking as we
leave Pittsburghand the United Statesbehind and head north to
Canada, to visit a school district once called the best in the world.

4.

CHAPTER SEVEN

A Higher Literacy
in Toronto

Etobicoke, Ontario, is a long, narrow part of Toronto that began
not too long ago as a tiny borough and grew quickly to bemme a
major bedroom community. The Etobicoke school system is one of
six systems, or "boards," that make up the Toronto school system.
For most of its relatively short life, its population has been upper
middle class and suburban, but when the district absorbed another
town along the shore of Lake Ontario, it brought in a large number
of working-class, blue-collar people. Up at the north end, the socalled new Canadianslargely Jamaican, West Indian, Pakistani,
and East Indianhave spilled over from neighboring areas, so that
today the Etobicoke school system, just slightly smaller than Pittsburgh's system, has three distim t sec lions: the north, which is sen-ing a great many children of color whose first language is not
English; the central area, whit h is serving white middle-class students; and the southern area, which is serving lower-middle-class
and working-class whites.
Etobicoke also has a separate, publicly funded Catholic
school system, which serves more than one-quarter of the c hildrer
in the town. The Catholic system has grown enormously in the last
few years because many of the new Canadians are Catholic s. All the
schools are financed through the sales tax and property taxes.
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Toronto is an ethnically diverse, economically booming city
of over two million people. It population has doubled since 1953,
when it became the first city in North America to establish a metropolitan system of government. The city accounts for 18 percent
of tin value of all Canadian manufacturing per year, 30 percent of
Canada's construction activity, and 50 percent of its annual merchandise exports. Ic is home to seven thousand manufacturing companies, including four hundred high-tech companies. Almost half
of Canada's top five hundred businesses are here. At the same time,
mor. than 94 percent of the firms in the area are small businesses
with fewer than fifty employers. "Foronto is Canada's financial cen-

ter, sometimes described as a well-developed small industrial
nation.
It is imj)ossible to obtain the kind of demographic informa-

tion about the Toronto boards that one would ordinarily find for
an American school district: they don't collect it. When Sam Stringfield and I meet with the Etobiwke board's statistician, we ask him
for statistics on percentages of minorities, children in poverty. and

children on welfare, and he looks at us as if we are asking for
information about Jupiter or Mars.
"Why would you want that kind of infotmaticm?" he asks.
"It would help us compare this himid with Americ an sclusd
districts serving similar c lientele." Sam says.
The statistician just shakes his head.
"We don't collet t that kind of information about people." lw
Says.

"How do you know whic h children need spec ial servic es?"
Sam asks.

"The teachers know. When they see a student who is having
difficulty, they refer him to the assessment teachers. They see to it
he gets tutoring. That's how we do it. What do you do?"
Sam explains that we try ahead of time to identify c hildren
liable to nave problems, by looking at infmmation about their parents' income, education level, race, and so on. On the basis of tlwse
statistk s, we provide extra money to schools for remediation.
"So you can predict ahead of time who is not going to benefit
from youi education system?" the statistician asks. "And you know
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how they won't benefit, and what remediation they're going to
need?"

-Him. Interesting."
Ontario vigorously pursues a policy of mulficulturalism.
Ontarians talk of "the great Canadian mosaic," wntrasting it with
tlw American metaphor of the melting pot, a concept that they
think does not work. Every effort is made to celebrate everyone's
culture and to offer instruction in every language for as long as the
new Canadians need it daring their transition to Canadian life. In
Et thicoke, special classes are available in Urdu, Greek, Mandarin
Chinese, Punjabi, and Polish. They are taught nights and Saturdays
and are supported by a separate budget.
In the 1950s, Ontario had a stronr ministry of education.
Provincial inspectors reyularly went into the districts to inspect
schools, and they exerted considerable control over the boards. In
the 1960s, the ministry took a more laissei-faire approach to school-

ing. The thrust was to adapt schooling to local needs and allow
more community control. The ministry's guidelines for curriculum
and instruction were more gt..neral and vague in the 1960s than they
had been in the past; but. after 1975, the ministry reasserted a strong
policy role, declaring its intention to radically reform the provinc e's
entire educational system.
It moved to centralire a number
f midi( ms that had been
delegated to local boards. In three key reports it spelled out the

basic goals of education in Outario and provided guidelines for
meeting them. A similar movement was under way in the United
States. However, whereas the I T.S. movement focused on mandating
minimum competencies and basic skills, the emphasis in Ontario
was on rtthust educational outcomes, Although the ministry was as
assertive as many departments of education in the United States, it
coupled its mandate for change with c: challenge to educators in the
boards and s:hools: they, not the ministry, would develop the curric,:lum, instruction, and assessment tools necessary to meet the
guidelines. Ontario developed a visicm at the top and proceeded to
stimulate bottom-up changes consonam with that vision. Here is
what one "Foronto administrator told us:
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We have a strong belief that, in order for children to

really understand the basics, they have to have a

problem-solving ability of their own. So we encourage

creative thinking and critical thinking, and we provide all sorts of opportunities for kids to write and to
speak with their teachers and with their peers, to come

to grips with their own understanding of things. It
isn't just a matter of taking it in and spitting it out.
We continue to emphasize basics. What is different is
that, rather than getting back to basics, we think we're
getting forward to basics. That means that, rather
than returning to the traditional rote teaching inethods, and all the achievement testing that goes along
with that, we look forward to more creative teaching
methods, based on a student's experience, and helping
students to create meaning out of their lives.

To understand what has happened in Ontario, it is necessary
to turn to those key ministry reports: Education in the Primary and
Junior Divisions, The Formative Years, and Ontario Schools: Intermediate and Senior Divisions (Ontario Ministry of Hucation. I975a,
1975b, 1984) (full information on these publications is in the Bibliography at the end of this book). After getting advice from thousands
of teachers, parents, administrators, and citizens, the ministry synthesized central ideas, placed them in the framework of the best available
knowledge about learning and education, and then tried to describe,
in these three publications, the kinds of learning experiences most
likely to enable all children to fulfill their potential. From the beginning, the ministry distinguished between its own guidelines and "detailed courses of study," which it deemed inappropriate. According
to The Formative Years (p. 2), "The major responsibility for planning curriculum rests with the sc hool. Only by accepting this responsibility can it resixmd to the special needs and characteristics of the
children in its care." More specifically, the ministry gave individual
teachers arid students responsibility for choosing the strategic's, resour( es, and activities most likely to bring about a high level of learn-

ing. This approach was in marked contrast with policies dominant
in the United States at that time. polic ies that reflected little confi-
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dence in teachers and did not assign any such responsibility to
students.

The Formaive Years goes on to say (p. 4), "It is the policy
of the Government of Ontario that every child have the opportunity
to develop as completely as possible in the direction of his or her
talents and needs." Thus, the curriculum, which includes both
what students learn and how they learn, must enable each child "to
acquire the basic skills fundamental to his or her continuing education" (pp. 6-7).
Listed under these basic skills in Education in the Primary
and Junior Divisions (p. 7) (also known here as "the guidelines")
are such things as "the ability to comprehend ideas through reading. listening, and viewing; the ability to communicate ideas
through writing, speaking, and other visual and nonverbal media;
the ability to understand and employ mathematical operations and
concepts; and the ability to apply rational or intuitive processes to
the identification, consideration, and solution of problems." In addition, each individual should develop "skills of inquiry, analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation.. . Children who acquire such reasoning
skills will be able to continue learning throughout their lives"
(p. 7). Thus, the basic skills in Ontario include reasoning, problem
solving, and thinking, as well as the skills, dispositions, and habits
associated with thoughtfulness, even at the prekindergarten and
elementary levels. "To develop and maintain confidence and a sense
of self-worth" (p. 7) is a goal expressed in terms of enhancing students' desires "to understand and examine personal interests, abilities, and goals in keeping with the needs of an ever-changing
environment" and in terms of developing "such attributes as intellectual curiosity, awareness, sensitivity. perseverance, and the desire
for excellence" (p. 7). Other goals are "to gain the knowledge and
acquire th,.' attitudes that [the studentj needs for active participation
in Canadian society" (p. 7) and "to develop the moral and aesthetic
sensitivity necessary for a complete and responsible life" (p. 7). Included here are opportunities to develop an "appreciation of cultural heritage and the arts," as well as "an appreciation of the ethics
of society and the conduct prescribed by sudi ethics" (p. 7).
The ministry did not stop with these general statements. It
followed them up with material on how children learn, drawing on
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both behaviorist and cognitive psychologies, with a preference for
approaches based in cognitive field developnwnt as better explanations of how children acquire complex behaviors, such as communication, unwept formathm, amf problem solvMg.

When we asked an administratot to tell us how learning
happens best, we got this reply:

I.eatning happens best when a teacher is able to en-

gage a student in important dialogue; when the
teac het listens (awfully. not only to the big messages,

but to the vibrations of what that youngster is all
about, and says to himself or het self, -This youngster
is c apable ol gi eat things.- I don't mean by that,
you'te capable of being a great p)litic ian, ot whatever.
Maybe you're apable of being a great lathe Operator
or artist. or whateverbut a teac her who sees a potential in students that is intic h greater than what they are
(inlay and engages students in that voyage.
As we have seen, Amyl ic ans' statements abc nit educ atienhtl

objec lives tend to at( nnin. subjet Is and lay them out as bits of
knowledge and skill. The ministry's doc unwnts, by «mtrast, describe Inciad otu etas lw masirt ed. For instant e. they suggest that
children %tumid leant .,,botit tont tete whit U mships, the c one ept of
spaue itw's body spa( e, li n instant e) and different kinds of spac e.
and area as a nwastne of slit tact% rhey stress the necessity of experience with three-diinensic mai objec ts. as well as the need to undert,

stand invat lance and telationships. the concepts of identity and
stability of substance, ideas of time, hisunical concepts and percep-

tions. and moral and ethical notions appropriate to the different
glade levels and ages of hihhen. l'he ministry also asset ts that
(«lain assumptions ;du flit c hildt en and learning ate basic to the
re( unintended c tut it

art' t til lints. Hien need to explore and
manipulate slit mid be fulfilled thnitigh handling
teal things that involve more than one sense. 1 .hr

(
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more all the senses are involved, the more effective
the experience.

Most human activity is a purposeful search for
pattern. This includes organizing new information and relating it to previously developed concepts. Incongruity between old patterns and new
experiences stimulates questioning, observation,
manipulation, and application in a variety of new
situations. Maintaining the right balance between
novel and familiar experiences in learning situa-

tions is one of the most vital tasks in the art of
tea( hing.

Learning experiences gain power if they are part
of organized and meaningful wholes.
Children have an intrinsic' need for mastery over
situations, a need that they express by using their
experiences to search out the significant patterns
in reality and thus reduce uncertainty.
Children find self-fulfillment in successful learning and are not motivated met dy by external tewards and approval..
Play is an essential part of learning. It is free from
the restrictions of reality, external evaluations, and
judgment. Chi !then can try out different styles of
.

action and «mimunilation without being w(wired to make prematute decisions, or being penalized for errors.
Children learn thrc mgh expel ien« e with people.
symbols, and things,
The symbol lc plot ess
hihum en dr% clops
.

.

thtough a sequenc( of representalm, Initially,
( hildren must MU lerstaml that a real object ( an be
represented by silt h symb(115
a Sf )0kt'D word.

gesture, dtamatit movement, toy, model, pit lure:
Ultimately they must understa»d that an objet t
an be represented by the printed word. Tlw development (4 symbolism underlies the communic a-

tr(m. recorcling, and «rding of experience in a
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condense,i and syswmatic form [Ontario Ministry
of Education. I975a, pp. 15-161.

Given such goals and assumptions and such ideas about how children learn, the guidelines say a thing or two about how to teach.
For instance, "content is more than subject matter or a set of facts
It is asand opinions such as those contained in a textbook. .
sumed that the source for content will be the enviromnentpeople,
things. and symbols. Both the reacher and child should be involved
in choosing content- (p. 17). Moreover, content -must be gauged
against the following questions" (p. 18):
.

.

Will it give children an opportunity for direct inquiry.
irukpendent study, and creative ability in the context

of their own interests, abilities, and developmental
needs? Will it fulfill their needs to explore and to manipulate% Will it satisfy the search for pattern? Will it
relate to what the children already know% Will it be
sufficiently novel to stimulate questions, observations.
and manipulations? Will tlw hildren he able to see

what they ate learning as part of an organiled and
meaningful whole% Will it spring fmm real experiences in the t hildren's environnwnt? ls it appropriate
to each child's level of development? Will the children
be able to know when they've been successful? Will it
provoke questions. involvement. a desire for furthri
r.xplot at ion? Will it em outage learning through play%

Will it provide experiences with qualitative relationships% Will the «mient plovide opportunities for vatnis tec hniques of investigation? Will it be mx ially
useful% Will this c ontent lead to a leamowd knowledge
of and pride in Canada?

'I'he guidelines go on to say that in teat hing and learning their
must be empit it al knowledge, symbolic at tivities, estheti at tivities.
ethical development. and integrative .0 tivit it's that synthesiie learning across dim iplinary Imes,
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With respect to skills, the guidelines suggest that children
can learn skills from one another by example and imitation, as well
as through teachers' instruction. They discourage spending "excessive time working prematurely or skills in return for little, if any,
improvement" (p. 19).
According to the guidelines (p. 22), "The teachers' task is to
anticipate the various skills and subskills required by the topic under study and to help childen select and sequence those that are

congruent with their own purposes and stage of development."
They further point out that skills are best learned when the child
sees that they are necessary for a particular task. Skills are refined
and improved through practice in a variety of situations. Intervention and practice must be flexibly organized for individuals and
groups, not necessarily applied to a whole class.
The guidelines suggest a number of different groupings of
children: individuals working on assignments, inquiry research,
and practice; work groups drosen by the children; larger teaching
groups: and class groups. The teacher's job is to help these groups
develop and to guide children through the day in various groups.
With respect to time, the guidelines suggest that learning
from real-life situations, "from exploration and from inquiry. imposes rhythms of time that cannot be tied to a time table" (p. 23).
Further, "there is no evideme that any particular learning experience should take place at a fixed tinw during the day. It is practically impossible to predict the time each child needs for various
tasks or experiences; balance between areas of the eurric ulum and
kinds of learning should be examined on a weekly or monthly basis.
not in terms of a single day's activities: and responsibility fm planning activities and using time. should he shared with the children"
(p. 24).

The guidelines also say that space should be changed. There
should be subdivisions of large and small areas. There should be
movank work space, work hem hes, and storage space, Then' should
be water supplies, surfaces foi painting, different levels, open space,
outdoor areas, and so on.
With respect u) other kinds or activities for teat hers, the
guidelines say (p. 26), "Questioning is an important tool or resource.
in the hands of a competent teacher. Be«nning aware' of the many

4:1? :
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kinds of questions that exist and their differing uses can help a
teacher avoid the trap of asking too many questions of fact. Some
factual questions are needed, but more profitable in the long run
are those that lead the child toward higher levels of learning, such
as inferring, analyzing, or generalizing."
The guidelines established for students in prekindergarten
through grade 6 are extended to grades 7 through 12 in Ontario
Schools: Intermediate and Senior Divisions. "The major purpose of

a school is to help each student develop his/her potential as an
individual and as a wntributing, tesponsible member of society
who will think clearly, feel deeply, and act wisely," that report
begins (p. 2), again using language that is rate in American policy

documents of this kind. The goals of educaticm in Ontario are
clearly spelled out. It is the shared responsibility of students,
teachers, and parents to help each student do the following things:
Develop a responsiveness to the dynamic plot esses
of learning, whit h inc lude observing, sensing, in-

quiring, creating. analyzing, synthesizing, evaluating, and ccnnmunicating
Develop resourc dulness, adaptability. and c teatiyity in learning and living
Acquire the basic knowledge and skills needed to

omprehend and express ideas through words,
numbers, and other symbols
Devehrp physical fitness and gocid health
Gain satisfacticm from participating and shaling
the participatim of others in vat ions forms of- att istic expressicni

Deveh)p a feeling of self -worth, fosteied by realistic self-apptaisal, onf idetu e and convic lion in the
pursuit of ex«.11ence, selt-disciplirw, and the sat isfacti cin of achievement. and reinhnced by encom agement, !espy( t, and supportive evaluation
Develop an undostanding of the u oh- of the imlividual within the family and the role of the family
within soc iety

Pen
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Acquire skills that umuibute to selfreliance in
solving practical problems in everyday life
Develop a wrist. of personal responsibility in sot iety at the lcx al, national, and international levels
Develop esteem for the customs, cultures, and beliefs of a wide variety of societal groups
Acquin, skills and attitudes that will lead to satisfac ticm and produc tivity in the world of work
Develop respec t foi the environment and a com-

mitment to the wise use of resources (adapted from
Ontario Ministry of Education, 1984, pp. 3-4 J.

Mese goals show up everywhere in Ontario, especially in
doc uments dealing with the curric ulum. Curriculum policy is based
on a report ( ailed Schools General: hnindations for Curriculum in

1hr Elementary and Secondary Schools in Ontario. Policies are
spelled out in separate imblications for each subject, each of whit h
begins with references to The Forrnatwe Years and its goals, rationali/ing its recommendations in terms of the spirit of the earlier
do< tilnents.

Again and again, the (unit ular polky doniments stress the
important e of thinking, solving problems, inquiring, working with
others, using language in all its lin ms, working in a imilticultural
environment, and being ac tive, independent learners. Some samples
aw shown in Exhibit 7.1,

f)ntario has created a coheient, fort clul set of polic les in
(

it ulum, instim tion, and assessment that call explic itly for frit-

al and creative thinking, oroblem solving, active learning, and
thoughtfulness in all aspec ts of sc hcxding, for all children. In this,
the provincc is fifteen veais .!read of any Anwric an starc. How are
the pc ili ws win king7.

One fine sluing nun ning, Tom, Sam, and I walk benn cnn
hotel .0 uiss a field to Broadacies Elementary Sc hool, which is in an
area sinumnded bY high-rise apartments and cmidominiums. We're
greeted by Mary Lowe, the prim ipal. a slightly graying woman in
her eat Is bulks. who offers us «iffec, and takes us to her office.
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Exhibit 7.1. Sample Curricular Polky Documents.
Dramatic Arts

Students should by involved in various types of writing that are
pertinent to the dramatic- experience. These inc hide anecdotal reports;
character sketches; critical reviews; directors', designers', or stage managers' notes; reports of interviews; production notes; prompt books; scripts,
written either in groups or individually; student journals, logs, or dial irs;
and writings in role.
Them will be a balancr of two kinds of knowledge: that gained
through dramatic activities and that acquired by planning and rale( ting
on those at tivities. Part of the purpose of all tout ws in dramatic arts is fin
students to gain affective understanding (felt knowledge) of what they
already know cognitively (rational knowledge).
The focus of all work will be on the ;malyzing, int« pteting. and
synthesizing of experience,
History and Contemporary Studies
Why study wntemporar y soe irty?
Today's society is complex and changing rapidly. Adolescents and
young adults face an often bewildeting netwtnk of forces, groups, issues

and events. The courses in «mtemporary studies will help students to organize, analyze, and develop an understanding of these demerits.
Today's society is an information society.
Today's society requires a renewed emphasis on thinking and communication skills. The nwthods used to pro( ess informalion also help stir.
dents to develop thoughtful, c reative, open-minded approac hes to
situations and problems. The skills a«juired in «nnempotaty-studies
murses should help students to bet ome self.ditet ted, self-motivated problent solvers, who are able to «mununic ate c !early and efkc
Chemistry
The U

s and reseis.i t

pproae Iii !town shr mid ckydop (a) stu-

dents' aptitudes, abilities, and inulests; bi students' Aility to apply the
tee hniques and prim iples of !it ientific inquiry, problem-solving Imo( e-

dutes, divergent thinking, and both oral and written «nrimunic an)n
skills; (c ) a co-operative attitude and inlet put sonal skills on the part of
students.
Students art' expel ted to bear the maim re'sponsibiliis tm planning

and impkmenting their investigations.
Stude-rts might do an in-depth literature sear( h to answer a hypothesis or question of a I hemical nature. The result would be a wellOrganized essay involving an extensive t ompilation of data and a completv
bibliography. In suc h ases students would probably make a c lass presentation of tlwit wotk.
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Exhibit 7.1. Sample Curricular Polk y Documents, Cont'd.

Science in the Primary and Junior Dwisions
1.isted below are some questions that teachers can use to help themselves implement the spir it of Science Ls Happening Herr.
How do I:

encourage hildren to identify and pursue their own questions and
interests?

participate along with children in exploration and investigation?
encourage the children to observe, question, discuss, and experiment?
far ilitate the development of language through sc ience experiences?
maintai- flexible learning environment that will as commodate the
needs.
ies, and interests of all the c hildren?
htterinediate Geograpliv
All studies should be rooted in wvIl-developed skills and should
provide students with opportunities to gather informatim, to translate
that information into formats that are easily understood, and to communicate thy information to others.
Opportunities to at hieve Arc live objvc fives are an impcntant part
of every unit. As an example, partic ipation in worthwhik communitY
projects can help students gain valuable insights into human nature and
so( ial realities. Programs that combine the acquisition of knowledge and
skills with opportunities to develop and apply personal value systems
present an ideal balance in geography.

The sc boo! halls are a veritable gallery of children's art, not
simply taped to the walls but framed attrac tively. It is spectacular
art. No two works an the same, and it is all over the place. It is the
most attractive school I've ever seen.
Ms. Lowe's officewood-panekd, like most of the offices we

visit in the districtcontains books (Fennell) Gowfman's
Whole in Whole Language? is on lwr desk) and dotens of stuffed
bears. Many of them look as if they have received considerabie attention over the year st hut e ate missing eyes or ears and fur worn
smooth.
Ms. Lowe tells us that Broadactes is made up of 50 percent
-advancement- (gifted) students (they don't use our won!) and 50
percent honw-sc hool students. Tlw s hool draws on a «numunity
that im hides luxury apartments and subsidited housing. Ms. Lowe
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is totally committed to active learning. She believes that all her
teachers share that commitment, whether they are teaching
advancement or home-school students (all must teach both). They
support active learning, but not all of them are as comfortable with

it as they need to be, and some teachers are farther ahead than
others. She quotes Michael Fullan, dean at the University of Toronto, to the effect that it is better to practice active kaming first,
knowing that understanding of it will follow, than to try to develop
the complete understanding before practice. I ask her what the keys
are to managing ac five learning.
"Teachers have to learn to be good observers in active learning," she says. They really have to be able to watch eat h c bild and

know what's going on. I can take a very traditional teacher in my
school, as hmg as he or she tares about c hildren. That's the real key.

But I could never take an active-learning teacher, even though I
prefer the at tive-learning approat h. if that teacher didn't really love
children."
she
Sam asks her what "whole language- means to her,
explains that you have to btgin with t hildren's language and chilchcn's experience and build frtim there to the inherited experience
in the traditional cult iculum. She believes in reading to kids, im-

mersing them in literature, but she also believes in a balanced,
integrated approach that ensures that childten do !Jemmy awimplished readers and do not fall between the c racks.

We talk a bit about the dilemma that active learning poses
because it is so child-centered and because the child's pat r may
differ from the school's or from the 1x:rents expectations.
"If a student doesn't read by the end of the smind grade, we
find ourselves under o. lot of pressure from parents." Ms. Lowe says.
"But what are we to do? If you hold him bat k, his self-esteem drops.
If you cram him before he's ready, it won't take. We know it won't

take. If you wait for the e hild to mature and develop and finally
catch fire as a reader, you know you're probably doing the right
thing, hut you find it very anxiety-producing. Parents begin to
panic and everyone begins to w inder if the child has gotten
'behind.'
This is a et itical problem for advocates of c hild-centewd
learning, and it's a very difficult test of traditional school materials

2Qv
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and procedures, which assume that children develop in more or less
uniform and predictable ways. If you believe that the most itnpo.
tant thing about reading is to get a child to want to read for his or
her own purposes, not to read in some mechanical and meaningless

fashion, then you have to wait as you immerse the child, month
after month, in a richly textured language environment. Some
children take longer than others. The faith is that, sooner or later,
they will read it, but if the delay starts crossing lass borders, from
semnd to third grade, from third to fourth, hom fourth to fifth,
everyone starts going crazy. The mounting pressure on the child to
read probably only makes it more difficult to do so.
If everyone would wait and relax, this would not be a probacconfing to theory. But as you move up, grade after grade, the
capacity to read well is the key to success. In these schools, students
are expected to do a good deal of independent study, and teachers

assume that when children are reading, they understand what
theyle reading. There is constant tension between the need to establish a sequential curriculum and tlw need to let each uhild move
along at his or her own pace. There is also constant tension between
the need to teach children partic ulat things and the need to let them
fcrIlow their interests.

I go to Marg Harrison's class. Ms. Harristm appears to In, in
her thirties, with frosted hair and extremely bright eyes. She is weal-

ing a !mgt., colotful, unusual-looking sweater. Everything about
het suggests creativity, and so does her classroom, which is an ex-

tremely rich learning environment filled with students' work,
plants, animals, project centers, books the children have written,
other books, works of art, games, and assor ted interesting learning
materia Is.

Ms. Harrison calls herself an r nquit y-01 iented teacher. She
says she bet ame an inquiry-orienwd teacher when a bill was passed
that tequired the schools to prepare for diversity.
'So I've prepared myself,- she says.
She has become quite the expert on inq wim y -based insu w
lion. She's done it for enough years to have built up a large repeltorte of responses to c hildten's ideas. She knows how to deepen
students' interests and guide them from one m tivity to another, eat h
num' hallenging. She has a large blac kboard with IThnnn's taxo-

.;
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nomic levels on it. Under each level is a series of reading, writing,
and inquiry assignments that students t au tackk. whenever they feel
ready.

During class, students wandei up and pick cards individually
from the board and then wander off again to start projects. As I talk
with Ms. Harrison and watch her wot k, it is clear that she is a great
teacher. She knows the strengths, weaknesses, and interests of all her
students intimately, and she knows how to guide them individually
in what they are doing. Students move in and out of small groups

and large group discussions easily, without a lot of noise. Then
displayed work is of very high quality. 1 notice an interesting and
quite sophisticated project on the solar system and the universe, foi

instance, with the following definition: "A black hole is a monstrous, never-ending star that has sut ked itself inside out,"
As we talk, a student t.eiether from York University begins a
unit on metric measure's. The t hildren look around for things that
are close to one meter long. Then tlwy run mound measuring one
another and numerous objects in the romn and out in the halls. The
measuring is done inexactly, so that students c ome up with somewhat different dimensions. These discrepam ies become tlw subject
of further discussion.
I notice that, whatever Ms. Harrison oi her student teat her
does, they do many things at once. If they ale looking at a map of
the provinces, for example, One of tlwm will ask, "Can you nanw
them from memory, in order? What are their abbieviations? Dot's
anyone heat any long vowels? Whit h provim e names have long and
short vowels?" When questions arise about the vowels in the name
Saskatchewan, a student goes to the dictionary and ieports bat k

the cla 's on what a dot over a vowel means in trims of t once t
prowanciation. No lesson is ever about any orw particular subject;
everything seems to be an opportunity to explore ideas, language,
grammar, geography, history, or mathematic-s.
A.s, this goes on, I talk with Ms. Harrison about mathematic s,
whit h in our experience is often a weakness in active-karning class-

moms. She says that the district's "math inventories"concept
guides and tectsare a big help. They were developed by outstanding teachers in the area, and she uses them faithfully. The (listrit t
also has guidelines for social studies and language arts, from whit h
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she feels free to choose whatever she wants to focus on. Ms. Harrison

sees such guidelines as menus from woich she can choose, not as
mandates or specifics that she must address literally. The school
board's job, in her view, is to lay out the menu; the ministry's job
is to lay out the general guidelines for the board: and her job is to
choose how to match the interests and capacities of her children
with the spirit of the guidelines and any other appropriate curricular materials.

I asked anothei teacher at Broadacres what it was like to
change from the old way of teaching to active learning.

"It took two years of soul searching," the teacher replied.
"and working late at night, and working very closely with a lot of
dedicated people who were willing to give me a hand and help. It
was scary. Yon go home at night thinking, 'Well, 1 didn't stand at
the blackboard and write copious things for the children to copy,'
And it
. that's scary for a while. And there are times when right
now they're so active in what's happening in the individual proj,
eels, they don't need me at the moment. And . and that takes a
while, too, to . .. to get used to the fact that they don't need you
.

.

.

.

at times. At times, they need you uesperately, and you try to spread
yourself between group after group."
"Is it harder to teach this way?"

'No. Harder isn't the' right word. It's not harder. It's
there's more work. It's more fun. It's more rewarding."'
"So if you're no longer a lecturer, what are you?"
'Oh, I
I think I'm a teacher, in the true sense of the word.
I think I teach children to learn and to love learning as much as I
love learning. I'm
over twenty-nine and still taking courses.
And
and I hope these guys will for the' rest of their lives. too.
And I believe I teach kids to like themselves. That's important."
An administrator, responding to my question about whether
teachers are permitted to select textbooks, said. "We leave the dee i.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

sion regarding textbooks and learning-resource materials to the
teachers, and we supply the resources that enable them to dire( t
those resources at the individual child."
"Does this approach have any benefits with regard to motivating teat hers? Preventing burnout?"
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"It gives the teacher the ultimate responsibility for what goes
on in his or her own classroom. And I can't think of any better way

of keeping a teacher charged up with the responsibilities and the
challenges of learning. We also find in that process that not only
the children but also the teachers are learning. They have to keels
on learning with the kids, as partners, in order to ccmtinue to be
able to make those appropriate decisions."

I wander to another third- and fourth-grade class, where I
find students planning their rain forest projects. The classroom
itself looks like a rain forest of various colors of papz.r. This is an
extremely rich learning environment.
I sit in with a group of students who have decided that they
want to make a life-sited papier-miché elephant. One member of

the group is a tall black boy. Another is a blue-eyed blond boy.
There are also an Asian girl, an Indian girl, and a redheaded boy
who looks like Huck Finn. They work well together, asking ques-

tions and driving each othet to greatet and greater heights of
imagination.
When the teac het comes around to hear about their project,
she listens and -1,,ks cpwstions, but she does not discourage their
plans. Instead, she suggests that they go and measure the area where
the elephant will be, to see if a life-sited model will fit. She also asks
questions about where elephants fit into rain lorests, which sends
some kids back to ch. :k the literature.
I leave that class and run into Tony Petrosky, who has been

observing "communications'. workwhat we would call spec ial
education or remedial instruction.

"It's not like in the states," Tony says. "Here. it's genuine
tutorials. First, I watched a teacher with three advancement students. She comes in a half-day every day and uses the other half-day
to go to workshops or to other schools. She was dealing with writing problems."

That teacher found out that one of the students hated to
print, and so she taught him cursive writing and got him to star t
writing on a computer. He was writing stories when Tony came in.

The teacher showed Tony her plan for helping the student, and
Tony was impressed: numerous sophisticated writing exercises,

2 .*$
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miscue analysis of his reading, fine-motor exercises to increase his

control; no drills, no worksheets; lots of probing, questioning,
responding, coaching. Here are Tony's notes on another "communications" session with regular students:
The communications teat her uses an 1.Q. test because

the district requires it, but her portfolio of information on each kid was full of observations of him writing, reading, miscue analysis, spellingnot standardiied test scores. She insists on working with thtee to
four students at a time, and she feels that as long as
the c hildten aren't literally brain-damaged, she can

bting their skills up to snuff in three monthsone
year en two at most, but that's not, according to her,
the big ptoblem. The big job she has, as she sees it,
is making sure students that come to her leave with
their self-confidence and esteem intact, because it's
tImse self-images and expectations, sl-e believes, that
determine whether students will be remediated. She
avoids recommending holding students back, because
that does almost irreparable damage to their sense of
self-as-learno, but she has had to do that for two students who transferred from French schools, and both
of those are now suffering the effet Is of that holding
back. I tell hrT how we remediate in the States, and she
is aghast.

on is impressed with the way all k,ac bets t ollett many
kinds of information about their students, very little of it statistic al,
and he wonders if they are able to do what they do because. they do
not think about the objectives:

Since they don't collect the data on students from
standardirrd tests, they think differently about educaticm. The report instrument developed at Broadacres

is a good example of a descriptive instrument that
gives a good deal of information about students' work

in language and mad, and uses almost no test data.
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There is no test paranoia here like I've seen in the
States. Teachers don't use textbooks. They teach
through projects. They don't spend time preparing
students to take tests, the way Pittsburgh does with its
prep a week before the CAT (California Achievenwnt
Test] or the way it tests studems continually with its
MAP tests.

Take a comparative look at the kinds of infor-

mation a teacher would get from Broadacres' approach and what she would get from MAP tests:

The Pittsburgh instruments refkut a very skillssubskills orientation; the Broadacres approac h is a
whole-latiguage, developmental orientation.

The Pittsburgh MAP relies on numerical scores;
the Broadacres approach relies on descriptive information and observation.
Objectives-based in Pittsburgh: project-based in
Buradacres. 'I'he project-based approach allows f( ri

(or makes it easier for) higher-order thinking
work, collaborative learning, individual research.
because of the nature of the problems it describes
and poses. The objectives-based approach breaks
up the work students do, so teat lwrs think of what
stuclents might do in a much more fragmetwd and
atomistic fashionfor example, "inferential
skills" cn -literal skills," instead of a project that
inc lucks a range of skills student must use as they
woik out moblems in natural contexts.
According to a brochure for parents, Bioadacies has aheady
committed itself to active-leannng programs in «nninunic ation.
The sc hool offers whole-language ptograms, a "celebratic,n of writing" through its Young Authors' CAmferetues, and a "writing process" apptoach to writing instruc tion, integtated learning, pioblem
solving, and thinking skills. The resource centet is intended to be
the school's main fo, us. The se hoot is also aiming to expand its
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active-learning pr()grams in mathematics, through the addition of
more manipulative exticises and more construction and measuring
activities, which enable a learner to fed confident about mathernatks. Other activities to be added will help students use their knowledge and understanding of math in all the other subjects, to enhance
their ability to reach creative solutions to problems and see relationships, working independently toward higher understanding.
Tlw teat-hers and the principal want to reinforce the school's
language-arts program by adding a "Books Alive" reading dub,
which will use foul volunteers for every seven students, each volunteer giving a half-day per week to do shared reading of at least two
novels pet month. The school also wants to develop an activelearning program in basic French and expand its at tive-learning
program into environmental studies. Teachers want to address such
topics as at id rain and its effects on plants. They want to recyc le
school waste. beautify the courtyard. and have students learn about
general plant husbandry. conservation, and solar energy. They also
want to set up a greenhouse and coordinate the school's environmental ac tivities with those of «nnlnunity groups and with suc h
resomc es as the lot al artnnet
Tlw hoof is aiming to establish ao "altists in the st hool"
program. bringing in graphic artists, people flom the field of dtaina,

and music ians. The school is also proposing to develop activelearning plograms that will make beuel use of computers and audiovisual tec hriologv, Through outreach to the mmmunity and involvement of a wide range of cititens, Broadacres is trying to develop
tive-karning programs for multi( ultmalism and sex clinks.. The
bug hii It. lin patents leads as billows:

We believe that ut i iculuni is evel vthing that on]
c badmen experient e and pat tic ipaw in throughout the
di Tlw lin mal t tItIIt ulum. which consists of mathematic s. language arts, environmental studies, Frenc h,
music, the visual arts, and physical edcwation. must
therefore relict i and contain um gcnds of sex equity

and multiculturalism. Whatever the subjet t, the t ontribulions. r ich het itage. and abilities of all humans
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are integrated and utilized. When situations arise
where intolerance is evident. class meetings are held,
and discussions analyze the reasons for prejudice, as
well as sot ietal and legal testi ictions. We make clear

to our children that each of them is tespected and
cherished as a full human Ewing, irrespective of gender
or membership in a particular ethnic or racial
grouping.

I am talking with an adminisnaun, and I ask, "What is the
connection between at t lye learning and the fact that the ethnic and
racial gioups get along betty! heie?''

"Well, fiist of all, the students interact with each tithe!.
They're taught a certain [number] of social skillshow to be culturally sensitive, as well as how to analyie what other people are
saying. They'ie taught how to rem t to what's bring said, and not
to the person (who'sj saying it. And this will help them later on in
life to deal with mho adults hum different backgrounds."
"In other words. a kid's ability to telate to all sorts of folks.
prelS 01 01herwise."

"And in different settings."
"And thring tins in diffetent settings is patt of what lw know,
is expected of him, as a skill that he has to develop?"
"NII)st (mainly. Very definitely. So 11w intim. of st htu )Is is
to learn how to handle newt omets «nning ft om a variety of bat kgrounds, a vatiety of languages, a vainly of teligious beliefs, in a

way that allows them to feel th.at they have a plate here, will he
successful. So we in the Systt in spend a lot of time wtn king tni the
attitudes and beliefs of our teat hers. mid that's making a very big
different e in terms of how we deal with these oungstets. Ont t. we
start to see that this is imp n tam to us, this is not a passing pktse.
then we work on awareness in terms of
well, what bat kgrounds
.

.

are these kids wming horn? What does it mean for a youngster
who's glom) tip in Israel, with all the powerful socialization of that

society, u), overnight, find himself here, at the age of fourteen?
Doesn't really want to be here. Had seen his future quite t kat lv in
Israel. planned om for him, with all the loalties that entails. And
he's heir a stranger in a fot eign landand we sometitnes li nget
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that not everybody who's here wants to be here, and many people

think that what they've left has much value. So we really need
to spend time learning about those backgrounds, learning about
what it feels like to be here with all those mixed feelings, and help-

ing the youngsterfirst, with the language, and. secondly. with
socialitation.The Broadac res approac h to evaluation is as ambitious'as the
se hool's approach to everything else. At «nding to one of its intei-

nal documents, "Evaluation should not take place only in written
limn. Other forms of evaluation, sue h as observation or demonstration, ae equally valid or could be more approptiaw. A balanced
evaluation program includes as many forms of evaluation as possible whic h arc appropriate to the student's development and level
of ac hievement.
. Because evaluation is an integral part of any
educational plop am in process, it is essential that we. «mstantly
examine our evaluation tee hniques with a view to hanging and
improving them."
,

.

1-he sc hoed thaws heavily on lot ally developed resoutce doc

uments lot evaluation that ate tar more robust. comprehensive. in-

triesting, and mphistit mud than the evaluation materials one
typic ally sees in Ain« ican s hoot distric ts.
Bloadactes is very con«Ined with the way it tepcnts infm ma-

non to patents and the community. It has a number of informational bcniklets, and the staff walk's about ineffec five
loft nmational systems. Staff members want to develop a teat hetprepat anon c cm« at Blimelac It's to 'Wive teac hers hum all arimnd

the distric I, turning the entire sc hind into a clinic. I'hey want to
develop a series of videotapes cm what they are doing and make
them available to funny and school assoc iaticms, and they want to

institute regulai newslettets wiitten by students in the various
glades. hn die benefit of the c cnnmunity, they already have evening
office hcmis, dt op-in scssicnis for parents, c Iii lIt ulum nights, openclinn !milli les, volunteer mow anis lin senior c itiiens, and patentteadn't interviews. They want to develop new volunteers. new in-

set vic e training, a iegular column in the lin al I Iew,,} /Vet MOW
h011le visits, a tegular teltplic me line to tea( her s, and 7:30
fasts at the %civic)].

bleak-
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To follow through On the implementation of its guidelines.
the Ontario Ministry of Education did not develop a standardized
test for the whole provin.. Instead, it rdied on the boards to develop the appropriate plans and evaluation systems. In 1983, the
ministry reviewed fony-two randomly selec ted schools to determine
the degree to which the ideas in The Formative Years and Education
in the PrimarN and junior Diz.isions had been carried out (retry,
1985). As a consequence of the review report, a guide was developed

for the 1986-87 school yeal, so that boards «mld do then own internal reviews, provide then leathers with regular feedback, develop
strategies for enhancing the role of the principal as a (urn( uluni
leader. and establish t kat policies (consistent with the ministry's
guidelnws) ft)m curriculum review, develoimient, and implementation.
Ilw guide was catefully separated from issues of insti tit tional evaluation and was designed simply to plovide appropriate
feedback almmt implementation of the guidelines. It employs a f ive-

point st ale, whi( h encompasses tradititmal apn ut hes to education, increasing ( hild-centeredness, learners independent e, im leasing aunt milts 01 lnoblem solving by students. im teasing integration
of school subjects. int !easing invidveinent of students in de( ism!)

making, and int reasing use f leading, wining. and discussion
across the ( tun( ultim (see the uesoune se( lion at the hat k of the
book ).

The ( outlasts at eat h pole of ea(11 five-point s( ale ale ( kat .

tinder evaluatum. lot instance, at one (Au eine we have leal nets'
progress evaluated primal ily by standardized tests, in «mjunt lit 01
with teat hers* grade-level tests; at the other extreme we have
learnos* plogress evaluated not (nth through teat het s' observations
and assessments of daily woik ;Ind projet ts but also through a full
range of te( hniques (inc luding ( het klists, observati)n guides,
tea( her-made tests, ane( th nal «imments. and standardized tests used

only as a Idetem e). Al( mg the wa o,. aie intervals of im !easing
sophist it at ion.

Umler groupm,g, at one extueme we have the leatnei group.
which is the class, and it is primarily taught as a single large group;
and at the other extreme we pi imaiily have individuals and many
small grt ups. and tlw size of the pout) is determined by fac tots
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telated to the learnet. At one extreme the basis of group organization is mainly administrators' needs; at the other extreme the basis
of gtoup organization is a combination of achievement, ability, and

interest, and there are frequent self-selection opportunities for
learners.

Undo the nature of learning activity, learning activities at
otir extione call for the learner to recall or find facts: at the other
extreme they require recalling, finding, and interpreting facts, apply ing information to new situations. reorganizing information
into other forms. and exploring open-ended situations, whose outc mires ale not always predetermined.

At one exttenw under planning. we have planning done
!militarily by the tea( her, who works independently: at the other, the
teat het has frequent consultations with ccAleagues, including the
prim ipal, to plan c ommon c lassroom experiences and approaches.

Meetings for goals, aims, and general philosophy zre considered,

and tlw learner is involved, formally and informally, through
whole-c lass, group, and individual discussions with the teadwr.
'ncler routinev, at one extreme we have routines established
and enfotc of by the war her; activities are initiated and terminated
by the teacher, and formal syswms (for example, raising of hands)
ate tequired of leaf nets. At the other, we have routines developed
ooperatively by teat hers and learners; activities are initiated and
tel initiate(l by karnos with the teat her's guidatu e, and interaction

owns informally at the discretion ,4 the learners, within established loutines.
Undo !rmr, at cute extreme we have the day organized into
small designated bloc ks; at the other, large bloc ks of time may be
pot lc) vat IMO Ilses hum day to day.

We wanted to know how it could be determined that this
hild-c entered, ac ivy-leaf ning appurac 11 really produced results. An

Aministiator offered an explanation.
lire bottom line is, we don't have graffiti on our walls. The
bonoin line is that we have an increasing number of students who

are graduating out of our high ss hools with higher and higher
skills. rhe hi wt tom line is that our businesses are telling us that
we'te (lc ring bolo, or not doing better. The bottom line is that
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parents are telling us we're satisfied, or not satisfied. The bottom

line is that we're still getting the best people in Our :lasses as
teachers."
"In other words, the bottom line, as far as you're concerned,
is not just a simple score on a test."

"A simple score on a test, in a multicultural, multnacial
society, is the kiss of death to opportunity for all people."
"Why?"
"Because it negates the past of people! Would you give a test
tomorrow morning in this school, or in an elementary school, when
you know that in that classroom you're going to have c hildren who
two days ago were in Managua, in the middle of a civil war? Would

you give a testthe same testto a child who is sitting next to this
youngster, who has grown up in an upper-middle-class neighborhood, who has only known English, and whose parents are university professors? Would you give the same test to a child who also
comes from a middle-class background, but who hasn't had breakfast, and whose parents just had a fight and are about to split? The
same test? The same morning? And would you say that this is an
objective way of finding out what kids know? That it's reasonable?
That it's the' bottom line? Even business doesn't do that! riven business doesn't treat then employees that way. Why do we treat kids
that way?"
An educator said, "I think the major difference between On-

tario and Americaand I'm not sure of the reason behind itis that
we have not got hung up on these measurement issues. We're much

more back on how you accomplish it, and what it looks like. So
wethe combination of the' government and the citizenry, if you
likehave. not insisted on measurement as the' solution. It's just
that we have more of a habit, if you like, of looking at the broadet
curriculum because' it's been legitimized for so many years in the
policies."

"But if you don't insist on measurement as the solution,
what do you insist on?"

"Well, we insist on the quality of teachers. The quality of
teaching. Then we insist on the curriculum policy and its implementation, and then we look for what results it yields. And, I must
say, that is a struggle. How do you measure some of these things?
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Some of the more measurable goals, for examplereading achievement, math achievement, science achievementare not necessarily
all the important goals, if you shift over to how a student accesses
information, reasoning skills, critical-thinking skills, independent
thinking, self-concept, and those things. So we're not any farther
ahead on those, in terms of measurement, necessarily. But we think
those are so important that we would rather struggle with the measurement problem than be satisfied with the achievement results of
lesser goals,"
Most Etobicoke parents seem pleased with their schools. A
recent survey (Etobicoke Board Research and Evaluation Department, 1987) found that 96 percent feel welcome at their children's
elementary schools, 86 percem feel welcome at secondary schools,
92 percent rated their elementary schools excellent (87 percent so
described their secondary schools), and 94 percent said their children like school (87 percent for secondary school). Among parents
of elementary students, 63 percent said they have adequate. involvement in decisions affecting their children, and the proportion was
the same for parents of secondary students; 81 percent of the elementar), school parents and 63 percent of the secondary parents said the
schcyol is helping their children develop good values.

Lest all of this sound too rosy, Terry (1985) found uneven
implementation of the ministry's policies and guidelines. Although
Terry found positive learning atmospheres in all the schools, the
implementation of the c hild-centered, expel 4.11/r-based um riculum,

even after ten years, had taken place fully in fewer than 25 percent
of the schools; the rest were moving in that direeticm, but slowly.

In about one-quarter of the schools, a good balame had been
achieved between whole-class teaching, smaller groupings, and individualited instruction, Researchers also observed a positive balame between teacher-direc ted instruction and pupils' exploration
and dismvery. Nevertheless, traditional pedagogy (characteriied as
"the sage on the stage") continued to prevail in most classrooms.
About 25 peuem or fewet of the schools had fully integrated the
curriculum across subject areas. Between 25 percent and 50 percent
of the schools had literature-based reading programs that were halam ed,
entered, and integrated into nurturing learning envi-
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ronments, with imaginative and varied learning opportunities. According to Terry (1985) six factors heavily influenced the course of
the guidelines' implementation:
1,

Clarity: It wasn't clear to many people what the nature of the
curriculum should be, even though they understood the philosophy behind the policies.

2.

The adoption process: More attention was paid to the upper
divisions than to the primary and junior divisions.

3.

Central administrators' support and involvement: The less support and involvement, the slower the implementation.
Principals' support and involvement: Where print ipals did not

4.

know how to be strong curriculum leaders, implementation
was slow.
5.

Teachers' isolatthn: Where teacheis' normal isolation fnnn one
another was not overcome' with collaborative work -..nd opportunities to observe and provide mutual help, implementation
lagged.

6.

Underestimation of the task: h is very difficult to transform
habits and practices many generations old.
Tony, Sam, and I focused On some points about Ontario and

Etobicoke while ignoring others. The outstanding virtue of the
place, from our point of view, is its policy framework. In Ontario,
the provincial governnwnt explic itly and relentlessly is asking for
thoughtfulness. The ministty has developed policy documents that
are themselves models of durughtfulness and that have ttansformed
the curriculum, instruc lion, and assessment. The trustees, central
administrators, principals, and teachers we talked with are impressively literate and interested in ideas to an unusual degree. Etobicoke's teachers have developed a rich and diverse curriculum in
response to the ministry's guidelines; general, top-down mandates
have stimulated imaginative, bottom-up applications. The distric t
has moved away from "the sage on the stage" and toward a tTuly
child-centered. experienced-based, k'arning-fm used system thA is

supported, not thwarted, by the government. The elemmtary
schools we visited are the best we have seen. They are supported in
their innovativeness, not thwarted, by the district. Their students
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outperform American students on the few comnion indicators available (Lapointe. Mead. and Phillips, 1989). Etobicoke is a coherent,
well-run district that seems to have learned how to organize itself
around constant improvement.
As far as we could tell, minorities and poor children receive
as much challenge as majority students. Condescending, patroni/-

ing, "dumbing down" remedial materials are rare. Multiculturalism, supported firmly by policy, pervades the curriculum and
positively influences the attitude's of teachers and students alike.
Clearly, urban education need not be as flagrantly poor and inequitable' as it so often is in American cities. Clearly, large-scale systemic
change toward a higher lewl of literacy for a broader range of students is possible. and state and distric I policy, espec ially if based On
a coherent and robust vision of the future', can play a major role in
bringing about and sustaining the higher literacy.

But Hobitoke and Toronto and Ontario are not without
their detractors and difficult problems. Although they are among
the highest-paid teachers in North America, the elementary teachers
went on strike in 1987. Although most parents support the changes
that have taken place, a yin al Inioinny do not believe that education

has improved lin their children, While we we're there, a group of
pa-ents spent an evening with a !lustre, ridiculing the schooling
ard demanding more rote leatning, more drill, more recitation, and
more standardired testing. One ritic told us that professional educators, having gained so much power from this movement. were
now too far ahead of the public and were dangerously isolated. We
also heard that principals may not have received enough training
to get them deeply enough involved in the new philosophy.
Active leaining places extremely difficult logistical and diagmrstic demands on teachers. Without c onstant diligence, leathers
can miss signals that their students are not performing up to capacity, and teat het s may let them drift. Independent study is not for
everyone: some students need far more sum lure than others. Staff
development has to he. continuous, and it has to be absolutely firstrate.

But Etobi«rke's s hool population is sht inking. Layoffs and
utbac ks are. inevitable. Some peopk. told us that seniority rule's will

operate to prune out the. younger, more appropriately trained
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teachers and administrators, protecting older educators who never

bought the new philosophy. In any case,

it

is hard to sustain

substantive change when people are pitted against one another for
jobs, and when staff turnover is high.
Articulation from level to level seemed problematic. Middle
schools, as usual, seemed caught between the child-centered approach of the early grades and the pressure for a more collegeoriented approach in the later grades. After having abandoned the

practices of junior high schools many years ago. some middle
schools are reinstituting junior high schedules and practices. 'Fhe
high schools we visited were good but not markedly better than
good high schools in the United States.
It is hard to see how Ontario can continue to pay the costs
of public. Githolic. and French schools and take on even more
systems as various groups apply for public funding. Suomi or !atm
the provinc e will run out of money.
Finally. Toronto demonstrates that, even at its best, the process of [hanging schools to develop a higher level of liwrac y for a
broader range of students. takes a long time. After fifteen years of
concentrated effott Toronto's schools have much positive prtwess
to show. but they ate also a long way from having transfornwd the
entire system. Perhaps that is the Wolk a generation.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

,4

Cultivating
a Literacy

of Thoughulness

Tony Petrosky, Sam Stringfield, Rona Wilensky, Alan Davis, some

other researchers. and I visited more districts and many more
schools than I have mentioned in the preceding chapters, and we
looked at fat more material than we could ever include in this book.
I have tried to use each chapter to focus on only a few of the many
possible positive or negative points that could be made about any
school or district. any set of policies. Now it is time to sum up.

across all the schools and districts and states we visited, all the

research we reviewed and all the conversations we lid with
thoughtful people about the issues raised in this study.
We know how to develop a literacy of thoughtfulness. There
are no secrets here. If you want young people to think, you ask them
hard questions and let them wrestle with the answers. If you want

them to analym something or interpret it or evaluate it, you ask
them to do so and show them how do it with increasing skill. If ye m

want them to know how to approach interesting or difficult problems, you give them interesting ot difficult problems and help them
develop a cemscious repertoire of problem-solving strategies. If you
want them to think the way se ientists or historians on mathematiians do, you show them how se leftists and historians and mathe232
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maticians think, and you provide opportunities for them to practice
and compare those ways of thinking.
In every school we visited, someone knew what to do and
practiced it to some degree. Grrat teachers have always known how
io make students think about and apply their knowledge. But seldom did we see the majority of teachers in a school practicing or
stimulating a literacy of thoughtfulness. None of the school districts
we studied in the United States was committed to fostering, on a
wide scale, the kinds of activities known to lead to a literary of
thoughtfulness.
There is some hope in this observation. First of all, the largescale cultivation of a literacy of thoughtfulness is not a problem on
which we need much more research before we can act, as so many
other problems seem to be. We know more than enough about the
substance of this literacy to get started. The bulk of the effort has
more to do with democracy, community building, and political
will. Second, we can hope for success because the educational system is still quite young; it is still evolving. We do not know that
we cannot cultivate a literacy of thoughtfulness, because we have
not yet attempted it; neither policymakers nor educators have really
asked for it yet. There is no reason to believe that, if enough people
wanted to move education in this direction, we could not do it.
Schools and distrkts that are farthest along in developing

more thoughtfulness among students have also created mote
thoughtful environments and conditions for the adults in the system. These schools and districts are distinguished by a different
kind of conversation, a style of communication that builds community. Although disagreements exist, they are in the open and are

the subject of intense and sustained inquiry and debate. Good
schools are symbolically rich plat-es, where vivid and interesting
vonversations e taking place up and down the hierarchy. Adults
are visibly engaged in inquiry, discovery, learning, collaborative
problem solving, and critical thinking. Poor schools, by comparison, are symbolically impoverished; people are mum or secretive,
isolated from one another or afraid to speak their minds. Aayone
who hopes to excite and challenge young people without exciting
and challenging their teachers hopes in vain. How an approach to
cultivating thinking or problem solving will fare in any particular
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school or district is a function of the conversations going on (or not

going on) around and within it. We have seen in the foregoing
chapters how certain kinds of policy and certain kinds of leadership
can create or destroy the working conditions that stimulate the right
kinds of conversations among adults and generate richly textured
literacy environments for children. Again, we know what works:
carrying it out on a large scale is a political problem, not a substantive one.

In most schools, the language of the classroom is primarily
a language about the process of teaching something; it is not itself
a language of learning. We came to call this language "talkinbout."
because we saw so many people talking about reading but not actually reading, talking about writing but not actually writing, and
so on. "Talkinbout- is an abstract language. an adult reconstruction after the fact of an experience that the student is not allowed
to have firsthand. It is a rumor about learning.
The language of teachers' guides and curricular materials is
a form of "talkinbout": a peculiarly stiff. jargon-ridden language
of process, of how to do things. It is not a language of expression
or reflection. It is a language of work and technique. oriented toward achieving some narrowly (and often trivially) defined success,
rather than toward achieving deeper understanding. It is about effectiveness, not truthfulness or rightness in the moral sense. It leaves

little room for critical or creative thinking, little latitude for

judgment.
Ironically, the primary conditions for thoughtfulnessmystery. unwiainty. disagreement, important questions, ambiguity,
curiosityexist in every c lassroom. You see them in the faces of the
children; you hear them in the halls, Potential learning opportunities are everywhere, but these fertile clindit ions are either ignored
or pet( eived as barriers to teaching, as threats to order.
If you want to change individuals, you usually have to make
them conscious of thit.gs that are right in front of their faces, things
that they cannot see while everyone e:se can. You often have to help
them learn how to listen to themselves, how to recognize contradictions in what they are saying. patterns of expression that reveal
underlying assumptions and ideas. So it is with /hanging organizational cultures: you start with language. You have to help the
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people in the organization listen to themselves and raise questions
about what they hear. Are they speaking "talkinbout," or are they
sharing a language of learning? What does each kind of language
sound like and feel like? What kinds of responses does each kind
generate? As soon as people begin to focus on their language, a
literacy of thoughtfulness has gained a toehold, and community
building has begun. As soon as that happens, the potential learning
opportunities that seemed invisible or threatening become visible
and easy to exploit.
Schools and districts that are making progress on a literacy
of thoughtfulness must overcome numerous disincentives and perceived barriers. None of the barriers is an absolute deterrent, but the
total combination constitutes a formidable challenge.
We asked teachers and administrators what they saw as the

principal constraints on giving students more oppot [unities to
think, solve problems, and learn to use their minds more effectively.
The ease studies in the previous chapters document their answers
in context, but six issues came up so often that they deserve summary comments here.
The most frequently given reason for not moving toward an
instruction more conducive to thoughtfulness was time. We were

told that there simply is not enough time in the day to challenge
every student or provide personalized opx amities for learning.
Teachers who were sympathetic to the idea of providing more t hal-

lenges said that they did not have the time to prepare well for
discussions, collaborative activities, or interdisciplinary lessons:
they did not have the time to respond thoughtfully to 145 essays ot
projects. Others pointed out that the day is too fragmented for sustained intellectual activities. How can thirty teenagers discuss an

important idea in forty-five minutes? Many pointed out that the
school schedulea Byzantine document prepared with so much
labor and compromise that no one dares change itdominates decision making in the school and in the district.
These are understandable objections. .Fime, not substame,
has come to be the fundamental unit of education. We do not ask
what a high school graduate knows about mathematics; we ask how

many years of mathematics she has had, a year being the total
number of forty-five-minute periods during which she was seated in
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class. This turns out to be about 132 hours, or sixteen and one-half
work days. Some year. We award credits and degrees for time spent
in a seat. Curricula are laid out in terms of scope-and-sequences
pegged to class time. Reading skill is expressed in terms of time:
tests are timed. Nowhere more than here are the contemporary institutions of education's tootsplanted in early-twentieth-century
time-study notions of industrial efficiencyso exposed.
Ultimately, the ways in which time serves to structure the
work of teachers and students will have to change, if we want a
literacy of thoughtfulness on a large scale. This will require a pro-

found revolution in our thinking about schooling and learning,
and perhaps about time itself. We need not wait for such a revolu-

tion, however, as the case studies demonstrate. Even in today's
schools, much can be done to structure and use time differently.
Teachers can "block timethat is, put two or three class periods
back to back and treat them as one long, team-taught period, within

which there is enough time for thoughtful work. Principals can
simply declare, as they have in some schools, that there are two
periods, morning and afternoon. Teachers' contracts and job descriptions can be reconceived, to give teachers necessary preparation
time. Interactive videodisc and computer technologies can be used
in ways that free teachers' time. As we saw in Toronto, cooperative
learning frees teachers for more individual diagnosis and treatment
of learning problems.
We saw huge differences in the efficiency with whit h teachers

and schools used their time. Time and learning opportunities are
wasted profligately in schools. Bells ring, announcements intrude
over the public-address system, students are pulled olt for various
activities or wander in late or act out and interrupt others. Teachers
take attendance, pass out materials, ask students to pass in materials, and devote enormous energies to «mtrolling students' behavior. The lecture mode, known to be one of the least efficient ways
of imparting information, dominates far too many classrooms.
Some schools have done "time audits" to determine how they are
now using time and how they can do better.
Have time considerations driven out substance because of
polio ies, rules, and regulations? Probably, to some degree. Policy,
as we argued in Chapter Five, addresses education as an institu-
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tional process, an administrative mauet. It is loaded with assumptions about time as a measure of quality. We certainly believe that
a thorough review and discussion of how policy says. explicitly or
implicitly, that time is more important than substatwe would be a
worthwhile undertaking in a school, a district. or a state. Some
states are already doing away with the so-called Carnegie Unit (the
amount of time a student spends in a given course) as an index of
education completed; perhaps others will follow their example.
Ultimately, educational policy rests on a complicated social
agreement; that all the learning necessary to prepate yotmg people
fot life will take place within twelve years. Twelve is an arbitary
number; there could be any other approved number of years, or
there could be no approved number at all. Perhaps a national commitment to lifehmg educaticm in a literacy of thoughtfulness would
relieve some of the enormous pressure that students, txtrents, and
teachers now feel to keep on schedule. Fortunately, thoughtfulness,
as we have defined it. is neither a skill nor a commodity, and so it
does not require a schedule.
Time is also a function of what is called coverage. the second
most frequently given reason why there is not more thoughtfulness
in the schools. Teachers feel that they must cover an already sprawling and constantly expanding list of topics within and across subject matter areas. Some of the demands of coverage stem from policy

mandates, but many appear to derive from simple ircc umulation,
over the years, of ideas, texts, lesson plans. and publishets' promotions, as well as from the steady expimsion of knowledge Amin
almost everything.
To be sure, the c urriculum has NI onw too broad for anyone
to master all of it, and too shallow for anyone to kmrw anything
in depth. This is an inevitable result of the goals-and-objectives,
scope-iind-sequeme approach to organizing knowledge, whit h
breaks any item into dozens of subitems and subsubitems. It is what
happens when you apply an administrative rationality to a knowledge base that is conceived as a cone( lion of fac ts and to a teaching
technology that is conceived as a means of transmitting fat ts: you
get this huge pile of unrelated. decontextualized facts. Test after test
of factual recall reveals that this clinic ulum does not work. Students
cannot remember !mu h, and what they do recall is superficial and
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useless. We have long since reached the limits of what we can "shoehorn" into such a curriculum and what we can get out of it.
No doubt we need a revolutior, in our thinking about knowledge, just as we do in our thinking about time. But as we have seen
in the case studies, some people find both the time and the room

in the curriculum. In some schools, teat hers are saying "I,ess is
more.- Since no human being can learn all the facts there ate to
know. teachers concentrate on enabling students to learn fewer
things in greater depth, with greater c cmnectedness. They make the
question, not the fact, the fundamental unit of the curriculum: they
emphasize context and application. Then they make sure that students learn how to learn, how to find any information they may

need, now or in the future. If you know how to find information,
you needn't try to memorize so many facts.

In our studies of curriculum, we found that programs and
practie es that develop a literacy of thoughtfulness are divelse, frag-

mented. and widely varying in quality. Many thinking-oriented
programs have been developed and championed by individual
teachers, on their own initative and with encouragement and mate-

rials from their professional associations. Textbooks and workbooks for critical thinking. higher-order thinking skills, reasoning,
problem solving, and other suc h activities have emerged steadily in
the last few years. In their new editions, textbook publishers regularly add end-of-chapter questions calling for thought.
Two general approaches to instruction in thinking dominate
the se env as the 1990s begin. One aims to team h elem..nts of thinking
and pr4iblen4 solving dire( tly, either as subjects in themselves en.

moie popularly, as dimensions of any subject matter. The other

aims to develop a wmprebensive literatenesi, assuming that
thoughtfulness will necessarily evolve along the way.

In the first camp, one finds many teachers trying to move
their students through the stages of Bloom's taxonomysynthesis.
analysis, interpretation, and evaluation. We have seen productive
applications of the taxonomy, and we have seen applications that
make no sense at all. One also finds in this camp programs that
have grown from philosophy courses (r pee ially Emma! and informal logic), resealch in cognitive psychology. reseal( h in artificial
intelligence., and stu 'ies of experts and expert systems. Leaders in
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this diverse field include Robert Ennis, Robot Stertilwrg. Ray Nit kerson, Alan Collins, Richard Paul. Edward de Bono, John Barcm,
Joan Baron, David Perkins, Robert Swarti, Rruven Feuerswin. and
Matt Lipman, to name some of the most visible. Their ideas ovet lap
in some areas and diverge radically in others. Around tlw work of

each has grown secondary work, as well as mato ials that in win
have spawned tertiary work, rumors, and bat k-pot ket programs and
approaches that their leaders themselves would probably repudiate
if they saw them in action.

In the second camp, one finds people whose roots lie mote
in the humanities than in the sciences, more in progressive educational philosophy, language, sociolinguistic s, reading, writing, and
literacy studies. For these theorists and educators, a whole-language
appmach to instruction, or an experience-based, child-t tittered approach, or a construt tivist, hands-on, ( live-learning approach, is
primary; thinking, problem solving. and creativity are things that
naturally happen in an enviremment designed to outwit-age the c onstr net ion and negotiatirm of meaning. I.eader s in this camp im luck
Theodore Si/er. Donald Graves, the NIontessorians. Ken and Yetta
Goodman, Ken Mactorie, James Moffett, James Britton. Nam y
Martin. and a host crf Deweyans, alternative ethic

s, and strut tut -

al reformers. I.ikr those in the fiist gioup, people in this group hold
views that are not necessarily compatible; like the first group, this
one has also spawned surcindai y and tertialy experts, as well as
programs and "rumor mills" of widely varying quality.

By and large, efforts to teat h thinking dire( tly either in
separate wurses cn through infusicm of thinkiog ;nto the entire
conic ultimdo not tall for structural c hanges in sc hoofing as we
now know it. I'he pie«.pts of many of the best thinkers in the field
can be interpreted as calling lot majoi hanges in t turic ulum and
pedagogy, but they need not be so interpieted, nor have they been
in any of the distric ts we studied. Holistic apinom hes to developing
thoughtfulness, by «mtrast. pose a potential threat to the c intent
structural organiration of schooling bec ause they requite pain( calm
envireAoments and ecologies. fhey need not cumpel radical t hangr.
but they c all the status quo inure di amatically into question.
Cutting across both camps are profoundly different m hools of
thought about the nature of knowledge, the nature of learning, and
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the kinds of curricula and pedagogy most likely to develop a higher
level of literacy for a broader range of students. These different ways
of thinking are woven into the fabric of American life and are as old
as the republic. itself. They can be traced to radically different views
about human nature and about the role of government in unleashing
our human potential for good or rese*ting our potential for evil.
Some Americans believe neither that children should think for themselves nor that governmental institutions should show them how.
Some believe that when approaches to thoughtfulness involve students in creating or exprtssing their own values, sehools have overstepped their bounds. Some argue that programs such as those I have
described in this book constitute a form of state-supported secular
religion. Attempts to censor books in the curriculum surface regularly, commg about equally from the left and the right of the political
spectrum. Threats of lawsuits over curricular matters are common.
Everyone seems to have something that he or she insists mu,st be

taught. and something that he or she insists must not be taught.
Perhaps we should not be surprised that the results of our compromises are largely incoherent and irrelevant.
.l.he solutions to the coverage issue are both substantive and
Cannmunities, through a democratic, learning-oriented
mind will
cimversation. can dec ide what knowledge and habits
best prepare students fot the world they live in and will inherit, and
they can support their decisions through strong. sometimes cour-

ageous political leadership: or they can let things drift on in a
muddle.

third reason why so little disciplined thinking or problem
solving takes place in classrooms is the belief, widely shared, that
most tudents do not have the intelligence required by a literacy of
thmightfulness. t niike the Japanese. who believe that performance
is related to how hard one works, Americans tend to believe that
priformaia e is related to intelligence, and that intelligence is primarily .c produe t of genetic. inheritance. The bell-shaped curve of
intelligence distribution seems to guarantee that only a small percentage of students will be intelligent enough to be interested or
engaged in suc h abstract operations as problem solving and critical

thinking. Thus is the goal of thoughtfulness for all students beliesed tc) be agairst nature.
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But it is not against nature, as we have seen and as an
enormous body of research and experier -e testifies. We know that
almost all children can learn whatever they are motivated to learn
and whatever they are given appropriate opportunities to learn (see
Education Commiszion of the States, 1990, for a synthesis of the
research). Intelligence, creativity, and talent are not scarce resources;
for all practical purposes, they appear to be limitless. How a country
exploits or fails to exploit this fact is a political matter.

A fourth constraint on thoughtfulness, often cited in our
interviews, is that most students do not want to be engaged learners.

Their priorities are elsewheremusic, television, play. What need
do children have for critical and creative thinking or problem solving, anyway? Thoughtfulness is for adults. Moreover, numerous
educators seem to believe that thinking is developmentally inappropriate before grade 9.
To both of these objections we can only point out what our
case studies and the broader body of research document: that students of all ages can learn and practice various kinds of critical and
creative thinking appropriate to their ages and become deeply engaged in their learning. Of ccmrse, just like the rest of us, they will
resist changes in the status quo at first, but once they get into at tive

learning, they appear not only to love it but also to improve their
urlerance and use of the periods in which they ale required to be
passive learners.
We also learned, as so many others have, that expectations for
minority and disadvantaged students are low. Sometimes it was said
that schoolwork runs against the grain of such students' culture's or

family upbringing. Sometimes we were told that if you ask too
much of a disadvantaged student, you will further erode his or her
self-esteem. Sometimes it was said that minorities, especially adolescent boys, resist academics as a matter of racial pride or as an ac t
of social protest, and that they often taunt their academically inclined classmates. Sometimes it was said that minorities do not need
much more than basic skills, became they will most probably be
doing low-level work after they leave school.
Some people told us that minorities have unique learning
styles and do not like to conceptualize the way Anglos do. Some said
that instituticmalized rac /SID undermines the motivation of minor-
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ity children, so that they give up early, knowing they cannot get
ahead. Some told us that minority and poor parents do not provide
the kind of support that Anglo and affluent parents provide, and
so their children cannot be expected to compete. Some also told us
that competition itself, even for grades, is foreign to the cultures of
some minority children. Some people told us that minority parents
prefer drill, rote, memorization, and tightly disciplined instruction
for their children, distrusting progressive approaches that undermine parental authority.
Schools that are makir prowess in cultivating a literacy of
thoughir-lness have explicitly addressed the problem of lower expectations for different gtoups of students. This is a sensitive matter.

Most educators, caring deeply about poor and minority

children, believe that they are acting commonsensically in their
students' best interests and are unconscious of the ways in which
they communicate lower expectations. They are hurt and angered
by any suggestion that they harbor a bias. The human-relations
training required to deal with this problem is long and difficult.
Moreover, the problem is complicated by the fact that many students have developed low expectations for themselves and act
accordingly.

Here, again, a revolution in how mainstream Americans
view and treat people of different classes, races, cultures. and lan-

guage groups would no doubt speed the spread of a literacy of
thoughtfulness for everyone. So would the elimination of institutionalized forms of racism and classism, which remain latent in the
structures of present-day schooling. But, again, we do not have to
wait for the revolution. We have to give students and teat hers opportunities to prove to themselves, happily, that they have been
wrong. We know a great deal about how to do that. Success breeds
success. As students succeed at things that neither they nor their
teachers really believed they ct mid do, amazing things begin to
happen.
A fifth constraint On thinking and pmblem solving in the
classroom is that most teachers do not know how to do what is
necessary, because they did not see any active learning in their own
elementary and secondary education. They probably spent most of

their undergraduate years listening to lmtures. he average teacher
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probably did not engage in active learning in schools of education

until his or her clinical experienceif he or she had one, and if it
was done well. These are big ifs.
The kind of literacy that we are talking about calls for a very
different notion of what a teacher is and does. David Cohen (1988)
and many others have amply documented the reasons why the old
notion of what teachers are is extremely difficult to change. Models
of thoughtful learning environments are rare. Teachers seldom get
the chance to observe one another. Teachei inservice training seldom exemplifies the precepts of active, hands-on learning or discovery. Indeed, teachers inservices are woefully superficial and
notoriously boring. Teachers' professional nwetings are condewted
largely in the lecture mode, and workshops tend to involve little real
intellectual work.

The top businesses in America devote 2 percent of !licit
budgets to constant human resources development. School disnic ts,

by comparison, devote almost nothing. We saw one approach to
this difficulty in Pittsburgh, at the Schen ley 'real( her Center. Louisville has also created such a center. Without powerful ways of enabling large numbers of teachers to learn and prac tice techniques
conducive to thoughtful, active learning by students, we will not get
very far.

A sixth constraint on activities conducive to more active
learning, critical thinking, and creativity .s the widespread belief
that these adivities cither cannot be evaluated or cannot be evaluated in wwys compatible with current accountability systems. We
have seen in earlier chapwrs that the first belief is dead wrong.
There are many ways to evaluate' possession of the knowledge and
capac ity to think e rit ie ally and creatively, to reason, to solve various
kinds of pmblems, and, in manifold ways, to demonstrate degrees
and kinds of thoughtfulness (Brown, 1989a. 1989b). I 'nfortunately,
many teachers and administratot s do not know about their options
and do not believe that they can develop their own alternative measures. Fortunawly, assessment agem ies in California, Vet mont.

Connecticut, Michigan, Illinois, New York. and New Jersey, to
name some leaders among the states, are develc ping alternative
measures and beginning to share them wide4. Tlw stAcmd belief is
justified in schools and sc hool districts that are subjec ted to high-
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stakes basic- ;kills testing in an annosphere of mistrust. Like so
many of the other barriers we have discussed, however, this is a
problem of politics, not of know-how.
Policy environments make a difference. Policy environments
consist of many types of policy, the rules and regulations attached

to them, and the understandings or misunderstandings that have
grown around them. Efficiency policies (which explicitly or implicitly address the financing, costs, and logistics of mass education),
equity policies, accountability and quality-control policies (including teacher and student assessment, certification, and recertification

policies), and content policies (curriculum) interact with one
another and with strategic plans, union relationships, local and
state politics, community relationships, tradition, and professional
codes and standards, to create a policy environment that is more or
less supportive of thoughtfulness. Our studies of policy led us to the
following c('nclusions.
"Thcughtfulness policy" (policy about critical and creative
thinking, pr )blem solving, inquiry, and so on), whether at the state
or local level, is weak. Goals or other kinds of statements dealing
with these matters are absent, poorly stated, or buried in the rubble

of a thousand other goals, all of which are apparently of equal
value. Seventeen states now mention some aspect of the literacy of
thoughtfulness in theit goal statements. Many of them have only
recently done so; perhaps this is a trend. The point here, of course,
is that if you do not ask for it, you are unlikely to get it. If you do
ask for it, you have a chance.
Thoughtfulness policy is usually framed in terms of skills
and subskills. The terms thinking skills and higher-order thinking
skills are most common. Skills can be incorporated into the current
teaching technology (a transmission model, featuring lecture, recitation, teachers' dominance, and students' passivity), w:th no re-

quirement for significant changes in teaching or schooling; this
will have to change. Some of the more !ecru! goal statements and
vision statements in c ertain states (Vermont, Kansas, and California, for example) ate moving in the right direction, with robust
descriptions of a higher literac y that cannot be achieved without
radical altetation in the current teaching technology.

State and local policies are silent about active learnmg. it
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necessary ingredient of any critical- and creative-thinking effort.
Policy says what to teach and how many hours to teach it, but not
how to teach it, and assumes that the transmission model is adequate for teachMg anything, and the number of hours of exposure
to a subject is the best measure of learning. Policies in curriculum.
testing, accountability, certification, teacher evaluation, and inservice training all implicitly or explicitly reinforce a transmission
model of teaching. As we saw in Chapter Seven, policy documents
can address the "how- in ways that shape classroom behavior.
Policy is often contradictory OT confused and leads to contra-

dictory or confused implementations. The school-finance law we
looked at in Chapter Five, for instance, requires local districts to
create assessments unique to the districts' particular needs while
creating assessments that are the same as everyone else's. Recent
reform packages reflect the "horse trading" necessary to pass any
complex legislation. Liberal and conservative sentiments and incompatible educational philosophies coexist at the policy level,
sending mixed signals and leaving ample room for multiple interpretations and implementations.
Many problems attributed to policy are either not related to
policy at all or are so indirectly related that policy is simply not the'
appropriate level at which to address them. People forget that policymakers are often the last ones to know anything; they react more
than they act. Moreover, different teat hers and principals interpiet

their freedom within policy constraints in different ways. One
teacher will say that she is oppressed by her state's basic-skills tests,

but a teacher down the hall will tell you that the tests are not a
problem. One prim ipal will be to interpret policy mandates so
strictly that there is no time lot any innovation or thoughtful dialogue, while another in the' saint' district is "restructuring" his
school as if the policy mandate's did not exist. Thus, policy both is

and is not a constraint on change toward more thoughtfulness.
Much depends on leadeiship and on how leaders c reate and sustain
environments conducive to thoughtfulmss.
Policy affects the quality and quantity of discourse in se hoots
and school districts. Policy is itself a form of discourse that shapes

how questions ate asked, problems are defined, and progress is
gauged. It creates !eons, analogies, technkal vocabularies, and typ-
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ical forms of response. Policy statements are understood and acted
on in various ways. They may be accurately understood, in spirit
or in letter, but not acted on, for many reasons. They may be accurately understood but acted on in wrong ways. They may be misunderstood and acted on in the right (intended) way. or they may
be misunderstood and fiercely fought against. Policy guidelines
must pass through bureaucracies and media reports, both of which
can distort them in strange and wondrous ways.
Again and again, we saw that the difference between a school

or a district that offered conditions hospitable to thoughtfulness
and a school or a district that did not was a difference in the kind,
quality, and coherence of the conversations that were taking place
there. What good policy can do is stimulate, legitimate, and sustain
healthy conversations and literate discourse. ft ran assemble people
to inquire into the most fundamental matters, to argue about them

and use the very skills and dispositions they want to develop in
students: problem solving, reasoning, analysis, questioning, collaborating, democratic decision making, and all the rest. Bad policy

either does nothing to the' system. in which case its natural entropy
grows, or it stimulates unhealthy conversations and resistance. It
shuts discourse down, rather than opening it up.

Visiting schools, we were struck by the enormous fragmentation of the educational enterprise. Education is physically fragmented, classroom to classroom and building to building.
Articulation from grade to grade is poor, and teat hers of one grade
do not know what their students studied in previous grades or what
they will study in the next. We have presc hoots, schools for kindei
garten through grade 2, internwdiate schools, middle sc hoots, junim high schools, and high schools. Time, too, is fragmented into
bits, and spate is fragmented into smaller spaces. Students may be
transferring into or out of a sc hoof all yeat long; whole classrooms
tmn over in many urban st hools. In any given c lassroom, students
may be pulled out for spec ial programs, band, athletics. in anything
else. Students may be sick om hronically tardy or cutting classes.
Teachers and principals come and go, as do suingintendents and
school boatel members. How can anything be sustained in sue h
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system? Is it even a system, in the strict sense, or are we just imagining that it is?

Gcnninunication in and among schools is fragmented and
uneven. People are remarkably isolated from one another. In large
districts, communication up and down the hierarchy may be Kafkaesque. Communication between a school and parents and the
larger community is often poor, sometimes nonexistent. Substantive communication among people teaching different subjects or
different kinds of students seldom takes place; people haven't been
educated to talk to one anotht.r. Communication between elementary teachers and middle schoGI teachers, or between middle school
teachers and high school teachers, or between high school teachers
and college professors, is usually strained or thwarted by everyone's
consciousness of a pecking order in the profession. Communication
between people focused on institutional matters and people focused
on learning is difficult, as we have seen. The language of bureau-

cracythe instrumental rationality that is supposed to hold the
institution together and guide itfosters alienation, not communication. It separates people and deals with them individually, not in
groups. It creates the illusion that everyone is "on the same page,"
when in fact no one knows what's go.,g on. The irony of administrative discourse is that it aims to create coherence but, at best, it
only colludes with the natural incoherence of the system.
Our educaticmal system is fragmentedconceptually, socially, and politically. Americans do not agree about their educational goals, as the current national effort to define those goals
demonstrates. Even when we find some agreement about ends, we
often fight about means for achieving them. We do not agree about
the nature of learning. Behaviorists and constructivists and a host
of other theorists and researchers press interesting, valuable, and
often conflicting ideas on us as this area of inquiry explodes with
new knowledge. Practitioners carry on, with little awareness of
what is happening in the study of learning. We do not agree. about
instruction or curriculum, either within or across subject areas
(reading and wt king, for instance). Union leaders and managers see
things differently; so do ethnic grow, conservative and liberal politic ians, and people in different ecolomic classes.

To contemplate all this fragmentation and dissonance, all
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this potential for incoherence, one cannot help thinking that it's a
miracle to have done as well as we have. But that observation holds
for this vast and diverse country as a whole. Democracy itself is
hard, seemingly impossible work. The task of transforming our
educational system so that it develops a far more empowering literacy for a far broader range of people than ever before is actually
the task of carrying forward the democratic promise that has always
drawn this country on toward new frontiers and futures. What is at

stake is not this country's economic competitiveness in world
markets, although that is the most visible cause of our current anx-

iety about schooling: it is our capacity to move the democratic
experiment another step ahead. The events of 1989 and 1990 make
it clear that the world needs our leadetship in democratic nation
building more than it needs our economic leadership.
To tt ansform our educational system so that it better enables
each individual to develop his or her talents to the fullest will require new kinds of policy and leadership. We have seen, in earlier
chapters, what does not woik and what holds promise. Clearly, the
general task is to move away from fragmentation and toward more
integration; away from the isolation of teacher or school or district

and toward the idea of a community of learners; away (ruin the
politics of confrontation and toward a politics of collaboration;
away from a latgely vertical, authoritarian oiganizational structure
and toward a flattet, more democratic structure; away from an emphasis on minimal, basic skills and toward an emphasis on dial-

lenging everyone in the system: away from a system with little
clarity of purpose and toward a system drawn into the future by a
compelling vision of what this nation will achieve in the world as
it both understands inure deeply and enacts the values and ideals on
whit h it was founded.
What we need are p li ies and kadets to create conversations
of the kind we saw in Pittsburgh and Toronto, to c hange the level

and kinds of discourse going on in and around schools, and to
stimulate inquiry, questioning. problem solving, and a focus
learning fot eveiyone in the system, not just students. It is not
111

necessary to totally tiansform everything that is going on in schools
today; it is necessary only to move toward mote thoughtfulness. To

judge funn (nit own awl others studies, devoting four times as
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much school time directly to critical and creative thinking and
problem solvingthrough more writing, discussion, project work,
and cooperative learningwould bring the average amount of time
spent on thoughtful. active learning to about a day and a half a
week, or two days at the most. That may not seem like much, but
it is an achievable goal, and it could make a huge difference.
Policymakers can do much to facilitate such a change. The

most powerful thing they uan do is to ask for more thoughtful,
active karning. For decades, they have asked for minimal or basic
skills, and that is what they have received. In Ontario, they asked
for more, and they are getting more. In Connecticut, Maine, Vermont, South Carolina, and California, policymakers and community lei;.lers are spelling out more robust visions of education for
their young people, and they are likely to get more robust learning
because they asked for it. In a system as fragmented as this one, you
cannot get anywhere without clear, forceful signals about what you
want.
Having asked for more active, thoughtful learning, policymakers can imp,,,.e the likelihood of getting it by creating policy

environmeats friendly (or at least not hostile) to it. Trust is essential, as we have seen; where it does not exist, the first duty of pol-

icymakets and leaders

is

to create it. "There is no point in

implementing anything in an atmosphere of mistrust. The best way
to get people to trust one another is to put them into situations that

force them to learn together and depend on each other to solve
important problems. The more people have to work together to
accomplish things, the more likely it is that trust can be developed
and sustained. Policies and prom ,ses that fotce collaboration, teamwork, and shared responsibility tan, with the. 'ght kind of kadetship, bring about sufficient trust to get good things done.
We are saying that students at all ages must take increasing
responsibility for their learning. That is the only way to get them
deei.ly engaged and committed to their education. It is a natural
way to teat h them responsibility and reinforce the values that undergird all genuine learning: courage, honesty, persistence. and respect for knowledge and for those who know more. It is the only
way to develop knowledge and habits of mind that will endure. It
is the best cute for dist ipline ptoblems. Policy must be very clear
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about all this and must protect the kinds of activities that follow
from these assumptions.
As sensible as all this sounds, and as solidly as these assump-

tions are grounded, they still stir fear and resistancr. Many of us
harbor deep ambivalence toward children. Many of us worry about

the authority of adults over young people, and about the need to
contain the natural and necessarily naive enthusiasms of the young.
If truth be told, many of us would rather see children sitting passively and quietly in rows, learning obedience and self-denial above
all else. Policy that is wishy-washy on the matter of requiring students to use their minds more actively and fully will not get the job
done. What is striking about the Ontario guidelines is their confidence and authority. "We know that this is how young people learn

best," they say in effect, "and here is what we're going to do"no
apologies, no maybes.

Of the documents we examined from state departments of
education, too few even made assertions about how young people
learn best, let alone went on from such premises to lay out logical
ways to proceed. Perhaps this is because, in this ountry, we are
fond of telling ourselves that education is not very scientific, and
that we do not really know much about it. Perhaps learning theories
have become too embedded in political ideologies, and so we don't
mention them, in an attempt to be politically neutral and objective
about schooling. Whatever the reasons, our failure to clearly state
what we believe and know about learning, and to bac k it up with

strong supportive policy, only contributes to the general wish).washiness of the system. What is called for is political courage and
backbone.
Although we have enormous evidence and commcm sense to
back us up on this point, we have also found it politic ally difficult
to assert vigorously that all children can learn whatever they att.
motivated to learn and whatever they are given appropriate opportunities to learn. To be sure, the basic structures of schooling were
established when this was not widely believed: it appeared that only
a few students had the intelligemv to excel at schoolwork, just as
it appeared that only a few people could (Air! at bring millionaires
or rulers of vast empires. It appeared that poor people and minoritiesand, in fat t, the majority of the young people who swarmed
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into schools during the Great Depressionlacked the interest, intelligence, and willpower to tackle academic work. It appeared that
a high I.Q. was the key to academic success, and only a few people
had high I.Q.s. It appeared that children had to learn how to compete, so that they could fit into dog-eat-dog, competitive world.
There had to be winners, and there had to be losers; schools had to
sort people into the ewnomic and social strata that were best for
them. Allowing that it all made sense at one time and was consistent
with the economic and social realities of the early twentieth century,
it has not made sense for the past fifty years, and it does not fit the
economic and social realities we have faced during that period. But
with all our greater knowledge about human talents and learning,
with all that has deepened our undetmanding, we have yet to assert
vigorously, through our policies and practices, the counterview to
the wasteful, prejudimi one that so deeply influenced our country
and its educational system in its formative years. Again, this has not
been a question of insufficient knowledge; it has been a question
Of

will

.

the case studies have raised issues and ideas that the
;tl 14: ni to pursue. I have avoided offering a magic formula
r
amendations, preferring to let the reader's own wntJ
text be t!, ;aide. The case studies themselves and the books listed
in the Bibliography contain hundreds of tecommendations and
ideas. o the inevitable question "What should I do differently
tomorrow, now that I have read this hook?" I have no better answer
than this: Get three friends, and ask them three questhms raised by
the case studies. Follow your answers with tougher and tougher
questions, until you all start seeing things differently. You will
know what to do.

2
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Resource:
Guidelines

for Program Review
from the Ontario
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Learner progress is evaluated

Entirely by the teacher.
i.e., assignments are
handed in and returned

Primarily by the teacher
with limited opportunity
for learner participation,
e.g., assignments
evaluated with learner
present

Mainly by the teacher
with some lea rner
participation, e.g., teacher
asks for learner input

re, clarcation

Jointly by the teacher and
learner, e.g., teacher asks
for learner input; learner
may select some items
for evaluation

Jointly by the teacher and
,
learner with opportunities
for input froni learner's
peers, c g.. conferencing
_

Learner progiess is evaluated

Primarily by

stanjudized tests in
conjunction with
teacher/grade level tests

Primarily through
teacher-made tests
supported by
standardized or
grade-level tests

Primarily through
teacher-made tests used
in conjunction with
assessment of term
projixts. Standardized
tests form part of the
total evaluation,

2-1

Through teacher obsers alum
Through teacher
assessment of daily work and assessment of ilail) work
and projects,. A full range of
and projects in
conjunction with
techniques is used: thecklists,
observation guides,
teacher-made tests.
Standardized tests arc
teacher.inade tests, arwcdotal
comments. etc. Standardwed
used primarily for
tests are used as reference.
reference.

The purpose for learner evaluation is to

Arr.% e at a mark or grade

Arrive III a mark or grade
and to identify learners
who need extra drill
and practice

Int reasmg

child, ccnterednoss

Increasing

Collec.t information for
instructional grouping

learner Independence

subject integration

Collect information
regarding
learners progress
Collect information for
instructional grouping for with a view to setting new
goals with individuals,
program modification
grouRs, and the class

problem solving

decision mak ing

use of language

The learner group is the chcs

Primarily taught as a
single large group

Primarily divided into
two or three groups where
group size is determined
by factors independent of
the learner

Primarily divided into two
or three groups where
group size is determined
by factors related to
the learner

Primarily divided into
several small groups
where size is determined
by factors related to
the learner

Primarily numerous small
groups and individuals
where size of group is
determined by factors
related to the learner

The basis for group organization is

Mainly for
administrative need

Mainly achievement or
ability of learners

A combination of
achievement or ability
of learners and interests
of learners

A combination of
A combination of
achievement or ability and I achievement or ability and
interests, with frequent
interests, with occasional
self.selection
self-selection
I
opportunities by learners opportunities by learners

Increasing

child-centeredness

karner independence problem solving

Increasing subject integration

decision making

use of language

Learning activities arc such that

The total
assignment/activity
is obligatory with
limit ed options

The total
activity/assignment
is obligatory

Assignments contain
obligatory items balanced
with optional items

Assignments contain
teacher-generated
options from which
learners select

Assignments contain
activities planned by the
teacher and learner
cooperatively as well as
activi ties generated by
the learner under the
teacher's guidance

Learning activities call for

Primafily written
responses

Written responses with
some provision for
illustrations

A combination of
written and illustrative
responses with limited
opportunities for
3-dimensional-responses
such as model building.
drama, and manipulation
of material

"

I

A combination of written and
illustrative responses with
frequent opportunities for
3-dimension al-responses
as well as
Seeking information from
conventional classroom and
resource center ma.crials,
i.e., books and filmstrips

A combination of written and
llustrative responses and
frequent opportunities for
3 -dirnensional-responses
as well as
Seeking information from a
full range of sources (totally
integrated activity)

Learning activities call for the learner to

Reca Il/find facts and to
Rec all/ find facts

make intopretations
of them

Recall/find/interpret facts
and apply infonnation
to new situations

Recall/find/interpret facts
and apply information
to new situations arid to
reorganize information
into another form

Recall/find/interpret facts
and apply information
to new situations and to
reorganize information
into another form
and

Explore situations where
the outcome is not
always predetermined,

i.e open-ended

Increasing

child-centeredness

Increasing

learner independence problem solving

subject integration

'ecision making use f language

Use of the seating arrangement is such that learners

Are at tasks working
totally on their OW11

Arc interacting in pairs
or with those sitting
adjacent

Arc interacting in groups

Are interacting in groups
of various sizes as well as
working individually

_,

Are interacting in flexible
arrangements based on
their perceived needs
under the guidance of
the teacher

Learners' seating arraneenunts are tables which are normally

In rows

I

n pairs

In another linear
configuration,
e.g., horizontal rows
with tables touching

0

In a configuration where
learners face others

In a flexible arrangement to
meet the needs of individual
learners and of the program

Learning stations

Are the learners' tables

Arc primarily the
learners' tables with
limited interest centers

Increasing child-centeredness

Increasing

Are learners' tables with
some interest centers
and a small-group
instructional arca

Are tables with activity
centers on the perimeter
of the room and a
small-group meeting arca

learner independence problem solving

subject integration

decision making

use of language

Include a variety of work
surfaces and areas, e.g..
tables, easels, a.,eas outside
the classroom, activity
.ers, counters, ledges,
. 4 open floor space to
accommodate individuals
and small and large groups
#

Planning is based primarily on

Sequential progression
through texts andlor
commerLial teachers'
guidebooks

hohicoke/Ministry
guidelines and resource
documents

Etobicoke/Ministry
guidelines and resource
documents with some
reference to
learners' needs

Observation and evaluation
of learning progress
in conjunction with
curriculum guides and
resource documents with
some reference to the
interests of the learner

Observation and evaluation
of learning progress
in conjunction with
curriculum guides and
resource documents
and
The interests of the learner

Planning is done

Pritnarily by the
teacher working
independently

By the teacher with frequent
consuhations with colleagues.
By the teacher with frequent
Printarily by the teacher
including the principal, to
By the teacher with
consultations with colleagues,
with occasional
plan common classroom
trequent consultations
including the principal, to
consultation with
experiences and approaches
with colleagues,
plan common classroom
colleagues, including
and meetings where
including
the
principal,
to
experiences
and approaches
the principal, to plan
goals, aims, aad general
plan conmwn classroom
as well as Illec t ings where
shared experiences,
philosophy are considered.
experiences,
e.g.,
unit
of
goals, aims, and general
e.g.. excur: is, informal
and
philosophy are considered.
program or learner related study, grade or school
The learner is involved,
experience, case
and
matters such as how to
formally and informally,
conference
The
learner
is
involved on an
manage a particular chiki
through whole class, group,
occasional informal basis
and individual discussion
..: ......
with the teacher

2'

Increasing child-cemeredness

Increasing

learner independence problem solving

subject integration

1

2 "
.

decision making

use of language

Resources, equipment, and materials in the classroom include

Texts, charts,
pictures, and globes
(secondary sources)

Texts, charts, pictures,
and globes
(secondary sources)
and

Audio-visual materis
al
such as records, tapes,
films, filmsu ips, and
videotapes

Texts, charts, pictures,
and globes and
audio-visual materials
such as records, tapes,
films, filmstrips,
and videotapes
includin g

Tradebooks and
computers

Texts, charts, pictures. globes.
audio-visual materials.
Texts, charts, pictures, globes,
tradebooks.
computers.
audio-visual materials,
games,
puzzles,
arts/crafts
tradebooks, computers
.
laterials
and
small
and
constTuction
materials,
Games, puzzles, arts/crafts
and
materials and small
Blocks (small or floor)
construction maierials
sand/water tables, drama
props, and "found" material

During the teaching/learning period the learners used

Texts. charts, pictures,
and globes
Texts, charts,
pictures, and globes
(secondary sources)

and

Audio-visual materials
such as records, tapes,
films, filmstrips, and
videotapes

Texts. charts, pictures ,
and globes and
audio-visual materials
such as records, tapes,
films. film strips.
and videotapes
including
Tradebouks and
computers
_

Texts, charts, pictures, globes,
audio-visual materials,
Texts, charts, pictures, globes,
tradebooks, computers.
audio-visual materials,
games, puzzles, arts/crafts
tradebooks, computers
materials and small
and
construction materials.
Games, puzzles, arts/crafts
and
materials and small
Blocks (small or floor)
construction materials
sand/water tables, drama
props, and "found" material

The resource center is used

Primarily for book
exchange

For book exchange an
for book talks

For book exchanges,
book talks, and teaching

learnel how to use
the resource center,
i.e., library skills

Book exchanges, book talks,
and teaching learners how to
use the resource center.
i.e.. library skills
and
For small groups of !carnets
to visit to use the space
and materials for a topic
under study

For individuals, small
groups, and large groups,
as an extension of the
classroom

Access ti the resource center is

Only through scheduled
periods

Through scheduled
periods and occasional
open, unscheduled
periods

Through a balance
between scheduled
periods and open,
unscheduled periods

Through some scheduled
and a significant
number of open,
unscheduled periods

Through open,
unscheduled periods

Routines are

Established and en forced
by the teacher with
activities initiated and
terminated by the teacher.
Formal systems required

of learners, e.g
raising of hands.

,

Established and enforced
by the teacher with
activities initiated and
terminated by the teacher.
Some formal systems
in place for lea:ncrs.
Learner inte .action
at settin es.

Established and et,r..... ,:
by the tear ;ter with
activities .Inii..iti A 0,.'
terminal d ly th4. tc acner.
Soren 1Jrn.o sys :"T1S

in y la

fo !ewer..

Esi..''lished and initiated
hv u.. teacher in
c n uluvk -I with the
learnei., vi a y ovide for
forr ',*1 and in 'ormal

Li a, e.. Lit 'I v1;i'd

intemeti..n thn ughout

whea "pp; .; s3te.

th- 'la%

Developed cooperatively
by the teacher and learners.
Acthities are initiated and
terminated by learners
with teacher guidance.
Interaction Di:curs
informally at the discretion
of the learners within
established routines.

....-...

The day is organited

Into munerous small
designated time blocks
(10 - 30 minutes)

Into numerous small
designated time blocks
with one major
designated time block
(60 - 75 minutes)

Into two large
designated time blocks
(45 - 75 minutes) with
other small designated
blocks of time

9Qv

Around large designated
blocks of time

Around large blocks of
time which could vary
from day to day

Decisions about the use of time are made

By the teacher following
a preset schedule

By the teacher following
a preset schedule. The
learners have the use of
spare time after work
completion.

Ins:reasing

child-centeredness

Increasing

By the teacher
By the teacher modifying
establishing with the
a preset schedule to
learners a flexible schedule
accommodate the needs
to accommodate the needs
of the learners
and interests
of the learners

learner independ,,nce

subjeci integration

problem solving

decision making

use of language

By the learner under the
guidance of the teacher
using a contract or other
similar organizational
system
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By comparing reform policies currently in
place with other policies that really work.
Brown outlines the ways in which policymakers, legislators. teachers, administrators.
and school boards can effect changes that
will lead to a literary of thoughtfulness' for
the twenty-first century.
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Can current efforts to reform schools
really deliver to all our students?
Rexford Brown's Schools grillought captures the breadth. de-s*'-.. and
urgency of education reform which my fellow governors and I brought
to the Education Summit with President Bush in 1989. I recommend it
to other policymakers, whether they be in the midst of reform, as
Arkansas is. or contemplating it.
Bill Clinton,
Governor of Arkansas

Why. despite everyone's best intentions. are our children not being
educated to the levels they, and this nation, deserve? Rexford Brown's
rich and thoughtful book has more insights into Ulf question than a
stack of blue-ribbon education reform reports. Arm while some of what
Brown has to tell us is painful. his writing is a source of pleasure
and of hope.
Albert Shanker. president,
American Federation of Teachers

Schools of Thouciht provides an importantly fresilvoice in the American
school reform debate. Brown imaginatively and miquely connects rich
portraits of classrooms with a vision of how public policy can encourage
thoughtfulness in our schools.
Theodore R. Sizer. chairman,
Coalition of Essential Schools,
Brown University

Educational reform is among oirr most pressing needs. and it is not
enough to demand competence in simple basic skills. A deeper. broader
definition of literacyone that includes the capacity to think critically
and creatively and to exercise judgnwntis essential. To rind out how
the school reibrm movement is working toward these ends. Rexford
Brown visited classrooms across North America. from the backroads
of the rural South to native schools on the plairs to the industrial
northeast and beyond. These classroom scenes are alive with the
struggle to develop more thoughtful students and to provide a rich
education tbr- alt our children.
REXFORD G.BROWN is director of communications and senior policy
analyst tor the' Education Coimnission of the States in Denver.
Colorado.
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